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ABSTRACT

Menelik's diplomacy has in general - and especially by Italian 

historians - been dismissed as passive, yet full-blown opportunism. His 

diplomacy, however, appears as neither passive nor static in the light of 

English and French sources and of a re-examination of the Italian sources.

On the contrary, it was adapted to changing circumstances to create more 

favourable ones. By dint of active response to exterior forces and of 

initiative, Menelik contributed decisively to the conditions which enabled 

Ethiopia to survive and to profit by the partition. A serious obstacle 

to understanding Menelik and his foreign policy has been the tendency to 

regard him only as the victor of Adua masterfully balancing and using 

foreign interests to his advantage. The long progression leading to this 

virtuosity in political diplomacy gives another and an important dimension. 

Early failures through little and too late action were overcome, but only 

under the impulse of exterior events did Menelik develop the political 

diplomacy whi(?h culminated in the restoration of peace with Italy in October 

1896. For most of the years of his reign as the King of Shoa (1865 - 89) 

Menelik pursued a diplomacy of commerce in order to secure the arms trade 

and which showed a disregard even for the political consequences of his 

foreign policy. Once convinced of the overriding need for a defensive 

political diplomacy in 1890, he drew on earlier experience. The Battle of 

Adua, in fact, marked a new departure. His accomplishment is partly obscured 

by the fortuitous circumstances which favoured him and by his own ambiguity.



It is still difficult to make him stand out from an uncertainty about his 

real intentions which he seems purposely to have cultivated. But the 

restrictive context which he was forced to overcome begins to be apparent.

If the details await the writing of an internal history, the existence of 

strong opposition to close relations with Europe, even for the sake of more 

powerful arms, is clear. It is also clear that in dealing with increasingly 

complex external relations, Menelik developed a pattern of diplomacy which 

became more subtle in its judgement of the different external foes of the 

Empire while rising above the narrow horizon of traditional Amhara society 

that bound most of his contemporaries including the Emperor John IV. A 

discriminating web of relations with the various European Powers was the 

highly original and apparently personal achievement of Menelik.
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Chapter I 

FIRST FAILURES AND A PATTERN

On March 1, 1896, the cry MViva Menelich” reportedly was heard at 

a protest meeting in Rome. That day at Adua, unknown to the anti

colonialist demonstrators in Italy, the Ethiopian army had crushed an 

Italian expeditionary force> sent to annex the northern provinces and 

to impose a protectorate over the Empire. When news of the battle

reached Europe, the government of Francesco Crispi fell in a near
2insurrectional outburst. One Paris newspaper commented that, inadver

tently, the Italians had brought Ethiopia out of its shell, obliging
3all the Powers to take account of it. The emergence was neither

inadvertent nor the work of the Italians, but the calculated policy of

the Enperor. However, the unidentified journalist was correct in his

conclusion; during the next year, the renown of Menelik II of Ethiopia

passed in triumph through the chanceries of Europe.

The victory for the Ethiopians at Adua resulted primarily from their

modern arms which permitted them to take advantage of their superiority
Ain numbers and of the blunders of the Italian command. The importing 

of so plentiful a supply of firearms in spite of obstructionist coastal

1. Battaglia, La Prima Guerra, pp. 793 and 797 •

2. Ibid., pp. 799-803.

3- Cited by Parikhurst, nFire-armsM, pp. 133 and 166.

b. See, Berkeley, The Campaign of Adowa and the Rise of Menelik, p. 3̂ +0 
and following; Pankhurst, "Fire-arms", pp. 163-166.
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Powers and the considerable natural difficulties barring the way from 

southern Ethiopia makes Adua a major accomplishment of the diplomacy of 

Menelik. Moreover, the central importance of that battle to the sur

vival of Ethiopian independence until the death of Menelik, in December 

1913i is largely a consequence of his use of the Italian defeat to further 

the establishment of relations favourable to a policy of aggrandizement, 

and development which would not jeopardize national security. His reliance 

on a local balance of power, reflecting the coalitions and colonial 

antagonisms in Europe, was all the more sophisticated because it was 

largely of his own creation. His success is in striking contrast not 

only to less able and less fortunate rulers faced with European expansion, 

but to the dismal failure of his two predecessors, Theodore (l853-"l868) 

and John IV (1872-1889)) to come to terms with the need for European 

technology in the consolidation of the Empire and for its defence against 

foreign encroachment. This success was largely a personal one, achieved 

in spite of the sometimes hostile and more frequently indifferent attitude 

of the Powers, and against a dreadnought of internal opposition to 

foreigners and to their innovations.

Singular as the eventual accomplishment of Menelik was, there is 

little extraordinary about his early attempts at diplomacy. On the 

contrary, they were unoriginal, and rather ill-fated by their timidity 

in comparison with those of his contemporary and rival, John (Kassa of 

Tigre).

After his escape from enforced attendance at the court of Theodore 

at Magdalla, and his return to Shoa in June 1865, Menelik appealed to
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France for arms much as earlier rebels against the central authority 

had done. Inspired probably by the British Governments dispute with 

Theodore, and the gifts of arms which a British mission, led by Harris, 

had brought to the court of his Grandfather, Sahle Sellassie^in l8*f1, 

Menelik sent an agent to Aden with gifts and letters to Queen Victoria 

and the British Consul. Menelik asked that a new mission be sent to Shoa 

with artisans, and disowned the policy of isolation which his grandfather 

and father had adopted, blaming this mistaken policy for the loss of 

Shoan independence to Theodore in 1855* Enterprising as this overture 

seems, during the actual advance of the British Expedition towards 

Magdalla, Menelik was irresolute. John entered into direct negotiations 

with Napier, and by a timely encounter on the withdrawal of the Expedition,

received part of their excess baggage and an important quantity of arms
3 *+and ammunition. Menelik, sceptical of British success, held back

until it was too late. After a fainthearted demonstration before Mag

dalla (November 30 - December 3, 1867), he retired on the approach of

1. BPP (1867-68), LXXII, footnote p. 681; I have found no reference to 
this appeal of 1865 in the French archives; Pankhurst, "Fire-arms",
p. 138 and pp. 1^2-1^3 •
2 . Menelik to Victoria, and to Merewether, undated, forwarded from Aden, 
July 20, 1867, BPP (1867-68), LXXII, no. 792; also, the possibility of 
an expedition had become common rumour at Zeila and Aden by mid-1867; 
see: Massaja, I Miei, Vol. 8 , pp. 99 and 102; Cecchi, Da Zeila, vol. I, 
p. 265.

3- Pankhurst, "Fire-arms", p. 138 and pp. 1*f2-1^3«

f̂. Massaja, I Miei, Vol. 8 , p. 213; Cf., Afeworq, "Menelik", p. 23,
"... rimase senza aiutarli affatto poich£, dopo tutto, egli amava 
l*Imperatore Teodoro come un padre".
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Theodore, supporting the rebel forces of the Wollo Queen, Vorfcitu, but 

refusing to return to Magdalla to accept Napier1s offer of the fortress 

after Theodore’s death (April 11, 1868). A Shoan messenger, sent at 

the last moment, arrived only after the British evacuation, when the

smoking ruins were already in the hands of the rival Wollo Queen,
2Masteaat. Struggles in alliance with Workitu against Masteaat and

her sons occupied much of Menelik*s energies during the next eight to

ten years, and their rebellion at the end of 1871 prevented his marching
3to Gondar to crown himself before the coronation of John at Axum on

January 21, 1872. Menelik had missed an opportunity which the more

daring would have grasped.

Similarly, with the withdrawl of the British Expedition, Menelik 

turned, like the other principal contenders for power, to Napoleon III 

and to the Khedive. In 1869 Menelik wrote to Werner Munzinger, then 

French Consul at Massawa, asking for French mediation to constrain John 

and Tekle Giorghis in their parts of the Bnpire to respect his succession
kto the imperial honours in his part, that is, in Shoa and Wollo. In the

meantime, John had appealed to Napoleon III for assistance in the more

1. He could not have hoped to hold it against Theodore’s guns and the 
most prized prisoner, the Abuna Sal̂ pa, whose appeals may have inspired 
the seige, had died on Oct. 25, 1867; see: Walda Maryam, "Theodore" 
(Blundell), pp. 2j5-2*f and Rassam, Narrative, Vol. II, p. 251.

P. 214?
2.Mhssaja,I.MLei,V0I.8,/Vol. 9 , pp. 21-22; 35-38, and ^6 ; Douin, Ismail,
III, 1e, pp. 385-386.

3* Douin, Ismail, III, 2e, pp. 292, 29^ and 336; Chronique I, p. 9* 

*f. Douin, Ismail, III, 26, p. 313-
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1practical political matter of obtaining an abuna from Egypt. Moreover,

while John and Tekle Giorghis sent missions to Cairo in 1870, in search

of support against each other, and even Masteaat apparently wrote to

the Khedive, Menelik seems to have written for the first time only in

November 1872. By that time, the Egyptians were openly enemies of the

Empire, having occupied Bogos.^ John, in any case, had succeeded, by

dint of energetic and costly initiatives in Cairo, Paris and Aden, in

securing the appointment of a new abuna, whose sanction was indispensable
ifto his legitimacy as Emperor. Furthermore, the superiority of his arms 

and the instruction provided by an English officer, Kirkham, whom he 

had recruited in 1869 to train his soldiers, had already given John a

decisive victory over the undisciplined horde of spearmen and match-

lockmen of Tekle Giorghis, whom he defeated near Adua in July 1871 • By 

March 1873* Menelik faced the power of John alone. He had failed to 

create a favourable internal balance of power, or to find friends abroad.

Geography had favoured John. The British Expedition passed through

his territories, making them more conscious of his co-operation. Tigre

1. Douin, Ismail, III, 2e, pp. 303-30*+.

2. Ibid., p. 308 and pp. 316-317*

3. Ibid., p. 3*+2, at the end of June and beginning of July; John had
sent Kirkham to Europe with a circular, dated Aug. 10, 1872, protesting 
about the occupation (p. 3*+9 )»

*f. Ibid.,pp. 300 , 316-317 and 320.

3* Ibid., p. 323; in May 1872 Ras Woronya of Amhara appealed to the
Khedive (pp. 36*+-363) » ^ut was defeated by John on Feb. 20, 1873 (p- *+0*+).
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also had more ready access than the other provinces of the Empire to 

the contraband trade carried on with the connivance of the European 

consuls from the coast near Massawa. Consequently, the Tigreans had 

always had a greater supply of firearms, and hence more experience in 

their use. In addition, Munzinger pinned French support on John, in 

hope that he would favour the activities of the Lazarist missionaries, 

who had been driven before Theodore's persecutions into Bogos and the 

coastal periphery of Tigre. In August 1870, John expelled the missiona

ries, but soon afterwards, with the collapse of the Second French Empire,
2Munzinger entered the service of the Khedive (April 1871). In any case,

3confronted with Munzinger1s abuse, John confidently turned to Aden.

Cut off in Shoa from easy access to a port, and without direct con

tact with consuls or other foreigners, Menelik was probably less aware of 

the techniques for carrying on foreign relations. In addition, he had 

returned to a court where the little experience in the more forward 

diplomacy of the Amharan princes after 1800 had ended with a revival of 

the isolation of the 18th century. The tentatives of his grandfather,

Sahle Sellassie^in the early l8*+Os to enter into formal relations 

with England and France, through Harris and Rochet D'Hericourt, had 

resulted in popular reaction, led by the clergy, to the technical innova

tions they introduced, and in revived suspicion of Europeans and especially

1. Pankhurst, "Fire-Arms", pp. 138, 1^2-1^8; also Douin, Ismail,
III, 2e, p. 296.

2. Douin, Ismail, III, 2e, pp. 303-30^; 3^8-319 anc* 320.

3- Ibid., p . 320.
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of the British at Aden. The two draft treaties signed with Harris in

1841 and with Rochet D'Hericourt in 1843 were disavowed by their home

governments, and never ratified. The priests dismantled the flour

mills which Harris had built, to the delight of Sahle Sellassie, and

the King's advisors convinced him that the best security lay in getting

rid of the two missions and then firmly closing the routes from Zeila
1and Tajura behind them.

The hesitations of Menelik to become more closely involved v/ith

Napier were encouraged by equally reactionary advice that the British
2might betray him. With the loss of Magdalla, reactionary opinion was

3discredited in the conduct of foreign relations, but it could not be 

ignored. Nor could Menelik have avoided the influence of his wife, 

Bafana, of whom he was passionately fond, and with good cause, according
4to at least one Italian. Her advice was always sought, and supposedly

5she urged Menelik to ally himself with the Egyptians against John.

1. Ullendorff and Beckingham, "The First Anglo-Ethiopian Treaty"; 
Plowden to Palmerston, Lamgee, Jan. 3i 1830, BPP (1867-68), LXXII,
No. 81, p. 46; Rochet D'Hericourt, Second Voyage, text of treaty,
pp. 373-378.
2. Massaja, I Miei, Vol. 8 , p. 214; Vol. 9* pp. 21-2 2; 33-38 and 46.

3 . Ibid., Vol. 9i PP- 38, 46 and 39; also, Massaja to Touvier, Litche, 
July 1 , 1873* Farina, Lettere, p. 302.

4. Cecchi, Vol. 1, p. 420; Massaja, I Miei, vol. 11, p. 8 6.

3. Massaja, I Miei, Vol. 10, p. 190; Bafana was a Wollo Galla, whose 
position, despite Menelik*s passion for her, was insecure because he 
refused to give her an indissoluble religious marriage (Vol. 9> P- 44;
Cecchi, vol. I, pp. 270 and 273).
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The influence of the clergy is even less certain, but seems to have

been divided. Those with ties to the stricter views of the Abuna and

the northern clergy, were rigidly reactionary, while the schismatics of

the Shoan branch of the Ethiopian church were more permissive, tending

to tolerate foreign Christians, partly out of spite, according to the

Catholic missionary Massaja, for the pretensions of the northerners.

In any case, there appears to have been no Shoan on whom Menelik could
2rely for sound advice in foreign policy.

It is clear, however, that Menelik intended from the time of his

return to Shoa to revive the initiative abandoned by Sahle Sellassie.
3His overtures for French mediation and, belatedly, for an abuna, show

that he was alive to the political importance of diplomacy in the internal

struggle for power. Moreover, not only did he appeal for arms, but,

in a letter to the Khedive of February 1874, he repeated the request made
Ato the British in 1867 for artisans. The need for skilled workers

resulted in part from the use of firearms, and the demand for better 
5powder. John too had tried, through his envoy to Egypt, to hire a 

number of French workmen.^ Menelik*s interest in the applied sciences

1. Massaja, I Miei, Vol. 9» pp. 42, 43; also, Massaja to Delmonte, Scioa, 
Sept. 24, 1869, Farina, Lettere, p. 286.

2. Bianchi, Alla Terra, p. 232, in Dec. 1879* "... es mal circondato ...."

3. Douin, Ismail, III, 3 %  fasc. B, p. 720, in March or April 1873*

4. Ibid., p. 717.

3. Pankhurst, "Fire-arms”, p. 149.

6 . Douin, Ismail, III, 2°, p. 317*
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and in using closer relations with Europe and Egypt to bring their

benefits to the development of his resources, probably was aroused by

his involuntary attendance on Theodore. He was said to have been very

impressed by his captor, who treated him as a son. Theodore was

enthusiastic for the workshop built for him by European lay-missionaries,

whom he valued very highly as technical advisors, and may have impressed

on Menelik his own willingness to welcome foreigners who came with
2some loyal service to perform. In any case, Menelik had known the lay-

missionaries at Magdalla, and later tried to attract their leader into

his employ. He certainly must have been aware of the extraordinary work

they did in casting guns for Theodore, and in building a road across

central Ethiopia, over which these and the rest of his heavy ordinance
Awere dragged before the British advance in 1867. Certainly, too, the

outstanding logistical and technical accomplishment of the British

Expedition must have been considerable proof to the young Menelik of

the superiority modern European armies had by virtue of their technology.
5In addition to a genuine curiosity about all mechanical devices, 

Menelik had personal traits which distinguished him from John and 

Theodore, and which contributed greatly to the success of his foreign

1. Keller, Ilg, p. 28; Massaja, I Miei, Vol. 11, p. 85, although not by
science; Afeworq, "Menelik’1, p. 23-

2. See, Waldemeier, Autobiography, pp. 43-46, 63 and 73-

3. Massaja, I Miei, Vol. 11, p. 83; and Waldmeier, Autobiography, p. 79*

4. Pankhurst, "Fire-arms”, pp. 143-146.

5. Pankhurst, "Portrait", pp. 137-138.
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policy. He disliked the risks of war, and was extremely cautious.

This heightened both his patience in awaiting events and the prudence

with which he proceeded, once an occasion for safe action opened. "By

nature," Taitu’s secretary, Afeworq, described him, "Menelik ... does

not like to rush things, but to ponder them, without saying either ’yes’ 
3or 'no*." He explained that Menelik sent tribute to Tekle Giorghis 

in November 1868, while continuing to claim the imperial titles himself, 

because he considered it inopportune to face two enemies at once, and

wished to concentrate on the more pressing matter of subjugating the
k 5Wollo. What much later was described as his even-mindedness seems to

have been an early characteristic. Caution, moreover, was paired with
c

a geniality which most Europeans found disarming, however exasperating

1. Ciccodicola to MAE, Addis Ababa, May 1903, Conf. (XCIV), No. 2615: 
"sua ripugnanza alia guerra"; N.B., not however against the poorly armed
Galla. Cf., John’s noted comment re. Ital. dispute in Lemay, "Rapport", 
Sept. 13, 1885, Afriquq/105, f.128: "J’aime la guerre".
2. Rimbaud to Borelli, Harar, Feb. 25, 1889, Berrichon, Lettres, p. 3^1 > 
Ilg, interview for Zurich newspaper, trans. dated Berne, Feb. 19, 1896, 
Correspondence Politique des Consuls, Suisse/6 1 8 (1896): f.7^, MLe Roi 
"... est avant tout tres prudent et tr£s circonspect."

3 . Afeworq, Menelik, p. 26.

k. Ibid.

5 . Ciccodicola to MAE, Addis Ababa, July 10, 1903, Conf. (XCIV), No. 2622, 
pp. 67-6 8, comparing it with the meglomania of Theodore and the mysticism 
of John.

6. For instance, see: Arnoux, "La Franco-Ethiopienne" (1879), f • 3*H?j
Aubry, "Une Mission au Choa", p. 711 i Longbois to MAE, Ankober, June 16, 
188 ,̂ Afrique/105, f« 3^- Cf., Bianchi, Alla Terra, p. 232: "... e ...
piuttosto debole, inerte"; Salimbeni, Diario, p. 23^, M£ un canaglia ..."; 
and p. 310, "il re di tutti gli imbroglioni". The latter was decidedly a 
minority opinion and Bianchi1s is specifically dismissed in Massaja,
I Miei, Vol. 11, note (1), p. 86.
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his delays might be.

This geniality was in marked contrast to the reserved dignity
1maintained at the court of John. No doubt there was a real difference

in personality, but, on Menelik1s part, it was also a calculated one.
2John was popularly called the Msoldier monk” by his subjects. By con

trast, Menelik prided himself in winning over resistance by lavish 

hospitality and generosity.^ The chronicler of Theodore wrote of

Menelik: "The King follows the words of the Evangel: 'Be gentle
ifas the dove and prudent as the serpent."' Nor can any sharp distinc

tion be made between the manner of ruling the feudal-military society 

and the methods of Menelik*s diplomacy. As circumstances required, he 

drew on "the Abyssinian technique of fair promises, polite evasion,

obstinate procrastination and skilful manoeuvre between conflicting
5forces" in dealing with the Powers. Later he applied a policy of 

equilibrium to avoid confronting coalitions among foreign interests, 

as well as among the great vassal lords.^ However, from 1865-18751 Shoa

1. Salimbeni, Diario, p. 135; nla bonomia del re ... sincera", but not 
otherwise impressed after Debra Marcos and Ambasciera; re. audiences with 
John, see Lemay, "Rapport", Afrique/105, ff. 111, 121 and 128.

2. Chronique I, note (3), by DeCoppet, p. 131•

3- Ibid., note by DeCoppet, p. 122 and ref. to DeSalviac, Les Gallas,
P- 71.
k. Walda Maryam, "Theodoros" (Mondon-Vidaillet), p. 55*

5. Sanderson, "Inger", p. 6k.

6 . Ciccodicola to MAE, Addis Ababa, July 10, 1903* Conf. (XCIV), No. 2622,
p. 6 7.
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was insulated from the pressure of foreign interests. Even later, the 

difficulty was not to control foreign interests, but to arouse them.

Hence, for some time Menelik did not seem to consider diplomacy as a 

means for balancing foreign powers, but his policy of inducements and 

habits of caution were applied to break out of the isolation of geography 

and tradition.

A personal trait, which became immediately useful to his diplomacy,
1was his religious toleration. Perhaps from lack of religious scruple,

but probably for political reasons, Menelik proclaimed in his conquest

of the Wollo Galla, a doctrine of graŜ cjal persuasion in September 1876,
2which renounced forceful conversion of the Muslims. He may also have

issued an edict for the freedom of religion in Shoa; he at least
3assured the French that he had. There were dissenters in Shoa, and it 

is.unlikely that he did take the most politic course and allowed free 

practice while forbidding controversy. He may have been assisted in 

this by the existence of the schismatic clergy. In any case, from the 

time John expelled the Lazarists from Tigre, despite promises to 

Napoleon III in 1868 of toleration, Munzinger was in search of a new 

champion for the mission. Moreover, when Munzinger became Governor of

1. He was not noted for piety and belonged to the Shoan schismatic sect
of Debra Libanos (Massaja, I Miei, Vol. 11, p. 8*0.

2. Chronique, I, p. 122; also notes by DeChoppet.

3 . Arnoux, "La Franco-EthiopienneM (1879)1 390.

*f. Ibid.
* 4 05- Douin, Ismail, III, 2 , pp. 3'l8-3^9; cf. Kassa to Napoleon III, March 

10, 1871, Afrique/62, assuring that if traders of* explorers came he would 
protect them, but as a Copt he would not have Catholic missionaries.
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Massawa, after 1871, the usefulness of his co-operation must substantially 

have increased. The ground, in fact, was prepared for an entente between 

Shoa and the Egyptian Governor.

Consciously or not, Menelik assumed the pose of protector of the
"ICatholic missionaries. It was a position very different from the umbrage

2John took at their interference. Although the policy of France, the

most interested Power, was no more inclined towards Shoa as a result,

the intransigent hostility of John to the missionaries was a stumbling
3block in his negotiations with France. Moreover, Menelik was free to 

take advantage of opportunities for using the missionaries from which 

John was precluded. On March 8, 1868, in fact, Menelik received at 

Litche, then his capital, the Vicar Apostolic of the Mission to the 

Galla, Massaja, who brought definite news of the British Expedition, and 

had written to Menelik from Zeila in 1867 appealing for permission to 

cross Shoa in order to regain his mission among the independent kingdoms 

of the southwest. Menelik had readily complied, instructing the messenger 

he was sending to Aden with gifts and letters for the British, to wait

0
1 . Re. favourable effect on L^zarists, see Douin, Ismail, III, 3 1 
Fasc. B, p. 7^3 , note (3)•

2. Cf. Menelik to MacMahon, Litche, Dec. 1873» Afrique/62: "luelques
voyageurs et des missionaires fran^aip sont venus visiter mon pays, ils 
ont laiss£ de bons souvenirs . ;  and Kassa to Napoleon III, March 10, 
1870, Afrique/62: ’’Sans que jfaie dit aux pr^tres catholiques
dfenseigner, ils mfont embarass£ en disant que l’eglise est 3 eux et que 
les prttres sont & eux . John also feared, apparently, that the 
missionaries would attract other Europeans: see Gonzague Lassere to
Lagarde, Obock, April 11, 1886, FOM, Af.Pol./l30, Obock, ”Corr. Gen.”
(1887).

3. See: Lemay, ’’Rapport” , Afrique/103* f- 111 and following.
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on the prelate and escort him back to Shoa. Massaja was the first 

European to travel from Tajura to Shoa since the departure of Rochet 

DfHericourt, but the self-imposed blockade had long since fallen under 

the stranglehold of the nominally Turkish governor of Zeila, Abu Bekr. 

Only the sale of a hundred rifles by Massaja and the threat of confisca

tion by Menelik of his lands in Shoa, forced Abu Bekr after three months 

to comply with the order to allow Massaja to pass. Once in Shoa,

Massaja was delayed for much longer. Having taken such trouble to bring 

him to Shoa, Menelik apparently was not anxious to lose him to the 

independent Galla. With the discrediting of reactionary opinion in 

foreign affairs, after the loss of Magdala, Massaja filled the vacuum 

of experienced counsel about the outside world.

Menelik almost certainly had intended on welcoming Massaja*s 

appeal to use him as an advisor and an intermediary for his diplomacy.

The French Government had been associated with the interests of Franch 

Catholic missionaries to the point of being compromised in its dealing

with Theodore, who believed that they were also involved in the arms
2trade to the rebel chief of Tigre. These associations may not have 

been far from Menelik1s mind, or the fact that Massaja was one of the few

1. Massaja, I Miei, Vol. 8 , pp. 212-21*f; Vol. 9, PP- 21-22, 25, 35-38, 
^6 , 59; Massaja to Touvier, Litche, July 1, 1873, Farina, Lettere, p. 
302; re. Abu Bekr, Douin, Ismail, III, 3e, fasc. A, pp. 583-58^.

2. Giglio I, pp. 51-53; also L.V. "Etiopia11, No. 5, p* 13, re. negotia
tions carried out for the Government of Piedmont; Pankhurst, "Fire
arm sn, p. 1^3 ; the Lazarists appear to have been used at times by the 
French Government, see: "Note sur les relations de la France avec
1 * Abyssinie", Afrique/62, f. 2*f3 and following.
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people well informed about the state of the Galla kingdoms, and Menelik
1questioned him closely about them.

Massaja provided the indispensable services of a secretary and

translator when there was almost no one else in Shoa who knew European

languages. For a time, at least, he seems to have enjoyed the intimate

confidence of Menelik, who asked him about the duties of kings, private

and public business, but especially about how to get along with

foreigners and their governments. It is not unlikely that the tragic

example of Theodore, which is said to have left such a lasting impression 
2in his mind, stirred him to become acquainted with the customs of the 

people who had so gravely offended Theodore, and whom he had so catas

trophically provoked. To some extent, therefore, Menelik received from 

Massaja a liberal education in statecraft, which probably reinforced the 

views to which Theodore had exposed him. Theodore's reliance on the two 

Englishmen, Bell and the British Consul, Plowden, as well as his desire
3to establish formal relations with the European Powers, are paralleled 

in the early efforts of Menelik. However, there is a striking difference 

with Theodore in the very presence of a Catholic missionary, especially 

of Massaja*s importance, at the Shoan capital. Theodore had concluded, 

in the light of Ethiopian history, he told Plowden, that the Catholic

1. Massaja, I. Miei, Vol. , p. ; Cecchi, Vol. II, p. .

2. Keller, Ilg, p. 28.

3- Plowden, Travels, p. ^56.
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missionaries menaced a return to the period of the predominance of 

Jesuit influence. He also had been wary of official representatives, 

especially consuls which he did not want, perhaps because he knew of the 

extraordinary rights which they exercised under the capitulations at 

Massawa. No such fears were shown by Menelik. On the contrary, he had 

invited the British to send a mission, and was willing to accept a 

French consul. He shared none of the traditional suspicions for the 

danger of foreign missionary activity, perhaps because, from the view

point of a frontier province, any form of Christianity might break down
2resistance to Amharanexpansion. Furthermore, while welcoming Massaja

to Shoa, he prevented him from going to the organized Galla states, where

he might have lent assistance to their resistance. It appears that later

he imposed, by formal agreement, such rigorous restrictions on the

religious ministry of the missionaries among the Shoan Galla that they
3were reduced virtually to lay instructors. He thus had all the advan

tages of their knowledge of the outside world, not the least of which

1. Menelik to MacMahon, litche, Dec. 9» 1&73 (sealed, June 9i 1876), 
Afrique/62.
2. He supposedly told Massaja: MCon un buon numero di questi apostoli, 
io, in poco tempo e senza spager sangue, conquisterei tutti i Galla!M
(I Miei, Vol. XI, p. 8*0.

3- Taurin de Cahagne to Salvator, No. 37» undated, but before March 1889, 
CapucM-iU Paris MS: Mission Galla/l83:23, "Mgr. ayant pris par £crit
1*engagement de n*avoir pas d*Eglise, de ne pas l'occuper de propagande. 
Rien n*a oublie; pas de chant, pas de cloche ... de sorte que nous 
ne pouvons pas nous illusionner tout est piece-fini du c3te du Choa.
Ce n* est pas seulement £ Joannes que cela tient, mais aussi et surtout 
e? Menelick et au clerge de son pays sur lesquels on l*etaimt uniquement 
appuye sans prendre aucune racine dans le pays Galla litteralement 
aucune." Re,negotiations by Lassere for readmission in 1883#

!
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was of its languages, with little more of the disadvantages of their

interference than the reputation for being pro-Catholic.

Although a willing tutor and secretary, Massaja proved a reluctant

go-between, Menelik asked him to assist in talks with Munzinger, whom

Massaja had met in Aden- According to Massaja, these talks were to

concert action against John, and on his refusal to be party to them,
1Menelik had recourse to the intermediary of the Abu Bekr family. It

2has often been asserted that such an entente resulted. However, there 

is no evidence from Munzinger1s reports, or the Egyptian archives,^of 

any understanding hostile to John, although Menelik in fact did corres

pond with the Khedive through Abu Bekr. In addition, two envoys were 

sent to Cairo from Shoa, one by way of Keren to see Munzinger in February 

\  1879, with a request for artisans, and another in March 1875* asking for 

the appointment of an abuna for Shoa, for arms, a treaty of friendship 

and the fixing of a trade route. The reply of the Khedive to the first 

of Menelik*s letters was so innocuous that John did not notice it had 

been intended for Menelik when, by misadventure, it was delivered to him. 

In reply to the second, and a further oral request, for more arms, the 

Khedive sent five hundred rifles via Zeila, and five hundred more with

1. Massaja, I Miei, Vol. 9j P- 216 ; Vol. 10, pp. 5-6.

2. Matteucci, In Abissinia, p. 185 and Vigoni, Abissinia, pp. 126-127, 
both reporting rumours prevalent in 1879; also, Massaja, I Miei, Vol. 9, 
pp. 215-220; Wylde, p. 25; Cf., Cecchi, vol. I, p. 269;
Afeworq, "Menelik”, p. 27, claiming that Menelik had instigated the 
attack on John, but that the only understanding was that the Egyptians 
should make no annexation.
5# In addition to Douin, see: Rubenson, "Ethiopian Independence", 
p. 18.
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Munzinger, who was to occupy Aussa and then negotiate a treaty with 

Menelik. On November 13, 1873* Munzinger1s small force was attacked 

and nearly v/iped out. Three days later John destroyed a larger Egyptian
"Iexpeditionary force at Gundet (November 16).

Whatever hopes Menelik had of using the Egyptians, his policy must

have been in a shambles. By the time he knew of the two defeats, he

must also have known that a third force, after landing at Zeila (August

9), had succeeded in occupying Harar (October 11). Although his last

letter to the Khedive appears to have encouraged the sending of Munzinger

to Aussa, it is hardly likely that Menelik would have welcomed the

occupation of a point which Munzinger himself anticipated would be

a direct link to Wollow and Shoa." Worse was to come. By a letter

received in mid-January 1876, Menelik learned that the Khedive was intent

on avenging the honour of Egyptian arms, and proposed to recognize him as

Negus Neghest after John had received a projected punishment, if he would
Ameet the Egyptian forces at Adua. Talk of artisans and an abuna, of a 

treaty and a trade route, was silenced by the insistence on a perilous 

confederation. Menelik showed no enthusiasm for the sudden change in 

the terms of his negotiations, from what he almost certainly was genuinely

1. Douin, Ismail, III, 3 %  fasc. A, pp. 383-38^, 3^6; and fasc. B,
pp. 713, 715, 717-718, 720-722, 732, 733, 752, 73k, 80*t, 812 and 921.

2. Ibid., pp. 600 , 602 , 605 and 61*+.

3 . Ibid., p. 586.

k. Ismail to Menelik, Dec. 6 , 1875, ibid., fasc. B, pp. 821-82^.
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interested in, to something he was too prudent to hazard. At the same

time, he was loath to break off the promising dialogue.

Menelik is said to have doubted that the Egyptians would avenge

their defeat at Gundet and, hence, decided to await events in Wollo .

Presumably as a precaution against being caught on the wrong side,
2Menelik sent John some hundreds of cavalry.

After the decisive defeat inflicted by John on the Egyptian expedi

tionary force at Gura (March 7? 1876), and Menelik*s return to Litche 

a coun 1 was held on June 1, 1876, to consider future policy towards 

igypt. This consisted of Massaja and other missionaries,^ a 

Frenchman, Pierre Arnoux, Menelik*s uncle, Darghie, and the principal 

intendent of his household and the customs posts, the Azage Walda Zadek.

The conquest of Harar and the occupation of Zeila, as well as the abortive 

attempt against Aussa, were discussed. It was decided to write to the 

Khedive in order to secure a route by proposing friendly relations on the 

basis of a treaty guaranteeing the neutrality of the port of Tajura, and 

free transit there for Shoan goods. Copies of this letter were to be 

sent to the Powers, and copies of the previous correspondence of the 

Khedive to Menelik were to be attached, in case the Egyptian Government

i * 01. Douin, Ismail, III, 3 ? fasc B, p. 10 V7, citing Matteucci, In Abissinia,
p. 191.
2. Ibid., p. 898; 3-600 horse in Feb. 1896; Afeworq, ’’Menelik", p. 27?
2,000 spears.

3 . Re. other missionaries following Massaja to Shoa, and whom Menelik 
allowed to be stationed among the Galla in Shoa, see: Massaja, I Miei,
Vol. 9? P- *119; Massaja to D*Abbadie, Martini et al, Farina, Lettere, 
pp. 325? 328-329? and 3M+; Lande, ”Un Voyageur”, p. 903- These included 
Taurin dfe Cahagne, who succeeded Massaja.
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rejected the proposal. The letters were entrusted to Pierre Arnoux,

who was charged with the task of negotiating a treaty in addition to

a commercial and diplomatic mission in Europe already entrusted to him.

It appears, therefore, that Menelik was trying to recall negotiations

with the Khedive, with the aid of pressure from the Powers, if necessary,

back to the terms of his initial overtures. The dangerous zone they

had entered as a result of Gura and Gundet was to be skirted in an

attempt to obtain free access to the sea for the import of firearms.

Tv/o important changes had overtaken the foreign policy of Menelik.

The Egyptian defeats had raised John*s prestige, leaving him with

the vast quantity of modern arms abandoned on the field by both

expeditionary forces, while the conquest of Harar and the incorporation

of Abu Bekr into the Egyptian administration had more securely closed

Shoa off from the import of arms. Secondly, a French arms dealer had

arrived to propose the opening of a route free from obstructions. The

council of June 1, 1876 is the beginning of counterpressure to free

Shoa1s access to the sea, and of serious efforts to encourage French

traders to develope a new route.

Pierre Arnoux, who is intimately associated with this change, had
2arrived in Shoa in September 187^. One of a number of artisans and 

traders recruited for John in Egypt and who had been frustrated in their 

attempts to reach John, apparently by the Egyptian administration at 

Massawa, Arnoux had written to Menelik in December 1872, proposing to

0
1. Douin, III, 3 1 fasc. B, citing Arnoux, f,La Franco-Ethiopienne", 
f. 33̂ .
2# Dictiormaire de Biographie Franyaise, (Balteau), tome 3> PP» 1032-1033* 
"menuisier d Ale’kndrie'’,
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visit Shoa and to open Europe to him. Menelik readily agreed, and asked

Arnoux to bring some rifles with him. He also promised to Ids ten to the

Frenchman*s commercial projects, but the grandiose schemes Arnoux
1unveiled were more than Menelik is likely to have anticipated.

Arnoux proposed creating a flow of legitimate trade to a port under

French protection in the Bay of Tajura, independent of the slave traders

who monopolised all of the trade from the interior. He brought with

him two French workmen, Jaubert and P^guingnol, who were to begin to

found a colony of European artisans, which would collect, and as well as
2produce.agricultural trade goods for Shoa*s exchanges with Europe.

Arnoux praised the advantages of a national coinage with Menelik* s 

effigy, the metric system, European style honours, and steam navigation 

of the Awash to improve transportation to the Bay of Tajura. Menelik 

himself showed interest in some of these projects, according to Arnoux, 

as well as in establishing a printing press and papermill, in bringing 

doctors to Shoa, in opening the country by rail to a seaport, and, above 

all, of importing useful devices of European manufacture.

Impracticable as some of these schemes were in the 1870s and limited 

as Menelik* s interest probably was to immediate improvements in military 

technology, they were elements of European civilization which, in time,

1. Douin, Ismail, III, 2e, p. 317 and note (1), p. 3^3; Lande, MUn 
VoyageurM; Massaja, I Miei, Vol. 10, pp. 161-176; Arnoux, "La Franco- 
Ethiopienne ou La France en Ethiopie" (1879)1 hereafter cited as MLa 
Franco-Ethiopienne"; and his "Extraits du Journal de Voyage" cited as 
"Extraits", both in Afrique/62, f. 33^ and following.

2. Arnoux, "La Franco-Ethiopienne", f. 358.
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Menelik adopted. Moreover, Menelik seems genuinely to have appreciated

the man who proposed them. "Monsieur Arnoux has been sent to us by

Providence," Menelik wrote to the President of France. He had always

wanted a reliable man of learning and ability near him, Menelik explained,

and in Arnoux his wish had been fulfilled. Menelik is said to have been
2attracted by extraordinary personalities, and Arnoux seems to have been

one. Massaja thought highly of him, and although he was dismissed by

later Italians as an adventurer, the more objective opinion of a French

agent, sent to Obock to investigate the activities of the several arms

traders there after 1881, confirmed that Arnoux was the only one who had 
3proved reliable. Menelik received Arnoux well and listened attentively, 

according to Arnoux, to his civilizing projects. Whatever Menelik*s real 

feelings at schemes for regenerating Ethiopia by uplifting Shoa through

legitimate trade, he must readily have appreciated the usefulness of
li

the powder mill which Jaubert constructed.

Nor did Menelik find any reluctance on Arnoux* s part to act as his

go-between, or to concern himself with Menelik*s material needs. On the

1. Menelik to MacMahon, Litche, Dec. 9, 1&75 (sealed June 9» 1876), 
Afrique/62, rec'd. Jan. 1877; authenticated by D ’Abbadie.

2. Keller, Ilg, p. 125#

3- Massaja, I Miei, Vol. 10, p. 50, trustworthy and honest; although 
Massaja doubted the practicality of his schemes; (Massaja to Antinori, 
Shoa, June 16, 1876, Martire, Massaja da Vicino, p. 39$, 11 ••• una persona 
grave e capace"; Capt. of the"Forfait" to Marine, Obock, Sept. 10,
1881, Afrique/64, "le veritable type pionnier runlike the! trop nombreux 
sp£culateurs"•
4. Massaja, I Miei, Vol. 10, p. 78. It produced in several hours what it 
took a soldier a week to supply; Cecchi, , vol. I, p. 3^9-
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contrary, Arnoux concentrated all of his considerable energy and imagina

tion on them. He must have struck a natural chord of sympathy in Menelik, 

who was more attracted to mechanics than metaphysics. It is no exag

geration to suggest that in Arnoux Menelik came into contact, for the 

first time, with the late 19th century Europe, and that he was profoundly 

impressed with the possibilities of drawing on it, at least for the needs 

of his own personal ambition. According to Arnoux, he convinced Menelik

of the need to prohibit the slave trade, and an edict was published 
2against it. Although domestic slavery continued, and the trade itself

3persisted throughout the late 19th century, some new ordinance was 

promulgated by Menelik, since even Afar Muslim traders were subject to 

confiscation and fine for trading in slaves through his territories.

Furthermore, Arnoux must be credited with teaching Menelik a new 

diplomatic language. His first correspondence with European governments 

had been limited to direct appeals for arms, and simple letters of 

courtesy. Arnoux, however, induced him to use of terms of anti-slavery, 

and legitimate trade, which he must already have known from the corres

1. Massaja, I Miei, Vol. 11, pp. 86-87.

2 . Arnoux, "La Franco-Ethiopienne".

3- Pankhurst, "The Ethiopian Slave Trade"; Moss to Sealy, Zeila, Nov. 1*+, 
1887, F.O. **03/90, No. 233 inclosure *f; Makonen to Crispi, Rome,
Oct. 1889. A.S.MAI 8/2-9.

*f. Cicognani, "Diario", p. 30, reporting imposition of fines on Abd-el- 
Rhaman by the Azage Walda Zadek; also, Makonen to Crispi, Rome, Oct.,
1889, A.S.MAI 8/2-9, admitting the Shoans took slaves from Galla war 
prisoners, but did not sell them, and insisted "Sono i musulmani ... che 
... facevanno altra volta il commercio...."
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pondence of the Khedive and the British draft treaty of l8*f1. He

encouraged Menelik to assume the posture of an enlightened ruler seeking

Europe*s aid in bringing his backward country into civilization. In short,

he taught him the liberal vocabulary which was current in Europe, and

which appealed to the European sense of progress and mission. This new

vocabulary is reflected in the letters prepared for the Powers in

December 1875 (sealed after the council of June 1), where it adorns the

persistent demand for material aid, and a new concern for free access 
1to the sea. To King Victor Emmanuel, Menelik, with the aid of Arnoux,

addressed the plea:

J*esp£re ... que les barrieres qui nous -s£parent des peuples 
chr^tiens et civilises, s*abaisseront, que la lumi£re parviendra 
jusqu*& nous et que la route 6tant ouverte au milieu des deserts, 
vos sujets viendront pour nous aider dans notre oeuvre de 
civilisation.^

To the President of France, an equally highflown request for arms was 

directed:

Je vî eux introduire dans mon pays ... l*industrie et la civilisa
tion de la France, Je desire, ^ l*aide de bons instructeurs et 
des armes perfection^es travailler st 1* organization de mon arm^e 
sur le modele de l*arm/e fran^aise... combien j*aime introduire 
dans mon pays la lumiere qui manque depuis des si£cles.^

The Khedive, after lively protests against his encroachments on Shoan

territory, was treated more tersely, but no less elegantly, to: "II

1. Menelik and Arnoux prepared these letters during Dec. 1875, but they 
were not sealed until just before his departure; Arnoux, "Extraits", 
entry, June 6 , 1876.

2. Ibid., and copy in Giglio II, No. 25, Allegato; see, Giglio I, note 
(69), p. 79; and Afrique/62.

5- Dated Litche, Dec. 9, 1875 (June 9 , 1876), Afrique/62.
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importe que ce transit [from Tajura] soit libre ... Je desire que mes
"\

tentatives civilisatrices ne subissent aucun emp^chement....M

At the end of June 1876, Arnoux left Shoa charged with the diplo

matic mission of negotiating a treaty of guarantee with the Khedive, 

of delivering the letter copies to the Powers, of encouraging the

Italian Government to send a mission to Shoa, and of renewing the Franco-
2Shoan Treaty of 18 -̂3 • Arnoux was entrusted with a rich caravan, vhich 

he had helped Menelik to organize, and which was to pay for the purchase 

of arms in Europe and for the hiring of artisans and other skilled 

workmen for Menelik.''* In addition, Arnoux was to promote, under Menelik*s 

patronage, a Franco-Ethiopian trading company. The company, to which
4Menelik had already been induced to give land and mineral concessions, 

was to run a factory in Shoa, which would also serve Menelik as a royal 

workshop, much as the establishment of the lay-missionaries at Gaffat 

had served Theodore. Moreover, in the interests of the Company’s future, 

Arnoux was to urge French occupation of its Afar protectorate at Obock

with the promise that Menelik would send caravans there under Shoan
5escort if certain of an outlet, in order to free himself of Egypt’s

1. Litche, June 10, 1876, Afrique/62, f. 276 (Amharic), and f. 277
(Fr. Trans.); Douin, Ismail, III, 3°? fasc. B, pp. 1048-1049.

2. Menelik to MacMahon, see note 3? P- 24 above.

3 . Menelik, ”Mondat Politique”, Litche, June 10, 1876, copy by Arnoux,
Afrique/6 2, ff. 279-280.

4. Menelik, ’’Edit”, Litche, Dec. 9r 1^75 and ’’Edit”, June 10, 1876, 
Afrique/62, ff. 281 and 291.

3. Arnoux, MLa Franco-Ethiopienne” , f. 3^7-
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monopoly of the seaports.
Preparations for the assault on Europe passed over in silence two 

crucial matters. In the first place, Shoa was not very rich in export 

goods. These came principally from the Galla country to the southwest, 

and the major internal markets were no more than on the periphery of the
'jkingdom in 1876. Even in Sahle Sellassiefs time, when Shoa extended 

farther into the southern and southwestern Galla, and farther eastwards 

along the trade routes to the A£r]a/and Somali coasts, Shoafs commercial
2revenue came from the transit of trade, not from the exchange of goods.

In the second place, all the trade to the Afar-Somali coast was fully 

in the hands of Muslim traders, Shoan, Somali and Afar, beholden in 

one way or another to Abu Bekr. He opposed the movement of Europeans 

and of arms - except at his own exorbitant prices - along the route into 

Shoa. Motivated uniquely by personal and family interests, and never by 

wider political considerations, he was unlikely to be swayed by diplomacy 

from his determination to preserve his mercantile empire against all
3comers.

Menelik v/as not powerless against the trade monopoly which prevented

1. Abir, ’’Trade and Politics, l830-l835M i p* 37$; the market of Rogue
and those between the Awash and the Kasim, were under only nominal Shoan
control in the 1870s: see, Cecchi, Vol. I, pp. ^86-^8 7, while
the frontier entrepot of Aliu Amba was in decline (p. 301).

2. Ibid., p . 4o6.

3 . Died 1883; after 1873i he was absorbed by the Egyptian administra
tion, but never ceased to intrigue against his superior, the Governor 
of Harar; see: Massaja, I Miei, Vol. 8 , pp. 131, 1^7-151» Douin,
Ismail, III, 3e, fasc. A, pp. 5^3-3^.
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him from more freely importing arms. Abu Bekr and his associates owned

considerable property in Shoa which Menelik could threaten. However,

his leverage was restricted by the fact that the principal source of

the Abu Bekrs' wealth came from Galla lands beyond his control, whereas,

for all communication with Europe free from John*s control, Menelik was

wholly dependent on them. Moreover, not only was Abu Bekr in control

of the transport and the ports, but he and his family and their associates

represented the only established merchant class. Their rivals were

disorganized and unable to withstand the influence which Abu Bekr, financed

by extensive dealings in slaves, exerted over the Galla markets and the

Somali-Afar routes and camel drivers. Menelik could not, in 1876, afford
2to alienate them.

In fact, the mission of Arnoux ended in debacle; he was refused an 

audience with the Khedive and was mistrusted in Paris. He had arrived on 

the coast in August 1876, but had been diverted from Obock to Zeila, where 

the caravan was impounded by Abu Bekr. Arnoux finally abandoned it and 

went to Aden, then Cairo, in a futile attempt, without funds, to protect 

Menelik's property from the avarice of Abu Bekr and of Menelik1s own 

agent. The affair dragged on for two more years, but the prospect of a 

large return caravan, loaded with arms and freed from the control of Abu

1. Massaja, I Miei, Vol. 8 , p. 99; Vol. 7» PP- 122-126; Vol. 10, 
p. 53- Re. Menelik1s efforts to end six months' delay to Arnoux.

2. Massaja, I Miei, Vol. 10, pp. 7^-73-
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1Bekr*s monopoly was destroyed for the time being.

The idea of freeing the route to Zeila, or of opening a new one,

however, had a genuine appeal which Menelik seems to have appreciated.

He was not disillusioned with Arnoux personally, and continued to show
2his confidence in him. Arnoux1s schemes also survived the debacle of

his mission. Moreover, by encouraging European traders, Menelik had

begun to create competitors for Abu Bekr and the substitutes for a class

of entrepreneurs which was lacking in Shoan society.

By an almost symbolic coincidence, Arnoux crossed on his descent

towards Zeila, the members of the Italian Geographical Society*s Expedi-
3tion, led by Orazio Antinori, and which was on its way to Shoa. The 

arrival of Antinori and the Expedition at Litche on August 28, 1876, 

with letters from the Italian Government and gifts from the King to 

Menelik, laid in place the third major piece in the pattern in which 

Menelik*s foreign policy was to form during the next decade: escape from

the obstruction of Egyptian or other interference with the arms trade; 

transactions with French arms traders for a port in the Bay of Tajura, 

and the development of semi-official and then official relations with the

1. Massaja, I Miei, Vol. 10, pp. 68-75* Mohamed Abu Bekr and Gebre Takle, 
Menelik*s procurator with Arnoux, connived to put the goods in Abu Bekr*s 
hands; Menelik received virtually nothing in return; Arnoux was refused 
an audience with the Khedive; Arnoux was cleared by an enquiry held in 
Shoa; by mid-1878, Gebre Takle was in Aden, and had sold the remaining 
good to Furer, the Norwegian Consul.

2. Menelik to Arnoux, Litche, Oct. 23, 1877, Afrique/62, f. 292, sends 
him 15 tusks for his personal losses and invites him back to Shoa; also, 
Massaja, I Miei, Vol. 10, p. 7 6.

3- For a biographical note, see: Battaglia, MAntinori”.
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Italian Government through the Geographical Society's Expedition.

The arrival of Antinori and the Expedition v/as totally unexpected, 

although in fact it was the direct, but delayed, result of Menelik’s 

initiative. Menelik had decisively contributed in this instance to 

creating the circumstances of his own diplomacy. Ironically, it resulted 

from what had been adjured the abysmal failure of an embassy whichK
Menelik had sent to Europe in 1872, entrusted to a Shoan, Abba Michael,

who had got no further than Rome and whose supposed failings there
2Arnoux had been charged to set right.

During 1871, Abba Michael, who appears to have been a Shoan who 

had travelled to Cairo in 1870, persuaded Menelik to send him on a mission 

to Italy and France. Massaja later claimed that he had discouraged 

this initiative, because Abba Michael was inexperienced and unfit for 

a diplomatic charge, and that Menelik, ignoring his advice, had instructed 

him to prepare the necessary letters and gifts.^ In fact, Massaja had 

encouraged, if not inspired, the mission to Italy, albeit perhaps unin

tentionally, by telling Menelik at some point that he had been chaplain 

to the King while he was Crown Prince. Moreover, Massaja had said some

thing to Menelik about a request, in 1837  ̂ from Cavour, for him to 

recommend a likely Ethiopian partner for an Italian commercial treaty. 

Menelik, according to Massaja*s own acccount, had reacted to this

1. Massaja, I Miei, Vol. 10, p. 8 3.

2. Arnoux, MLa Franco-Ethiopienne”, f. 371; Massaja to Melegari, Shoa, 
June 16, 1876, Giglio II, No. 24, p. 17; and Massaja, I Miei, Vol. 10,
p. 18.

3. Massaja, I Miei, Vols. 13-^5i he spoke no European language.
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apparently passing reference with alacrity, and expressed his immediate
1interest in entering into treaty relations with Italy. By the time Abba

Michael left for Europe, in June 1872, he carried letters for the Pope,

the President of France, Victoria and the Kaiser, but his mission was

principally to the King of Italy. All but the letters for Victor Emmanuel

and the Pope were delivered in Aden to the European consuls, while Abba

Michael, with the help of one of Massaja*s missionaries and the Italian

Consul, proceeded to Italy.

In November 1872, Menelik*s envoy was received by the King of Italy

in an audience where he met Orazio Antinori, a noted Italian explorer

and ornithologist* who, in his sixties, was an enthusiast for Ethiopia.

The extravagant tales Abba Michael spun for the newspapers and Antinori,

awakened interest in Italy for Shoa. They also revived discussion of

Assab, supporting those who argued that it be developed as an outlet for
2Ethiopian trade. The Italian Government attached no political importance

3to the mission at the time. However, Abba Michael explained to the King
kthat Menelik wished to receive an Italian envoy, and the King replied

5that he was thinking of sending one. In a letter to Menelik, entrusted

1. Massaja to Victor Emmanuel, Gilogov (Shoa), June 15? 1872, L.V.
"Etiopia**, No. 11, pp. 25-2 6; Massaja to Visconti Venosta, Shoa, ? 1872, 
Farina, Lettere, p. 297; earlier correspondence from Massaja cited Giglio I, 
pp. and Giglio II, nos. 1 and 2, pp. 1-*f.
2. Giglio I, p. 62.
3 . Artom to DeMartino, Rome, Dec. 21, 1872, Conf. (XXIII), No. 9-
4. Antinori, MPromemoriaM, L.V. "Etiopia", No. 15? pp» 28-50; Massaja to 
Venosta, undated (June 1872), Farina, Lettere, p. 297*
5. Antinori, MPromemorian, L.V. MEtiopiaM, No. 15? pp- 28-50.
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to Abba Michael, Victor Emmanuel asked that he protect Italian travellers,

and when in returning his thanks in June 1873i Menelik guaranteed them

safety in Shoa, Through the impetus of Antinori, the Italian Geographical

Society concluded that the hospitable King of Shoa, at whose court

Massaja was already established, was the solution to their financial

worries in carrying out a major expedition to the Equatorial Lakes,
2and decided on a route through Shoa to Kaffa. Menelik almost certainly

had intended his embassy to provoke a return mission, but not a

scientific one. After the return of Abba Michael, Menelik looked

for a return mission until disabused by Massaja.

The casual manner in which so momentous a relationship was begun

is less pronounced in the light of a statement by Massaja that once

the news of the defeat of Napoleon III and of the occupation of Rome

had reached Shoa, the prestige of France and of the Pope was severely 
Ashaken. Menelik despatched another envoy, who was sent with a letter

................................... 5to the Kaiser, but who was stopped at Massawa. Moreover, apparently

he wished to offer a contribution to the indemnity imposed on France

1. Victor Emmanuel to Menelik,Nov. 10, 1872, via Abba Michael, L.V. 
nEtiopiaM, No. 13-

2. Battaglia, La Prima Guerra, p. 100; Giglio, I, p. 62.

3. Massaja, I Miei, Vol. 10, pp. 18—19- 
h. Ibid.

3- Ibid.; Douin, Ismail, III, 2 , p. 362, citing letter to the Kaiser 
from Menelik,wHich was left unanswered and had been sent through Alexandria
in 1872.
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1by the Prussian victory. The Shoan overture was, therefore, a response

to a temporary change in the European balance of power, as well as a

consequence of the coincidence that a tolerant Amhara prince had

welcomed the former chaplain of an Italian prince to Shoa. However, it

should not be assumed that Massaja necessarily encouraged Menelik to

open Shoa to the outside world. On the contrary, he seems to have been

anxious for the effect on his mission of more contact with Europe, and
2especially of more Europeans coming to reside at the court.

The scientist Antinori, and the arrival of the first European 

mission, apparently pleased Menelik, who wrote to the King of Italy 

assuring him of their safety while in Shoa.^ He made no secret of his 

disappointment, however, that their gifts included no substantial quantity 

of arms, and he did not hesitate to ask for more. Although, in fact, the 

Expedition was materially exhausted, Massaja urged Antinori to sacrifice 

the stock of arms intended for the protection of the Expedition during 

its next lap, in order to preserve Menelik*s goodwill. Antinori

consequently gave Menelik fifty more rifles and sold an additional one
5hundred and fifty. Massaja rather sharply commented that Menelik did not

1. Pankhurst, ’’Portrait", p. 152, citing Soleillet, Voyages, p. 7-

2. Massaja, I Miei, Vol. 10, pp. 50-52; e.g., he had advised Menelik
against inviting Arnoux to Shoa, claiming that his schemes were too
fantastical.

5. Litche, Oct. 1*f, 1876, L.V. "Etiopia”, No. 32.

h. Massaja, I Miei, Vol. 10, pp. 9^» 99-100.

5. Ibid., p. 100, in Dec. 1876.
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1have the slightest idea about either the Society or geography. Menelik

no doubt imagined that Antinori and his companions were travelling for

their king, which, in light of the later involvement of the members of

the Expedition in Italian policy, was probably an advantage to him.

Relief supplies for the Expedition arrived in October 1877» with

two members, Martini and Cecchi, who also brought a letter from the King

of Italy for Menelik. Victor Emmanuel wrote asking if Menelik would

extend his protection to the Expedition beyond the frontiers of Shoa,

despite an earlier warning from him that this was impossible because
2Shoa was not on friendly terms with the Galla kingdoms. Envoys from

Kaffa, Ennerea and Djimma had gone to Metemma in March 1876, to appeal
3for Egyptian support against Shoan demands for tribute, and only

Menelik1s preoccupation with Wollo probably forestalled the launching

of a major war of subjugation to the southwest.

Menelik was probably not able to guarantee the safety beyond his

borders, but he probably did not wish to see penetration there either.

In spite of the encouragement he gave to the Italian Geographical Society’s

Expedition in Shoa, Europeans later noted that "explorations displease 
Ahim ...". The successor to the station at Let Marefia, which Menelik

1. Massaja, I, Miei, Vol. X.pp, 139-141? Keller, Ilg, p» 163* no sense of
geography.

2. Exchange, Menelik-Victor Emmanuel, Litche, Oct. 14, 1876 and Rome,
Feb. 23, 1877, L.V. "Etiopia", nos. 32 and 3^M also, Cecchi,
vol. I, p. 160.

3- Douin, Ismail, III, 3°* fasc. B, pp. 99^-995*

4. Borelli, Ethiopie, p. 126.



frequently promised the Society in Kaffa, never materialized, and he never

gave enthusiastic support to the series of travellers who followed Cecchi

in attempting to reach Kaffa. Abba Jifar, the client King of Jimma,

frankly told the explorer, Borelli, in Jimma in January 1888: "You know,

Menelik does not want to allow foreigners into the regions where ivory 
*1comes from." Menelik, however, was willing to bargain when the

Expedition continued to be a disappointment.

Although Martini had brought a large quantity of supplies, he

delivered no arms other than the several weapons sent as gifts from the 
2King. Menelik now made his further co-operation with the Expedition, 

and with any effort to proceed further into the interior, dependent on 

being supplied with arms. There was no refusing him. Martini was sent 

back to Italy in December 1877 as an agent for Menelik to buy arms in

return for his aiding Cecchi and another member of the Expedition,
3Chiarini, in reaching Kaffa. When Martini returned at the end of November

1879 without the anticipated arms, a near rupture occurred. Menelik was

so obviously disillusioned, that Antinori did not even bother to present

a draft treaty, which the Italian Government had forwarded for Massaja
kto negotiate with him. Cecchi and Chiarini had already left Litche

1. Borelli, Ethiopie, p. 3^1-

2. Cecchi, Vol. 1, pp. 160-161.

3. Massaja, I Miei, Vol. 10, pp. 144-146, 130-132 and 13^j Cecchi,
Vol. I, pp. 175-176 and 178-179; Giglio I, p. 139-

A. Giglio I, pp. 1^3-1^5, apparently on the initiative of the Geographi
cal Society.
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with Menelik*s reluctant assistance, on May 1878, headed for Kaffa,

and Menelik had kept a further promise by giving Antinori a station 
2at Let Marefia. Menelik had also obtained assurances from the Khedive

3for the free transit of Martini*s baggage, including arms.

The Italian Government had refused Martini* s repeated demands for
4arms. Their disregard for Menelik*s interests caused the third major 

failure in his attempts to obtain arms: first from the Khedive; then

through a new commercial-diplomatic venture with Arnoux, and finally 

through a semi-official mission from Italy. Moreover, the failure of 

Martini, unlike the debacle of Arnoux*s enterprise, brought about a 

diplomatic crisis. The hesitation in presenting the draft treaty was 

symptomatic. It was no longer opportune, nor was Massaja any longer in 

Shoa. He and the other missionaries had left in June 1879i under an order 

of expulsion required by John as part of the terms of submission imposed 

on Menelik from March 1878 until April 1879-

On March 20, 1878, with the submission of Menelik, the succession 

to Theodore was at last finally resolved in favour of John, at the expense

1. Cecchi, Vol. I, p. **84; it was already rumoured that they
were being held prisoner by the Queen of Ghera.

2. 0. Antinori to R. Antinori, Let Marefia, Feb. 1, 1879> L.V. MEtiopiaM, 
No. 33* p* ^8 , "giusta il programma del Congresso di Bruxelles".

3 . Menelik to Martini, Litche, Dec. 13, 1878, Martire, Massaia, No. XCIV, 
p. 412; Bienenfeld to Depretis, Aden, May 10, 1879, Giglio II, No. 371
p. 2 6; apparently this resulted from a relaxation on the removal of 
Raouf Pasha from Harar by Gordon (April 28-31, 1878), Hill, Gordon, 
p. 313.
k. Bienenfeld to Depretis, Aden, May 10, 1879, Giglio II, No. 37?
p . 26.
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of Shoan independence. There was no crisis in Menelik*s external rela

tions, because he continued to treat independently of John, who, in prac

tice, did not insist on the faithful carrying out of a promise to expell
2all Europeans except artisans from Shoa, On the contrary, more arrived, 

so that by the beginning of 1879, the European colony included another 

French arms trader, a merchant from Aden, and three Swiss, besides the 

Italians.
In the meantime, through Gebre Takle, the disloyal colleague of 

Arnoux and then an agent for Menelik at Aden, Menelik pursued the overtures 

he had made to the French Government through Arnoux. In June and July 

1878, Gebre Takle repeated a call for French aid, and announced that John 

and Menelik had only made a peace. He represented the submission of

Menelik as an alliance, in which he had received a large grant of terri-
3tory which would contribute to more useful relations with Europe. In 

November 1879, Menelik wrote to the new King of Italy, Umberto I, and, 

while expressing his condolences, did not miss the occasion for reminding 

him of the interest Victor Emmanuel had shown in Shoa: nI hope you will

1. Menelik renounced the Imperial titles and was confirmed as King of 
Shoa and Wollo; re. terms and events covering the submission, including 
the imposition of religious conformity, see: Massaja, I Miei, Vol. 11,
pp. 11 -14; P£guignol*s eyewitness account of the coronations of Menelik 
Cecchi, Vol. I, pp. ^1^-^19, ^30-Mf6 ; Chronique I , pp. 1^7-
161 and footnote p. 1^7; Vigoni, Abissinia, p. 129-

2. Taurin deCahagne to D*Abbadie, Jan. 3, 1880, NAFR 1022J; John had 
sent the order on their arrival at Debra Tabor in August 1879-

3- Gebre Takle to President of France, Aden, June 13 and July 17,
1878, citing earlier letter of Feb. 1878, Afrique/62.
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continue that friendship ... and that like him you would be willing 

... to give aid."

Menelik even expanded his correspondence by writing to the Geographi

cal Society of Paris, telling them he had abolished the slave trade,
2and inviting them to send an expedition similar to Italy's. He repeated 

his complaint that Egypt was the great obstacle to his design to bring 

civilization to his kingdom.

News, probably from Antinori, of the founding of the African Inter

national Association, prompted Menelik to send his first circular to 

the Powers."^ This was a general letter of courtesy, repeating Takle's 

version of the submission and assuring them that he was still king of 

Shoa and the Galla, and in perfect accord with the Eriperor. Menelik

hinted that he still could welcome missionaries, and in fact Protestant
Amissionaries had come into Shoa in 1878. Above all, he emphasised his 

desire to co-operate with the Powers against the slave trade, and repre

sented his Galla conquests as a means of ending the trade. Egypt, he 

pointed out, on the contrary, fostered the trade, and the Khedive's 

interdiction was Mune belle fictionM. Menelik accused Egypt of seeking, 

by its expansion south of Massawa and into Harar, to become his jailer,

1. Litche, Nov. 29, 1878, L.V. ’’Etiopia”, Docs. No. 35 and No. 6 .

2 . Ankober, Feb.-5i l879i Afrique/6 2.

3 . Menelik to Umberto I, Litche, Nov. 28, 1878, L.V. "Etiopia", No. 37
and in Rossetti, Storia, pp. 13-16.

Waldmeier, Autobiography, p. 79; Mayer returned some time after March
1878.
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preventing arms, artisans and European civilization from coming to Shoa. 

Moreover, he claimed that Egypt's expansion had been into territory 

dependent on the Ethiopian crown. He asked the Powers, especially

England, to recognize Ethiopia* s right to a port on the Red Sea, promising 

that he did not intend to go to war with the Egyptians, and that his 

imports of arms were for subduing the pagan Galla, in order to prevent 

the slave trade there. "If, therefore, you really are the support of 

Christians," Menelik concluded, "you must prove it now."

The way was not only still open after March 1878 for using relations 

with Europe to develop Shoan resources, but the methods had been out

lined. The three failures and the early efforts suggested the form of 

most of the foreign policy to be pursued until l88*f-3 - Out of these 

failures and ill-fated tentative efforts was to be drawn a successful 

diplomacy, which was not concerned with political considerations, but 

sought to settle the most pressing problem, that is, the need for more 

adequate and certain supplies of firearms. The crisis over Martini's 

return, however, again posed the problem of finding reliable agents and 

responsive Powers.
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Chapter II 

THE DIPLOMACY OF COMMERCE

The first years of the new decade also marked the beginning of 

a pattern of diplomacy which may be called the diplomacy of commerce 

and which was pursued by Menelik until 1887- The distinguishing 

characteristic, that diplomacy exploited foreign interest in trade 

in order to secure the importation of firearms, persisted much longer 

in his relations with some of the Powers.

Furthermore, although they proved to be rather weak in 1883, the 

foundations of an Italo-Shoan entente were laid during the first 

three years of the 1880s by the energies of Antinori and of Pietro 

Antonelli and by the inaction of the French Government. By default, 

not because of any predilection on Menelik's part, Italy gained a 

singular position in his policy. The final importance of the Italian 

connexion developed from these foundations when internal stresses and 

.events outside of Shoa during 1885 forced political considerations upon
/ ' " NMenelik*s displomacy.

In 1883, his diplomacy still remained predominantly concerned 

with commerce, and primarily intended to facilitate the arms trade.

For this trade, the dual development of commercial relations with 

France as well as with Italy persisted. Nonetheless, continued dis

interest in Menelik by all the Powers other than Italy gave a long 

term political significance to the different responses of Italy and

1. For biography, see Zaghi, "Pietro Antonelli".
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France by 1883 - the former, official, the latter, private and commer

cial - which was not immediately felt and, it appears, had never been 

anticipated by Menelik.

Primordial as the period is, it began inauspiciously. From the 

time of the disappointing return of Martini in December 18791 until 

after the rainy season of 1880, Menelik ignored the European Powers.

No approaches were made as he had repeatedly done even after his sub

mission to John in March 1878, although overtures to Italy and France 

in October and November 1880 show that he was not turning away from 

involvement with Europe.

On the contrary, a circular was sent to the Powers on July 20, 

1882, recounting the recent conquests which had given Shoa predominance 

over the southwestern Galla states, and assuring that the "work of 

opening ... to commerce and industry the routes which lead from Shoa 

to the rich countries to the south" would be pursued. The circular 

was transmitted through the Italian Government and couched in anti

slavery terms by the direct inspiration of Antinori, who had urged

Menelik to send it "to increase his prestige in Europe and make him
2even more feared in the interior [by the slavers]". Antinori believed

3that Shoan expansion would strike a serious blow to the slave trade

1. Menelik to President of France, Entotto, July 20, 1882, Afrique/62, 
f. 367; transmitted with the aid of Antonelli to France, Spain, Bel
gium, England, Germany and Italy; see; Giglio I, p. 278, note (3) and 
Giglio II, note on p. 231.

2. Antinori to Pestalozza, Let Marefia, Aug. 19, 1882, De Leone, Le 
Prime Ricerche, Doc. No. 9 bis, p. 288.

3. Ibid
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and whatever Menelik1s own conviction, he obviously chose not to 

forgo the advantages to his reputation. The circular was not a genuine 

invitation to Europeans to trade in the newly conquered Galla markets

of the interior. On the contrary, Menelik rigorously prevented such
1penetration. The circular appears rather to have been propaganda 

for his role as a civilizing agent, whose import of firearms ought to 

be favoured. In it he was careful to emphasise that, in defending his 

conquests from the interference of the Goggiamese, the Shoan army had

triumphed "by the impetuosity and bravery of our Galla cavalry armed
2only with lances [against] ... rifles and canon". Moreover, in his 

dealings with both Antonelli and the French traders, Menelik continued

to say that he wished to open the southwestern Galla and Kaffa to
3trade, while he persisted in keeping them out.

The interval of inaction at the beginning of the 1880s is all the 

more striking because of the later activity. Attendance on the 

Emperor, and the need to re-establish his authority in Wollo and among 

the Galla at the headwaters of the Awash, kept Menelik away from Shoa
4proper for most of the period from February to October 1880. Having

1. For instance, re. his obstructing the establishment of trading 
stations from Assab through Wollo to Kaffa in 1884-6, see: Zaghi, 
"Capucci e Cicognani in Abissinia" and "Lettere e Dispacci Capucci".

2. Menelik to President of France, July 20, 1882, Afrique/62, f. 367.

3. Soleillet to MAE, Ankober (sic., Aden?), June 13, 1883, FOM, Af. 
Po1./140, "Affaires de Zeylah"; Antonelli to MAE, Ankober, May 22, 1883, 
"Rapporti sullo Scioa", no. Ill, p. 24.

4. Chronique I, p. 166-167; Naretti to Antinori, Debra Tabor, Feb. 3, 
1881, in Traversi, Let Marefia, p. 163; Giglio I, p. 147 and note (33),
p. 163.
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acquiesced in the explusion of the missionaries in June 1879» Menelik 

may have been uncertain about how openly he could continue to deal 

with the other Europeans in Shoa. In December 1879 Antinori wrote 

that "Things have very much changed.... Menelik no longer has the 

freedom of action he had [in February 1879] • 11 When Menelik returned

briefly to Shoa in June 1880 from a joint campaign with John in the
2east, Antinori found him lacking in selfconfidence and irresolute.

A certain reason for the hiatus in his diplomacy was his annoy

ance with the Europeans in Shoa. His exasperation with them deprived 

him of the only agents whom he could rely on for diplomatic missions 

in Europe.

An Italian arriving with commercial propositions at the end of

December 1879 found Menelik, contrary to his usual habit, most unco- 
3operative. Antinori reported as late as April 18o0 that Martini's

4failure "poisoned the mind" of Menelik. In fact, Menelik complained
5that the Martini mission had cost a large sum of money to no end. 

Menelik was also at odds with a European trader from Aden, Furer, who

1. Cited in Bianchi, Alla Terra, p. 225.

2. Cited in Traversi, Let Marefia, p. 189.

Bianchi, Alla Terra, p. 17 6, 211-212 and Af?2.

lf. Cited in Traversi, Let Marefia, p. 170.

S. Antinori to Cairoli, Let Marefia, Dec. 26, 1879; Giglio II, No. 791 
p. 56-57. Also correspondence from Antinori, Martini and Gebre Mariam, 
cited in Traversi, Let Marefia, pp. 152 and 135*
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claimed that the accounts left by Arnoux exhausted the resources of

his caravan, and with three Swiss, including the engineer, Alfred Ilg,

whom Menelik believed Furer had hired for him on exorbitant terms.

These Europeans who arrived on January 2, 1880, fared little better
1than the Italians.

Not only had Menelik been denied arms, but his good faith had 

been abused by the Italians, as well as by those involved with the 

Arnoux caravan. In anticipation of Martini succeeding, Menelik had 

given the Italian Geographical Society's Expedition a station at Let 

Marefia, near Ankober, and assisted Cecchi and Chiarini on their 

explorations towards Kaffa. So it is not surprising that after Martini 

returned from Rome almost empty handed, the news of Cecchi's imprison

ment by the Q.ueen of Ghera and of the death there of Chiarini aroused
2so little sympathy in him.

Yet, over the next twelve months (October 1880 to September 1881), 

this reserve was utterly reversed. In October and November 1880, Mene

lik sent another French arms dealer, Bremond, as his envoy to France, 

and also sent cordial letters to Italy. Almost nothing is known of 

the origins of Bremond's mission, and little about the letters to the

T. Menelik refused to honour Furer's contract, and employed them to 
operate a workshop at Entotto on his own terms. See: Antinori and
Cecchi to Bianchi, Entotto, June 4, 1881, in Zaghi, "Cecchi”, p. 9^0; 
Antinori to Soc. Geo., Let Marefia, Oct. 16, 1881, Giglio II, No. 229,
p. 211.

Z. Correspondence cited in Traversi, Let Marefia, p. 1?0 and 188; 
Bianchi, Alla Terra, pp. 429-430.
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Italian Geographical Society and to the Italian Government. Clearly, 

however, both represent a renewal, after the lapse of almost a year, 

of efforts to enter into diplomatic relations with France through the 

arms traders and to develop more intimate relations with Italy through 

the Geographical Society’s Expedition led by Antinori.

Louis Auguste Bremond had arrived in Shoa from Aden and Zeila
1on January 2, 1880, representing a French trading house (Tramier,

2Lafage & Co.), which was intent on supplying Menelik with firearms.

For this trade a port free from Egyptian control was indispensable to

them, and Bremond had been sent expressly for the purpose of inducing

Menelik to send caravans to Obock.^

On November 1, 1880, Menelik sealed letters accrediting Bremond

as his envoy to France, charged with arranging for the use of Obock
Aas the port of Shoa. By at least June, it appears, Menelik had 

agreed to give Tramier, Lafage & Co. a lien on exclusive mineral rights

in Shoa against payment for a large quantity of Remingtons, which they
5were to buy for him. When Bremond finally left Shoa after many delays,

1. Giglio I, note (6), . Massaja, I Miei, vol. XI, p. 83.

2. Capt. of "La Clochetterie" to Marine, Aden, Dec. y \, 1879? 
Afrique/62, f. 431, reporting conversation with M. Lafage at Massawa 
in late December 1879-

3. Ibid., and, Antinori to Comm. Esecutiva, Let Marefia, April 6, 1881, 
Giglio II, No. 177, p. 174.

4. Menelik to Grevy, Nov. 1, 1880, Afrique/62, f. 485 (trans.
D'Abbadie).

5. Antinori to MAE, Let Marefia, June 15» 1880, Traversi, Let Marefia,
p. 189.
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on December 17, 1880, Menelik had contracted him specifically to bring

five thousand Remingtons, as well as some machinery, to Obock and
1had made a large advance of cash, ivory and civet. Although there is

no evidence of when this contract was made, there is no reason to suppose

that it did not exist at least from the time Menelik charged Bremond

with his diplomatic mission in France, and, because some time may have

been required to prepare the caravan with trade goods, it is not unlikely

that the deal had been arranged before Menelik left Shoa for the rainy
2season, in either May or June.

How Bremond managed to overcome Menelikfs reserve is uncertain, but

it must have been partly the result of his undoubted talent as a sales-
3man, added to Menelik's desperate determination to obtain arms. The

first French deal (Arnoux's), clearly still rankled. Menelik wrote the

French consul at Aden that he had received "only unpleasantness, decep-
Ations, and a very unfortunate impression from that unhappy business". 

However, from a letter of Antinori in mid-June 1880, it appears that

1. Antinori to Soc. Geo., Let Marefia, April 6 , and Oct. 16, 1881;
Giglio II, No. 177, p. 174 and No. 229, PP» 215-216.

2. Chronique I, pp. 166-167; Giglio I, p. 147 and note (53), p* 1&5; 
Bianchi seems to have been unaware of any French commercial successes 
during his stay (Dec. 1879 until Feb. 1880), and Antinori first men
tions Menelik's responsiveness to French offers in June. See: Traversi, 
Let Marefia, p. 189.

3. See descriptions by Bianchi and Antinori, Alla Terra, p. 207, and 
Giglio II, No. 177, p. 174* Bremond must have been associated with 
Menelik's agent in Aden who used him at least twice as an intermediary 
for correspondence with the French Government. See Gebre Takle to 
President of France, Aden, July 17, 1878, Afrique/62.

4. Menelik to Delageniere, Nov. 1, 1880, Afrique/62, f. 510
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Bremond already had insinuated himself by exploiting, Antinori claimed,

the disfavour in which the Italians found themselves, Furthermore,
2according to Antinori, Bremond convinced Menelik that Obock was a 

better port than Assab and that Italy, in any case, was too weak to 

overcome Egypt's hostility, and he had falsely led Menelik to believe 

that Shoa's mineral resources were of serious commercial value to his

company, an argument which Menelik almost certainly would have found
3appealing.

In addition, Bremond probably earned Menelik*s gratitude by

siding with him in the dispute over the losses incurred by Arnoux.

The Europeans in Shoa were called to Debra Berhan on January 11, 1880,
bfor the liquidation of the related Furer account. Menelik charged

3them with this settlement by asking: "Where has all of my money gone?"

and prevented any discussion of the questionable dealings of his former 

agent at Aden, Gebre Takle.^ This inquiry adjusted the accounts to 

Menelik's satisfaction and, according to Bianchi, Menelik was particu-

1. Cited in Traversi, Let Marefia, p. 189-

2. Antinori to Soc. Geo., Let Marefia, April 6, and Oct. 16, 1881;
Giglio II, No. 177i p- 17^ and No. 229, P- 216.

3- See: Vanderheym, Avec Menelik, p. 10̂ +; Pankhurst, "Portrait", p. 158.

f̂. Bianchi, Alla Terra, p. 211. Re. the connexion between Furer's and 
Arnoux's accounts, see: Massaja, I Miei, Vol. XI, p. 83 and Vol. X,
p. 75; Antinori to Comm. Esecutiva, Let Marefia, April 6, 1881,
Giglio II, No. 229 , P» 216.

5- Bianchi, Alla Terra, p. 211.

6. Ibid.
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larly grateful to Antinori for the part he took in the settlement. 

However, in giving Bremond a diplomatic mission, Menelik also charged 

him, on November 1, as his Magent general" at Aden, to settle the last 

of Arnoux!s affairs, and to resolve his dispute with the Aden house 

of Purer and Ischer in consultation with the consuls of Italy and 

France.^

It is noteworthy that while seeking to free himself from an 

intolerable burden, Menelik took care to remain on the best of terms 

with established merchants. He had refused arbitrarily to let the 

Europeans consider the actions of his own agent, Gebre Takle, who in 

fact was largely responsible with Abu Bekr for the loss of the Arnoux 

caravan. But by associating them with the adjustment of Furer1s 

accounts and in arranging for Bremond to appeal in the final settlement

at Aden to the consuls of Italy and France as arbitrators, he showed
3great tact. Without risking further loss, he liquidated the affair 

with less danger to his reputation of fairly treating traders.

The diplomatic renewal with Italy was more dramatic. As late as 

audiences at Entotto on 5 and 6 October, Antinori found Menelik 

intent on postponing, as he had since 1879i a formal decision on 

Italian requests for the permanent cession of the station at Let

1. Bianchi, Alla Terra, p. 215-

2. Menelik to Delageniere (Fr. Consul at Aden), Nov. 1, 1880,

3. Ibid.; re. responsibility for wasting the goods sent with Arnoux, 
see above, Chapt. I, p. 28 , note 1#
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Marefia and for active support of the project for a route through

Aussa to Shoa from Assab which he had welcomed in the spring of 1879-

However, after discussing these same demands at Debra Berhan on 21

and 23 October, Menelik told Antinori: "I am the honorary president of

the Society [and] ... it is my duty to aid it; Let Marefia and
2Sciotalit shall belong to it as long as I live." He then satisfied

all of Antinori's other requests, and these promises were formally

incorporated in letters to the Italian Government and to the Geogra- 
3phical Society. These made no mention of the interest he had shown

in March 1879 in Antinorifs suggestion that he negotiate an Italo-

Shoan treaty, but did attempt to justify his lack of interest in

Cecchi's predicament.

The following year, in September and October 1881, in marked

contrast with his lack of sympathy over the fate of Cecchi, Menelik

was very solicitous in offering his aid to avenge the massacre of an

Italian expedition (Giulietti), which had tried to penetrate to Aussa 
5from Assab. This change of attitude towards the Italians has been

1. Giglio I, pp. 153-^54*
2. Antinori to Soc. Geo. Let Marefia, Oct. 28, 1880, Giglio II, No. 
^53» p. 1̂ -6; Menelik had received a diploma of honorary membership 
in 1877 (Giglio I, p. 139).

3. Ibid., p. 1̂ -6; Menelik to Cairoli, Debra Berhan, Nov. 10, 1880, 
Giglio II, No. 135? p. 1^7; and Menelik to Caetani, Debre Berhan, Oct. 
16, 1880, cited in Giglio I, p. 15^ and note (75)> p. 168.

f̂. Antinori to MAE, Let Marefia, June 15, 1880, Traversi, Let Marefia,
p. 189.

5. Giglio I, pp. 156-157 and pp. 2^6-247.



credited to the work of Antonelli, who, it is said, revived confidence

in the Geographical Society's Expedition as a reliable intermediary,
1and in Italy as a responsive European Power.

2According to this view, Antonelli, who had arrived as a private 

traveller with Martini in December 1879? won back the confidence of 

Menelik by patient discussion of Italo-Shoan relations as early 

perhaps as June and October 1880, but at least by February 1881 when he 

and Cecchi accompanied Menelik from John's residence at Samera in 

Arahara to Wollo. It is assumed that the need for Italy to allow 

Menelik to buy arms was admitted in the course of these discussions, 

which culminated in the signing, on March 27, 1881, of a contract for 

two thousand Remington rifles, which Antonelli was to deliver to an 

agent Menelik would send for that purpose to Assab. Although a private 

contract, this engagement was guaranteed by Antinori personally.

It is easy to imagine Antinori and Antonelli undertaking to accom

plish what Martini had failed to do, in order to help Cecchi and to

comply with the instructions Antinori had received from Rome to open a
3trade route from Shoa to Assab. However, there is no evidence of an 

offer to supply arms being made before it was known that Cecchi had

1. Giglio I, p. 1^9: nE merito dell'Antonelli l'aver gradualmente e 
pazientemente modificato l'animo di quel sovrano ... egli dovette fare 
una certa impressione su Menelik e incutergli fiducia, se alia fine 
riusci a convincere questi, dopo la delusione patita col Martini, di 
firmare un contratto per la fornitura di 2,000 Remington.”

2. Ibid., pp. 15^-155.

3. Ibid., p. 132
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been liberated or before Menelik showed renewed interests in October

and November 1880 in co-operating with Italian exploration of the lower

Awash valley as a route to Assab.

Once a contract was signed, Menelik had an obvious and material
2interest in promoting an Aussa-Assab route and his concern for the 

security of Italian explorers from Assab towards Aussa is explainable 

from that moment. There is no evidence of when a contract was first 

discussed. Nor is it clear whether, in competition with the efforts of 

Bremond to obtain aid in opening a route to Obock, Antonelli offered 

the contract as an inducement, or whether Menelik imposed the bargain 

as a prerequisite for aiding an Italian route across the Afar desert 

as well as a French one.

The sequence of events as the bare series of dated documents 

suggests, without proving the origin of the ideas behind them, is that 

Menelik made an agreement with Bremond for a large quantity of Remingtons 

before November 1, 1880, if not in mid-1880 when he returned briefly to 

Shoa between campaigns with John and against the Galla; that he wrote 

to the Italian Government in November reiterating his agreement with 

Antinori in the spring of 1879 to assist in opening an Aussa-Assab route; 

and that later on March 27, 1881, he signed an arms contract with 

Antonelli. Thus, on the surface, Antonelli's contract appears to have

1. On Aug. 3/A, 1880, through the insistent representation of Ras Adal 
of Goggiam on orders from John. See, Giglio I, p. 1^7; Cecchi, II,
p. 3^3, and pp. 348-3^9.

2. Antinori to Dalla Vedova, April 11, 1882, Traversi, Let Marefia,
p. 170.
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resulted from discussions, probably in February, but following the 

diplomatic revival of which it was an outgrowth not a cause. In the 

present state of documentation, one must look elsewhere for the reason

for Menelik's change of mind between the audience in May 1880 which so
1 2 discouraged Antinori and his return to cordiality with the Italian

Expedition in late October 1880.

The impact of internal events is speculative. For instance, there 

is no proof that Menelik foresaw the preferment of Ras Adal who was 

raised to equal status with him in being made Negus of Goggiam by John 

at Samera in January 1881, and who was allowed a foothold south of the 

Abai River, from which to pursue his rivalry with Menelik for predo

minance over the southwestern Galla.^ Fear that the Italians were 

coming to an understanding with John cannot be excluded, but is con

jectural. John, in fact, was trying to improve his relations with
kItaly. Menelik must have expected the liberation of Cecchi to rebound 

to John's credit, and the Italians were showing interest in dealing 

with him as well for the future of Assab. Shoan merchants had reported

1. Antinori to MAE, Let Marefia, June 13» 1880, Traversi, Let Marefia,
pp. 188-189.

2. Giglio I, pp. 15^155.

3. Cecchi, Bianchi and Antonelli were eyewitnesses of the coronation 
on Jan. 20, 1881; see Bianchi, Alla Terra, pp. 328-329; Antonelli and 
Cecchi to Bianchi, Entotto, June V, 1§8 1, in Zaghi, "Cecchi", p. 908; 
Antinori to Comm. Esecutiva and to Soc. Geo., Let Marefia, April 6 and 
Oct. 16, 1881, Giglio II, No. 177i p. 173 and No. 229, p. 213; Traversi, 
Let Marefia, pp. 172-173*

4-. John to Umberto, June 17, 1879» L.V. "Etiopia", No. 39*
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the arrival at Adua of the Milanese Commercial Expedition (Matteucci- 

Bianchi) with considerable baggage in February 1879* Menelik was 

surprised and offended, therefore, when, after visiting John at Samera 

at the end of May 1879* the Expedition sent only one of its members,
1Gustavo Bianchi, to make his way to Shoa with a few miserable gifts.

Bianchi found Menelik suspicious of the reason for the absence of the

other members of the Expedition and apparently genuinely concerned

that John intended to use the Catholic Missionaries, who had left Shoa

for Samera in June under order of expulsion, for some diplomatic mission 
2in Italy. Whatever real suspicions this coincidence really aroused 

must have been aggravated by the failure of the Italian Government 

and the Geographical Society to answer the letters Menelik had sent 

them in March 1879 regarding future relations with Shoa.

Although the reasons for Menelikfs more co-operative spirit in 

October 1880 are by no means settled, his letter to the Italian 

Foreign Minister on November 10, 1880, appears to be self-explanatory.

In this letter he promised to help in opening the route which he ad

mitted Antinori had told him, as early as May 1880, it was the intention 

of the Italians to explore from Assab. "Recently," he continued, 

however,

on my return from the war [i.e., from Mingiar on October 4] he 
also gave me the news of Italy's definitive occupation of that

1. Bianchi, Alla Terra, p. 167, and pp. 183-184.

2. Ibid., p. 184.

3. Antinori to MAE, Let Marefia, June 15, 1880, Traversi, Let Marefia, 
p. 189: "Questo silenzio ... ci fa molto danno."
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port and of the establishments you are creating there and of the 
treaties of commerce made between Italy and the neighbouring 
Sultans.

The effective Italian occupation of Assab at the end of 1879> which

Menelik knew for certain only in October 1880, is an obvious explanation

for his renewed interest in working through the Italian Geographical

Society’s Expedition of which the leader, Antinori, had been since June
2the avowed unofficial representative of Italy in Shoa. For the first 

time there was a port free from Egyptian intimidation. The French 

claimed Obock, but had not occupied it. There were no port facilities 

and no market there, and the route to the Bay of Tajura was not yet 

free from the interference of Abu Bekr or the Egyptian Governor of 

Harar. A route through Aussa assured of a friendly port at Assab 

circumvented the Egyptian sphere and could be accessible to Menelik 

through both Wollo and from Shoa itself.

Aussa was a corridor to the sea which Menelik had preserved;but 

could not yet use. Earlier, in 1880, he had insisted before John that

Anfari, the Sultan of Aussa, was tributary to Shoa and should not be
3raided by imperial forces operating near Lake Haik. Menelik exercised 

no real authority over the Afar who were hostile to all foreigners and 

prevented their trading to Shoa. But he learned from Antinori in

1. Giglio II, No. 155, p. 147.

2. Antinori to the Azage Walda Zadek, June 6 , 1880, Traversi, Let 
Marefia, p. 143.

3. Naretti to Antinori, Debra Tabor, Feb. 3* 1881, in Traversi,
Let Marefia, p. 163.
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October that as well as occupying the port, the Italians were making

agreements with the coastal Afar for the passage of caravans to the 

interior. He may have known that Anfari was appealing to the Italians 

at Assab for support against the Egyptians, thus making Afar co

operation with their trade probable. Menelik may himself have been

stirred by the signs at Zeila and Harar of more vigorous Egyptian
2activity to encourage the Italians to make a route from Assab through 

Aussa to Shoa practicable before it could be locked from the south

east, as he already had been moved to hold back John from obstructing 

it from the northwest. Perhaps also Menelik realized that by leaving 

the Italians to deal with John for the future of the commerce of Assab,

he risked putting Italo-Shoan trade at the mercy of a route through
onorthern Ethipia and, hence, under John's direct control.

It is unlikely, however, that Menelik was apprehensive of Italian 

penetration of Aussa, although he claimed that Assab and the coastal 

sultans were adjacent to his territories.^ On the contrary, he must 

have been anxious for the opening of the new port to his importation

1. Correspondence of Anfari cited in Giglio II, No. 152, p. 145.

2. Fresh troops were landed at Zeila in March 1880, arousing the fear 
of attack among the Afar and by May it was rumoured that Munzinger's 
aggressive policy was being revived by the new Governor of Harar, Nadi 
Pasha, who, in fact, was determined to oppose any competition through 
Aussa to his intended revival of the trade of Harar. See: Giglio II,
nos. 126 and 129, PP« 112-114, and 121; Cecchi, II, pp. 5% 650;
Traversi, Let Marefia, p. 214.

3. Antinori to Soc. Geo., Let Marefia, Oct. 2 8 , 1880, Giglio II, No. 
153» p. ^46; Menelik to Cairoli, Debra Berhan, Nov. 10, 1880, Giglio 
II, No. 155, p. 147.
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of arms and, hence, for the success of Italian negotiations with the 

Afar sultans. In fact, despite later promises to extend his own pro

tection all the way to Assab, Menelik continued to consider the 

Italians responsible for the security of caravans between Assab and 

Aussa.

Menelik's concern at this time for Shoa’s outlets to the sea and

for effectively circumventing the Egyptian monopoly is clear from his

almost contemporaneous dealings with Bremond. These also show that,

at this point, Menelik was not worried by European penetration, but

was encouraging it. Perhaps Arnoux's experience had convinced him that

without European protection at the coast, Abu Bekr and the Egyptians

could not be thwarted.

Evidence, however, that Menelik's diplomacy was still directly

inspired by the search for arms - although of necessity it had become

involved in promoting alternate routes for delivery to those held by

Egypt - is found in his overtures to Italy in 1881. In a letter to

King Umberto, sealed the same day as his contract with Antonelli

(March 27, 1881), Menelik implied that fulfilment of the contract was
2counterpart to his co-operating with a route to Assab. Other letters

were entrusted to Cecchi in July calling on the Italian Government
3to do "everything possible to get rifles to me". By the time Antonelli

1. See, Pestalozza to Mancini, Assab, July 28, 1882, Giglio II, No.
267, p. 240.

2. Giglio II, No. 176, p. 172.

3. L.V. "Etiopia", No. 41, No. 42 and No. 43, pp. 71-72; re. -error in
dating, Wara Hailu, July 11 and 12, 1880, instead of 1881, see Giglio I,
note (84), p. 168.



left with Cecchi for Zeila at the beginning of November, Menelik had

written a further letter to Umberto, dated October 11, and specifically

mentioning the contract and blatantly linking it with future trade:

I will send soldiers ... to Assab to take the rifles ... and 
I think in this expedition we will be able to discuss commercial 
exchanges between Italy and Shoa.^

The letters conformed to one Menelik had promised in July to entrust
2to Cecchi on his departure. In that of October 11, however, he also 

stated that a treaty of friendship and commerce was necessary in order 

to assure effective relations and requested that Antinori remain in 

Shoa as an official Italian representative, empowered to deal with all 

questions, and to make treaties.

This initiative may have been inspired by Antinori. Menelik did 

not know, apparently, that the Geographical Society was recalling the 

Expedition without sending an Italian to replace Antinori or that
3Antonellifs arms contract already had met with opposition in Rome. 

Antinori, however, wanted to secure Let Marefia as an entrepot for Assab 

as well as a scientific station and to obtain possession from Menelik 

of a long promised additional station in Kaffa. While refusing to 

abandon Let Marefia to Ilg or to a Shoan caretaker, as the Society 

wished him to do, Antinori had asked for official status from the

1. L.V. "Etiopia", No. 45.

2. Cecchi II, p. 607.

3. Antinori only learned of it on Oct. 13, 1881, when the first letters 
in fourteen months arrived from Italy. See: Giglio II, No. 229,
pp. 211-215.
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Foreign Ministry in order to deal with the increasingly non-scientific

activities of the Expedition. Antinori also knew - from reports of

the Italian Consul at Aden - as early as April, and with more

certainty in October 1881, that Bremond had been disavowed by his

company and lacked the financial resources to fulfil his contract with 
2Menelik. In pressing Menelik to give more active support to Assab,

he no doubt warned him that the losses sustained through Arnoux were
3likely to be suffered again through this compatriot.'

Unless Menelik feared that nothing immediate could be expected from 

the French route, it is difficult to imagine why he showed such interest
Zfin a scheme which in early October 1880, according to Antinori, he

had been persuaded was impracticable or, at least, less attractive

than the French project. In the meantime, in fact, Anfari had refused
5to allow Europeans to accompany caravans through Aussa proper. This 

restriction was fatal to Antonelli's project, because, unlike the posi

tion of the French on the Bay of Tajura, it was impossible to avoid the 

territories of Anfari from Assab. Anfari's refusal was known in Shoa 

by June 1881 and by September news had been received that he was in

1. Giglio II, No. 229, pp. 214 and 216; also, Traversi, Let Marefia, 
p. 190; Cecchi, II, p. 606.
2. Giglio II, No. 177, p. 174, and No. 226, p. 216.
3. Antinori to Antonelli, Let Marefia, June , 1882, Giglio II, No. 
263, p. 236: "11 Re anche da altre parte informato tanto sul conto di 
Bremont [sic] che di Arnoux...."
4. Giglio II, No. 177, p. 174.
5. Antonelli and Cecchi to Soc. Geo., June 26, 1881, Traversi, Let 
Marefia, p. 199; Antinori to Soc. Geo., Let Marefia, Oct. 16, 1881, 
footnote, Giglio II, No. 229, p. 215*



arms against the Italians, fearing reprisals for the massacre of the
1Giulietti Expedition. He had stopped Menelikfs own messenger from

reaching Assab, and by October Menelik appears to have believed that
2Anfari would yield only to a threat of force.

The proposal of a treaty was certainly inspired by Antinori,

and probably by necessity. Antinori had made it as clear that the
3Italians would welcome an Italo-Shoan treaty as Arnoux and Bremond

had made known their need for advances. Menelik already had shown

a willingness to enter into treaty relations with Europe in proposing,

through Arnoux, the renewal of the Frarco-Shoan Treaty, and in March

1879 he had agreed to Antinori's suggestion that he accept a treaty in
Areturn for arms being supplied through Aussa. In any case, he was 

probably in no position in 1881 to give material inducements, having

furnished Bremond with a considerable quantity of ivory and ci'vet, and
5paid John an extraordinary tribute. Offering to negotiate a treaty

1. See letters of Antonelli and Cecchi of June and Sept. 1881, cited 
in Traversi, Let Marefia, pp. 199 and 202.

2. Antinori to Soc. Geo., Let Marefia, Oct. 16, 1881, Giglio II, No. 
229, p. 21^; Antonelli to Antinori and Cecchi, Cobbo, Oct. 21, 1881, 
Traversi, Let Marefia, p. 201.

3. Antinori to MAE, Let Marefia, June 15, 1880, Traversi, Let Marefia, 
p. 189: MFin dai primi mesi dell'anno scorso gli faceva comprendere
a Licce ... la utility di cercare con un trattato d'amicizia coll'Italia 
il modo di prowedere con sicurezza ai suoi interessi senza correre il 
pericolo di cadere nelle mani di speculatori. 'Esci' mi rispondeva.••."

f̂. Ibid.

5. Antinori to Soc. Geo., Let Marefia, April 6 and Oct. 16, 1881, 
Giglio II, No. 177, pp. 173-17^; and No. 229, p. 216.
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was a cheap, but acceptable means of showing goodwill. Moreover, it

became a lever for exacting satisfaction of his demand for arms. An

agent of one of the French factories at Obock, who saw Antonelli on

his return to the coast from Shoa in September 1883, was convinced that

Menelik had made a formal undertaking by Italy to supply arms, the
1condition for negotiating the treaty. Antonelli himself admitted on 

the day after the Italo-Shoan Treaty was signed, that: Mas for King

Menelik [becoming our ally], he asks for nothing but arms which
2noticeably are the only currency in use in Africa”.

The Italo-Shoan Treaty of Commerce and Friendship of May 21,

1883, was not simply a treaty of commerce guaranteeing the rights of 

Shoans and Italians. It also required Menelik to lend positive and 

material support to Italian penetration and, hence, is a striking 

example of Italy's own diplomacy of commerce. According to the provi

sions of the treaty, not only were Italians free to trade in Shoa, but 

Menelik was to assist them; "In view of the difficulties of travel which 

still exist in Shoa [Menelik] ... promises to facilitate ... the trans

port of baggage and goods belonging to Italian merchants...." (Art. 7). 

By another article (Art. 9), Menelik expressly undertook to assure the 

security of the route and transport for caravans to and from Assab in

1. Barral to Pierson ("Factories Francaises"), Obock, Sept. 8 , 1883, 
Afrique/65.

A
2. Antonelli to MAE, Report, ankober, May 22, L.V. "Etiopia", No.59,

p.124.
3. Text in L.V. "Etiopia", No. 61 and. Rossetti, Storia Diplomatic^
pp. 7-11-
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return for Italy providing for the security of the port and giving 

Shoans places to reside and trade there (Art. 11). Furthermore, Mene

lik agreed (Art. 10) to oblige all his dependents including Anfari, 

to give the Italians free transit; in effect, this was a promise to 

pay for the goodwill of the Afar sultans to whom it was necessary to

give stipends as well as generous terms in the hire of camels before
1setting out from the coast.

Additional concessions were made to Antonelli, presumably as induce

ments to the Italian government. While Antonelli was in Shoa, Menelik

promised to send an initial large caravan to Assab in November, and
2a Shoan mission to Italy. At the end of June he wrote to King Umberto,

* „ 3formally announcing a Shoan embassy for the ratification of the Treaty.

In December he wrote to Antonelli to assure that, as agreed, he would

send his agent, Gebre Sellassie Negussie, to Assab with a caravan and
ifarrange with Anfari for Antonelli's return trip to Shoa.

Although documentary evidence of the arms trade from Assab is frag

mentary, the Italian Archives do prove that before February 1885 Anto-
3nelli had supplied Menelik with several thousand rifles. It is not

1. See, Pestalozza to Mancini, Assab, July 2 8, 1882, Giglio II, No. 267,
p. 241.
2. Giglio I, p. 272; Menelik to Antonelli, Entotto, Dec. 24, 1883,
Giglio III, No. 312, Allegato A, p. 36.
3- Giglio I, p. 272 and note (34), p. 3^3; Antonelli to Mancini, Aden,
Sept. 10, 1883, L.V. "Etiopia", No. 62.
4. Menelik to Antonelli, Entotto, Dec. 24, 1883, Giglio III, No. 312,
Allegato A, p. 36.
5. Giglio I, pp. 273-275; especially Antonelli to Menelik, Feb. 12, 1885, 
cited p. 274 and in notes (44) and (45), p. 285.
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at all clear that these reached Shoa before May 1883, or even before

Antonelli's departure for Zeila for the Italian ratification of the
"ITreaty in July. But if the rifles had not yet reached Shoa, Menelik

must have been confident that they soon would, because he wrote of the
2transaction as if it were a certainty.

The success after 1880 of Menelik's efforts to attract European 

co-operation in importing arms, reflects the nearly simultaneous revi

val of commercial interest in Shoa, which occurred in Italy and France. 

From mid-1881, when Arnoux returned to the coast, a series of three 

French companies established factories at Obock, inspired by the pros

pect of trading with Menelik in arms and other European manufactures
3for the Galla luxury goods to which Shoa had access. This gave 

Menelik a choice of dealing with them or Antinori and Antonelli. 

Moreover, the revived interest in Shoa differed from earlier European 

initiatives in a conscious sense of national rivalry in competing for

1• The unpublished memoirs of Antonelli make no mention of these arms 
(Giglio I, p. 284, note 42), nor does the contemporary correspondence 
of Soleillet. See Soleillet, Voyages, p. 17, and especially Soleillet 
to MAE, Ankober, May 13 and June 15» 1883, FOM, Af.Pol./l4o, ’’Affaires 
de Zeylah”, accusing Antonelli of every trick but delivering arms in 
accomplishing his mission.

2. See letters dated May 21 and Dec. 24, 1883, Giglio III, No. 293, 
Allegato, p. 22 and No. 312, Allegato A, p. 3 6; also one dated May 
8 , 1884, L.V. ’’Etiopia”, No. 74, annex, p. 136.

3- He. these short lived companies see: Soleillet to Gravier (Shoa),
Sept. 1, 1883, Gros, Soleillet, pp. 134-133; ’’Factories Franyaises”, 
a promotion brochure in Afrique/62, f. 374; also references in note 
4, p.70. below. Also, Giglio I, p. 243-244.
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Menelik’s support. The opportunity such disunity offered must have

been obvious to Menelik.

The tone of Italo-French relations in Shoa changed abruptly to

acrimony, for instance, in the correspondence of the French trader and

explorer, Paul Soleillet, He had been in Shoa since October 1882,

and like Arnoux was a Savoyard with sympathies for Italy. He had looked

to the Italian interest as a substitute for the failure of the French
2Government to support the traders from Obock and when it became

apparent that Antonelli had returned to carry out a diplomatic mission,

he was not alarmed.^ On May 10, in fact, he wrote for publication in

a French newspaper a letter stating that Antonelli's trip to Shoa was

of particular importance to France, because the future progress of Obock

and Assab was united and "the two colonies can only profit equally
Afrom their respective development". On May 13» however, he accused

Antonelli of trying to monopolize trade for Assab and of telling Menelik

that the Treaty of 18^3 would not be recognized by France in order to
5undermine French includence in Shoa. He denounced Antonelli for having

1. Cf. Bianchi, Alla Terra, p. 196, quoting Antonelli's New Year's speech 
for 1880: "Quai se in Africa non esistesse solidarieta fra Europeil";
Arnoux, "La Franco-Ethiopienne", Afrique/62, f. 297: "j'avals une grande
preoccupation de 1'expedition italienne [of Antinori which he crossed in 
dire straits on July 23, 1876]. Mon devoir £tait de leur venir en aide.", 
and the antagonism reflected in Antinori's remarks of April-October 1881 
(Giglio II, No. 177, p. 175 and No. 229, p. 216).
2. See his letters of Feb. 10 and May 10, 1883, in Soleillet, Voyages, 
pp. 17 and 22.
3. Ibid., p. 17.

Soleillet to the Editor of ?, Ankober, May 10, 1883, extract from an 
unnamed newspaper dated Aug. 18, 1883, in Afrique/62.
3. Soleillet to MAE, Ankober, May 13, ^883, FOM, Af.Pol./1^0, "Affaires 
de Zeylah".
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bribed Menelik's interpreter, Joseph Negussie, to pretend on May 11-12

that Menelik had ordered Soleillet to leave Ankober at once, without

coming to take his leave. Antonelli in turn accused Soleillet of

unsuccessfully attempting, during the negotiations, to discredit Assab
2as a reliable source for the arms trade.

Menelik does not appear to have taken sides in this growing

antagonism between Soleillet and Antonelli, Considering his dislike
3both for religious dispute and slander, it is likely that he was 

annoyed by personal feuds and by the displacement of practical argument

by recrimination. In any case, he maintained his reputation for
A 5justice. He chastised Joseph Negussie for misleading Soleillet, but

refused to allow Soleillet to interfere with his negotiations by

maligning Antonelli. Antonelli left Shoa in mid-July with at least

his diplomatic mission a success, while French business with Menelik

was not superseded by commitments to Antonelli.

For his part, Menelik was eager to receive arms from either Obock

or Assab and hence, he was willing to co-operate with both the French

1. Soleillet to MAE, Ankober, June 13, 1883, FOM, Af .Pol./l^fO, "Affaires 
de Zeylah".

2. Giglio III, No. 292, p. 1̂ f.

3- Chronique I, p. 326; Borelli, Ethiopie, p. 237, "Menelik abhorre la
delation...."

Chronique I, p. 123 and De Coppet's note (9).

3. Soleillet to MAE, Ankober, June 13, 1883, FOM. Af.Pol./l^fO, "Affaires
de Zeylah".

6. Antonelli to Mancini, May 22, 1883, Giglio III, No. 292, p. 1̂ f.
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and the Italians. Although the precise interplay of enticement and

concession is not clear in the negotiations between Menelik and Antonelli,

it is clear that Antonelli was intent on securing Italian predominance
1in trade and influence over the long run, while Menelik was manoeuvring

for a continuous flow of arms. Whatever formal promises he was required

to give for the sake of this objective, in practice he was not willing

to favour Italy to the exclusion of the French traders, nor, of course,

of the route they chose to promote.

This duality does not indicate duplicity, as the Italians later

believed, because Menelik never proposed giving either nation exclusive

rights. His good faith may be questioned in so far as he continued to

agree to aid both routes after his transport, and probably the Galla
2resources he monopolized^proved inadequate. After 1887, when he 

encouraged the continued prosperity of the natural outlet of Harar 

through Zeila and its adjuncts on the south shore of the Bay of Tajura 

to the neglect of agreements with Italy for Assab, Menelik can be accused 

of sharp dealing. In the early 1880s, however, it seems more fair to 

adjudge his use of European competition as hard bargaining, for while 

there was the suggestion of preferential treatment, there was never any 

promise of excluding competitors.

The political significance of Menelikfs parallelism, while later 

of so much import for Ethiopian independence by allowing him to balance

1. Giglio I, p. 26^.

2. See Antinori to Soc. Geo., Let Marefia, Oct. 16, 1881, Giglio II, No.227, 
p. 213.
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one set of interests with another, is more difficult to identify in 

1880-1883. It appears in fact to have grown incidentally out of a 

dual commercial policy, intended to obviate Egyptian control of 

Shoa's outlets, but which also helped to create conditions in which 

Egypt’s predominance was replaced by a local balance of power allowing 

Menelik freedom to manoeuvre.

There is no proof, moreover, that Menelik was calling the French 

in to balance the Italians at Assab. Such evidence as there is about 

Bremondfs activities before the sealing of his letters on November 1 

1880, suggests that the decision to rely on him preceeded Menelik's 

acceptance of the Italian demands at the end of October, and presumably 

the certain news of the occupation. The material support given to 

Bremond for importing arms through Obock and the promise of aid in 

opening Assab appear rather to have been two distinct efforts, of which 

the response to Italy was the second, to achieve similar results in 

the unfettering of trade.

Egyptian interference with the hoped-for trade in arms still moved 

Menelik, not fear of European penetration. "Egypt having occupied all 

the ports," Menelik lamented in his letter to the President of France, 

"the nations [of Europe] send us only words." In both of the letters 

entrusted to Bremond in November 1880, Menelik repeated the complaint 

of his circular of November 1879 that the Egyptians were obstructing 

his civilizing efforts by blocking the way to Europeans, and he again

1. Debra Berhan, Nov. 1, 1880, Afrique/62, f. 483 (D'Abbadie trans.)
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enjoined France to stop Egypt from thus menacing him.

In his letter, Menelik assured the President that all he desired 

from France was European civilization, but, obviously, he wanted much 

more. He was seeking support for Bremond's commercial enterprise, that 

is, for trading in arms at Obock. How Menelik envisaged Ma French 

port" becoming "the port of Shoa", as he requested in his letter, is 

not clear, but effective occupation of Obock by France was signifi

cantly not suggested. Bremond probably had led him to believe that it 

would be practical for Shoan agents to occupy a point with a French 

factory for the needs of the caravans, while the French Government 

assured their protection from the sea. In fact, Menelik recommended Abu 

Bekr's son, Mohammed, to the French Government, asking that he be allowed

to establish himself at Obock as Shoan agent and his personal representa-
2 3tive. Antinori claimed that Bremond had convinced Mohammed Abu Bekr

that under French protection he would be made Sultan of Obock. If true, 

this scheme must have appealed to Menelik, for while eluding the Egyp

tians at Harar, he could attract Abu Bekr, who chafed at the restrictions 

of the more vigorous Egyptian administration in the province after 1880.

1. Debra Berhan, Nov. 1, 1880, Afrique/62, F. 485 (D'Abbadie trans.).

2. Ibid., and Menelik to Delageniere, Nov. 1, 1880, Afrique/62, f. 310-
311.
3. Giglio II, No. 177, p. 174.

4. Volpe to DeAmezaga, Assab, May 3, 1880, Giglio II, No. 126, Allegato,
p. 118; Deloncle to Ferry, Aden, Jan. 7, 1884, FOM. Af.Pol./l40; Soleil
let to Gauthiot, undated, but 1883 or early 1884, in Gros, Soleillet,
p. 237.
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In any case, Menelik showed the same acumen in designating Mohamed 

Abu Bekr, an experienced trader, as his representative at Obock, 

as he had in settling the Furer account.

The letter sent with Bremond to the President of France proves 

that the specific aim of Bremond's diplomatic mission was to draw out 

a promise of protection for Shoan trade to Obock. The French Govern

ment had not, in fact, sent even words. "Several times we have written 

to your kingdom," Menelik reminded the President, "we have not even 

had a single reply." Bremond's charge, however, was limited; there 

was no longer any reference to renewing the Treaty of Rochet d'Hericourt, 

nor of the draft treaty sent through Arnoux. Like Arnoux, moreover, 

Bremond was charged with a mission having no political scope beyond 

making it possible for aims to be landed without the interference of 

the Egyptians.

Nevertheless, the sending of Bremond, as well as renewed interest 

in the Italian demands, did encourage the development of the one crucial 

feature of a local balance of power favourable to Menelik. That is, 

the establishment of European ports accessible along the inland routes 

from Shoa initially as alternatives to the Egyptian monopoly, but 

incidentally to each other. Through the influence which he was able 

to exercise over Anfari, the Sultan of Aussa, as well as in the encourage-^ 

ment he gave to the traders and Antonelli, Menelik contributed decisively 

to the creation of these ports.

1. Afrique/6 2, f. 485
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After Bremond's departure, Menelik wrote to Anfari asking him to 

aid the French project for abandoning the Egyptian routes. Anfari 

agreed to Menelik's specific request for freedom of passage for Shoan

commerce with Obock, because of the recent defence of Aussa by Menelik
1against John. Furthermore, Anfari offered his protection to Bremond

2in return for French naval protection against the Egyptians. With 

the approval of Anfari, agreements were made by a. new French trader, 

Soleillet, who began trading in arms with Menelik from the Bay of 

Tajura in the middle of 1882."* By the end of February 1884, his asso

ciate Leon Chefneux was en route to Shoa from the Bay of Tajura with

Eloi Pino, the successor to Bremond as agent for Tramier, Lafage and
4 5Co., and more than a thousand rifles.

In the meantime, Anfari had changed from hostility towards the

Italians at Assab to guaranteeing them passage through Aussa to Shoa
£

by a treaty negotiated by Antonelli between 9 and 15 March 1883. In

1. Mohamed Anfari to the French Government, through Abd-el-Rhaman ben 
Yusef, later trans. dated Aug. 1881 and forwarded by Bremond, Afrique/64, 
f. 84 and f. 104.
2. Ibid., confirmed, Anfari to Bremond, June 27, 1881, Afrique/62, f.520.
3. See correspondence of Soleillet printed in his Voyages, p. 2 and 4;
and in Gros, Soleillet, p. 149.
4. Soleillet, Voyages, p. 114; Antinori to Dalla Vedova (Shoa), April
11, 1882, Traversi, Let Marefia, pp. 172-173-
5. Antonelli to Mancini, Assab, March 19, 1884, Giglio III, No. 319, P-45-
6. Giglio I, pp. 268-269; Antonelli to MAE, Ankober, May 22, 188S, 
transmitting the treaty dated March 15 and ratified by Menelik on May 22, 
1883, Riservata (XXIII), No. 360 ter, p. 77 bis. Cf., Menelik to Pesta- 
lozza, Wara Hailu, Oct. 18, 1882, Giglio III, No. 296, Allegato, p. 23; 
Antonelli to Mancini, Assab, Dec. 5,-1882, Giglio II, No. 277, p- 250, 
re. Anfari's hostility; and correspondence of Anfari in Giglio II,
No. 275, Allegati n. 1 and n. 2, pp. 247-248.
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addition to writing to Anfari on Bremond's behalf, Menelik had written 

repeatedly urging the Afar sultans to co-operate with the Italians, If 

fear of further encroachment by the Egyptians was a paramount considera

tion driving the Afar sultans to seek naval protection from Italy and
2France as well as the goodwill of Menelik, it is hardly likely that

they would have invited attack from the highlands by agreeing to

European penetration against the wishes of Menelik. Anfari especially

was seriously concerned for his security from John for which he was

dependent on Menelik.^ In fact, Antonelli found Anfari willing to sign
ka treaty with Italy only subject to the approval of Menelik.

Much of the success in opening the Assab-Shoa routeby Antonelli's 

initial trip in the spring of 1883 is credited to the efforts not only 

of Abd-el-Rhaman, the procurator of Anfari who had entered Antonelli’s

service, but of the agent Menelik had sent to the coast, Gebre Sellassie
5Negussie. Moreover, despite the Italo-Aussan treaty and the fact that

1. Antonelli to MAE, Assab, Oct. 17, 1882, L.V. "Etiopia”, No. p* 80.

2. Pestalozza to MAE, Assab, Dec. 26, 1882, L.V. "Etiopia”, No. 331 
p. 87; Anfari to Antonelli, Dec. 25, 1882, ibid., Annesso IV, p. 87; 
Antonelli to Mancini, Ankober, May 22, 1883, Giglio III, No. 292, p. 13*

3. Branchi to MAE, Debra Tabor, June 30, 1883, L.V. "Etiopia", No. 67, 
p. 1*f1.

See letters from Antonelli and Anfari of March 1883 in L.V. "Etiopia", 
No. 58 Annessi II, III, and IV.

5* Giglio I, pp. 266-268; Pestalozza to Mancini, Assab, July 2 8, 1882, 
Giglio II, No. 267, p. 2 f̂0 : "Giorgio Gabre Salasse Abissino, interprete,
e factotum del Re Menelik in Aden ...!l; his brother, Joseph Negussie, was 
also in Antonelli's service and later an important interpreter for 
Menelik.
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French protection proved illusory against further intervention by
1Abu Bekr with the aid of Egyptian troops, Anfari continued to co-operate 

with French traders with commissions from Menelik, He facilitated 

the return of Chefneux and Soleillet through Aussa in July and August 

1884 and partly because of a request from Menelik, gave Bremond the 

extraordinary honour of a personal audience when he passed through

Aussa with Gebre Sellassie Negussie and a large caravan sent by
xMenelik to Obock in August 1884.

Encouragement of the French traders who became increasingly active
Afrom Obock after 1881 was concomitant with Menelik's dealing with 

Antonelli. Considering these dealings, the diplomatic success of 

Antonelli is less striking and the initiative of Menelik encouraging 

the arms trade becomes more apparent.

Antinori reported in April 1882 that Menelik was pleased with the

1. Abu Bekr sent a garrison briefly to Sagallo and the occupied Tajura 
at the end of 1882; see: Antonelli to Mancini, Ankober, May 22, 1883,
Giglio III, No. 292, p. 14.

2. Soleillet, Voyages,’’Intineraire d'Ankober £ Obock (July 9 - Aug. 1, 
1884)M, pp. 306-346.

3* Antonelli to Mancini, Assab, Aug. 22, 1884, GiglioIII, No. 3331 p* 36; 
account by Franzoi who accompanied Bremond in No. 333> p* 61.

4. See note 3» p* 61 above; also: Toussaints to Gambetta, Paris,
Dec. 1, 1881, Afrique/62; De Rialle, ”Ten%tatives d'Etablissement des 
Franpais sur le Littoral de la Mer Rouge”, undated, and ”0bock et la 
Politique Franpaise”, Jan. 29, 1882, both for Gambetta, in Afrique/
64; Capt. of the ’’Bisson” to Marine, Aden, April 19» 1882, Afrique/64; 
Lemay, ’’Rapport sur lesPays Somalis”, May to June 1884, Afrique/65, f.
396 and following,

3. Cited in Traversi, Let Marefia, pp. 172-173*
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French traders^mentioning in particular Arnoux, who had returned at

last to the coast to found his Franco-African company, and had written

offering to sell some arms which he had landed at Obock. Menelik already

was organizing in April a caravan for Obock, which was redirected to

Assab only when news of the murder of Arnoux by an Afar at Obock reached

Shoa in July. Although Menelik had grown wary of the French promises
2and told Antinori that he no longer trusted either Arnoux or Bremond,

he had made a contract with Chefneux by June, and Chefneux was still
3in his good graces in August shortly before Antinori died. Chefneux

had been in Shoa for some months, and with Pino, was trying to persuade
1+Menelik that there was no practicable route from Assab.

Notwithstanding his assurances of support for the Assab route

and repeatedly having told Antinori that he had faith only in Antonelli,

Menelik received Soleillet in October 1882 with honours which were not
5surpassed by those accorded Antonelli the following April. He gave him 

concessions in Shoa and made further contracts for arms. Both, accord

ing to Soleillet, were still considered valid as late as September

1. Antinori to Pestalozza, Let Marefia, Aug. 19* 1882, DeLeone, Le 
Prime Ricerche, Doc. No. 9 bis, p. 287.

2. Ibid.; Antinori to Antonelli (private), Let Marefia, June , 1882, 
Giglio II, No. 263, p« 236.

3. Ibid.

4. Antonelli to Mancini, Assab, Dec. 5* 1882, Giglio II, No. 277,
p. 230.

3. Giglio I, note (30), p. 282; Cf., Soleillet, Voyages, pp. 112-113; 
and Antonelli to MAE, Ankober, May 22, 1883, L.V. "Etiopia", No. 123.
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'I1883; that is, after the Italo-Shoan Treaty had been signed, and when

Menelik must have known that Soleillet's company had been liquidated
2for bankruptcy for some months. Moreover, Menelik permitted Soleillet

3considerable freedom to travel in Shoa and among the Galla, and con

tinued to send trade goods to the factory at Obock against their 

account as late as June and July 1883.

On the same day (October 38, 3882) that Menelik wrote advising 

Antonel3.i not personally to risk travelling by way of Aussa, Soleillet

sent a letter to a friend in France, claiming that "it is decided in
5principle to send an embassy to France and I am to accompany it". The 

previous day (October 37), Menelik had replied warmly in private to 

the letter of introduction from the French vice-consul at Aden, which 

Soleillet had presented during the formal audience of reception on 

October 33• This had explained that he was studying Shoa and the Galla 

country commerically "in order to establish regular relations between 

France and Shoa by way of Obock". Supposedly this moved Menelik to

3. Soleillet, Voyages, p. 9 , and p. 9^; Soleillet to Gravier (Shoa),
Sept. 3, 3883, Gros, Soleillet, p. 335; and Antonelli to Mancini, Ankober, 
May 22, 3883, Giglio III, No. 292, p. 3A.

2. Soleillet, Voyages, p. and p. 239; Gros, Soleillet, p. 35̂ -.
3 . Soleillet, Voyages, pp. 9^, 209 and 278.

4. Gros, Soleillet. pp. 353-35A; Deloncle to Ferry, Aden, Jan. 7, 388A, 
FOM , Af.Pol./3*f0, "Affaires de Zeylah".

5. Soleillet to Gravier, Wara Hailu, Oct. 38, 3882, Voyages, p. 7 
(also, p. 95); cf., Menelik to Pestalozza, Wara Hailu, Oct. 38, 3882,
Giglio III, No. 296, Allegato, p. 23.

6. Soleillet, Voyages, p. 93.
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say, on October 17, that: "The creation of relations of friendship

and commerce with France was one of the concerns of my grandfather, and

I will do all that I can to make them come about". At the beginning

of February 1883, Soleillet reported that Menelik wanted the Shoans

to be considered French proteges when opening their vast Galla conquests
2to European commerce. Just before leaving with Menelik from Debra 

Berhan on a journey to the Abai defences at the end of March 1883, 

Soleillet wrote to the French Foreign Ministry (March 30): "Desiring to 

renew the treaty of Rochet d’Hericourt ... Menelik ... charges me to 

accompany the embassy to France which he wishes to send". The embassy, 

he claimed, was to leave Shoa after the rains when Menelik would return 

there. Through it, Menelik hoped to be recognised as a French protege, 

according to Soleillet, in order that his subjects might be protected 

while abroad and Shoa could be represented through French agents. In 

addition, Menelik supposedly wished to receive a French consular agent, 

to join the Postal Union and to obtain aid from the French Government 

in constructing a railway from Obock to Shoa.
cDespite the probable distortions of obvious self-interest and

1. Soleillet, Voyages, p. 93.
2. Soleillet to MAE, Ankober, Feb. 3, 1883, Afrique/62, f. 389.
3- Soleillet, Voyages, p. 27̂ -.
f̂. Afrique/62, f. 391.
3. Ibid.
6. Soleillet hoped to be appointed the French Consul and claimed an 
option on the railway concession; see: Antonelli to Mancini, Ankober,
May 22, 1883, Giglio III, No. 292, pp. 13-^; Ferry to Marine, July *f, 
1883, Afrique/62; Soleillet, Voyages, pp. 9 and 9^.
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exaggeration, Soleillet*s account probably records genuinely the

intention of Menelik to make another overture to France. Not only are

the terms comparable to those actually accepted by him in the Italo-

Shoan Treaty of May "1883, but it is likely that in March^Menelik hoped

to obtain French naval protection in the use of Sagallo as a port for

the arms trade. In fact, Menelik did write to the French Government,

through Soleillet, announcing his embassy, and making some reference
2to French protection. Furthermore, representatives of the Afar had

arrived at Debra Berhan in March, having been called to account for

the supposed sale to Soleillet of Sagallo on the Bay of Tajura by

Loitah, the Afar sultan of Gobad.^ Loitah contested that he had
Asold anything more than a right of way and apparently Soleillet 

countered that French agents were there only to guard the interests of 

Shoan trade. According to Antonelli, Loitah ceded Sagallo to Menelik 

as an outlet for Shoa under French protection, and Menelik took the

1. See Soleillet to MAE, Ankober, June 15, 1883, FOM, Af.Pol./l^tO, 
"Affaires de Zeylah", claiming that Menelik "esp£re a la suite de ses 
relations obtenir de la France une protection particuliere"; his use of 
the word "protege" is only reasonable in the sense of protection of
sub jest." abroad and of trade.

2. See exchange MAE-Marine, July 4 and 9, ^883, Afrique/62, f. 594 and 
Afrique/65, f. 51, re. their reply.

3- Soleillet to MAE, Aden, Oct. 1, 1884, Afrique/6 5, f• 325; Antonelli 
to De Simone, Addis Ababa, Nov. 29, 1887, Riservata (XXIII), No. 968,
p. 14.

4. Antonelli to Mancini, Ankober, May 22, 1883, Giglio III, No. 292,
pp. 13-14.

5. Antonelli to DeSimone, Addis Ababa, Nov. 29, 1887, Riservata (XXIII), 
No. 968, p. 14.
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occasion to proclaim his sovereignty over Lake Assal. Menelik then
2confirmed the limited concession made by Loitah to Soleillet, a settle

ment which apparently pleased Menelik. ’’Because you recognize that

Sagallo is mine,” he is supposed to have told Soleillet, ”your ships
3can protect it from the sea.” It is probable, therefore, that the

vague scheme proposed through Bremond of ”a French port” becoming ’’the

port of Shoa” was revived in more detail.

Menelik was not merely swayed by the persuasiveness of the French

in the absence of any convincing spokesman for the interests of Assab

after the death of Antinori (August 26/27, 1882). By March 1883, he
4was justifiably concerned by Antonelli’s delay. In addition, he seems

still to have doubted the goodwill of the Afar of Aussa, because he
5feared they would betray the caravan en route from Assab. It was 

opportune, therefore, to make another overture to France in support 

of a scheme Soleillet had proved was practicable by his use of the 

Gobad corridor.

1. Antonelli to Mancini, Ankober, May 22, 1883, Giglio III, No. 292,
pp. 13-14.

2. Declaration by Menelik dated Ankober, March 23, 1883 (Fr. Trans, 
only in Soleillet's hand), attached to his report to MAE dated Aden,
Oct. 1, 1884, Afrique/6 3, f. 328.

3. Antonelli to DiSimone, Addis Ababa, Nov. 29, 1887, Riservata (XXIII), 
No. 988, p. 14.

4. Menelik to Soc. Geo. Debra Berhan, March 14, 1883,

3. Antonelli to Mancini, Ankober, May 22, 1883, L.V. ’’Etiopia”, No. 39,
p. 124.
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In any case, a certain independence was necessitated in his two

lines of policy by the desire to accept arms from whichever quarter <̂2

could succeed in importing them, just as resources must have imposed

a priority on encouraging materially the most attractive. Dealing with

the French traders was a continuing affair, which does not appear to

have been eclipsed and then reverted to, according to the response of

Italy; rather, it had, in part at least, a separate development. If

Menelik's attitude towards the French traders cooled because of the

successful opening of the Assab-Aussa route by Antonelli, it is not

apparent in the letter Soleillet wrote from Ankober on the morning

of Antonelli's arrival (April 29), or from the postscript which he
1added while still there almost a fortnight later. On the contrary, 

the same day (May 10), Soleillet wrote to the French Foreign Minister 

that Menelik's affections remained unchanged and that he "still intends

to charge me with accompanying an embassy which he wishes to send to
2the President ..."• Menelik almost certainly did not yet realize

that the French Government had no intention of responding to his over-
3tures. Although he did not later use Soleillet as an intermediary 

with France, he probably considered the continued generosity with which

1. Soleillet, Voyages, pp. 14-17, April 29 and May 10, 1883.

2. Afrique/62, f. 393*

3. Ferry to Marine, July 4 and July 9, 1883, Afrique/62 f. 394 and 
Afrique/63, f- 31-
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he treated the French Traders as a gesture of diplomatic courtesy, 

as well as good business, since Soleillet pretended to represent the 

French Government, Moreover, the prospect in May 1883 of Bremond 

returning at long last must have led Menelik to expect a reply to the 

letters of 1881, which would have made sending Soleillet precipitous, 

if not superfluous.

If Menelik had expected Bremond to bring the French Government's 

answer to his proposals of 1881, he was deceived. In spite of repeated 

requests and the delaying of his departure from France for several

months, Bremond had been unable to obtain letters from the French
3Foreign Office. Consequently, when received by Menelik at Entotto

August 27, 1883, he also brought only a letter from the French Vice-
4Consul at Aden. Menelik must have grown impatient with empty courte

sies since Soleillet's arrival, because Bremond found that he "expected
5something better than the banal letter of the Vice-Consul of Aden".

Undoubtedly too, Antonelli had made a considerable impression by his

1. Soleillet, for instance, was wholly dependent on Menelik from July 
1883 until July 1884, and was well treated. See, Soleillet to Gravier 
(Shoa), Sept. 1, 1883, Gros, Soleillet, pp. 134-136; also, Soleillet, 
Voyages, p. 150.

2. Antonelli to Mancini, Ankober, May 22, 1883, Giglio III, No. 292, 
p. 14; MAE to Marine, Oct. 3* 1883, Afrique/62, f. 600.

3. Pierson ("Factories Franiyaises") to Gambetta, Paris, Dec. 12, 1882, 
and marginal minute by Gambetta, Afrique/62, f. 372.

4. Bremond, "Rapport \ la Societe des Factories Franyaises", Entotto, 
Sept. 14, 1883, Afrique/62, f. 609; hereafter referred to as "Rapport" 
and date.

3. Ibid
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mission for the Italian Government, Menelik, according to Bremond,

"was infatuated with Italy"• His wish to be independent of John,

Bremond claimed, had been "fortified by the promises and flatteries,
2in every way so Italian, of the official envoy of King Humbert". 

Disappointment with the lack of response from France following on the 

heels of this attention seems to have precluded further discussion
3with Bremond of the diplomatic mission he had been given by Menelik.

However, the French merchants were responding to Menelik’s needs 

and, hence, in his diplomacy of commerce a dual policy was nevertheless 

established in which their private transactions were on an equal footing 

with Antonellifs official negotiations. Menelik continued to view the 

development of Shoa's outlet through the Afar, or through Aussa for that 

matter, in terms both of Assab and of Obock. This dualism was en

couraged by the fact that, although Bremond had wasted the advance in 

ivory which Menelik had given him in 1881, having been disavowed by 

Tramier, Lafage and Cie., he arrived in Shoa in 1883 representing a new

1. Bremond, "Rapport" Sept. 1*t, "l883, ff. 607-608, "... la visite de Cte. 
Antonelli nous avait coute' une legere 'defaite’ au sens politique du
mot...".

2. Ibid., f. 611.

3. Ibid., or of any other serious matter beyond the arms trade.

Ibid., f. 606, noting that a caravan for Soleillet had left for Obock 
at the same time as Antonelli's left for Assab, "sur le d£sir exprim^ 
par Menelik au Sultan Amphale [Anfari], de voir toutes les expeditions 
prendre desormais la route de ses Etats". Also Bremond reported that 
Menelik intended to abandon the Zeila route.

3. Lemay, "Rapport sur les Pays Somalis", May-June I88*t, Afrique/6 3, 
f. 399.
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commercial enterprise at Obock at the time when Soleillet was at the

end of his resources. He also probably delivered some of the thousands

of rifles which Menelik had anticipated.

Their private business was readily renewed. On June 29, Menelik

wrote to Bremond, whose caravan had been expected as early as the end

of May and was then nearing the Shoan customs post at Farre, telling

him to come by the shortest route and that he was sending him Abd-el-

Rhaman as a guide. "As for the price," he explained, "I will send
2it to you after the rainy season ...". After Bremond's arrival in 

Shoa, Menelik wrote to the Director of the new company he represented, 

replying to an announcement dated the previous September of the founding 

of the company and of Bremond's intended return.^ In this letter, Menelik 

explained that Bremond*s excessive delay had obliged him to make con

tracts with others, but that he was still willing to rely on his company 

if they were prepared to meet Shoa's needs. "I mean," Menelik specified,

"that when it is a question of dealing with Frenchmen, I will only do
Lbusiness with your company." He offered after paying for what he 

already had received from other traders that "my affairs will be exclu

sively with your company, in so far as the French are concerned ...

[and] ... for your part, I will ask only that you shall send me all that
3I may ask for, as promptly as possible."""

1. Cited in Bremond, "Rapport", Entotto, Sept. 1883, f. 609*
2. Ibid.

3- Ibid., citing Menelik to Pierson, Ankober, July 2, 1883.

*f. Ibid.
3. Ibid.
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Menelik, therefore, was continuing the development of business 

with the French according to the occasions, however seriously he actually 

intended this important concession of a monopoly among the French 

traders. In fact, when Bremond, after considerable delay, reached 

Menelik at Entotto from Ankober at the end of August, he found that, 

while French prestige had suffered by Antonelli*s success, Menelik was 

no less willing than before to do business with him. Although it was 

impossible to send another caravan to the coast, as Menelik had

forewarned him by his letter of June 29, before the end of the rainy
2season, Bremond was convinced that both the "immediate and palpable 

commercial result" of his expedition as well as its composition had
3impressed Menelik greatly.'

Indeed, the inclusion of a mining engineer (Aubry), a cavalry 

officer who was also a cartographer (A. Henon), and a doctor (Hamon), 

whose participation "as doctor to the King" was no doubt announced, 

although he apparently did not arrive until April 1884, must have been 

impressive. Menelik was intrigued by European medicine and wanted 

European doctors. He was also fascinated by all mechanical innova-

1. "Rapport", Entotto, Sept. 14, 1883, f. 608.

2. Ibid., ff. 609 and 611.

3. Ibid., f. 608.

4. "Factories Fran<^aises", a promotional brochure in Afrique/62, f. 374.

3. Pankhurst, "Portrait", p. 154; he already employed an Italian,
Dr. Alfieri, whom he had taken from Tekla Haimanot in June 1882,
see: Giglio I, note (91) P* 169 and De Leone, Le Prime Ricerche,
p. J * 2. .
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tion, appreciated the usefulness of maps to expansion and already
3employed Europeans with technical skills. It is credible, as Bremond

claimed, that Menelik accepted the proposal for A. Henon to explore

the navigability of the Awash, planning a series of stations to

improve communication with Obock, He is said also to have become

enthusiastic, after Aubry demonstrated a model train and steamboat,

of the possibility of linking Shoa by rail and steamer with Obock and
Athe recent Galla conquests. Whatever serious intention he had of 

overcoming the practical obstacles to these projects, the ideas were 

not entirely new to Menelik, who had supported Arnoux in similar ones.

Dissatisfaction with Bremond, like the renewal of his business 

with Menelik, was unrelated to the activities of Antonelli. In spite 

of the delivery of goods, presumably of arms, and the arrival of Hamon 

with Mohamed Abu Bekr at the end of April 1884, the Bremond Expedition

fell into some disfavour. Hamon, by some scandalous conduct, it appears,
£

almost immediately alienated Menelik. Bremond too was at odds with

1. Bianchi, Alla Terra, p. 157; Vanderheym, Avec Menelik, p. 10̂ -.

2. Cecchi, II, p. ; Pankhurst, "Portrait”, p. 15̂ -.

3. In addition to Ilg and the other two Swiss, Menelik employed a
French stone mason, Tessier (Cecchi, II, p. 609)*

4. Bremond, "Rapport", Entotto, Sept. 1̂ f.

5- Deloncle to Ferry, Aden, Jan. 7* 1884, FOM, Af.Pol./1^f0, "Affaires
de Zeylah"; Soleillet, Voyages, pp. 307-308.

6. Soleillet, Voyages, p. 308; "un certain me&ecin de Paris" can only 
refer to Hamon.
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Menelik, probably because his honesty had been questioned by the 

end of June 1884.^

Nevertheless, Menelik was persuaded, in spite of his promises 

to Antonelli in April-June 1883, not to send the caravan to Assab 

before one could also be sent for Bremond to Oboock.^ Purportedly 

this was the result of the influence of the French traders# No 

doubt it resulted from a desire to develop the Aussa route to Oboock 

as well as to Assab, because there were arms to be bought at both, 

Bremond apparently did promise in return to supply several thousand 

more r i f l e s H o w e v e r ,  it is not at all clear that he

1# Lemay, ’’Rapport sur les Pays Somalis”, May-June 1884, Afrique/65, 
f# 375; Longbois to?, Ankober, June 22, I884, Afrique/105 ’’[BremondJ 
passe ici pour un voleur”; and Antonelli to Mancini, Entotto, Feb# 20, 
1885, Giglio III, No. 435, pp. 130-131.

2. Joseph Negussie to Antonelli, Debra Berhan, June 16, 1884, Giglio 
III, No. 333, Allegato n. 2, pp. 57-58? Joseph of Let Marefia to 
Antonelli, undated, but received Aug. 21, I884, ibid., Allegato no. 4 , 
pp. 58-59.
3. Ibid.
4. Antonelli to Mancini, Entotto, Feb. 20, I885, Giglio III, No. 435, 
p. 132, ”... si attende con un carico di 10,000 fucili".
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and Soleillet had succeeded in discrediting the route Antonelli had

opened, or in dissuading Menelik from sending the Shoan mission to

Home as Antonelli's Shoan informant insisted. Menelik may simply have

calculated that further dealings with French traders required

speedy payment, whereas, in his absence, Antonelli might be put off.

No mission was sent to Italy until 1889, but there were other more

obvious reasons.

In any case, except for a very poor caravan, which had only
2reached Aussa on May 1, 1884, Menelik sent no further caravan to Assab

-Z.after Antonelli returned there from Shoa in August 1883. When Menelik

finally did send Gebre Sellassie Negussie ashi.s procurator with a large

caravan to Aussa in June 1884, no more than half was destined for

Assab; the rest, and Gebre Sellassie himself, were sent first to
AObock with Bremond. Menelik explained in a letter to Antonelli on

June 1, 1884, that a preliminary caravan would at last begin to
5fulfil his promise to him, but the thirty odd camel loads which

1. Antonelli to Mancini, Assab, Aug. 22, 1884, Giglio III, No. 333, 
p. 56 and Allegato n. 4, pp. 38-59; same to same, Entotto, Feb. 20, 
1883, ibid., No. 43, p. 131•

2. Branch! to Mancini, Assab, May 1, 1884, Giglio III, No. 326,
p. 50.

3. Pestalozza to Mancini, Assab, Aug. 12, 1883, Giglio III, No. 293, 
p. 21; Giglio I, p. 272.

4. Gebre Sellassie Negussie to Antonelli, Aussa, Aug. 11, 1884. Giglio 
III, No. 333, Allegato n. 3, P- 33: "Solamente il Re mi ha obbligate
di andare prima a Obock e poi venire in Assab: non posso fare diversa-
mente perche questo e l'ordine ricevuto dal Re.M

3. Giglio III, No. 333, Allegato n. 1, p. 37*
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Gebre Sellassie sent on to Assab from Aussa disappointed Antonelli's
ahopes nontheless; these loads of goods were drastically less imposingA

a start of Italo-Shoan commerce than the caravan of four hundred camels 

which he had believed would follow his return from Shoa in November

1883/ '

This equivocation seems to have resulted from a desire to accept 

arms from both sides, rather than any personal success of Bremond or 

of a preference for Obock over Assab. Priority was given to matters 

at Obock by sending Gebre Sellassie Negussie first there, and that
2part of the caravan may have consisted of more than half of the goods.

However, Menelik showed scant confidence in Bremond: Gebre Selassie

was accredited "My special agent for My goods and I leave everything
3to him as My faithful servant". The trade goods were entrusted to

him, not Bremond, and he was instructed not to give Bremond anything

except in actual exchange and authorized to take the goods from Obock
kto Assab if Bremond failed to deliver what he had promised in Shoa.

Although Menelik seems to have been satisfied in the event by 
3Bremond, there can be no doubt that he had adopted a more demanding

1. Giglio I, p. 272; also correspondence re. the arrival of the 
caravan in Giglio III, No. 295* p. 215 No. 333, p. 36; No. 337, p. 64. 
See also L.V. "Etiopia", No. 75, p. 157.

2. Ibid.; cf., Soleillet, Voyages, p. 310.

3. Menelik to Pestalozza, Debra Berhan, June 1, 1884, Giglio III, No. 
334, Allegato, p. 60.

4. Antonelli to Mancini, Entotto, Feb. 20, 1883, Giglio III, No. 435, 
p. 131.

5. Ibid., "Tutto pero venne sopportato...".
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and cautious attitude towards the French merchants and was no more 

enthralled by them than willing to ignore them for the sake of commit

ments to Assab. As early as April 1881, in fact, when preparing to 

send to Obock for the rifles Arnoux had offered, Menelik had instructed

Gebre Mariam, his caravan chief on that occasion, to accept only good
1rifles or to return with a load of salt.

By 1883, it was possible for Menelik to turn to an alternate 

European market on the Afar coast. To the extent that Menelik could 

encourage the French traders without alienating Antonelli, there was 

good reason, therefore, to divide his resources. Nonetheless, there 

is a strong, yet understandable, flavour of "out of sight out of mind" 

about Menelik!s policies. There were no alternatives to dealing with 

Antinori, Antonelli and the French traders for arms, but it is obvious 

that Menelik tended to give his support to them in turn, according to 

the immediate pressure for projects. As this varied, so did his support.

Extenuating circumstances in part, at least, explain the apparent 

inconsistencies of his policy. Projects frequently took some time 

before they vindicated his initial support, and even longer to fail.

The need for arms, however, was persistent and immediate.

The conquest of the southwest Galla kingdoms begun in 1879 was 

carried forward with brilliant success after 1881. Between the end of 

1881 and the spring of 1882, Menelik and his foremost general, Ras 

Gobana, expanded Shoan authority as far as Kaffa and south of the

1. Antinori to Pestalozza, Let Marefia, Aug. 19, 1882, DeLeone, Le Prime 
Ricerche, No. 9 bis, p. 287.
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Awash. Firearms were no less essential because of this success. Al

though it is a matter of conjecture, they may even have become more 

necessary for the incorporation of districts at a greater distance 

from Shoa, and for future expansion especially to the southeast, a region 

rich in herds and through which much of the Galla trade passed towards 

Zeila, but which bordered on the Province of Harar and was inhabited 

by peoples who stoutly resisted any authority. For their conquest 

Menelik relied on firearms: "Here,” he wrote, regarding the Ittu Galla

lands between Shoa and Harar, ua man at the head of one hundred flees
2abandoning his country before ten riflemen. ' 1

Rivalry with Goggiam for predominance over the Galla south of

the Abai came to a head in the spring of 1882, and on June 5i 1882,

in Gudru, a large Shoan force, led by Menelik personally, inflicted

a crushing defeat on the Goggiamese, capturing Tekla Haimanot, his sons
3and generals, with much of their equipment and arms. Hearing this,

John moved his army into Wollo, where he remained during the rainy 

season of 1882 with Menelik's cousin and rival Mesciascia-Seifu in his 

camp. This induced Menelik within a month of his victory apparently to

1. Menelik to the President of France, Entotto, July 20, 1882, Afrique/ 
6 2, ff. 567-569.
2. Menelik to Umberto, Wara Hailu, July 11, 1881, L.V. "Etiopia", No. ^3*
p. 72.

3. Chronique I, pp. 171-179; Menelik to the President of France, Entotto, 
July 20, 1882, Afrique/62, ff. 567-569; Menelik to Cahagne., rec'd Obock, 
Sept. 1882, cited in Edmond to D'Abbadie, Aden, Oct. 1882, "Extraits des 
lettres" (NAFR 10222), p. 76; Cahagne to D'Abbadie, Zeila, May 4,
and Harar, Oct. 21, 1882 and April 22, 1883, ibid., pp. ?1 and 77.
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surrender himself and his prizes to the Emperor's justice in appealing

to John for mediation. John required him to set Tekla Haimanot and

the other captives free, and to return their firearms. While Tekla

Haimanot, no less hostile to Menelik and more pliant to John's will,

was thus restored to Goggiam, the right of Shoa to all the territory

south of the Abai was confirmed, and Menelik was allowed to assume

the title of King of Kaffa.^

Strategically, Shoa was probably not better, and perhaps worse,

off at the end of 1882 than before the Battle of Gudru. In checking

the Goggiamese challenge, Shoa's military resources had been severely

strained, it appears. Although victory had been won by the speed of

the Galla cavalry in his service, Menelikfs losses were greater than

those of Tekla Haimanot, who inflicted great damage by the use of

artillery borrowed from John. The restoration of Tekla Haimanot to

Goggiam left a vengeful neighbour on the flank of Shoan expansion,
ifwhose weakness assured his loyalty to John. Moreover, the advance of

1. Alula to Raffray (Fr. Consul Massawa), "Onereyelou" (John's camp), 
A  Hamle 187̂ - (July 20, 1882), Correspondence Politique des Consuls, 
Egypte 1875-851 Massaouah/A, f. 287; Cahagne to D'Abbadie, Harar, 
April 22, 1885, "Extraits des lettres", (NAFR 10222), f. 77.

2. Ibid.

5. Antonelli, "Zemeccia", undated, "Rapporti sullo Scioa", no. VII, 
annesso; Antonelli to MAE, Entotto, Nov. 26, 2885, L.V. "Etiopia",
No. 95» p. 20̂ -; Cahagne to D'Abbadie, Harar, April 22, 1883, "Extraits 
des lettres", (NAFR 10222), p. 77.

4. See Vigoni, In Abissinia, p. 20*f; Antonelli to MAE, Entotto, Nov. 26, 
1885, L.V. "Etiopia", No. 95? p. 204.
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imperial forces into Wollo was not entirely reversed by the peace. In 

October 1882, Wollo passed in dowry to John's son, Ras Area Sellassie, 

who was married to Menelik's daughter Zauditu. Menelik continued to 

reside part of the year in Wollo and the actual administration was 

shared by Shoan officers with those of John, but this important buffer 

was partly withdrawn from between Shoa and the centre of John's power.

Not only did Menelik continue to need and want more firearms, but 

apparently from his point of view support given in one instance to a 

French project was not inconsistent with agreeing to support Italian 

interests at another time. The exclusive nature of influence seems to 

have been a purely European invention for the sake of eventual predo

minance. Menelik's quite different view of the Obock-Assab divergence 

is clear from his offer to Bremond to deal exclusively with his company, 

in so far as trade with the French was concerned. It is also clear from 

his insistence that the Italian explorer Franzoi, v/ho wished to return 

to Italy from Shoa by way of Obock with Bremond, should go by Assab as

a consequence of the Italo-Shoan Treaty, and the fact that he was an
2Italian. The two lines for developing a source of arms appear, there

fore, to have been treated by Menelik as distinct, or at least parallel,

1. See reports of Antonelli and Branchi, May 1883 - Feb. 1885, L.V. 
"Etiopia", No. 59, P* ^26; No. 67, p. I^O; and No. 82, p. 168; and 
No. 8 6, p. 189; also in "Rapporti sullo Scioa", no. Ill, p. 26.

2. Joseph of Let Marefia to Antonelli, undated (but May/June 1884), 
Giglio III, No. 333 Allegato n. *f, p. 59; Menelik to Antonelli, Debra 
Berhan, June 1, 188̂ -, ibid., Allegato n. 1, p. 57; Menelik required
Franzoi to sign a declaration, dated May 9, I88*f, to show Antonelli
that Franzoi had refused to abide by his wishes. See: Giglio III,
note (2), p. 57 (cf., p. 61).
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and not really as divergent.

Menelik could not have been oblivious, of course, to the competing

demands for trade goods, or unaware of the advantages of Franco-Italian

rivalry. The weakness of his policy of dualism, however, was not his

duplicity, or that he was fickle, but the limitation of resources.

Despite the fact that this led to some inconsistency in his actions,

his preference for dividing these resources between Assab and Obock

seems a just calculation of his interests, and not merely a deviation
1from them in the absence of the promoters of one particular scheme.

There was apparently some disagreement at the Shoan court over

what these interests were. The Azage Walda Zadek, Menelikfs principal

chamberlain and governor of Ankober and the customs post towards Zeila
2and the Bay of Tajura, became a partisan of those routes. In opposi-

to him, Abd-el-Rhaman was an exponent of the Aussa-Assab route, and

eventually governor of the district (Bado), through which caravans passed
3into Shoa from it. In so far as the Azage Walda Zadek was chief of

1. See, Cecchi to Mancini, Suakin, Feb. 8 , 1885, in Zaghi, Mancini,
No. 35, p* 181: "essendo appunto troppo buono, si lascia facilmente
influenzare dagli ultimi venuti, e specialmente da coloro che gli recano 
piu ricchi doni".

2. Re. this officer, see: Soleillet, Voyages, note (3), p. 116;
Borelli, Ethippie, p. 85, p. 93 and p. 152; Bianchi, Alla Terra, p. 189; 
Cecchi I, pp. V l6-V l7 ; letters of Antonelli, Nov. 188^ and June 1885, 
Giglio III, No. 372, Allegato n. 1, and No. 507, p. 91 and p. 194.

3. Pestalozza to Crispi, Assab, Nov. 14, 1890, "Missione Pestalozza",
No. 1^9; Nerazzini to MAE, Harar, June 25, 1890, Etiopia/1, No. 377,
p. 3^7; cf., complaints before the conquest of Harar thatW,Zadek favoured 
Antonelli: Bremond, "Rapport", Entotto, Sept. 14, 1883, f• 609; Long-
bois to MAE, Nov. 14 (or 15 or 16), 1885, Afrique/105, f* 216.
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customs and Abd-el-Rhaman a noted caravan chief, it is not unlikely

that Menelik sought their advice on the practicability of the competing

projects for opening new routes, and that their advice was conflicting.

At the same time there seems to have been a strong body of opinion
1opposed to encouraging easy access from the sea for fear of attack.

These traditionalists also feared the innovations resulting from
2greater contact with the outside world. They were almost certainly 

strengthened with a rallying point when Menelik, urged on by the
3Emperor, married Taitu in April 1883. She supposedly detested 

4foreigners and wished, at least later, to expel those in Shoa in con-
3formity with the Emperor's orders. Moreover, the large number of

Tigrean freebooters and Gondari mercenaries, who had been recruited to 
£

the Shoan army, as well as the numerous Tigrean priests who had been

1. Savoure to Rueff, Report, Paris, Sept. 20, 1894, FOM, Af. Pol./131, 
Obock, Cor. Gen. (189*0, "... qu'un parti puissant existait en 
Abyssinie contre cette route [Harar-Djibuti] comme trop facile moyen de 
pdn^trer dans le pays ... le Rois le veut et il n'y a pas dans son pays 
de parti qui ose aller contre sa volonte ...;‘ also, Lagarde to Delcasse, 
Obock (?), Sept. 27, 1894, note re. Savoure, Mle parti des 'vieux' s'y 
est oppos4" to facilitating the route by improvements.

2. Pankhurst, "Misonesism".

3. Lassere to D'Abbadie, Aliu Amba, May 22, 1883, "Extraits des lettres", 
(NAFR 1022), p. 84: "sur les ordres d'Ati Johannes"; Antonelli to MAE,
Entotto, May 11, 1886, "Rapportisullo Scioa", no. V, p. 57» advice of 
John.

4. Borelli, Ethiopie, p. 128.

5. Traversi, Let Marefia, p. 286.

6. Antonelli to MAE, Entotto, May 11, 1886, "Rapporti sullo Scioa", 
no. V, p. 57.
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imposed by John in "1878 to insure religious conformity in Shoa seem 

to have been drawn to Taitu as a focal point for conservative loyalties.' 

Antonelli later reported that she Mhas been able to conquer the mind 

of the King and no decision is taken by the Sovereign and by his chiefs

without her having been consulted and without her consent and patron-
3age". It is not certain what her early influence over Menelik was, but

it seems likely that through her easy access to him, opinion hostile

to the European routes was strongly voiced.

Weighing against the commitments Menelik had accepted by the Treaty

of May 1883 were the arguments of Soleillet, Chefneux and Bremond in

defence of the advantages of trade with France, as well as narrow

traditionalist sentiment. Moreover, there was the fact that trade with

Obock had been opened some months before Antonelli's arrival, and was

already a source of arms. The French route corresponded in part to the

established pattern of slave and salt caravans, and could skirt Aussa

proper, passing through territory whose inhabitants were more accustomed 
Ato traders. Menelik complained of the difficulty of finding transport

1. Antinori to MAE, Let Marefia, June 13, 1880, Traversi, Let Marefia,
p. 189.
2. Antonelli to MAE, Entotto, May 11, 1886, "Rapporti sullo Scioa",
no. V, p. 37.

3. Ibid.

*f. Massaja, I Miei, Vol. 8, pp. 169-170; the Tajurans and the 
dependents of Loitah of Gobad had previously carried on a considerable 
trade along this alternate route to Shoa. See: Abir, Trade,
P*
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to Assab. The caravan sent with Gebre Selassie Negussie to Aussa

was described as a disaster from the terrible losses suffered by the 
2transport. Probably the practicability of an Assab route appeared 

severely limited. It is neither surprising, nor unreasonable, there

fore, that Manelik preferred to send goods to the French in the Bay 

of Tajura as well as to Assab as he had promised Antonelli.

By 1883, a diplomacy of commerce was being pursued which was no 

less intricate for its preoccupation with the single objective of the 

import of arms. In practice, Menelik’s diplomacy followed the shifting 

prospects of the arms trade, and while keeping the conservative 

opposition at arm's length, it edged Shoa towards closer involvement 

with the outside world.

1. Menelik to Antonelli, Debra Berhan, June 1, and Borumieda, Aug. 9? 
188^, Giglio III, No. 333? Allegato n. 1, p. 37? and No. 333? Allegato 
n. 2 , p. 62.

2. By Franzoi, who left Bremond at Aussa and went to Assab; cited in 
Giglio III, No. 333, p. 61.
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Chapter III 

THE GENESIS OF POLITICAL DIPLOMACY

The dual diplomacy of commerce pursued by Menelik evidenced con

siderable apparent and real success during the mid-decade of the 1880s. 

Increased courtesies were exchanged with the Powers, though this success 

proved to be more apparent than real. Real success, however, can be 

measured in material terms by the vast increase in armament resulting 

from the import of thousands of rifles and muskets, and of large 

quantities of ammunition. Real success also can be judged by the fact 

that Menelik, although subject to John, pursued an independent foreign 

policy without exposing Shoa to the humiliations it had suffered from 

imperial armies in 1835 and 1878. Moreover, he pursued a dual policy 

in Europe without alienating either of the two Powers on whom he relied 

for access to the sea.

Already in 1880, Menelik had succeeded, by his liberal encourage

ment of communications between Shoa and Europe, in drawing the attention 

of Europeans to what had been a minor province of the Ethiopian Empire.

By the Treaty of Friendship and Commerce with Italy (May 21, 1883)? he

got something of the same recognition in his external relations with
2one European Power as the Khedives of Egypt. Although the suzerainty

1. Some 20-25,000 rifles entered Shoa before 1886-7 according Audon, 
"Voyage", p. 158; and Rimbaud to Dir. Bosphore Egyptien (Aug. 1887), 
Pleiade, "Correspondence", no. CXXX, p. 426. See also, Walsh to Hunter, 
Zeila, Jan. 14, 1889, F.O. 403/123? No. 53? inclosure n. 3*
2. The inapt comparison with the Khedive was made by the Italians as early 
as 1879 (Beccari, "Memoria", L.V. "Etiopia", No. 40, p. 64) and is 
repeated by Giglio (Vol. I, p. 141) to justify their treating Menelik 
independently of the Emperor.
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of John was by no means distant, the Italian Government treated with 

Menelik as an independent prince. For Menelik, in practice, this meant 

that they would assist the importing of arms to Shoa through Assab and 

Aussa.

Antonelli became, in fact, very active in the arms trade. Between

1884 and 1887 he imported probably some ten thousand rifles and a
1million cartridges, as well as various other munitions. On April 25,

1885, part of the arms contracted for by Menelik in March 1881 reached
2Shoa. ' This delivery alone, Antonelli claimed, had brought Menelik

3more arms and ammunition than he had ever before received at one time. 

Another lot arrived on August 17? 1883, and by September 1886 yet

another was on its way from Anssab to Shoa.

International conditions, moreover, during 1884, favoured communica

tions with Europe. Egypt, as a result of the progress of the Mahdist 

revolt, and of the British occupation, was obliged to abandon Massawa 

and the Province of Harar, including all of the coast from Tajura to Cape

1. Robecchi-Bricchetti, Ne 11’Harar, p. 152; Giglio I, pp. 273-275•

2. They had been delayed at, least since Aug. 1884 for lack of transport; 
Antonelli from Shoa, June 22, 1885 and May 11, 1886, Giglio III, No. 507? 
p. 195 and "Rapporti sullo Scioa", no. v, p. 55*

3. Ibid.

4. Some of the arms contracted for in March 1881 still awaited trans
port for Shoa at Tajura; reports of Antonelli from Shoa and Aussa,
Aug.-Sept. 1885? Giglio I, note (33)? p. 323; Giglio III, No. 507?
p. 195; L.V. "Etiopia", No. 94, p. 200.

5. Zaghi, "Diario Capucci e Cicognani", p. 13-
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Guardafui, as well as part of the Red Sea coast. The uncertain future

of the coasts during 1884 opened the prospect of freer access to the

sea to both John and Menelik.

In August 1884, Indian troops relieved the garrison at Zeila, and

the French landed a small garrison at Obock under the command of Leonee

Lagarde, who was also to act as the French consular agent for the Somali 
2coast. With the rapid collapse of Egyptian pretensions, the French 

arms dealers were left to carry on their trade with almost complete 

freedom. The organized power of the Abu Bekr family to hamper trade

in the Bay of Tajura was swept aside in a few months; Lagarde's forces,
3however, were too small to supervise the whole protectorate effectively.

Menelik appears to have welcomed this transformation, although not 

without caution. Abu Bekr, at the first signs that the French would 

challenge his position in the Bay of Tajura, made overtures to Menelik. 

Probably through his son Mohamed, Abu Bekr encouraged Menelik, in April 

1884, to attack Harar, and tried to induce him to support the Abu Bekr's

1. BPP (1884-3), Egypt 14, No. 37 inclosure, p. 29; British presence 
was extended to Berbera in March 1885, Ramm, "Red Sea", p. 231.

2. Lagarde, "Extraits", p. 9; He Had visited the coast in April and 
returned with about twenty colonial soldiers (p. 29).

3. Until Feb. 1884, Hamal Abu Bekr had commanded forty soldiers at 
Tajura and there were eighty more at Sagallo (BPP, 1884-3, Egypt 14,
No. 9 inclosure, p. 3); by 1883 when the protectorate extended beyond 
the Gubet Kareb, Lagarde had stationed only one corporal and one soldier 
at Sagallo (Audon, "Voyage", p. 114) and fifteen soldiers under a 
"sous-officier" at Tajura (Boissoudy, "Note sur Obock", undated, but 1883, 
Afrique/6 6, f. 390); the south shore was unsupervised.
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trading system and rule on the coast by offering to reduce customs dues 

at Zeila. There is no evidence that Menelik co-operated with Abu 

Bekr. On the contrary, in May and June 1884, Menelik was actively 

encouraging European use of the Afar routes.

However, Menelik pretended to supremacy over the Afar, and had been 

alarmed by the reported sale of Sagallo to Soleillet. As French 

expansion was reported from the end of 1884, Menelik demanded explana

tions from the French in Shoa. He again seems to have been satisfied

with assurances that France was seeking only to safeguard his access
2to European trade, and not to acquire his territory. “ Menelik remained

committed, in fact, to co-operating with the French in the Bay of

Tajura, from whom, in May 1884, he was anxiously awating Chefneux with

an arms caravan."^

The appointment by Menelik of Mohamed Abu Bekr as negadras (chief
A  4of the merchants) at the important frontier entrepot Aliu Amba may 

have been a compromise to content Abu Bekr at Zeila without alarming 
the French about the future of their route. His appointment displeased

5Anfari, who complained that Afar were abused, but could not be disputed

1. Soleillet to MAE, Galane, April 29, 1884, Afrique/103, f. 16; Hunter, 
"Memo.", Aden, May 9, 1884, F.O. 403/82, No. 81 inclosure 2.

2. See below, p. 108.

3. Longbois, "Souvenirs", p. 366, according to Soleillet.

4. Soleillet to MAE, Galane, April 29, 1884, Afrique/103, f. 16.

3- Antonelli to MAE, Entotto, Feb. 20, 1883, L.V. "Etiopia", No. 86, p.
179; also reporting that he was by then neg.adias at the customs posts
for Assab and Obock (Ciano and Farr£) as well; he was still at Aliu 
Amba in late Sept. 1886, Borelli, Ethiopie, p. 140.
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by the French because Mohamed v/as an associate of Bremond and supposed
1to have French sympathies. Abu Bekr and his family had, and continued

to exercise, considerable influence over the Issa Somali and Menelik
2could not ignore them.

The prospects of succeeding to Egyptian territory, led Menelik to 

adopt a more positive, although no less cautious, attitude towards Harar. 

No attack was launched in 1884, but his foreign policy experienced an 

important innovation in being turned towards the distinctly political 

objective of gaining the acceptance of the European Power to a Shoan 

annexation of the province.

On May 23, Menelik sealed a letter for the King of Italy in which
3he wrote:

Know [because of our friendship], Oh Majesty, that my nearness 
to the Turks is very harmful to my kingdom and every day they 
cause more difficulties for me. Even before the Turks took Harar 
from me, I sent my complaints to several European Governments.
Now I address them to you.... Having taken Harar, they contrive 
to seize my territory of the Ittu-Galla and of the desert. If as 
a result of this I go to war against them, Your Majesty will be my 
witness before the Governments of Europe in order that they will 
not consider me their enemy. They must know that I absolutely can 
not allow my territory to be taken without defending myself. In

1. Soleillet, Voyages, p. 24; Abu Bekr had formerly been a French 
protege and in Jan.-Feb. 1883 asked for French protection for his whole 
family; by the time of his sudden death in Dec. 1883, he was working 
to divert the trade of Zeila to a French port: documents in the French
archives, Afrique/6 6, f. 37, f. 360, f. 397; Correspondence politique des 
Consuls, Angleterre/113 , Aden (1883-93), 76; Correspondence Politique,
A. et CG., Egypte/96, f. 77; DDF 1e, tome VI, No. 137; also, Hunter to 
Baring, Aden, Dec. 7, 1884, F.O. 403/82, No. 367, inclosure 7.

2. Borelli, Ethiopie, entry Oct. 20, 1883, pp. 7-8.

3. Giglio III, No. 337, Allegato, p. 63



the meantime, I look forward to your answer; ...M

It is obvious that Menelik, who must have expected momentarily the

arrival of Chefneux and a French envoy with arms including moutain

guns, intended to invade the Province of Harar at an opportune time,

perhaps after the rainy season.

Far from menacing the Ittu Galla, the Egyptians were on the point

of abandoning the Province of Harar. Menelik may not have heard the 
1rumours of their evacuation, but it was obvious by the end of May

1884 that the Egyptians were no longer a threat. The garrison was

well armed and plentifully supplied with ammunition and other stores,
2but had withdrawn behind the walls of the city. Before the beginning 

of 1884, the Governor of Harar had offered to recognize the advance of

Shoa's frontier from the Awash to a line mid-way between Ankober and
3Harar. This would have left Menelik the Ittu Galla in spite of his

Afailure to subdue them during 1883.

Menelik, therefore, was not promptedty fear of a revival of Egypt's 

forward policy of 1874-6 towards Ethiopia, or even of further inter

ference with the Afar routes and coast on the scale Abu Bekr had

1. Rimbaud to Family, Harar, Jan. 14, and Aden, April 24, 1884, Pl^iade 
"Correspondence", no. XCV, p. 375 and no. XCVI, pp. 376-377-

2. Hunter, "Memo.", Aden, April 5, 1884, BPP (1884-5), Egypt/14, No. 16 
inclosure, pp. 6-8.

3. Deloncle to Ferry, Aden, Jan. 7» 1884, FOM, Af.Pol./l4o, "Affaires 
de Zeylah".

4. Lasser^e to Lagarde, Obock, April , 1886, FOM, Af.Pol./130, Obock, 
Cor. Gen. (Aug.-Dec. 1887).
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instigated from 1882 until 1883. Nor was the letter of May 25 a 

request for material assistance. In it he acknowledged that Antonelli 

already had arms for him. Rather the letter was a proposal for 

friendly representation by Italy in Europe to ward off hostile reactions 

by other Powers to Shoan expansion at the expense of Egypt.

Probably local conditions and his personal ambition prompted 

Menelik to make this appeal for diplomatic support. The belief that 

a more aggressive attitude towards Harar would be tolerated in Europe 

may also have encouraged him. He must have known from merchants that 

an Anglo-Egyptian mission had been in Tigre awaiting the Emperor since 

early April. If there is no evidence that Menelik knew the extremely

conciliatory terms which the British representative, Admiral Hewett,
2had sent to John on April 24 he must have guessed that the British 

were intervening to settle the territorial dispute between John and 

the Khedive.

Although the Egyptian evacuation,begun in October 1884, was com

pleted in May 1885,̂  no Shoan attack was launched until the end of 1886.

Almost certainly this was because Menelik's natural caution was reinforced

1. "Essendo riuscito l ’affare da me stato spedito col mezzo del Conte 
Antonelli, come egli stesso mi ha detto ...M; this cannot refer simply
to the treaty: see Menelik to Antonelli, Entotto, May 8 and Debra Berhan,
June 1, 1884 in L.V. "Etiopia", No. 74, Anesso I, pp. 155-156; and,
Giglio III, No. 333, Allegato, n.1, p. 57.

2. BPP (1884), "Hewett", No. 2, pp. 2-4.

3. Hunter to Baring, Zeila, Nov. 7, 1884, BPP (1884-5), Egypt/14,
No. 103, inclosure n. 2, p. 64; Rosa to Bienenfeld, Harar, May 18,
1885, Amodeo, "Carteggio Inedito", no. I, p. 912-



by fortuitious circumstances to the north of Shoa, which subordinated
1his own projects to those of John. Menelik*s intention, however,

cannot be doubted. Not only did Antonelli report that Menelik was

resolved on an attack, but throughout 1885-1886 preparations were made:

spies were sent into the city, an advance guard was posted, and Ilg
3was set to build two strategic bridges.

Despite the delay in carrying out his military jLans, an important 

change had taken place in the foreign policy of Menelik. The appeal of 

May 1884 to his partner in the Treaty of 1883 is quite different from 

his earlier claims on Europe. Previously, Menelik's relations with 

European governments had been concerned with creating goodwill for Shoa 

so that they would be tolerant of the arms trade, and facilitate the 

import of European technology by restraining Egyptian interference.

With his letter to Umberto of May 23, 1884, Menelik's diplomacy turned 

to a specific political end. Italian diplomatic and moral support was

1. Initially called to Wollo in mid-1884 to permit Imperial forces to 
hasten the retrocession of Boghos granted by the Hewett Treaty (June 3> 
1884), Menelik was kept there on orders from John, to suppress the revolts 
of Wollo for most of the time until March 1886. See, Menelik to Antonelli, 
Borumieda, Aug. 9i 1884, Giglio III, No. 335* Allegato n. 2, p. 63; 
Antonelli to Maneini, Borumieda, Nov. 4 and 23» 1884, L.V. "Etiopia",
No. 82, p. 168, and, Giglio III, No. 365, p. 86; also BPP (1884),
"Hewett", No. 2 inclosure 4 and No. 3 inclosure.

2. Antonelli to Mancini, Entotto, Feb. 10, 1885, Giglio V, No. 1, p. 1.

3. Menelik to Umberto, Entotto, May-June 1883, Giglio V, No. 3? Allegato, 
p. 4: "... i miei amici che sono nell*Harar da 7 mesi mi scrivono ..."; 
Sacconi to Guasconi, Harar, May 29, 1886, Amodeo, "Carteggio Inedito", 
no. V, p. 913; Rimbaud to Dir. Bosphore Egyptien, (Aug. 1887), Pl£iade, 
"Correspondence", no. CXXX, p. 421.
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to assist Shoan expansion by representations justifying the absorp

tion of Egyptian territory to the other Powers and, if need be, fending 

off their hostile reactions.

The development of political diplomacy was a decided innovation, 

but not a surprising one. Although preoccupied with the import of 

arms, in gaining a free hand from Egyptian control, Menelik showed an 

appreciation of the usefulness of indirect pressure, backed up of 

course, with the superiority at the coast of European naval power. He 

therefore had appealed to the Powers to restrain Egypt, as well as to 

permit their subjects to trade in arms. He was probably aware, further

more, that after 1882, the British were directly involved in the dis

position of Egypt's outlying provinces. In September 1883 he had 

questioned Bremond closely about British intentions towards Ethiopia.

It was later apparent also that Menelik easily believed the French 

might covet Harar for themselves. The need to take precautions against 

unfriendly reactions in Europe to a forward policy towards Egypt must 

have been obvious to him.

Moreover, enlarging the previous claims he had made on the friend-
2ship of the King of Italy was a logical progression from their treaty 

relations. Article 13 of the Treaty of 1883 provided that Menelik could

1. Bremond, "Rapport", Entotto, Sept. 14, 1883, Afrique/62, f. 611; 
but there is no evidence in Antonelli's reports that Menelik had sought 
assurances in April-May 1883 of a free hand with the Egyptians as Bremond 
conjectured (f. 612).

2. E.g., for the forwarding of his circular of Nov. 29, 1878, com
plaining against the Egyptians, see L.V. "Etiopia", No. 36, p.
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make use of Italian consular agents, or of the Commissioner of Assab, 

for his correspondence with Europe. The subjects of Menelik could 

appeal, according to the Treaty, for the protection of these agents 

when at the coast or abroad. Shielding Menelik’s own interests was a 

reasonable extension of these provisions.

Nevertheless, the turn to political diplomacy from 1884 proved to 

be a significant change. In the first place, political undertakings 

with foreign states independent of the Emperor were less consistent 

with submission than commercial understandings. In the second place, 

relations with France remained predominantly commercial, while political 

relations were begun with Italy and encouraged by the Italian Government. 

Inadvertently, the dual policy of Shoa became merely parallel diplomacy 

without equal reliance.

Relations with France did not remain restricted to the diplomacy 

of commerce from any predilection of Menelik for Italy. No letter was 

addressed to France in May 1884, probably for the simple reason that, 

while Bremond had lost Menelik's confidence and was therefore no longer 

considered a reliable intermediary when he left for the coast in June, 

a French envoy, Longbois, was known to be coming. He reached Menelik's 

camp on May 26, but already had crossed the Awash, and preparations 

were being made for his reception when Menelik sealed his letter to 

Umberto I at Debra Berhan on May 23, 1884.

1. Longbois, "Souvenirs", p. 366, crossed the Awash with Chefneux and 
Pino on May 18; met by Soleillet on May 22 when the Asage Walda Zadek 
already had been instructed to care for them.
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Political diplomacy with France did not develop in the mid-l880s 

because France, despite its exchange of courtesies, remained unres

ponsive to Menelik*s earlier approaches, and because, after 1884-, neither 

Longbois nor anyone else was found in Shoa to take the place of confidence 

enjoyed by Arnoux, Bremond and Soleillet in support of French interest.

The reasons for official French hesitancy are clear. Longbois 

brought at long last a reply to Menelik from the President of France, 

but after introducing him as the messenger and bearer of the President's 

gifts, the letter was studiously noncommittal. Preoccupation in 

France with reassuring the Emperor of purely commercial interest in 

Shoa had limited Longbois1 diplomatic charge to these presentations, 

that is to a courtesy mission. Beyond that, Longbois had been given 

strict instructions not to depart from the wholly scientific mission
2for which, initially, he had been granted official status as an explorer. 

Moreover, for the sake of their relations with John, the French Govern

ment told Soleillet, through Longbois, that they would not welcome the
3Shoan embassy which he had been urging Menelik to send to Paris.

Soleillet might compare Menelik's position among the Amharan princes to 

that of the Dukes of Burgundy among French Medieval nobles, but this

1. Grevy to Menelik, undated, Afrique/103, f* cf., draft reply 
dated March 13 or 13» 1879i to Menelik fc* MacMahon, Litche, Dec. 9»
1879 (f» 323), which was never sent.
2. See correspondence between Ministries in Afrique/62, f. 605; Afrique/ 
103, f. 211 and 230.

3. Soleillet to MAE, Obock, Aug. A, 188A, Afrique/103» f• -̂2.

A. Ibid.
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qualification was not accepted by the French Government, which even

considered it inopportune to give Menelik an honorific medal, as
1Longbois urged them to do, in imitation of the Italians.

The French were trying between 1884 and 188?, to enter into treaty

relations with John in order to foster the interests of the Catholic

Mission to Ethiopia, and to realise their pretensions along the Red

Sea Coast at Zula and Adulis Bay. They also thought to expand their

trade by influencing John to encourage contact between Obock and Shoa.

After 1887, enthusiasm for supporting the missionaries in northern

Ethiopia waned, and a policy of reserve was adopted towards John at the

end of January 188? in deference to the Italian embroilment in Tigre.

By then Menelik had occupied Harar and direct negotiations with him

became necessary to provide for the commercial future of Obock and
2the Somali Protectorate.

During the mid-l880s, hov/ever, the French Government relied on 

private enterprise in practice to promote the development of Obock. 

Official relations with Shoa were restricted to courtesies, and even 

these were extended with great reserve for fear of offending the Emperor.

1. MAE minute on Longbois to MAE, undated, rec'd. Nov. 17, 1883, 
Afrique/103, f. 216.
2. See: Instructions of Lemay as envoy to John, Sept.-Nov. 1884, and 
his report, Sept. 1883, Afrique/103, ff.32-33; and ff. 124-141 
(especially f. 181); from the French consul at Massawa, Soumagne, a 
confident of John's and an advocate of the missionaries, "Rapport",
June 11, 1887; "Note sur Henon", Nov. 3* 1888; and "Note sur les 
Int£r£^ts Franyais en Ethiopie", Jan. 26, 1888", in Afrique/138, f. 14, 
f. 38 and ff. 60-61. Re. Franco-Italian relations at Massawa, see 
despatches from Flourens, Jan. 29 and Feb. 19, 1887, DDF 1e , tome VI, 
note (1), p. 423 and doc. No. 443.
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After Longbois1 trip, the Foreign Ministry took care to prevent other

travellers to Shoa from getting any official status for their under- 
1takings. The French consul at Massawa, meanwhile, was instructed

Mto make clear in his meetings with the Negus [John] the purely com-
2mercial character of our future relations with Shoa”.

In spite of the intention of the Government’s instructions 

limiting his diplomatic duties to those of a messenger, which were

reflected in the wording of the President's letter to Menelik, Longbois
3was accepted in Shoa as the official representative of France.

Soleillet, in order to avoid contradicting his previous advocacy for 

a Shoan mission without disregarding the Ministry's instruction, told 

Menelik that he no longer needed to send an embassy, having received 

a French envoy with whom he should deal in all questions concerning
kFrance. That such an agent should be introduced only by a formal 

letter of courtesy was not extraordinary in Ethiopian practice.
5Styling himself "French envoy accredited to the Kingdom of Shoa",

1. Min. Instruction Publique to ME, Nov. 26, 1885 and MAE to Marine,
March 24, 1886, Afrique/105, ff. 222 and 259; the M E  stopped the granting 
of scientific and commercial missions to Leon Barral (1885) and Soleillet 
(March 1886) on grounds of the inconvenience for relations with the 
British to imply official sanction of the arms trade and that treating 
with Shoa would compromise negotiations with John.
2. M E  to Marine, Sept. 10, 1885, Afrique/105, f• 209-
3. Antonelli to Mancini, Entotto, Feb. 20, 1885, Giglio III, No. ^35, 
pp. 131-132.
4. Soleillet to ME, Obock, Aug. A, I88 f̂, Afrique/105, f• -̂2 ; although 
he understood the real nature of the mission, Voyages, p. 307.
5. Correspondence Longbois-Menelik, Feb.-May 1885, cited in Giglio,
Massaua, p. 169•
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Longbois, until his departure in July 1885, worked to destroy Antonelli's

prestige, to prevent the preferment of Assab and to prove the superiority

of the French route to Tajura Bay. In this self-appointed mission,

he was not successful. Antonelli continued to enjoy Menelik's favour

while Longbois failed to exert any personal influence over Menelik,

whose continued use of both the Italian and French routes appears to

have been the result of the availability of firearms, not of argument.

Longbois' prestige was marred by an initial blunder. Soleillet

had told Menelik that breech-loading cannon like the mountain guns

captured by John from the Egyptians were being sent. When two

unwieldy muzzle loading cannon (one bearing the cypher "N") were
2presented instead, "Menelik's face fell". The remaining gifts did 

not recover the blunder. Except for some twenty cases of shot, Menelik 

evinced no interest in them, and an unfortunate music-box became the 

object of derision.^ In spite of Longbois' claim, it hardly seems 

possible that practical disappointment was assuaged by the excuse that, 

in bringing the cannon made at the time of Napoleon III, he was carrying

1. Longbois to MAE, rec'd. Nov. 19, 1885, Afrique/105, f. 216;
Antonelli to Pestalozza (Shoa), June 23, 1885, cited Giglio, Massaua,
p. 169.

2. Longbois, "Souvenirs", p. 566; Longbois to MAE, Ankober, June 16, 
1884, Afrique/105, f. 34.

3. Ibid., the other gifts included an elephant gun and two revolvers of 
models Menelik already knew. The music-box which became the classic 
example of what not to send him, supposedly inspired his comment to
the British envoy in 18972 "others have sent me only toys". See: Keller, 
Ilg, p. 34, and Pankhurst, "Misoneism", p. 299 and "Portrait", p. 161, 
citing Rodd, Memoirs, II, p. 154.
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out a long delayed obligation of France to the King of Shoa. On the

contrary, Menelik is said to have treated the presentation of gifts
2with considerable comic irony.

After two or three brief and cordial, but inconclusive audiences

with Menelik at the end of May (1884), Longbois went to reside in
3Ankober. In July, Menelik left Shoa on orders from John to superin

tend Wollo, and when he returned, at the beginning of 1885, Antonelli

had his ear 3

Longbois, in contrast, failed to ingratiate himself. He is
3supposed to have admitted to Ilg: ,fI think Menelik makes fun of me1'.

On returning to Shoa in early 1885, in fact Menelik called Antonelli 

from Ankober to Entotto, where he was given preferential treatment
c

among the Europeans resident there (Ilg, Henon, Chefneux and Audon).

Longbois was left at Ankober reduced to making his unauthorized and
7vituperative representations on France's behalf by letter. His departure

1. Longbois, '’Souvenirs", p. 566; Longbois to MAE, Ankober, June 16, 
1884, Afrique/105, f. 34.
2. Keller, Ilg, p. 34.
3- Longbois, "Rapport", p. 284; the future of Harar apparently was not 
discussed.
A. Antonelli to MAE, Entotto, May 11, 1886, "Rapporti sullo Scioa", 
no. V, p. 55; for dates of Menelik's movements, see documents sealed by
him at Ankober, July 1, 1884 (Soleillet, Voyages, p. 309) and Borumieda,
Aug. 9j 1884 (Giglio III, No. 335» Allegato n. I and n. II, pp. 61-62.).
5. Keller, Ilg, p. 34.
6. Audon, "Voyage", p. 129.
7. Giglio, Massaua, p. 169; Antonelli to MAE, Entotto, May 11,
1886, "Rapporti sullo Scioa", no. V, p. 55.
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in July (or August) 1885 was no less inglorious. It was decided that

he should join the caravan of the French Arms trader, Labatut, whom
1Menelik suddenly announced he was sending to the coast. Probably

because he held Longbois in scant regard, Menelik refused to use this

occasion to communicate with the French Government, and Longbois was
2sent away without a reply to the President.

Despite his personal failure, it appears that Longbois did satisfy

Menelik that the French Government was occupying the Bay of Tajura in
order to assure an outlet for the Shoa trade, rather than as a step

tov/ards penetrating into the interior. Menelik complained of the

occupation of Tajura, and expressed his suspicions of French interest

in Harar, but Longbois countered that France wished to see Menelik

occupy Harar, and sought only to protect access from the sea to the 
3trade route. These assurances must have been attractive to Menelik, 

for no further objections were made.

Furthermore, despite the unsuccessful nature of this unauthorized 

attempt to formally challenge Italian influence, Menelik continued to 

use the French route willingly. No doubt in response to their offers, 

Menelik made contracts with Chefneux and Pino for more arms. However,

1. Audon, "Voyage”, p. 139; it is not clear if Longbois wanted to go 
or not (see "Souvenirs", p. 567); Lagarde to Marine, Obock, Sept. 10, 
1885, FOM, Af.Pol./139-7, Obock, Cor. Gen. (1885).

2. Longbois1 claim ("Souvenirs", p. 5&7), to have forced Menelik to 
entrust a letter to him during a stormy audience is not mentioned in 
his official report (Afrique/105, f. 216) and no such letter exists in 
the French Archives.

3. Longbois to MAE, rec'd. Nov. 19, 1885, Afrique/105, f. 216.
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in July 1885, on his own initiative, he chose to send Labatut on what

constituted a commercial mission to Europe, Labatut was commissioned

to go to Europe to buy arms, ammunition, instruments and other manu
alfactured goods. Some trade goods were advanced by Menelik and he 

supplied Labatut with transport to Tajura (or Obock) from no less than 

the camels which had just arrived with arms Antonelli had bought for 

him.^

It is symptomatic that while Menelik was willing to commission
V\eLabatut to go buy for him, did not entrust Longbois with any diplomaticA

charge. The lack of trusted intermediaries with France and of influential 

Frenchmen, was a striking feature of the period 1884 to 1888. After

the departure of Louis Bremond and Soleillet, in June and July 1884,
3the most influential elements in the French colony had left Shoa.

Chefneux does not seem to have become an important advisor until after 

1889, although he reputedly was the most active supplier of arms by 

1888 and, according to his associate Audon, was ’’well in with Menelik" 

during his visit from May 1885 until the end of February 1886. Antonelli

1. Audon, "Voyage”, p. 139; Rimbaud and Labatut to MAE, Tajura, April 
15, 1886, Pl^iade, "Correspondence", no. CXXIV, p. 407; and Rimbaud, 
"Caravane Labatut (inventaire)", ibid., p. 443.

2. Ibid.
3 . List in Audon, ’’Voyage”, p. 129.

4. Robecchi-Brichetti, Nell’Harar, p. 317.

3 . Audon, ’’Voyage”, p., 124* 126, 128, 142-143* and 148,
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considered Ilg a French partisan, but while he acted as go-between

for some Europeans with Menelik, except for occasional questions on

foreign practices and on internal policy, he is said to have been

fully occupied with technical matters before 1889 and to have exerted
2no influence over foreign affairs. Antonelli, therefore, was left 

virtually without a foreign rival to exploit the advantages to Italy 

of his own pro-Shoan policy.

Furthermore, although the French traders supplied Menelik with at 

least as many rifles and other firearms as Antonelli, if not several 

thousand more,^ Antonelli had a marked advantage in the trade. He 

brought Menelik a more modern rifle, the Remington or Wetterly breech- 

loading weapon then being discarded by European armies, but equal to 

those with which John's army was plentifully supplied. From the French 

dealers, Menelik got an earlier model rifle converted to breechloading, 

and even some muskets, both of which were considerably less effective 

against opponents also having firearms. Menelik soon became fully

1. Antonelli to Mancini, Entotto, Feb. 20, 1883, Giglio III, No. ^33» 
p. 133; listing the whole French colony. Also re. the French in Shoa, 
see: Taurin de Cahagne to Father Emmanuel, Zeila, March 26, 188̂ -, Capuc.

, 90/960, f. 8 .
2. Keller, Ilg, p. 30 and 36.
3. Some of the evidence is reviewed in Pankhurst "Firearms", and Starkie, 
Rimbaud in Abyssinia, pp. 68-120, although no careful attempt is made to 
date actual deliveries; cf., however, Raffray to MAE, Aden, Feb. 6 , 1883, 
Correspondence Politique des Consuls, Angleterre/113 (Aden), f. 27;
Lagarde to Marine, Obock, Oct. 16, 1887, FOM, Af.Pol./l30, Obock, Cor.
Gen. (Aug.-Dec. 1887); Borelli, Ethiopie, p. 30; and Rimbaud, "Inven- 
taire: Caravane Labatut", Pl^iade, "Correspondence", no. CXXXVII, pp.Wl-Wf.
f̂. Ibid., for a general discussion of models, see: Beachey, "The Arms
Trade in East Africa in the Late Nineteenth Century", JAH, III, 3 0962), 
pp. ^32-433.
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'Iaware of the variety of arms available in Europe in 1885-1886. In

July 1885 when he sent Labatut to Europe, Menelik apparently was still

willing to accept the earlier models, but by 1887, he had adopted by
2preference the superior rifle which Antonelli was supplying.

In addition, Menelik wanted more powerful arms adaptable to cam

paigning in difficult terrain without good roads. As a gift in July 

1885, Chefneux brought him a machine gun, which, to Menelik1s great

delight according to Audon, was demonstrated at Entotto with marvellous 
3effect. Menelik particularly lacked useful artillery, the few

existing pieces being muzzle-loading cannon, probably too heavy and

unwieldy to be taken easily on expeditions. At the same time that

he hoped to receive some modern cannon from Longbois, he sent to

Antonelli (May 188A) , particularly asking him to send a breechloading
kcannon, which could be carried by a mule.

The French dealers were probably at a disadvantage in meeting these 

demands for more modern munitions and in trading in general. Bremond 

had received a considerable advance from Menelik in 1881, but this had 

become exceptional by the second half of 188̂ -. There is no evidence

1. Audon, "Voyage”, p.

2. A. Rimbaud to DeGaspary, Aden, Nov. 3i 1887, Pl^iade, "Correspondence", 
no. CXXXVII, p. Isabelle Rimbaud, to Faterne-Berrichon, Dec. 30* 1896*
Pleiade, "Appendice", XXV, p. 602-603; also, Borelli, Ethiopie, entry,
Sept. 10, 1888, p. 405*

3. Audon, "Voyage", p. 132.
k. Joseph Negussie to Antonelli, Debra Berhan, June 16, 1884, Giglio III, 
No. 333, Allegato n. 2, p. 58$ Walda Zadek to Antonelli, Artumma, May 22, 
1884, L.V. "Etiopia", N o M *  Annesso II, p. 156. These almost certainly 
were at Menelik*s instructions.
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that Chefneux, Pino or Soleillet received anything but an agreement to

buy arms from them, and it is not even clear how formal a contract these

understandings were. Even Labatut was given only a small advance, and

this merely covered, it appears, payment for instruments and European
1manufacturers other than arms. The French traders relied on raising

2the money themselves, and this financing seems to have provided them

with a capital in arms and little else. Consequently, they were

dependent on the sale of their current capital for further business,
3as well as for their immediate profit. Menelik, however, was slow

kto settle with them. Nor was the French Government willing to aid 

them, except for the usual consular services at Aden.

Antonelli, in contrast, had as partners men of substantial means,
5including the Italian Vice-Consul at Aden. His official mission gave 

him resources which private traders from Obock, or those following him 

to Aussa and Shoa from Assab, could not match. He was able to make 

important gifts to Anfari and to Menelik, for whom his private and

1. Rimbaud, "Inventaire: Caravan Labatut", Aden, Nov. 3, 1887, Pleiade,
"Correspondence", no. CXXXVII, pp. Vf1 -Vf^.

2. Lagarde to Marine, Obock, Oct. 16 , 1887, FOM. Af.Pol./l30, Obock, Cor. 
Gen. (Aug-Dee. 1887); DeGaspary to Freydinet, Aden, April , 1886:
"Note sur M.A. Deschamps", Correspondence Commerciale, Aden/1 (1838- 
1889), f. 20; Stace to Portal, Aden, Aug. 16. 1888, F.O. 403/92,
No. 1^9, inclosure; Hogg to I.O., No. 19/3559, Aden, Oct. 27, 1888, 1.0. 
Letters from Aden/7.

3* See: Rimbaud and Labatut to MAE, Tajura, April 15, 1886, Pleiade, 
"Correspondence", no. CXXIV, pp. A09-^10.

Audon, "Voyage", p. 128 and p. 146; Savour^ to Rueff, Paris, Sept. 20, 
1894, FOM, Af. Vol./Ill, Obock, Cor. Gen. (1894).

5. Giglio I, p. 273-275.
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official dealings must have been hardly distinguishable.

Partly as a result of this backing, Antonelli was able to offer 

more advantageous terms to Menelik. By a contract dated November 3 

(or 4), 1884, he undertook to supply, at a fixed price, fifty thousand

new rifles over the next ten years, with two hundred cartridges per
2weapon. This gave Menelik the prospect of a much larger and more

dependable source of arms than he had from the French at Obock. Rather

than on consignment at Assab, as in the previous contract of March 1881,

under this new contract payment was to be made in deferred instalments:

half on delivery in Shoa; the remaining half in two parts, the first,

six months after delivery, and the balance, after a year. Payment was

to be accepted in ivory, gold, civet and cash (Maria Theresa dollars)

transported to Assab at Menelik1s expense, but credited against his

account at their sale value on the coast where, in practice, the Italian

Government's agent facilitated the sales.^

Chefneux, in contrast, had been promised immediate payment on
kdelivery of his arms. The French dealers counted on making an important 

part of their profit as middlemen also in the sale of the Galla trade

1. Giglio I, p. 3^5 and note (12), p. 320; in addition, Antonelli
received a monthly salary, DeLeone, Le Prime Ricerche, doc. No. 19*
p. 3^2.

2. De Leone, Le Prime Ricerche, doc. No. 22, pp. 3^6—3^7; the dis
crepancy in dating is unexplained, see: Giglio I, note (3^), p. 322.

3. Ibid., doc. No. 21, pp. 3^4-313-

4. Audon, "Voyage", p. 128.
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goods, which Menelik exchanged for the arms they sold him. They

expected to credit Menelik with these trade goods, which they sold

at Obock or Aden, at the sale value in Shoa, a difference of as much

as fifty percent, increasing considerably thereby the profit they

might realise on arms sold already for several times their cost in 
1Europe.

Menelik, for his part, dealt with the French traders as readily

as with Antonelli, but the fact that Antonelli had agreed to provide

better weapons on easier terms than the inferior arms brought by the

French must have made him particularly anxious to preserve Antonelli1s

co-operative spirit. Increasingly too, Antonellifs diplomacy had

subjected Assab's immediate trade with Shoa - in reality only the arms
2he was supplying Menelik - to the more general objective of excluding

the French as rivals for economic predominance in Shoa. For the sake

of this broader concern he was willing in his private dealings with
3Menelik to make adjustments which the French, with their more purely 

commercial and speculative interests, could not match. Obviously 

Menelik did not choose to forgo these advantages, since the question 

of a balance of political influence had not arisen. The course of

1. Rimbaud to Family, Tajura, Dec. 3, 1883 and Rimbaud and Labatut
to MAE, Tajura, April 13, 1886, Pleiade, "Correspondence", nos. CXVI1, 
p. 401 and CXXIV, pp. 409-410.

2. De Leone, Le Prime Ricerche, pp. 174-3 and 180.

3. See Antonelli to Pestalozza, Debra Berhan, Sept. 27, 1883, L.V. 
"Etiopia", No. 199, P- 200.
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Antonellifs negotiations and of his private dealings in the arms trade

during 1884 to 1886 suggest, however, that Menelik was greatly influenced

in his response to Antonelli's official mission, by the attractiveness

of his private dealings.

Evidence of Antonelli's transactions carrying out the contracts of

March 1881 and of November 1884 in 1883 and 1886 suggest the persistent

indebtedness of Menelik. In February 1885, Menelik accepted an account

from Antonelli, showing that he still had paid barely one fifth of

the cost of arms consigned to his agent the previous November of December,
1and for which payment was to have been on consignment. Something 

more than half, but certainly not all, of this account was settled at 

the end of June 1883, when another caravan was sent to Assab with 

ivory, civet and Maria Theresa dollars. In July 1887, Antonelli 

formally closed the account arising out of a second transaction (that

1. Giglio I, p. 274; Antonelli to Mancini, Entotto, Feb. 20, 1885, 
Giglio III, No. 433, p. 133.
2. Cf. Giglio note (33), p. 322: "II pagamento awenne in tutto o
gran partq/ carovana partita nel giugno 1883 dallo Scioa this is
not justified by my calculations according to which the value of this 
caravan, with 40,000 #MT in case and 2,300kilos of ivory (Giglio III,
No. 307, pp. 194-193) lacked by one third the balance due. The price 
of ivory varied from 120-140 £frlT per frazala of 16.300 to 16.900 kilos 
on the coast in 1883, to 90.73 #MT at Assab per frazala of 14.800 kilos 
at Assab in July 1886; see: Ferne and Romagnoli, All1Harar, pp. 117-119; 
and DeLeone, Le Prima Ricerche, doc. No. 20, p. 313; also other weights 
from 13*300 to 17 kilos in Lagarde, "Note sur le commerce avec 
l'Abyssinie", Dec. 1892, Afrique/138, f. 324; and, other quotations,
of 100 "per uochiet" (sic., frazala) in Shoa and 120 #MT on coast 
in Dec. 1889 in Salimbeni, Diario, pp. 238-239* Nevertheless, the ivory 
sent by Menelik was worth only about 20,000 #MT.
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of 1886, presumably under the new contract), but later he claimed to have
1lost money on it. There can be no doubt that Menelik paid with con

siderable delay in the first instance, and that he was in debt to 

Antonelli for one or the other, or both, lots of arms at least until 

July 1887. The new contract of November 1884 encouraged this state of 

affairs. When he made the contract, Antonelli knew that the goods 

Menelik was sending to Assab, with Gebre Sellassie Negussie, were

worth only about one fifth of the cost of the arms to be consigned
2there to Gebre Sellassie. Despite the frequent accusation of profi

teering, therefore, he must have considered prompt payment of less

importance than the general purpose of ingratiating himself and the 
3route to Assab.

The priority Antonelli put on long term influence encouraged the 

turn towards political diplomacy in Italo-Shoan relations. The imme

diate settlement of trade accounts was pushed into the background in his 

discussions with Menelik, who readily accepted to deal in fair promises 

where hard payment v/as not demanded. The fulfilment of promises given

1. Antonelli to DeSimone, Dihoita-Aussa, July 11, 1887, DeLeone, Le 
Prime Ricerche, No. 21, pp. 314-315; Antonelli, "Memorie", cited in 
Giglio I, note (42), p. 284.

2. Menelik to Antonelli, Debra Berhan, June 1, 1884, Giglio III, No.
333, Allegato n. 1, p. 57; and despatches of Antonelli and Pestalozza 
to Mancini, Assab, Aug. 22, and Sept. 17, 1884, Giglio III, No. 333, 
p. 56 and No. 337, p« 64.

3. DeLeone, Le Prime Ricerche, pp. 174-175 and p. 180, citing Traversi 
in Sept. 1886; Keller, Ilg, p. 31; A. Henon to MAE, undated (but,
Paris, Nov. 1887), Afrique/130; Parisis to "Nea Ephemeris", Borumieda, 
Feb. 28, 1886, F.O. 403/88, No. 2.
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as a substitute for trade goods, however, became counterpart to obtaining

Italian co-operation over Harar as well as continuing the imports of arms.

This evolution became apparent soon after Antonelli returned with the

ratification of the Treaty of 1883*

When Antonelli reached the Shoan camp in Borumieda on September 29,

1884, he presented letters from King Umberto and the Italian Foreign

Minister which gave assurances of future assistance in "all ... peaceful

undertakings" and repeated the guarantee of the Treaty for protection of

Shoan interests from the sea. Antonelli was accredited to treat in all

matters concerning Italo-Shoan commerce and in emphasizing the necessity

for frequent exchanges between Shoa and Assab, the failure of the caravan

promised in 1883 to reach Assab was pointed out. Moreover, the promise of

a Shoan mission to Italy was expressly welcomed. Antonelli, in fact, had

been instructed to give life to the Treaty by holding Menelik to these 
2promises. He was determined, therefore, to get Menelik to send an embassy

3and to meet his commitments for assuring the goodwill of Anfari."

The part of the caravan led by Gebre Sellassie Negussie, intended for 

Assab had crossed Antonelli's earlier in September between the coast and 

Aussa and Antonelli then received cordial instructions from Menelik to join 

him at Borumieda. After Antonellifs arrival, Menelik sent gifts to Anfari

1. L.V. "Etiopia", No. 71, Anessi I and V,pp. 150 and 152.

2. Giglio I, pp. 313-319.

3* Antonelli to MAE Entotto, May 11, 1886, L.V. "Etiopia", No. 102, 
p. 219.
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and ordered Abd-el-Rhaman back to the coast to assist the passage of the
1arms caravan from Assab to Shoa. Hence, the strictly commercial part of 

his mission, in so far as it favoured Menelik, had succeeded already.

Within a few days of Antonellifs arrival, Menelik also reaffirmed his
2promise to send a mission to Italy to ratify the Treaty of 1883 for Shoa.'

On November 4, in fact, Menelik wrote to the Commissioner of Assab, "We have

discussed all of our affairs ... and they are settled. As for the day of

departure for our envoys, we are going to fix it..."^ Almost certainly the

prospect of importing more arms under such advantageous terms inspired

Menelik*s desire to be agreeable by complying with the Italian requests.

The new contract had been agreed to, if not sealed, the same or the previous

day. The same day Antonelli reported that, "His Majesty repeatedly has

expressed his willingness to send a Shoan embassy to Italy...for the
4ratification of the Treaty..." Although Menelik told him that his answer 

to the letters from the King of Italy and the Italian Foreign Minister had 

to be postponed briefly until the members of the mission could be named and 

a date for their departure fixed, Antonelli was convinced of the sincerity 

of these assurances." On November 23, 1884, in a letter to King Umberto,

1. Menelik to Antonelli, Borumieda, Aug. 9, 1884, Giglio III, No. 335,
Allegato n. 2, p. 63; despatches of Antonelli and Pestalozza Sept. 17 and
Nov. 4, Giglio III, No. 337, p« 64; and No. 372, Allegato n. 1, p. 91*, 
and, L.V. "Etiopia", No. 82.

2. Antonelli to Pestalozza, Borumieda, Nov. 4, 1884, Giglio III, No. 372, 
Allegato n. 1, p. 91•

3. Giglio III, No. 372, Allegato n. 2, p. 92.

4* Giglio III, No. 372, Allegato n. 1, p. 91•

5* Ibid.
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Menelik repeated his assurances that:

If [Mmy envoys"] have not left, it is because the opportune moment 
has not arrived. Their delay distresses me; I would like to send 
them immediately and I shall send them as soon as I return to Shoa.

The postponement, however, was not brief and Menelik appears to have

welcomed prolonged delay. A revolt in Wollo prevented his returning to

Entotto until the beginning of 1885 rather than in the middle of October
21884 as had been expected. Menelik further excused himself from completing 

arrangements for the mission on the grounds that John had ordered him to be 

ready to fight in case the Ethiopian mission to London for the ratification 

of the Hewett Treaty failed and a war broke out between England and
3 4Ethiopia. This unlikely excuse probably was a device fabricated by Menelik 

to put off Antonelli tactfully until some more favourable moment when John 

might agree to his sending a mission to Rome or would no longer be able to 

object.

When their negotiations were taken up again at Entotto at the beginning 

of 1883, Antonelli pressed more insistently for the mission. By his own 

account, his insistence ’"reached the utmost degree" during the first months

1. Giglio III, No. 363, Allegato, p. 86.

2. Menelik to Antonelli, Borumieda, Aug. 9, 1884, Giglio III, No. 333, 
Allegato n. 2, p. 63; Antonelli to Mancini, Borumieda, Nov. 4 and Dec. 2, 
1884, Giglio III, No. 363, p. 86 and L.V. "Etiopia", No. 82, p. 168.

3* Antonelli to Mancini, Entotto, Feb. 20, 1883, L.V. "Etiopia", No. 8 6, 
pp. 189-190.

4. It is unlike John to have misrepresented the truth that there was no 
doubt of its success, see: B.P.P. (1884), "Hewett", n. 2, p. 2-4.
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'Iof 1885* Not only did he threaten to leave, but he reminded Menelik of 

his indebtedness. Presented with an account on February 12, 1883, for the 

arms consigned to Gebre Selassie Negussie, Menelik immediately called 

Antonelli to the royal enclosure and sought to placate him. In an intimate 

audience attended only by his secretary and interpreter, Joseph Negussie, 

and Degiazmatch Ghermami and Gagnasmatch Mescisscia Worki , uhis two

counsellors” , Menelik promised to pay as soon as he could carry out an
2expedition to Wallaga for gold,

Antonelli quickly shifted their discussion to the promised mission to 

Italy, Emphasizing that the crucial matter was Menelik's promises to the 

King of Italy and not his personal obligations, Antonelli urged him to name

the Shoan representatives and give them leave to return to Italy with him
3post haste.

To this Menelik replied that he wished to send full payment with his

mission and hence delay would still be occasioned by the necessity of an
4expedition. The leverage of indebtedness was intended to enhance

Antonelli's argument that

[Menelik ] must keep his promise and hasten the despatch of His [mission] 
because this was for the time being the only purpose for continuing my 
mission in Shoa.

1. Antonelli to Crispi, Entotto, May 11, 1886, "Rapporti sullo Scioa",
no. V, p. 55*

2. Antonelli to Mancini, Entotto, Feb. 20, 1883, Giglio III, No, 4-351 
P* 133 (printing omissions from L.V.).

3. Ibid., pp. 133-13^.

4. Ibid.

3. Ibid.
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In fact, Menelik did assure him that nothing would further delay the 

fulfilment of his promise after the arrival of the arms caravans whose 

departure from Assab was reported by a messenger from the coast at Entotto
' l

on February 8. Furthermore, between February 20 and the first day of March,

1885, apparently, Menelik named the Azage Walda Zadek as his emissary and

in an audience with Antonelli, Taitu added her guarantee to Menelikfs

promise that the mission would soon be sent. The necessity of preparing

gifts was put forward as the excuse for further delay, but a date of
2departure was fixed for the first day of April.

It is clear that Menelik resisted sending a Shoan mission and that 

Antonelli exerted increasing pressure to overcome this resistance. Menelikfs 

evasion and delays probably were caused by fear of affronting John’s prerog

atives and thereby arousing suspicion about the purpose of his relations

with Italy. He may also have sought to prolong Antonellifs Jay in Shoa,
A

at least until the arms were delivered.

Antonelli, as a result, resorted to proposing two alternatives: his

withdrawal from Shoa with payment, but without the mission or his departure 

with the mission and deferring the settlement of Menelik's debts. According

to Antonelli, Menelik was highly satisfied in February with the latter
3conciliatory terms. Later, however, he found that Menelik was irritated

1. Antonelli to Mancini, Entotto, Feb. 20, 1885, L.V. "Etiopia” , No. 8 6, 
p. 190.

2. Antonelli to MAE, Entotto, May 11, 1886, *Rapporti sullo Scioa", 
No. V, p. 35*

3. Giglio III, No. 433, p. 134.
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1v/hen again pressed for the mission under these terms. It appears, 

therefore, that for Menelik they had never been serious alternatives.

Rather than altering his attempt to gain time, the substitution of official 

demands for private Italian payment reveals that Menelik was intent both 

on deferring the payment and on postponing the mission.

Nevertheless, Menelik had been led through the insistence of 

Antonelli to complicate further delay by fixing a date (April 1) for the 

departure of the Azage Walda Zadek. He agreed despite undisguised

irritation probably in order to avoid a rupture when Antonelli announced
2he would leave. It is a matter for conjecture whether Menelik would have 

risked offending John rather than disappoint the Italians even when 

transport was made available by the arrival of the arms caravan in April 

1885, had news of Italian landings at Massawa not disrupted these dis

cussions. It is certain, however, that the emphasis that Antonelli placed 

on the Shoan mission created the first serious dilemma for Menelik in 

preserving friendly relations with Italy while placating John.

1* "Rapporti sullo Scioa", No. V, p. 55; N.B., this is a report in 
retrospect.

2. Ibid.
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Chapter IV

THE BREAKDOWN OF THE DIPLOMACY OF COMMERCE 

Although the policy of a dual diplomacy of commerce continued 

to be applied with success until 1887, events outside of Shoa as well 

as the limitations of Shoan resources were making it impracticable.

The circumstances permitting so restricted a development were rapidly 

evaporating with the receding of Egyptian power. The Egyptian 

evacuation which facilitated the import of firearms by the Afar routes 

also resulted in a dilemma for Menelik because of the territorial 

ambitions of Shoa at Harar and of Italy at Massawa. While heightening 

Menelik*s desire for Italian moral and diplomatic support, succession 

to parts of Egypt’s African Empire also brought Italy into disrepute 

with the Emperor by the occupation of Massawa on February 5, 1885.

In addition, difficulties in trading with the French to the Bay 

of Tajura enhanced the usefulness of the Aussa-Assab route.

Underlying the dilemma of conflicting demands of external and 
internal policy was the relative military inferiority of Shoa. Until 

1888 at least John continued to command the most powerful armed forces 

in the Empire.^ Given time, Menelik might have outbalanced John*s

1. Although Menelik could mobilize an army comparable in number, John's 
superiority resulted from the larger number of loyal troops he could 
raise and from their greater experience in the use of firearms and in 
warfare. Also, John disposed of more firearms including breechloading 
rifles and cannon than Menelik even in 1888. See: Despatches of Antonelli, 
April 2, 1887 and Oct.31, 1888, L.V. ”EtiopiaMNo.ll9, p.267 and No. 173, 
p.563; Borelli E-ftLopie, p.181; A.Henon, to MAE, - Jan.1887, Afrique/l05 
f.285-286; Portal, "Estimate of Numbers and Distribution of the 
Abyssinian Forces at Present in the Field", Dec.1887,F.O. 403/95, No.20, 
inclosure 4; for a general review, see :Pankhurst, "Firearms", p.156.
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power. But time was foreshortened and as Italo-Shoan relations moved away

from the diplomacy of commerce into political questions, Italy's

relations with John rapidly deteriorated.

On March 6 , 1885, Antonelli was called to the royal enclosure and

confronted with the news that messengers had just brought from John

of the Italian occupation of Massawa.^ Any further discussion of the

Shoan mission to Italy was suspended. Menelik demanded an explanation

of the unexpected move from Antonelli who, however, was utterly ignorant

of his government's action. Only on March 26, did the first Assab mail

since the end of November 1884 arrive bringing confirmation of the

news that Italian forces had occupied the coast from Beilul to 
2Massawa.

3On April 10, Menelik wrote letters to the Italian Government.

regarding this important change in the balance of power on the Red

Sea coast. Menelik stated that he found their acquisition of Beilul
4justified by the Italian blood spilt there, but expressed regret that 

they had not made some previous agreement with respect to Massawa "in 

order that peace and friendship with the Emperor John should not be

1. Antonelli to MAE, Entotto,May 11,1886, "Rapp«rti sullo Scioa", no.V.

2. Ibid,;Antonelli to MAE, Entotto, April 9,1885,L.Y."Etiopia", No. 87, 
p. 191; Giglio, Massaua, p,l67.
3* L.V.Etippia",No-89 and No. 90, pp. 194-195,
4 . The Giulietti mission had been massacred near there, Giglio I, 
P<pj545-247.
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disturbed.M

After the first news of the Italian moves, Antonelli had found 

Menelik "worried and surprised, but ... secure that Italy will never 

make war on him."^" However, confirmation of the news from Assab 

produced an effect of the greatest s u r p r i s e . This surprise almost 

certainly resulted from apprehension of Italy following the example 

of Egypt's embroilment with the Emperor. According to Antonelli, Menelik 

considered the occupation a certain prelude to an early war between 

Italy and John.^ Moreover, when the news was confirmed, Menelik told 

Antonelli very privately that he knew that John was "very perturbed

because he was not forewarned . ..".^ In fact, Menelik knew from John's
5letter that he was outraged. Menelik probably learned from the 

messenger that the Tigrean court was in arms.^

Considering his rivalry with John, it is unlikely that Menelik 

shared the alarm which the Italian occupation aroused in the north. 

Nonetheless, Longbois claimed that "The King as well as his intimates

1. "Rapporti sullo Scioa" No.V.
2. Antonelli to MAE, Entotto, April 9>1885, L.V."Etiopia", No. 8 7, p. ^92.
5. Ibid.
4* Ibid.
5. Antonelli to Malvano, Entotto, Nov.26,1885, Giglio V No. 12*f, p. 1̂ -8, 
Re. John’s reactions sees Coulbeaux to Soumagne, April 6 1885,
Afrique/l05, f.70.
6. Gigli#, Massaua, p. 158-170.
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1[arej most irritated by this occupation ..." Whatever his own reaction

to a fresh challenge to John at Massawa, Menelik could not ignore

the alarm it caused in others, especially when it quickened them to
2credit Italy with sinister motives. The first news of the occupation 

according to Antonelli, had caused dismay "in all of Shoa" and great 

suspicion especially among those in Menelik1s service who opposed close 

relations with Europe. Menelik "was furious", Antonelli reported in 

November, "because he was afraid that King John might accuse him of 

complicity with the Italian Government."^ He must also have been con

cerned for opinion in Shoa. Even after the immediate crisis was over, 

the public reading of a newspaper article brought by the French 

and which suggested that as an ally of Italy, Menelik could easily be 

used against John, "upset j Menelik] " according to Antonelli, "more
5

than the news of the occupation."

The sudden occupation of Massawa confronted Menelik with the 

danger of eventually having to choose between provoking the Emperor and 

breaking with Italy and the immediate disadvantage of conducting his 

relations with Italy under increased criticism. ~in ordor to relievo thlse

1. Afrique/l05, f.2l6.
2. Antonelli to MAE, Entotto, May 11, 1886, "Rapporti sullo Scioa", No.V. 
P. 55.
%  Ibid.
4* Giglio V,NdJ.24, p. 148*

5. "Rapporti sullo Scioa",No,V, p. 55; cf. Audon "Voyage", p. 140.

\
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•

-pres-su-rs. . To forestall this predicament, Menelik agreed to 

Antonelli!s suggestion that he propose himself to John as an intermediary 

with Italy for bringing about a friendly understanding*"*' According 

to Antonelli, several days before he despatched his letters to Italy, 

Menelik sent a messenger to the Emperor suggesting that, "the King of

Shoa should be charged by the Emperor to treat with [the Italian]
2Government in order that everything be done peacefully." What his

letter to the Emperor actually said is conjectural,but such a proposal
3from a vassal of John would not have been improbable. When the crisis

had subsided, Menelik took credit in writing to Umberto in June 1885

for this overtures"I thought to make peace placing Myself between You

two; that is, it would not have pleased Me had a quarrel arisen between

You and I would have brought agreement."^
In taking this stance, Menelik acknowledged in his relations with

Italy that the Italian occupation had put him between two contending

parties. The power of the Emperor and the material advantages to

Shoa of the Italian connection did not permit him to ignore either side.
kThe Imperial armies, however, could become an immediate threat. Perhaps 

therefore, his letters on April 10, 1885, were also a caution to the

1. Antonelli to MAE, Entotto, April 9, 1885, L.V."Etiopia",No. 87, 
P.192.

2. Ibid.; and Giglio III,No. 505, Allegato, n. 1, p. 193*
5* I am indebted to Dedjaz Zewde Gebre Sellassie for this insight.
4. L.V."Etiopia",No.94 his, p . 201
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Italian Government, His recognition of the Emperors rights at Massawa 

may have been intended as a warning that Italy could not count on his 

support in a conflict with John.

In any case, another step had been taken towards political 

diplomacy. Previously except for his letter regarding Harar, Menelikfs 

initiative had been devoted to gaining access to Europe. Moreover, they 

had been concerned almost exclusively with direct interests. Menelik 

now undertook to head off the embroilment of a European Power which 

was compromising his own policy and exposing Shoa to a military threat 

from the rest of Ethiopia. This development was only in part the logical 

outcome of Italo-Shoan relations. It was more closely related to the 

events outside of Ethiopia which had encouraged a forward policy by 

Italy. Nevertheless, the ease with which Menelik adapted his diplomatic 

practice to a new need was probably a result of experience in dealing 

with Italy and demonstrates his willingness to respond with political 

diplomacy when circumstances required it.

This adaptability is the outstanding characteristic of Menelik*s 

policy during the succeeding two years. As the state of crisis 

fluctuated from 1885-1887 in Italy’s relations with John, Menelik1s 

diplomacy was exposed to a variety of favourable and unfavourable 

periods. Each of these required an adjustment.

The first crisis developed and passed quickly. On April 15, 1885, 

Menelik received a messenger from John. Extremely irritated by the 

Italian disregard for his interests, John threatened to go to war with 

Italy and ordered Menelik and Tekla-Haimanot of Goggiam to be ready to
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support him. John had already retired to Beghemeder intending to 

abandon Tigre and unite his forces in Amhara. This brought imperial 

armies closer to Shoa and by way of warning, John informed Menelik that 

should they be defeated, he would retreat through Shoa to Kaffa. At 

the same time, John announced the visit of his son, Ras Area Sellassie,
I

to Shoa to discuss strategy. Hence, in case of war with Italy,

Shoa was not certain of being spared as it had been during the Egyptian 

campaigns by the diversion of imperial forces to the north.

Early in May, however, another messenger from John reached Entotto. 

John was pacified. The messenger brought copies of letters sent to John 

by the Italian Government assuring him of their good intentions. John 

wrote that it was impossible to rely on a republican state like France 

and better to come to an understanding with a country like Italy which

had a king. His future relations with Italy, he informed Menelik,
2depended on the Italians.

Although the crisis had passed quickly, the dilemma which faced 

Menelik had been clearly drawn. While Italy’s relations with John had 

passed through a period of deterioration, the usefulness of Italian 

support to Shoa had been enhanced.

On April 11, 1885, Antonelli learned that a messenger had just 

arrived from Harar with the news that the last of the Egyptian

1. Despatches of Antonelli, Entotto, April 15, 1885, Giglio III, 
No.505, Allegate n.2, p.193; and, "Rapporti sullo Scioa", no.V.

2. Ibid.; and Giglio IH^o.492, p.180.
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garrison was about to be withdrawn and the province left in the 

hands of the local emir with only a small escort*'*' At least as early 

as February, Menelik had sounded out Antonelli on Italy's support for

his eventual campaign against Harar but Antonelli had maintained a
2strict and non-committal reserve. On April 11, Menelik attempted to 

break through this reserve by proposing that Italy occupy Zeila and
3Berbera while he with their approval, took Harar,' This scheme was 

probably meant to counter the objections of the British at the same 

time that it won Italian support for his own project of absorbing 

former Egyptian territory. However, a new factor pressing Menelik 

to make good his own claims arose at the beginning of May when he 

received a letter from a French consular agent, Henry, announcing 

his appointment to Harar, Menelik seems to have interpreted this
4appointment as a certain prelude to French attempts at occupation.

In addition, during the crisis, news arrived in Shoa that the 

arms caravan which had left Assab in December 1884 was crossing the 

Shoan frontier. Menelik himself left Entotto on April 25 to inspect

1, Giglio V, No.2,p.l.
2, Giglio V,No.1,p.l.
3, Antonelli to Mancini, Entotto, April 11, 1885, Giglio V,No, P»1
4* Antonelli to Mancini, Ankober, June 29 , 1885, Giglio V,No.5*p •3;
his mission was in fact purely commercial and soon restricted to the 
coast because the French Government was determined not to provoke the 
British by expanding their sphere of influence beyond the Bay of Tajura 
see:Afrique/66, f.221 and f.318; Afrique/l05,f.174-194; and 
Correspondence Politique des Consuls, Angleterre/l13 (Aden,1885-95), f,105.
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the arms. According to Antonelli, his own position then reached its 

zenith because of Menelik*s satisfaction with this very large delivery.^

Relieved by John's news of his good relations with Italy, Menelik
2was willing to renew his promise to send an embassy before the rains.

Shoan ambitions had also come back to the forefront of their discussions, 

Antonelli reported: "Now Massawa ia rarely mentioned here, What the 

King would like is an agreement on the question of Harari' In fact,

Menelik was returning with candour to the project of his letter of 

May 1884. On June 5, 1885, he wrote to Umberto announcing that he was about 

to occupy Harar. "I do not know what the Kings of Europe will say 

about [Shoa's claims to these lands] " he noted, and requested Umberto 

"to safeguard Me from whatever might arise against [ My taking ... a 

country which is fully Mine."] ^

Menelik seems to have recovered the autonomy he had enjoyed before
5

the Italian landings. This recovery, however, rested no less on Italy's 

relations with the Emperor than had previously the disruption of 

Menelik*s freedom of action. Menelik does not seem to have had any 

decisive part in bringing this relief to his dilemma. According to

1. "Rapporti sullo Scioa", no.V.
2. Ibid., p.55
3. L.V. "Etiopia" $k> .91, p . 196.
4* L.V. "Etiopia",No94 bis, p.201.
5. Re. the apparently harmonious visits to Entotto of Ras Area Sellassie 
with a numerous suite in mid-May see: Audon, "Voyage", p.132; Antonelli 
to MAE, Ankober, June 25, 1885, L.V. "Etiopia",No?1, p.195*
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Antonelli, the mild policy which John adopted was a response to Menelik's

overture of mediation.^ It is. more likely that the change in John's

attitude resulted from the mission of Vincenzo Ferrari who was

received by Ras Alula at Asmara on March 18 and notified him that the
2Italian Government recognized Ethiopian rights to Boghos. Ferrari

visited John at Ambasciera from April 23 until May 10 and presented a

letter from Umberto promising to respect the Hewett Treaty and to
3send an ambassador to confirm it formally. While Ferrari also

exploited the common danger of an attack from the Sudan, John was

faced in his negotiations with the French envoy, Lemay, with the

unacceptable demand for a treaty of friendship guaranteeing freedom

for the Catholic mission and permitting a French occupation of Zula

and other points on the coast.^ Once the promises of the Hewett

Treaty were confirmed and Ras Alula had reported that the Italian forces
5at Massawa were not unfriendly, John's real cause for alarm was over.

The crisis in Menelik*s diplomacy was also ended although he had
£

played no part in influencing the Italians in their pacific policy.

His part in quieting John's alarm is conjectural. Significantly, the

1. Giglio III,No,492, p.180
2. Ferrari to MAE, Asmara, March 23,1885, Conf.(XXIIl)N6-480, p.191
3* Ferrari to MAE, Makalle, May 25, 1885, Conf•(XXIII )No,527,p.299-500.
4« Lemay to MAE, Sept.13, 1885, Afrique/l05, f.116.
5* Antonelli to Depretis, May 6 , 1885, Giglio III,No492, p. 180.
6. See, Giglio I, p. 404-408; Battaglia, La Prima Guerra, p. 218- 
219.
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crisis had been resolved as the result of discussions between Italy and 

John about rights not directly touching Menelik. In fact, by guaranteeing 

the Emperor freedom to import arms through Massawa^ the provisions of the 

Hewett Treaty were disadvantageous to Shoa.

Although fortuitously relieved of pressure from John, Menelik con

fronted a formidable obstacle in Shoa to close relations with Italy. 

Despite John's conciliatory message, there was strong opposition when 

Menelik again promised a mission to Italy in May 1885. The news of the 

occupation of Massawa had excited resistance to further contact between 

Shoa and Italy. The arrival of Ras Area Sellassie in mid-May rallied 

opposition to Italy in Entotto although he was compliant to Menelik's 

wish to avoid imperial interference with Shoa’s Galla conquests and was 

not openly hostile to Antonelli. In spite of the mild tone of John's 

message, therefore, there were those at court who insisted that before 

sending a mission, Menelik must first know whether the Italians had 

settled with John.'*' Menelik was inhibited in his treatment of him,

Antonelli reported in Late June, because of the great suspiciousness
2current in Shoa.

Antonelli claimed that opposition to Menelik's foreign policy came 

from a Tigrean Party led by Taitu. While it was not the most numerous 

faction, it was the strongest, according to him, because of the number of 

commanders and soldiers from Tigre and the central provinces who served

1. Antonelli to MAE, Entotto, May 11, 1886, "Rapperti sullo Scioa", No.V. 

2* Cited in Giglio V,No,42, p.36.
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Menelik, but sympathized with John. No doubt there was considerable

opposition especially after the alarms of the Italian occupation.

However, opposition to Italy seems to have been inspired by individual

predispositions among people not united by a common policy or following

a leader, although Taitu was a natural focus of discontent and resistance
2because of her easy access to Menelik and her own narrow outlook* There

was in any case a strong tradition of isolation against which the initiatives
3of Menelik towards Europe had to contend*

The significant development is that the sudden occupation of Massawa 

by Italy and John’s initial hostility seem to have mobilized this 

opposition directing it specifically against Italy in support of John. 

Although it is misleading to speak of a Tigrean Party, from 1885 those who 

questioned Menelik1s foreign policy were on the side of the Emperor. Thus, 

in November 1885 the various groups and interests in Shoa, from the army 

to the clergy, all urged Menelik to present himself to John in order to 

prevent suspicions of his relations with Italy from endangering the 

safety of Shoa.^ In March 1886, during a most private audience with 

Menelik, Degiaz Mangascia-Atik:em and Degiaz Woldie supported Taitu in 

upholding John’s order that Antonelli be sent away immediately from the

1. "Rapporti sullo Scioa”, No.V.
2. Re. the so-called ”Tigrean Party” and other factions see below Chapt.
VI, p.£-07 .
5. Pankhurst, "Misoneism”.
4* See below p.^'l •
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1 2 Shoan court. Antonelli believed they were ’’devoted to John!s cause."

Woldie, who had fought against the Tigrean invasion in 1878 and reputedly

was still very friendly with Menelik, may have been won over by John during
3the campaign, but he disliked Taitu. The loyalty of Mangascia-Atikem

4to Menelik is beyond question, but his prudent counsel was notorious.

Probably both did not want to risk provoking another invasion of Shoa

for the sake of Antonelli. Menelik himself had given way to John presumably

for this reason. Similarly prudent advice must have been given by Ras
aDarghie, Menelik1s uncle and trusted confident, who mtm shared the

traditional conservative attitude of viewing European penetration with
5suspicion and foreboding. There seems to have been a current of conservative

opinion which even opposed the conquest of Harar on the grounds that a

buffer to European attack would be destroyed. Taitu and at least some

of the clergy including the Abuna of Shoa, Mateos, appear to have been
7arch conservatives who hated Europeans and their innovations. The clergy 

by tradition, however, were also peacemakers between the warring feudal 

lords and Mate®s specifically undertook this task later between John

1. Antonelli to Robilant, Borumieda, March 15, 1886, Giglio V,Nq206,p.247
2. Ibid.
5* Cecchi I, p.421; Borelli, Ethiopie, pp. 112 and 128 (Aug. 1886).
4» Conti-Rossini, Italia, note (l) p.155
5. "Note Sommaire et Personnelle pour le Ministre", June 1, 1894» 
unsigned but by Lagarde, Afrique/l58, f. 455, Mun des chefs 
du vieux parti abyssin", re. this party see below Chapt. V. P.

6. Salimbeni, Diario, entry July 26, 1890, citing conversation 'with 
Ilg., p.125.
7* See below Chapt.VX>p.a-io'',l
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and Menelik. This coincidence, however,of the isolationism of traditional 

conservatives, of sympathisers with John and of those who saw only the 

dangers of provoking John, left Menelik to persevere almost alone,it 

seems5in the delicate policy seeking an equilibrium between external and 

internal policies.

Menelik seems to have pursued this policy with marked anxiety. He 

was cut off for long periods from everything but the rumours of the outside 

world. Repeatedly he wrote to the Italian Commissioner to ask for news
2of the state of Italy*s relations with the Emperor, but with no response.

Persistence in a policy of political diplomacy towards which obvious

territorial interests had moved him was, therefore, a considerable

accomplishment, subject to serious setbacks.

No Shoan mission was sent to Italy before the rains. Either because

of the opposition to it encouraged by Area Sellassie's visit, as Antonelli

claimed,"’ or because of Menelik's own sense of prudence, the project was
4postponed until after the rainy season.

After the arrival in August of the second part of his arms caravan

from Assab, Antonelli again pressed for the despatch of the Shoan mission.

1. See below Chapt.
2. Menelik to Pestalozza, Entotto, April 10, 1885, L.V. "Etiopia" ^88 
annesso, p.193; two other letters of Aug. and late September or late October 
are cited in Giglio V,No,81 p.88. and No. 102^. 128; also, Menelik to Bienenfeld 
(ital.Consul Aden), Entotto July 17» 1886, Giglio V,No.2̂ 5, allegato no.2,
p. 344.
3. "Rapp«rti sullo Scioa", no.V, p. 55*
4* Report of Antonelli, June 23, 1885, cited in Giglio V,No,42, p.36
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But Menelik appeared offended and Taitu withdrew from the discussion. 

However, in early November when Antonelli next insisted that the mission 

be sent, Menelik consented and ordered the Azage Walda Zadek to be ready 

to leave for Italy in a month’s time.'*'

The annoyance which Taitu and Menelik displayed in August, in spite 

of the arrival of an arms caravan,resulted apparently from opposition to 

Italy at the Shoan court. This presumably reflected the deterioration 

in relations between John and the Italian Command at Massawa from June 

1885 when Italian troops moved inland to replace the Egyptian garrison

at Saati, despite an ultimatum from Ras Alula and in contravention of the
2Hewett Treaty. Antonelli was ignorant of this change for the worse in 

the north, but Menelik almost certainly was not.

Conditions in the north had not improved by November when Menelik 

did name his envoy. On the contrary, Ras Alula had returned triumphant 

from a campaign against the Mahdists to begin a ’’cold war" against the

Italians, who remained at Saati and expanded their influence among the
3nomads of the coastal plain." Nor was Shoa unaffected. With the return of

3 aRas Alula to Hamsen, John and his own forces moved southwards, while in A
Shoa, the most extreme rumours about Italian intentions were rampant.

1. "Rapporti sullo Scioa”, no.V.p.55*
2. Battaglia,La Prima Guerra p. 219-221; Saati occupied, June 24, 1885.
5* Ibid, p. 221; Vitale, L !Opera del’Esercite, p. 15 - 17.
4. Lasser^e to Lagarde, Obock, April 11, 1886, FOM, Af. P0I./13O, Obock,
cor. Gen. (Aug.-Dec. 1887).
5. Antonelli to Pestalozza, L.V. ”Etiopia”,No. 94, p. 198.
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The pressing need for political diplomacy to further Shoan 

territorial ambitionsrather than any considerable change in the 

unfavourable conditions for it5seems to be the reason Menelik became 

amenable to Antonelli*s insistence in November. The season for 

military operations had arrived and Menelik was probably contemplating 

the execution of the advance on Harar. Antonelli maintained the 

strictest reserve5avoiding any commitment of support and referring 

him to the Government at Rome. 1 The oft-postponed mission offered 

to resolve this uncertainty.

By November 1885, the diplomatic support which Menelik had twice 

requested from Umberto was tied to fulfillment of the promise of a 

Shoan mission to Italy. In pressing for the mission, Antonelli 

presented a letter fron? Umberto which^while assuring that Italy would 

respect all rights at Massawa, made clear his impatience to receive a 

Shoan mission at Rome.^
In the wake of the Italian advance to Saati, it was probably this 

note of impatience rather than the now merely formal assurances of good 

faith at Massawa which struck Menelik. In this light_>the letter from 

Umberto must have made it elear that the counterpart of Italian support 

of Shoan interests was the fulfillment of this long standing promise.

In fact, when renewed pressure from John later in November prevented 

sending the mission, Menelik was careful to write to Umberto and the

1. Antonelli to Mancini, Entotto, Feb. 10 and April 11, and 
Ankober, June 23, 1B85, Giglio V, No. 1, No. 2 and No. 5, PP« 1 and 3*
2. L.V.’’Etiopia”, No. 93, p. 197-
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Italian Foreign Minister assuring them that he was only taking time to 

settle with John the route to be used. 1 Preparing to send the mission was, 

therefore a concession to Italian demands made in spite of their 

relations with John but by which Menelik hoped to gain a definite 

advantage. Almost certainly on Antonelli*s initiative, not only was the 

final exchange of ratifications for the Treaty of 1883 to be carried out 

by the mission, but the question of Italian support for the future of 

Harar and of Lake Assal was to be settled by it as well. It is hardly 

liMy that Menelik ehose to confine the possibility of Italian support to 

the problematic despatch of a Shoan mission. Even in November, he agreed

to name his envoys and prepare for their departure only under pressure
2from Antonelli. Antonelli, in contrast, admitted to exploiting every

opportunity for inducing Menelik to fulfill his promise and suggested

to the Italian Commissioner at Assab as early as September 27,1885, that
the Shoan mission might deal with the future of Harar and of Lake

3Assal as well as the ratification of the Treaty. Nonetheless, Menelik 

must have realised that without the mission, Italian goodwill would be 

strained.

Despite his repeated delays, it appears that Menelik was not unwilling 

to send a mission to Rome provided that John was not offended. At some 

point, he asked John for permission to send the mission and this was

1. Giglio V,Nof220, Allegati n.l, and n.2, p.263, dated Debra Berhan,
Jan.3, 1886J these must have been sent as Menelik was leaving to meet 
John in Wollo.
2, Antonelli to MAE, Entotto, May 11, 1886, "Rapporti sullo Scioa”, no.V.
P.55. 
3. L . V . ‘E t i o p i a ’,'No.94, p. 1 9 9 .
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granted on condition that his own differences with Italy be settled 

first. 1 Whether this exchange took place during their correspondence 

of the spring and summer of 1885 or in the interviews Menelik had with 

John in Wollo at the beginning of 1886, is not clear. However, the pre

requisite of the peaceful settlement, which the Ferrari mission had 

promised.was never satisfied.

In fact, on November 18, only a week after Menelik ordered his envoy 

to ready himself, a letter was received from John ordering Menelik to 

prevent the passage of Aussa and the Ciarciar country (i.e. from Zeila)

to Europeans; "Those who are in Your country," hei wrote, "You will send 
“2away. Not only the Italians but, it appears all Europeans were to be 

expelled from Shoa "each to his own country."

This blow to Menelik’s relations with Europe probably resulted from 

a combination of the tense relations between Ras Alula and the Italian 

Command at Massawa and of grave doubts about the loyalty of Shoan relations 

with Italy.

In December, Menelik was ordered to bring his army to join John’s 

forces in Wollo. Menelik was accused by many in the imperial camp of 

instigating the serious revolt which had broken out there as well as the 

Italian occupations in order to cover his own rebellion. Antonelli was

1. Antonelli to MAE, Entotto, May 11, 1886, "Rapporti sullo Scioa", No.VjNo.55.
2. Ibid. Antonelli to MAE, Nov.26, 1885, LV. "Etiopia’,’Nq95, p#203-205; and 
Giglio V,Nof124, p.149; Robilant to Gen£, Rome, Feb.16,1886, Giglio V) No. 18 5,
p. 225-226.
3* Gebre Zadek (a Shoan Catholic) to D'Abbadie, (Obock?) May 25 or 29,1886, 
(NAFR 10222),f.100; Lassere to Lagarde, Obock,April,1886, FOM, Af.Pol./l30, 
Obock, Cor. Gen. (Aug.-Dec. 1887)*
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also ordered to present himself to answer personally to the Emperor.

An open refusal to obey was unthinkable. Menelik^according to

Antonelli, was greatly angered by John’s orders, but feared further

humiliation if he failed to challenge him successfully. Antonelli

reported that the clergy and other prominent people in Shoa resisted any

breach of peace with John and that the Shoan Army, remembering too well

the heavy losses of the battle with Goggiam in 1882, opposed risking
2an engagement with the imperial forces. In fact, when these began to

move southwards from Tigre, the Shoan war council urged Menelik to
3comply with the Emperor's order to meet him in Wollo.

Characteristically, Menelik resorted to diplomacy in reconciling the

now conflicting needs of peace with the Emperor and of moral and

material support of Italy. However, despite the explanations of Antonelli,

who had accompanied him from Shoa to justify Italo-Shoan relations, and

the presentation of a very rich tribute, the assistance given by Menelik

during the next two months against the Wollo revolt seems to have been
4only partially successful in pacifying John.

1. Antonelli to MAE, Entotto, May 11, 1886, "Rapp®rti sullo Scioa", No.V, 
p.55; same to same, Borumieda, March 14, 1886, Giglio V^o.204, p.244; the 
revolt, in fact, resulted from the maladministration of Area Sellassie, see: 
Harrison Smith to Baring, Massawa, March 12, 1886, F.O. 403/87, Nc$.09, in 
inclosure; Zaghi, "Cappucci e Cicognani", p.16, 19 and 22.
2. L.V."Etiopia",p.204-205.
3« "Rapporti sullo Scioa", no.V,p.55? movements of John confirmed,
Harrison Smith to Baring, Massawa, March 12, 1886, cited above note 1.
4. Re.this crisis see: Despatches of Antonelli, Giglio V,No 124, P-149, No# 
204, p.244-245; and "Rapporti sullo Scioa", no.V, p.55; Harrison Smith 

to Baring, Cairo, May 20, 1886, F.O. 403/8?tNo.192 inclosure No; Parisis to 
Editor Neq Epheffoeris Borumieda, Feb.28, 1886, F.O. 403/88,No.2, inclosure; 
Rumbold to Salisbury, Athens, Feb.2, 1887, F.O. 403/89, No. 139.
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On March 14, 1886, Menelik informed Antonelli that the Emperor 

ordered him to leave for Massawa the following day to return to Italy.

The same day Antonelli remonstrated by letter and during the night of 

March 14/15, in a private audience he dissuaded Menelik from this course.

His argument appealed to their unfinished business reminding Menelik 

that their accounts were not settled and to the bad effect such a 

departure would have in Italy. While admitting that he could not refuse 

ani. order to go, Antonelli made it clear that Menelik would forfeit the 

goodwill of Italy. Paced with this threat, Menelik returned to John 

apparently insisting that the Europeans must return as they had come.

When the Shoan army broke camp on March 15, Antonelli and another Italian,

Cicognani, who had been driven by the revolt from a new commercial
2station in Gherfa to the Shoan camp, went with it towards Shoa.

Thus the indispensable agent of Italo-Shoan relations was not lost.

Nor were all of the Europeans in Shoa expelled. In addition to diplomacy,

Menelik had adopted equivocation.

At the end of December 1885, on his way to Wollo, Menelik issued an

order expelling the Catholic and Protestant missionaries whom he had
3permitted to re-enter Shoa since 1883. At the same time he gave

1. Antonelli to Robilant, Borumieda, March 14, 1886, Giglio V, No.204,p.245.
2. Antonelli to Menelik and Robilant, Borumieda,March 14 and 15,1886,
Giglio V,No.206, and Allegato, p.246-247; also "Rapporti sullo Sciea" No.V. 
p.55; Cicognani, "Diario",p.23-24; Zaghi, "Cappucci e Cicognani", p.22-23.
3. An initial order from John in June 1885 had not been pressed, hence, this 
came as a surprise which they blamed on John; .see: L.V."Etiopia", No. 9'1
p.196; Audon, "Voyage", p.147-148? Borelli, Et̂ opiQ, P*49; Abba Tekla 
Haimanot to Soumagne,March 1886, Correspondence Politique des Consuls, 
Massouah/5, f•58; Coulbeaux to Soumagqe, Akrou, Aug.7,1885, Afrique/lO^f 
f.87; Lassere to Lagarde, Obock, April 11,1886, FOM,Af.Pol/l30, Obock,
Cor.Gen.(Aug-Dee. 1887); Gebre Zadek to D'Abbadie,(Obock?) May 25 or 29,
1886, (NAFR) 10222, f.100.
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Chefneux and several other Frenchmen his leave to return to Tajura.'*'

Chefneux’s agent, Audon, however, remained in Shoa as did other Europeans
2including several Italians, The actual departures therefore conformed 

not so much to John’s insistence as to Menelik's interests: the 

missionaries were expendable as long as there were other means of main

taining contact with Europe,and the traders needed to return to the coast. 

Moreover, neither the missionaries nor the traders found grounds for blaming 

Menelik whose reputation for welcoming Europeans and for religious 

tolera-tioiwas in no way injured.^

Nevertheless, Menelik by no means eluded imperial restrictions. 

Safeguards were placed by John to circumscribe Shoan freedom of action. As 

part of the pacification of Wollo, Mohamed-Ali, a long time rival of 

Menelik for control of the Wollo, was converted to Christianity, raised 

to equal footing with Menelik and set to rule all the Wollo, including the 

provinces which Menelik had given in dowry for Zauditou on her marriage to 

Area Sellassie. Hence the region was more securely lost to Shoa. In 

addition, the district of Wara Kallo, which in practice had remained under 

Menelik’s government, was included within the Kingdom of Mohamed-Ali ^now 

become Ras Michael). Shoa was thereby cut off from the alternate route to 

Aussa and Assab which Antonelli had opened through Gherfa on his return in

1. Audon "Voyage", p.146.
2. Besides Ilg the two other Swiss:Ragazzi remained at Let Marefia for 
the Soc.Geo.; Traversi continued as a private explorer; an armourer,
Aprico, the engineer Capucci, and Menelik*s doctor, Alfieri, were still 
employed.
3. See sources ref. in note 3 P* ^2.
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October 1884 and. which Cicognani and his associates were trying to

exploit.^- John also ordered Menelik to close the Galla countries south
2and west of the Awash to all Europeans.

Menelik acquiesced in these restraints. "In appearance,’1 Antonelli 

concluded after returning to Entotto, ’’there is serious agreement
3between the two kings regarding relations with the European Powers.” 

Antonelli was in no doubt that in a future crisis the submissiveness of 

Menelik assured John of his support.^ In practice this meant that Shoan 

diplomacy was restricted by the interests of northern Ethiopia and by 

the policy of the Emperor.

Hampered by this subordination, Menelik was indecisive about the 

future of his relations with Italy when he returned to Shoa in April/May 

1886 and initially cool towards Antonelli. Antonelli felt that ’’the

Europeans are not treated as before in Shoa: rather than respected, they
5are tolerated.” No doubt this indecision and unreceptiveness resulted 

from the conflicting needs of his policies. As Antonelli noted, ’’[Menelik] 

wants to please everybody and meanwhile absorb the virgin Galla lands. 

Because of the need for arms, however, Antonelli believed that Menelik

1.
re. Menelik^ continued authority there from 1882-1886: 

despatches of Antonelli in L.V.’’Ethiopia”, nos.59i p.126; 82, p.l68; and
8 6,p.189; re. the elevation of Ras Michael, I am indebted to Degiaz Zewde
Gebre Sellassie.
2. ’’Rapporti sullo Scioa”, no.V; Borelli, Ethiopie, p. 120 and 12%
%  ’’Rapporti sullo Scioa”, no.V.
4. Ibid.
5. Ibid.
6. Ibid.
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could not let his political and commercial relations with Italy stagnate

but would maintain good relations with Italy "at all costs" while seeking

to avoid any friction with John.'*'

The need for political diplomacy was also unavoidable. When the

Shoan army returned from Wollo, serious preparations for the conquest of
2Harar were begun. Italian moral support was, therefore, desirable.

Italian co-operation became a pressing need, however, when news arrived in 

June of preparations for an Italian punitive expedition against the Emir 

of Harar to avenge the massacre of an Italian commercial mission en route

from Zeila to Harar. Menelik became gravely concerned that the Italians
3might occupy the province. Moreover, at least by mid-188% he had begun 

to be worried by French interests in Lake Assal.^ In June it was known in 

Shoa that the French Government claimed the right to award concession for 

working the saline deposits of Lake Assal. By August or September 1886, 

he could no longer have remained aloof from the clamour the activities 

of Bremond for exploiting the salines there in disregard of the traditional 

monopoly of the Afar had raised among the Afar sultans and principally 

from Anfari.^ In fact, the correspondence which Menelik entered into in

1. Antonelli to MAE, Ankober, May 11, 1886, "Rapporti sullo Scioa".
2. Ibid.
%  Antonelli to Robilant, Entotto, Sept.10, 1886, Giglio V, No.249, p. 3^9*
4* Pestalozza to Depretis, Assab, Aug.21,1885, Giglio V,No.30/P»21 citing 
an interview with Gebre Sellassie Negussie.
5. Antonelli to MAE, Entotto, Nov.15, 1886, L.V."EtiopiaVNo.109, p.246-247*
6. Gen^ to Robilant, Massawa, Sept.21,1886, enclosing letters from Anfari 
to Robilant and the British Government, dated Assab, Sept.14, 1886, Giglio 
VjNo.Zfj^and Allegati n.l and n.2, p.350-352.



defence of his rights make his concern genuinely clear*

The danger of European penetration to the exclusion of Shoa clearly

"began to move Menelik from this time. He sharply refused Traversi and

Borelli permission to visit the Galla countries and had Henon stopped,

even though he had started with Menelik1s authorization, when it was

rumoured that at the end of July 1886 that Europeans were exploring the
2Juba River by boat in order to reach Kaffa.

The successes of the diplomacy of commerce, moreover, were also 

endangered. Alarming news reached Shoa from Tajura Bay at the end of June

1886. Bremond arrived with a letter from Chefneux announcing that, "The 

French Government, in accord with England and Italy, has just forbidden 

the importation of arms to the interior and placed an embargo on those
3which Messrs.Soleillet, Labatut and we have had at the coast for so long.” 

Menelik was dismayed by this news and although Italy had not in fact 

prohibited the trade, he was highly annoyed that the news was true for 

the coasts depending on Obock and Zeila.^ It became a chief concern

1. See below Chapt.V.p. ; also Cahagne to Lagarde, Harar, Sept. 29, 1887 
Afrique/l07,f.235*
2. Audon, "Voyage", p.152; Borelli, Ethiopie,p.99.by August (p.123) Menelik 
was willing to allow him to travel in all but "une partie du Sud" which
was covered by John's interdiction.
3. Audon, "Voyage", p.150.
4* Ibid., p.152; Rimbaud to Dir.Bosphore Egyptien (Aug.1887), Pl^iade, 
"Correspondence", no.CXXX,p.424; this news had also been confirmed by 
the end of June, see: Cicognani, "Diario", p.30.
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of his foreign policy to nullify this agreement.

The immediate effect, however, was to enhance the usefulness of the 

Italians whose trade was promised by treaty and the heed for Antonelli 

whose contract of November 1884 promised a longterm supply of arms.

The news may also have increased Menelik's determination to advance on

the city of Harar where he must have known that the Egyptians had left a
2considerable store of munitions. Other factors coincided to increase

Menelik’s reliance on Italian support in the arms trade. The French
3route, even without the prohibition, was virtually impassable.

4Caravans were subject to long delays and to constant danger of attack 

by both the Issa Somali and the Afar whose feuds were aggravated by the 

interference of the Europeans in the established pattern of trade.

Over these feuds, Menelik exercised little or no control. Labatut himself 

was attacked with the loss of some of Menelik1s goods before he got

1. Bremond had eluded Lagarde’s precautions, but no further arms arrived 
until Feb. 1887 (Rimbaud); even then Menelik's concern persisted, see 
Borelli, Ethiopie, p.52-53; Savoure to Carnot, Dec.6, 1889, Afrique/l38 
f.140-141.
2. Makonen shipped three million cartridges from Harar to Shoa after the 
conquest according' to Rimbaud, (Pl6iade, "Correspondence", no.CXXX, p.42l).
Re.Menelik1s spies at Harar, see: Giglio V, No. 5, Allegato, p. A.
3« Pestalozza to Robilant, Assab, Nov.22,1885, Giglio V, No. 121, p. 1A6.
4 . From several months to over a year; seesRimbaud, Pleiade, "Correspondence", 
no.CXXX, p.419 and no.CXXXI, p.405; Borelli, Ethiopie,pp.9147 and 49*
5. Borelli, Ethiopie, p. 3-6 and p.34-55; Borelli to D'Abbadie, Ambado,

April 6, 1886, Bui.Soc. Geo. Marseille, Vol 10., p.271; Barral to MAE 
"Doud ae Keroume" (camp), Jan. 13, 1085, Af±ique/l05, f.248.
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to the coast in July 1885. 1 As the result of an Afar being- killed in an 

attack on another French arms trader, Savoure, in March 1886, and of

Menelik1s reprisals against the Afar responsible, the important junction
2of Badu, on the approach to Shoa, was closed to Europeans from Obock.

Moreover, the French traders by 1886 were demanding cash payments and
3Menelik apparently was destitute.

To these difficulties was added an increasing scarcity of transport 

between 1885 and 1886. The more effective control of the slave trade 

which European administration of the Afar and Somali coasts brought 

denied an important source of income to camel drivers using their ports. 

This had been the principal trade of the Bay of Tajura and its suppression, 

consequently, left little incentive for drivers to risk the dangers of the 

route. On December 30, 1885, Lagarde reported from Obock that organizing 

caravans to Shoa had become almost impossible for lack of ready

1. Aubry, "Une Mission au Choa", p.716; Lagarde to Marine, Obock,
Sept. 10, 1885, Afrique/66, f. 312; Borelli, Ethiopia, p. 3*
Labatut killed an Issa in the foray which made future use of Issa 
Somali country even more risky.
2. Lagarde to Marine, Obock, April 6 , 1886, FOM, Af.Pol./l34-5;
Antonelli to De Simone, Dingai Mesghis, July 28,1886, L.V. trfiiopia"Wo.l06,
Annesso II, p.235-236; Borelli, Ethiopie,pp. 48, 80 and 149*
3. Rimbaud, Pleiade ''Correspondence1', no.CXXX, p.426; Borelli, Ethiopie, 
p. 109 and p. 165( July and Nov. 1886); Audon, "Voyage", p. 158; 
Robecchi-Bricchetti, Nell 'Harar, p. 316 (Ilg and Rimbaud)
DeLanessan, "Obock", p.269-270 (Chefneux?); and Savour^, "Rapport
au Governeur d 1Obock", Sept. 1887, Afrique/l05, f-331*
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transport.

Conditions along the route from Assab and Aussa were little better. 

Although it was not impassable, nor subject to the raids of the Issa 

Somali. At least part of Antonelli1s arms were carried first to Tajura,

because of lack of transport at Assab, before Gebre Sellassie Negussie
2could organize a caravan to take them to Shoa. Anfari, in spite of

his promises, gave only grudging co-operation and was annoyed by anti-
3slavery measures. The Savoure incident made passage of all European 

caravans through Badu problematic and the alternate route from Aussa 

to Shoa through Wollo had been cut off.^

Menelik must have appreciated these drawbacks to both routes despite 

his consternation at the arms prohibition. He was sensitive to the 

pressure John could put on the Afar of Aussa and three caravans which he 

sent to Assab during 1886, appear to have been pillaged, perhaps as a

1. Afrique/l06, f.57» see also his report of Sept.10, 1885, Afrique/66, 
f.312; re. interdependence with slave trade see: A.Henon, "Renseignements", 
(Nov.1887), Afrique/l05,f.290-302; A.Henon to Etienne and to Plourens,
Paris, Nov.9 and 16, 1887, F0M,Af.Pol./l30, Obock, Cor.Gen.(Aug-Dee.1887); 
Germinet of the "M£teore" to Comm.Levant, Berbera, March 3> 1888, Ibid.; 
Rimbaud, Pleiade, "Correspondence”, nos. CXVII, p. 4-01 and CXXIV, p. 4H» 
Matarasso, Vie Rimbaud, p.206; and Borelli, Ethiopie, p.50-51.
2. Raffray to Ferry, Aden, Feb.6 , 1885, Correspondence Politique., des Consuls, 

Angleterre/113: Aden (1885-96), f.78; despatches of Antonelli in Giglio 
I, note (33), P*323 and L.V. "Etiopia", No. 9k, p. 200.
3. Pestalozza to Depretis, Assab, two reports of Oct.2, 1885, Giglio V
No. 60 and No. 61, pp. 67-69.
4* See reports of DeSimone (Assab), Antonelli and letter from Abd-el-Rhaman, 
July-Sept.1886 in L.V."Etiopia"No .106 Annessi I and I, p.235-236; No. 111, 
p. 254.
5. A.Henon to MAE undated, but Paris Nov. 17 1887, Afrique/l05, f.294»
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result of measures Antonelli had induced him to take against the slave

trade passing through Shoa to Aussa,^

As an alternative, Menelik seems to have planned on establishing

his own route and outlet to the sea. Sometime between September 1 8 8 4  and
the conquest of Harar (January 1887), he wrote to the Sultan of Tajura

proposing to buy his territories. The Sultan refused having already
2signed a treaty with Lagarde. Ambado on the south shore of Tajura Bay, 

however, was not effectively controlled by either the French or the 

British and yet was easily reached by branching off of the main Zeila- 

Harar route and was frequently used by the Abu Bekr's caravans and

by the French arms dealers. The Issa Somali, moreover, were willing to
3protect French caravans trading from there to Harar and Shoa. Menelik

Xat least by January 1887 was intend on acquiring his own port on the 

south shore of the Bay of Tajura.

Such a route, however, depended on holding Harar both as an entrepot 

and to enable Menelik to exercise influence over the Somali through whose 

territory the route to Ambado passed. For the recognition of his intended

1. Capucci and Cicognani, "Diario della Spedizione all’Aussa", p. 13; 
Cicognani, "Diario", p.29, entry of June 2 3 , 1 8 8 6  citing Joseph Negussie’s 
account of 90 slaves being sequestered by the Azage Walda Zadek from Abd- 
el-Rhaman under Menelik*s anti-slave trading edict; Lagarde to Marine, 
Obock, April 6, 1 8 8 6 ,  FOM, Af. P o l . / l 3 4 - 5 s  Barral Mission, reports probably 
from Chefneux that Meneilk had allowed sale of slave to Anfari in order
to secure passage of Italian caravans on intervention of Abd-el-Rhaman and 
Antonelli.
2. Rimbaud, Pleiade, "Correspondence", no.CXXX, p.4 2 4 ;  see, Soleillet to 
MAE, Aden, June 15, 1 8 8 3 ,  FOM, Af.Pol. 1 4 0 ,  "Affaires de Zeilah", claiming 
that Tajurans always considered Shoan subjects.
3. Lagarde to Marine, Af. P o l / l 3 9 “ 7 » Obock, Cor.Gen. ( 1 8 8 5 )
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conquest, Menelik had appealed to Italy’s good offices with the European 

Powers. Hence, both because of Assab's relative advantages in the arms 

trade and the desire to acquire a purely Shoan outlet, Menelik was 

brought to rely more heavily on friendly relations with Italy.

The paralysis of diplomacy brought about by Menelik’s commitment 

to send a Shoan mission to Rome and by the blunders of Italy in dealing 

with John must have become intolerable after mid-1886. Because of the 

apparent duplicity of the Ferrari Mission after the occupation of Saati and 

other points, Antonelli lamented that the Italians had "neither the 

esteem nor the affection of the Emperor."'1' With the continued delay 

of the Italian embassy to reconfirm the Hewett Treaty, suspicions

in the imperial camp were strengthened to the point of being an insuperable
2obstacle to reconciliation. Moreover, they were an embarassing and

dangerous stumbling block to a return to cordial relations between Shoa

and Italy. "You complain that the King of Shoa is always indecisive,"

Antonelli was told at court on his return from Wollo, "but your countrymen
3at Massawa have not been able to make either peace or war." Shoan 

foreign policy during the next three years was, in fact, to be hamstrung 

by the provocative, yet passive policy of the Italians at Massawa.

Spurred not only by territorial ambitions, but by the difficulty 

of communication with the coast and challenges to traditional claims

1. "Rapporti sullo Scioa", No.V.
2. Harrison Smith to Baring, Cairo, May 20, 1886, F.O. 40̂ >/Q7, No . '192, 
inclosure No. 1.
3. "Rapporti sullo Scioa", No.V.
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there, as well as "by the interference in the arms trade, Menelik 

attempted to circumvent the effects of the stalemate between John 

and Italy. He initiated two lines of parallel action in May 1886.

An advance guard was ordered to approach Harar.^ At the same time, (May

1886), he dropped his reserve towards Antonelli and tried to find an 

acceptable substitute for the Shoan mission. This more confident 

frame of mind was probably encouraged by the reduced antagonism towards 

Europeans in the Emperor's camp after the visit of the British envoy, 

Harrison Smith from April 10 to 19, 1886. Before May 11, Menelik 

received a copy from John of the letter Queen Victoria had sent urging 

him to come to a friendly arrangement with an Italian mission which was 

awaiting his safe conduct at Massawa. Although John knew, when he 

forwarded this letter to Menelik, that the Italian embassy led by 

General Pozzolino had been recalled to Italy, the assurances of Harrison 

Smith of British support for the observation of the Hewett Treaty dispelled 

some of John's irritation. Menelik probably learned that while relations

with the Italians had not improved, John's attitude towards the
o 3Europeans had become more conciliatiry again.

Taking advantage, no doubt, of this turn, Menelik adopted a half-

1. Sacconi to Guasconi, Harar, May 28, 1886, Amodeo, "Carteggio 
Inedito", no.V, p.913*
2. "Rapporti sullo Scioa", No.V.
3. Harrison Smith to Baring, Cairo, May 20, 1886, F.O. 402/87, No. 192, 
inclosure ho.1;also Harrison Smith, Through Abyssinia, p.175-180, 194-8 
and 202-205; the recall of the Italian mission on March 10, (p.84-5)
was known at John's camp only between April 10-19, 1886.
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measure. Telling Antonelli that he could not send a Shoan mission to 

Rome until the results of the Italian mission to John were known,

Menelik expressed his desire to send Ragazzi^Antinori ’ s successor at 

Let Marefia, to Italy. He was to assure the Italian Government of 

Menelik1s continued friendly feelings and to explain the conditions

necessary to their friendship with John.^ In general, these conditions
2were similar to the terms of the Hewett Treaty. Menelik therefore was

carrying out his earlier proposal to mediate. It is not clearNif John

had authorized him to do so, but the terms lead one to believe that he

had. Moreover, Antonelli was strongly in favour of satisfying John
3by confirming the Hewett Treaty and the chances of success must have

seemed reasonable.

The departure of Ragazzi was postponed because Antonelli himself
4

planned to return to the coast after the rains. Th'e project, however, 

demonstrates how Menelik lent his diplomacy to a search for an escape 

from the difficulties imposed by the advent of European military occupation 

of the coast.

With the news at the end of June of an Italian punitive mission against

the Emir of Harar, Menelik hastened to ask John again for permission to
5send a Shoan mission to Rome. This was specifically to be charged with

1. "Rapporti sullo Scioa", No.V,
2. Ibid.

Ibid.; and Antonelli to Pestalozza, Debra Berhan, Sept,27,1885, L.V. 
"Etiopia" No.94,P*199-200, advising peace with both John and Menelik.
4. Zaghi, "Capucci e Cicognani," p.28.
5. Antonelli to Robilant, Entotto, Sept. 1 0 , 1 8 8 6 ,  Giglio V, N o . 2 4 9 , P * M 9 »
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obtaining support against France for Shoan claims to Lake Assal and for 

the recognition of their rights to Harar.^ After a period of silence from 

the imperial camp, Menelik carefully assured Antonelli at the end of July

that whatever the reply as soon as an answer arrived, he would have
2leave to go. He already, however, had sent Joseph, the dragoman of

Let Marefia>to Aden in the Middle of July with a caravan for Assab.

Joseph complained on Menelik's behalf of French pretensions to the salt

flats behind the Bay of Tajura. Furthermore, referring to the news of an

Italian expedition against Harar, he informed the consul that Menelik

wished to know immediately what were the intentions of the Italian
3Governmenty"desiring earnestly to act in concert with them."

It does not appear that Menelik succeeded in drawing an assurance 

from the Italian Government. The Emperor’s reply which arrived mean

while. The Emperor proved agreeable, but his terms were unacceptable. 

Sometime in September he answered that as a condition for sending the 

mission to Rome, he required it to be a joint mission which would go to

France and England as well as Italy. According to Antonelli, Menelik
4 . 5grudgingly acquiesced in these terms. But much to Antonelli1s disgust

no mission was sent. Menelik probably did not wish to subordinate his own

interests in Harar and the arms trade to those of the Emperor. Moreover,

1. Antonelli to MAE, Entotto, Nov.15,1886, L.V."Etiopia", No.l09,p.247»
2. Giglio V, No.249, Allegato, p.349-350«
3. Giglio V, No.245 and Allegato n.1,p.342-343; also Allegato n.2.344* 
Menelik to Bienenfeld, Entotto, July 17, 1886.
4* Antonelli to MAE, Entotto, Nov.13, 1886, L.V."Etiopia",No.109, P*247*
5* Antonelli to MAE, Entotto, Sept.10,1886, L.V."Etiopia", No.l07,p*238.
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to justify this continued delay, he wrote to King Umberto on September 9, 

1886, explaining that as long as Italy had not settled with John, he could 

not send a mission to Rome.'*' He emphasized, however, that the fault was 

not his, nor did it lessen the close friendship between Italy and Shoa. 

Moreover, his letter to King Umberto excused detaining Antonelli 

despite his insistence that he must leave. In the manner of keeping 

Ma^aja and then Antinoii in his service, Menelik moved to hold on to 

Antonelli as the end of the rainy season made his departure imminent. As

he acknowledged in his letter, "Our friend Antonelli ..• has been very useful
2to Us." Once away from the supervision of the Emperor, Menelik obviously 

was anxious not to be rid of so valuable an agent.

A decisive step in the evolution of political diplomacy was taken a 

month later. On October 15, 1886, Menelik wrote to Umberto appealing for 

his intervention with France in support of Shoa's claims to Lake Assal.

After rehearsing the conditions under which he permitted the Afar to

conduct the salt trade and his resistance to Soleillet's purchase of
3Sagallo, Menelik laid clear claim to the Lake. With equal clarity he 

explained: "I have written these things in order that Your Majesty will 

undertake, in peace and without malice, to adjust them in agreement with 

the French Government and will settle this matter for Us as if it

1. L.V."Etiopia", No.107, annesso p.259;N.B. I have taken the date from 
Pankhurst, "Red Sea Ports",p.82 rather than the Sept.8,1886 printed here.
2. Ibid.:re Antonelli’s determination to leave before the rains in Oct.
1886, see, Giglio V, No.249, P*349*
3* Conf. (XXIIl) No.729, annesso IV, p.60; copy forwarded to the French 
Foreign Ministry in Afrique/136, f.205-207*
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were Your own ..

The Italian Government, therefore, was charged to act on Menelik's 

behalf to negotiate a settlement with Prance acknowledging his claims. 

Menelik also sent complaints to French agents at the coast, but at least 

in the case of his letter to Lagarde, he relied on the Italian Commissioner 

at Assab as his intermediary. Thus, in dealing with the Lake Assal 

affair, he availed himself of Italian offices as well as turning his 

diplomacy to the more complicated political problem of territorial and 

proprietory rights.

The desire to annex Harar had motivated Menelik's first move towards 

a combination of political diplomacy and reliance on Italian offices. In 

fact, the conquest was achieved without the need for diplomatic support.

In November, Menelik himself took the field with a large Shoan army.

Feinting a southernly expedition, he linked up with Ras Darghie among the
A bSaruzzi and arrived before the Emir's forces at the beginning of January

1887. The Emir was crushed in a brief encounter a few marches from Harar

(at Chialanko) on January 5»1887 and the city fell without further
2resistance on January 7* Lake Assal was the first instance of that support 

actually being employed in his interests by Italy. However, maintaining 

the conquest and developing a Shoan outlet to the sea required a

considerable diplomatic effort which revived not only Menelik1s call on
  0

1. Ibid.
2. Rimbaud, Pleiade, "Correspondence", No.CXXX, p.422; Traversi,
Let Marefia, p.292; Ragazzi, "Relazione sul viaggio dallo Scioa ad 
Harar1%  Boll. SGI, Serie III, Vol. I, pp. 66-83.
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the Italian Government, but earlier overtures to France and Great 

Britain .

The conquest of Harar has rightly been considered the beginning 

of a new departure in Menelik1s trade politics.^ Menelik was no longer 

concerned only with facilitating the passage of arms to Shoa, but with 

territorial advance down along the trade routes towards the coast. This 

alone, with the revival of overtures to France for a port and the British 

for the freeing of the arms trade, mark a departure from the passive 

diplomacy of the two years before 1887.

What makes this a significant departure, and hence the beginning of 

a period of Menelik*s diplomacy, is the coincidence with a fundamental 

change in the conditions influencing the conduct of his external relations. 

This was the destruction on January 27, 1887, of an Italian column near 

Dogali by Has Alula and the consequent outbreak of the first Italo- 

Ethiopian war. The impact on Menelik*s diplomacy was as far reaching as 

the expansion and then withdrawal of Egypt from 1875-1884*

Before January, 1887, the diplomacy of commerce was still the clearest 

pattern of Menelik's external relations. But political diplomacy had been 

initiated in order to cope with territorial problems and the dilemma 

created by the Italian disregard for John's rights in the occupation 

of Massawa. Moreover, special reliance on Italy because of the 

advantages of its peculiar response had begun. It was these elements 

which were subjected in 1887 and 1888 to the new condition of the

1. Kellar, Ilg. p.65
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Italo-Ethiopian war. The pattern then radically changed. Although 

the same elements reappeared as new conditions again impelled Menelik 

to adjust his policies, the period of the diplomacy of commerce had 

ended with the conquest of Harar and the Battle of Dogali.
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Chapter V

THE EASTERN MOVEMENT AND ANGLO-FRENCH INDIFFERENCE 

The occupation of Harar gave Menelik the opportunity for more direct 

access to the coast and of exerting influence over Somali controlling 

routes as well as transport to the ports. The absorption of Harar and 

attempts to assure a source of firearms necessitated precautions and 

initiative in bargaining.

From 1887 therefore, a period of political diplomacy begins with 

moves by Menelik to annex regions in the hinterland of the European 

coastal establishments and his attempts to acquire territorial rights on 

the coast itself. This trend was accentuated by fresh initiatives in 

political diplomacy under the stimulus of the first Italo-Ethiopian war 

(1887-1888). From early March 1887, when the news of the Italian defeat 

at Dogali reached Shoa^ these initiatives coincided with overtures 

regarding his policy of eastward expansion, and then supplanted them for 

a time under the pressure of events outside his control. Events in the 

north of Ethiopia and the state of Shoan relations with France and 

England, perhaps also Menelikfs own ambitions, led to the series of 

commitments to Italy which gave rise to the Italo-Shoan entente. These 

commitments were acts of political diplomacy directed towards resolving the 

the conflict between reliance on Italy and the supremacy of John. The end 

of this conflict was marked by a return to more purely external problems 

rather than by any retreat from political diplomacy. Among the pressing 

problems to which Menelik then returned was the recognition of his rights

1. Borelli, Ethiopie, p.214 apparently on March 13#
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down to the British and French protected coasts and freedom to import

arms through them. By 1889, however, failure to get satisfaction from
£England and France had contributed to the prominance of Italy in the 

foreign relations of Menelik.

January 1887, stands as a pivotal point on account of events which 

eventually revolutionised the foreign policy of Menelik. At the end of 

the month before retiring towards Shoa from Harar, Menelik assigned the 

new conquest to one of his cousins, Makonen, and a permanent Shoan 

occupation was effected. ̂  Meanwhile, the protracted tension in northern 

Ethiopia between the Emperor and the Italians at Massawa broke out into

violence with the destruction on January 26 of an Italian column near
2Dogali by John’s frontier forces under Ras Alula.' This event precipitated 

the first Italo-Ethiopian War (1887-89) which in its turn brought Menelik 

to a critical juncture from which he first tried to escape and then 

attempted to exploit through the Italian entente.

The Shoan occupation of Harar was no less a turning point. Shoa* thereby 

came into contact with the Somali tribes who with the Egyptian evacuation 

had fallen under the influence and, in some instances, under the protection 

of France and Great Britain. What was for Menelik a rush to the sea and 

an extended raid on livestock which his armies needed was also an encounter 

between Shoan and European expansion. The eastward movement begun with the

1. On Jan.26.1887, according to Petrides, Makonnen, p*45; he apparently 
left for Shoa less than a fortnight later, see:Chronique I, p.247-249•

2. Battaglia, La Prima Guerra, p.231 and following
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conquest of Harar% seriously upset the local balance of power. If to the 

conservative Shoans, the Muslim emirate had been a buffer against 

European invasion, it was to the Somali a buffer against Amharan encroach

ment.'*' Threatened by the superior arms of the Shoans, the Somali were 

forced into the arms of the British whenever they chose not to come to 

terms with the exactions of the government of Harar. As a result, a 

potential point of friction with local British authorities was created 

at the very time that Menelik was anxious for their co-operation in the 

Harar trade, especially in arms. There was also the possibility of friction 

with the French although Menelik had received assurances at least from

them of friendliness. The Gadabursi Somali, who lay across the route
2to Berbera, were under French protection. Moreover, sometime during 

the twelve months before November 1887, Menelik sent an agent to hoist

his flag at Lake Assal and to order the Afar to guard it and prevent
3foreigners from establishing themselves there. The sudden burst of 

Shoan expansion into an area of conflicting interests inspired careful but 

energetic overtures to France and England in order to preserve Harar as 

a bridgehead for further conquest and as an entrepot.

The choice of Makonen as governor of Harar was, therefore, a fortunate 

one. The son of an outstanding warrior and a daughter of Sahle Sellassie, 

Makonen was then thirty-five and had been brought up at court, where

1. Swayne, Somaliland, p.114-115
2. Sealy to Baring, Aden, Feb.9 and 16, 1891, F.O. 405/154, no.17 inclosure
and no.22 inclosure lj the British had signed with an imposter.
5. Antonelli to DeSimone, Addis Ababa, Nov.29, 1887, cited in Conf.
(XXIIl), no.968, annesso, p.l5«
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supposedly he had drawn attention hy his fine intelligence, but was not

prominent among the young officers or among the relatives of Menelik for 
2that matter. The British authorities at the coast heard that he was

3"a weak and credulous man”, and even the Italian envoy Salimbeni, who 

knew him at first hand for some time, considered him a "big child” 

easily swayed by immediate influences.^- In fact, he proved to be an 

outstanding general during the campaign of 1895-96 and a talented 

governor. An Italian visiting Harar in 1888 described him bitterly as 

shrewd, extremely astute, patient, expert at bluffing and manoeuvring 

delay without harm to his reputation for fairness, ’’speaks and acts with 

an unction which is persuasive and winning.” Obviously,Makonnen was a 

b o m  diplomat. He appreciated the value of the Europeans for whom 

Harar had become a center of some activity under the Egyptian administration. 

He asked Antonelli for a doctor who would also be the virtual consul of
c

Italy and wanted to hire Italian workmen. He was careful to ingratiate

1. Pe^rides, Makonnen, p.34-35*
2. I am indebted to Zewde Gebre Sellassie for this infomation which is 
corroborated in part by Borelli, Ethiopie, p.105»151 and 214\ and, Afeworq, 
"Menelik”, p.57*
3« Stace Memo."Affairs at Harrar”, Aden, Jan.4,1888, F.O. 403/91? no 49
inclosure 5, "••• universally reported
4« Salimbeni to MAE, nq48, Harar, Oct.15,1892, A.S.MAI, 36/10-83.
5. Robecchi-Bricchetti, Nell'Harar, p.149, also Robecchi-Bricchetti and 
Rondani to Soc.Geo. Ital., Harar, July 18 and 26, 1888, Bolletino SGI 
Serie III, Vol.I, p.829-831 and p.949.
6. Crispi to Makonen, Oct.28,1888, L.V. "Etiopia”, no. 162, p.353*, Rondani^, 

Harar, July 26, 1888, Bolletino, SGI, (1888)
Serie III, vol.l.p,949„
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himself towards the Europeans to whom he showed considerable restraint
1 2 and tact, while using them to his own ends. Moreover, he was

3unquestionably loyal to Menelik from whom his shy manner and piety
4clearly distinguished him.

The sudden fall of the city, whose walls Menelik must have known

could have been defended against a seige by cannon and riflemen well
5supplied with ammunition, seems to have been an exhilarating surprise.

Afterwards the Shoan soldiers claimed that Menelik had never intended to
£

attempt an assault and the French explorer Borelli described Menelik on

his return to Shoa as "enthousiasme de ce success inespere." There can

be little doubt that once there, Menelik intended to keep Harar if he

could. Military measures were taken to overawe the surrounding Galla, to

provide for the garrisoning of the city and to assure their communication 
0

with Shoa. Especially significant was his decision to establish an armed

1. Lagarde to MAE, Zeila, Aug.1.1888.
2. Robecchi-Bricchetti, Nell'Harar, p.149; also Borelli, Ethiopie, p.214,
"un des illustres Abyssins qui m ’a le plus exploit^ sans me donner aucune
chose ..."
3. Durand, Memo. "Aden and Somali Coast", March 11,1888, F.O. 403/92, no.14, 
inclosure, "They [Zimmerman and Cecchij agreed in the opinion that Makunan 
was nothing by himself, and would implicitly obey Menelik1s orders, "dis
counting danger of French intrigues at Harar."
4. Le Roux, Chex la Reine de Saba, p.26, also noting "des acc£s de
scrudli.es".v
5. re.plentiful supply of munitions taken away to Shoa on his retirement 
see, Chronique I, p.248 and references note (10).
6 . Borelli, Ethiopie, p.200.
7. Ibid.
8 . Chronique I,p.247-249; Afeworq."Menelik",p.37,quoting his call for a 
migration of soldiers from Shoa; Borelli, Ethiopie, p.229,246-247 and 406; 
Bardey,"Notes" (from Rimbaud) p.164; Latour to Marine no . 49 Aden,March 6 ,
1887, F0M,Af.P0I./13I Cor.Gen.(1885-9)•
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post in the Herrer plain to the northwest of Harar for the protection 

of caravans.^ This helped to secure an indispensable link for trade

with the coast since the camel transport required for large loads could
2pass only by that way from Harar to Shoa. According to Rimbaud, who

arrived in Shoa while Menelik was at Harar and went there with Borelli

in May 1887, Menelik had declared himself sovereign over all the tribes
3down to the sea on his entry into the city. Rimbaud also claimed that

Menelik had ordered Makonen not to miss any occasion for taking Zeila

as well until dissuaded by descriptions by the Europeans of the British

warships and artillery there and that consequently Makonen was intent on

expanding his province southwards in the belief that a route might thereby
4be opened to the Zanzibar coast, as well as for the sake of rich plunder.

Menelik’s desire to extend Shoan control from Harar is confirmed by other
5sources and the hope of acquiring direct access to an outlet on the sea 

is clear in his correspondence.

In contrast to these rather expansive measures, the diplomatic 

initiatives of Menelik and Makonen seem to reflect some prudent anxiety.

While claiming Harar by right of conquest, they emphasized Shoa's historic 

right and the defensive nature of the campaign. Moreover, they show 

particular concern for the sensibilities of the three Powers whose interests

1. Rimbaud to Dir. "Bosphore Egyptien", (Aug.1887) Pleiade, '’Correspondence" 
No. CXXX, p.420.
2. Mashcov, "II Secondo Viaggio",p.849, actually from Gildessa to Shoa.
3. Rimbaud to Dir."Bosphore Egyptien",(Aug.1887),Pleiade,"Correspondence"
No.CXXX,p.421.
4* Ibid.; see also Borelli,Ethiopie,p.214,noting on March 14,1887,in Shoa 
that Menelik decreed annexation of all the territory from Harar to the sea.
5. Latour to Marine,Aden, April 22,1887,FOM Af.Pol./l30,Cor.Gen.Obock, 
(April-July 1887),reporting news from Obock.
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were directly touched by the fall of Harar. The British had restored 

the Emir whom the Shoans were supplanting*, the French were very interested 

in the future of the Harar trade*, and the Italians stood to lose at Assab 

by any diversion to the Somali routes. Menelik1s intentions for the 

future of Harar seemed unclear to contemporary Europeans. It is not 

clear to what extent their uncertainty represented the indecision of 

Menelik before real problems of incorporating a large Muslim population 

at some distance from the Shoa proper or was the result of his deliberate 

obscuring of his ambitions for annexation in order to avoid prejudicing 

the Powers in their reaction to his attack. It is clear, however, that 

the Shoan garrison at Harar feared a revolt of the inhabitants as well 

as attack from the coast by the British and other Europeans.^" In any 

case, although Menelik was quick to notify the Powers and individual 

Europeans of his victory, he did not mention either the duration of the 

Shoan occupation or any further extension of his authority towards the coast.

The official justification of the Shoan annexation, which piecemeal

appears in Menelik's own correspondence from January 1887* was summarized

by Makonen during his embassy to Italy in October 1889. He then made this

revealing statement intended as much for London as for Crispi:

We had not intended to occupy Harar, however on its 
evacuation by the Egyptians, the Government of Aden 
named Abdulahi as Governor there, the English having 
left as well, Li.e.Hunter who had arranged the trans
fer to the EmirJ Abdulahi rebelled against them

1. Nerazzini to Guerra, Harar, Jan.3,1889, "Missione Nerazzini:Harar",
p.9; Rimbaud to Dir. "Bosphore Egyptien", (Aug.1887),Pleiade, "Correspondence"
no.CXXX, p . _ j  Keller,Ilg.p. .
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and against everybody. He massacred the Italian 
expedition headed for Harar, imprisoned the 
Christians who were there and confiscated their 
goods and what is more, he prevented the merchants 
who used to go to Shoa from going there. My King 
then was obliged to go to war with Abdulahi.
Arriving at Harar we found neither Britislji nor 
Egyptian flags, but only that of a rebel.

Careful countering of the anticipated claims of others and justification

on the grounds of the civilizing role of Shoa as a Christian state

obscured what constituted a forceful intrusion into the zone of

European activity.
2After his entry into Harar, Menelik wrote to the Powers and to 

several Europeans announcing his triumph. No doubt these letters were 

in part inspired by a desire to tell about his good fortune in the same 

way he was writing to the Emperor and to the Shoan notables. Primarily, 

they seem to have been intended as feelers to sound out the three 

governments with which he had to deal for the defense and exploitation 

of-this newly conquered, but isolated salient. The treatment of the 

fallen city may also have been calculated to avoid objections by the 

Powers to whom Menelik readily posed as having "liberated the Europeans 

who were held prisoner t h e r e . T h e  terms of capitulation had been negoti-

1. Makonen to Crispi, Rome, __  Oct,1889.A .S.MAI, 8/2-9-
2. On January 11,1887, after Shoan soldiers had entered on Jan.10, to
hoist his colours; Bienenfeld to MAE,Aden,Feb.1,1887,citing a letter from 
G.Sacconi,Harar, Jan.15, A.S.MAI, 8/l-2.
5* Afeworq, "Menelik", p.57*
4* Menelik to Umberto, Entotto, 50 Miazia 1879, (May 7, 1887),L.V.
"Etiopia", no.120,annesso III, p.269; other than Sacconi, there were 
only three Greeks there then.
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ated by the only Italian resident in Harar, G.Sacconi, and guaranteed 

religious freedom and the security of the inhabitants who were spared, 

on strict orders from Menelik, the rapine and sack usually associated 

with Ethiopian warfare.^- Instead, an indemnity was levied on the town; 

a practice which from reports of the Franco-Prussian War, Menelik must 

have expected to be approved in Europe, These measures may only have 

been determined by the need to win over the inhabitants and of enriching

the royal treasury, but the treatment of Harar could not have offended
co

the civilized world. Nor could Menelik have been unaware that Sac«aini would 

report to his employer, the Italian consul at Aden, as did others at

Harar to the British on the coast, that ’’Nothing was touched) nor anyone
2harmed in the city,”

On January 8, the day after Sacconi had treated for the capulation 

of the city and when Shoan guards already were posted at the gates, Menelik 

wrote to the Italian Commissioner as Assab claiming that he had avenged 

the massacre of Porro and his companions, "The Emir Abdulahi who 

killed the Italians has escaped me on his horse; but I, thank God, 

have killed his people, planted my banner in his country and put my 

soldiers into his town; to please the Italians, I have avenged this

1. Chronique I, p.246; Bienenfeld to MAE, Aden, Feb.1,1887, citing 
letter from Sacconi, Harar, Jan.15, A.S.MAI,8/1-2, the Harari had sent him 
to treat for their unconditional surrender; re.terms given see: Chronique I 
p.246; Borelli, Ethiopie, p.238; Latour to Marine, Aden,Feb.l2,1887,
FOM.Af.Pol./l^O,Obock, Cor.Gen.(Jan.-Mar. 1887) 7̂

c /  •
2. Hunter to Baring, Zeila, Jan.24,1887, F(M> F.O. 403/no.162, 
inclosures 1 and 2 and 3, two eyewitness accounts by Somali of Menelik1s 
entry.
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1 2 attack with many dead." This letter, as has been suggested, was

undoubtedly meant as a timely demonstration of regard for Italian friend

ship. Menelik was relying on Italian representation and on Italy for the 

arms trade and the advantages to Shoa of the Somali routes jeopardized 

the counterpart of commercial obligations to Assab.

Concern for this conflict became more pronounced on Menelik*s 

return to Shoa when he found #hat Abd-el-Rahman and the new Italian 

resident at Let Marefia, Caesare Nerazzini, had overcome the vissisitudes 

which had hampered the Aussa route and succeeded in calming the Afar at
3Badu so that the route from Assab and its Shoan junction was again free.

A lull early in May in the tension of expectant war, permitted a return

to a different line of discussion with Antonelli who was on the point of

departure at last. Menelik gave him letters for King Umberto and the

Italian Foreign Minister, renewing his earlier proposal that Italy obtain
4the transfer of Zeila. Specifically he asked for Shoan control of the 

customs under Italian naval protection, although a second best, he wished 

at least for an Italian occupation. He tactfully added his regrets that 

Antonelli should be leaving without his ambassadors, but insisted that

1. Keller, Ilgt p.65, trans.by Miss Wengersky; see also, Menelik to 
Umberto, Entotto, 30 Miazia, 1879 (May 7, 1887),L.V."Etiopia", no.120 
annesso III, p.269, ref.to this and one to Bienenfeld.
2. Keller, Ilg., p.65.
3. DeSimone to MAE,Assab, Feb.5,1887, enclosing a letter from Anfari 
re’d.Jan.23,L.V. "Etiopia", no.Ill and Annesso 1, p.235-254; cf.,
no.110 and annessi, p.249-252.
4 . Antonelli to MAE Diohita (Aussa),July 12,1887, enclosing Menelik to 
Umberto, Entotto, Malzia 30,1879 (May 7,1887),Amharic and trans.and 
citing two other letters; another is printed with this date in L.V. 
"Etiopia", no.120, annesso III,p.269.
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this in no way was a lessening of his friendship. Antonelli warned 

that Menelik might be tempted to repeat the coup by which he had taken

Harar.'1' The Italian occupation of Zeila was a project Antonelli had
2favoured for at least a year, and he may have inspired Menelik to

return to his earlier proposals. The project in any case neatly fitted,

at the time, as a solution to the trade conflict and suggests that

Menelik was not concerned with the wider and very ominous political

implications of Italy controlling both of the major outlets of the

Empire. Fortunately for him in 1895-6, the project had never been

carried out because the British were determined to stay.

Fending off a hostile reaction by the British must have seemed

the particularly pressing need in 1887, although in fact it was unnecessary.

The Aden Agency was aware of the Emir's repression of trade, his abuse

of Europeans and his hostility towards the Agency itself. Although

they had refused to become involved in any reprisals by Italy against

him for the Porro massacre, the Agency also had abstained from responding

to his appeals for assurances that he would not be attacked in the rear
3by the British while going to meet the attack he expected from Sfroa.

Despite friendly appeals after January 11,1887, from the deposed Emir^

1. Ibid.
2. Antonelli to MAE, Entotto, May 11, 1886, "Rapporti sullo Scioa",no.V.
3. Hunter,Memo."State of Affairs at Harar", Aden (?),Jan.20 and Memo.
"Harar and the Ameer", Aden,Jan.20,1887, F.O. 405/89,no.100 inclosure and 
no.145 inclosure; exchange Baring-Rosebury,Cairo,April 27 and London
May 1,1886, F.O. 405/87, no.141 and no.146.
4 . Hogg to Cross, Aden, Feb.26,1887 F.O. 405/89, no.170,
inclosure.
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and. reports that the inhabitants would welcome the government of anyone

presenting himself against the Shoan administration with ’’even fifty

armed men”,'*" no intervention seems to have been contemplated. However,

Menelik was barely in communication with the British and he probably shared

the fears of the Shoan garrison that they were especially menaced by the 
2British. At the same time, Zeila was not only the preferred route

for the Harar trade, but in January 1887, with the Afar routes still

disrupted and as yet no French establishment on the southern shore of
3the Bay of Tajura, it must have seemed the only practicable one. From 

Harar, on January 8 (or 15), Menelik wrote to Hunter announcing the 

Shoan occupation and justifying the conquest on the grounds that the 

Emir ’’would suffer no Christian in his country.”  ̂ He also claimed self- 

defense by accusing the Emir of aspiring to be another Mohamed Gragne

and ended with Shoa's historic claim: "This is not a Muslim country
5as everyone knows.” In effect, he was claiming preference as a Christian 

ruler in disregard of the religion of the conquered and of the noted 

preference of the Somali for a Muslim ruler at Harar.^ Makonen also wrote 

to announce his appointment as governor and to propose the establishment

1.Hunter to Baring,Aden,Feb.20,1887,F.O.405/89,no.174
2.Rimbaud to Dir. ’’Bosphore Egyptien”, (Aug. 1887)Pleiade, no.CXXX,p. .
5.Ibid.;Savoure to Lagarde, Obock,Sept.1887,Afrique/l05;Bardey to 
Soc.Geo.Paris,Sept.22,1887, Compte Rendu, SGP (1887),p.417•
4.F.0.403/89, no. 173»inclosure no.2 with uncertain date ’’January 8 (Jan.20?)" 
from content may have been Ter.8 (Jan 15)•
5. Ibid.
6.See Hunter to Baring,Aden,Feb.20,1887,F.O. 405/89»no.174*
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of friendly relations.^

Friendly gestures were also made towards the Aden Agency. A detach

ment of Indian troops stationed at Gildessa to operate the customs house and 

which had been disarmed and detained by the Emir at the time of the Porro 

massacre (April 1886) was released and given a Shoan escort to the coast.

Its detention by the Emir had been a serious affront to the British,

Menelik probably calculated that he would earn their gratitude while

eliminating an excuse for interfering with his freedom at Gildessa. He
right to

established thereby, a precedent for the/escort by Shoan soldiers between 

Harar and the coast which Makonen was eager to exercise to the exclusion 

of the Indian troops formerly used by the British Agency,^ Not only was this 

consistent with pretensions to Shoan sovereignty over the Somali, but it 

was essential to control over the direction of trade. In addition civil 

administration in Harar, or at least the collection of the indemnity was 

entrusted to the uncle of the Emir, Ali AbuBekr. Menelik set him at liberty 

and gave him this responsibility despite his unpopularity in Harar, because 

of his influence over the Galla surrounding the city and perhaps, because

1. F.0.4-03/89, no.220, inclosure 3, undated but after Jan 27 and 
apparently before Hunter’s letter of March 7; it had been received 
at Aden by March 30 (see, inclosure 2).
2. Baring to Salisbury, Cairo, April 16,1887, F.0.403/89, no.211.

. Rimbaud to Dir.’’Bosphore Egyptien", (Aug. 1887) Pl^iade, "Correspondence1,*
No.CXXX, p. • also Savoure to Lagarde, Harar, Nov.1888, Afrique/l38,
f•108,
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he was well known to the Aden Agency.^

A more obvious calculation was the silence regarding any further

territorial claims observed in correspondence with the British at Zeila

and Aden. Until November 1869, Menelik did not inform the British of his

pretensions over the route from Harar to Zeila and as late as June 1890
2Makonen had not attempted to exercise any control beyond Gildessa. Rather

he had emphasized the need for co-operation,between his agents and those of Aden
3in maintaining the security of the routes.

The British authorities were duly impressed that in occupying Harar,
»t 4the Shoans did not plunder or massacre people ...". Moreover, as late 

as the end of March, the Resident concluded that: "Ali Abubekr is 

apparently Civil Governor and is collecting the ransom which, when paid 

will free the city from the Amhara occupation," and he believed that

when the Shoans retired, Ali Abu Bekr would maintain himself and be
5friendly to the British. In the meantime, the Agency assumed the policy 

of non-interference preferring a strong native government at Harar for 

fear of encouraging French intrigues.^

1. Bienenfeld to MAE, Aden,Feb.1.1887, A.S.MAI,8/l-2;Latour to Marine,
Aden, Feb.12 and no.49,March 6,1887, F0M,Af.Pol./l30,0bock,Cor.Gen.
(Jan-March 1887) and Af.Pol./131,Cor.Gen. (1885-89); also Hogg to Cross,
Aden,March 30,1887, F.O.403/ 8 9,no.220, incl.2, reporting letters fro$
Makonen and Ali Abu Bekr.
2. See Despatches Salisbury and Stace, Nov.1889 and May 1890 inF.O.
403/124, no . 54 and no.60; and 403/126, no.22, inclosure 4 *
3. Stace Memo, re, Harrar and Zeyla, Aden, March 10, 1888, F.0. 403/91, 
no. 123 enclosure.

4 . Baring to Salisbury, Berlin, Jan 23,1887, F.0.403/89, no.80.
5. Hogg to Cross,Aden,March 30,1887, F.O.403/8 9, no.220, inclosure 2 
repeating earlier opinions.
6 . Hunter to Baring,Aden,Feb.20,1887, F.O.403/89, no.174^inclosure.
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On February 10, 1887, Hunter wrote to Menelik acknowledging his letter

and the Shoan conquest to which no objection was raised. Instead, Hunter

reminded Menelik of the Anglo-Shoan Treaty of 1841 presumably in order to

reserve British rights to equal treatment in commerce. Menelik had made no

reference to the unratified treaty in his letter and the Agency's willingness

to recall its terms as if they were the basis of relations must have struck

him as proof of a friendly disposition. Furthermore, Hunter assured Menelik

that "on the Somali coast, from Ghubbet Kharab, and especially at Zeyla,

Bulhar and Berbera, where our troops are now stationed, we shall aways be
2glad to further Your Majesty's interests." Mentioning the presence of 

Indian troops as well as the reference to "all the Somali coast from Ghubbet 

Kharab" might have been intended as a counter notification of claims, but 

the promise to favour Menelik's interests there was given an agreeable and 

apparently concrete form in the expression: "we hope that, under Your
3Majesty's protection, commerce may revive and the trade routes be safe." 

Implicitly accepting the Shoan presence at Harar and without reference to the 

boundary between their sphere and Menelik's territory - they were of course 

ignorant of his pretensions - the British seemed to be suggesting the very 

access to an outlet which he desired. This impression must have been rein

forced when Hunter forwarded a copy of this letter and wrote to Makonen:

"Our only desire is to see peace and order restored, whereby trade may revive

1. F.0. 403/89, No. 173, inclosure 3.

2. Ibid.

3. Ibid.
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1and the roads to the coast be kept open." At the same time, a gift of
2some broad cloth was sent for Menelik.

The British allowed this promising revival of Anglo-Shoan relations

to wither. By January 1889, the Italian resident, Nerazzini, observed that

British connections with Shoa were broken and that the government of Harar

"Totally lacks information ... about the coast to such a degree that it

neither trusts nor wishes to enter into closer relations with the English
3resident at Zeila..." The British had failed to pursue their initial reply

to Menelik's overture. The Mission they had intended to send to Harar in

February was delayed once friendly assurances had been received from

Makonen for fear of provoking French competition. Then the outbreak of

active war in northern Ethiopia made it inopportune. Although the policy

of non-interference had not been altered, the British Agent at Zeila blithely

suspended further attempts to reassure Menelik of his goodwill with the

comment: '"The time may come when it may be necessary to communicate directly

with Menelik and Makuman. / But I suppose we must await the outcome of events 
4at Massowah."

1. Aden, March 7, 1887, F.0. 403/89, No. 220, inclosure 4-0.
2. Hogg to Cross, Aden, March 30, 1887, F.0. 403/89, No. 22, inclosure 2; 
the British Gov't, was willing to treat with Menelik as an independent prince 
until warned off by enquiries in Italy and Greece that he was subject to 
John, see: Salisbury to Baring, Feb. 3 and 18, 1887, 403/89, Nos. 126 and 
136.
3* Nerazzini to Guerra, Harar, Jan. 3, 1889, "Missione Nerazzini: Harar", 
p. 9; the breakdown was mutual, see: Stace to Protal, Aden, Aug. 24, 1888, 
F.0. 403/92, No. 139, inclosure No. 3*
4. Stace to Baring, Aden, Jan. 3, 1888, F.0. 403/633, Cromer Papers, Vol. V, 
No. 249, inclosure p. 190, his emphasis; Baring commented "It might be of 
some use communicating with Menelik, but we cannot get at him just at present" 
(No. 249, Jan. 18, 1888); re. the mission see: No. 131 and in F.0. 403/89, 
nos. 173, inclosure 1; 133; 188, inclosure 1; and 220, inclosure 2. Also, 
Walsh, Somali Stories, p. 236.
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More important from Menelikfs point of view, the prospect of importing 

arms through the Somali ports under British influence soon proved illusory, 

Makonen pressed the Aden Agency to permit the import of rifles and he must
-ihave understood that their evasion of the question was a refusal* In 

addition he wrote to Aden "once or twice about duties having been levied by

British officials at Zeyla on goods alleged to be for his personal use, or
2for the use of Menelik." The duty paid on one consignment was returned, 

but Makonen was informed that unless the officials were given previous 

notice of the contents of such packages, they would not be passed.^ In 

practice, this meant that it would be impossible to import arms under any 

guise*

During 1887, the British were in fact actively negotiating for a tri

partite agreement with France and Italy to stop the arms trade at the 

same time that they were deciding to retain control of Zeila to the exclusion
ifof Italy or any other Power as a buffer for Berbera. Menelik was unaware 

of these decisions in British policy, but the evasion and refusals of the 

Aden Agency must have spoken for themselves. Moreover, while denying

Makonen free entry, the British agents at the coast levied a five per cent
5tax on the import of Maria Theresa dollars*" These had become excessively

1* Sealy to Baring, Aden, Nov. 15* 1887, F*0* +̂03/89» No. 189i inclosure, 
apparently before his departure for Shoa in June - July.

2. Ibid.

3. Ibid.

4. Starkie, Rimbaud in Abyssinia, p. 111; Touval Somali Nationalism, p. 37
and notes; Despatches of Dufferin and Salisbury, F.0. 403/&91 No. 1^7»
inclosure 1 and ^03/90, No. 220.

5. Rimbaud to Dir. "Bosphore Egyptien", (Aug. 1887), Pleiade, No. CXXX,
p. ; as opposed to 1% levied on Indian rupees.
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scarce in Shoa and at Harar where there was a glut of trade goods by mid- 

1887, but "not one thaler". The fair promises to favour his interests and 

encourage Shoan trade had come to nothing for Menelik.

While Shoan relations with the British Agency at Aden again became 

distant, the incompatibility of their interests persisted. In February 1888, 

Zimmerman, one of Menelik's Swiss employees, approached the Political Agent

at Aden on Menelik's behalf for the cession or use of Zeila as a port for
2importing arms. Not surprisingly the British authorities could not accept

either proposal. Moreover, having decided to suspend direct communication

during the Italo-Ethiopian war, they did not bother to assure Menelik that
3while they intended to remain at Zeila, they had no ambitions over Harar.

There can be no doubt that Menelik seriously wanted to obtain a port.

In 1893» Swayne was told at Harar, apparently by Makonen himself, that the 

Ethiopians "will not be content until they have full control of one of the 

seaports to which their merchandise goes, preferably Massawa, Jibuti, or 

Zeila." What is significant is that he should have attempted to obtain

1. Rimbaud to Bardey, Cairo, Aug. 26, 1887, "Intin^rarije d'Entotto a Harar", 
Pl?iade, No. CXXXV, p. ^35; also, Rimbaud to Dir. "Bosphore Egyptien", (Aug.
1887)* Ibid., No. CXXX, p. ; the scarcity of specie is a further reason 
to believe that Menelik would not voluntarily have abandoned Harar where, 
according to Audon (Voyage", p. 15^)» he realized (in 1887—8J apparently) 
some 20,000 #MT cash from the customs while he received 70,000 0MT from the 
whole of the rest of Shoa; Mashcov ("Secondo Viaggio", p. 8 -̂8 ) suggested 
that the customs dues exceeded 300,000 #MT.
2. Stace to Baring, Aden, Feb. 20, 1888, F.0. 403/911 No. 103i and, Durand, 
"Memo, on Aden and the Somali Coast," March 11, 1888, Ibid., No. 14, 
inclosure. Menelik to Victoria, Entotto, 14/13» Dec. 1889, F.0. 403/123*
No. 3^; see also, Walsh, Somali Stories, p. 3^2.
3# Stace, "State of Affairs at Harar and Zeylah, Aden, Jan. 4, 1888, F.0. 
403/91* No. 49, inclosure No. 3*
4. Swayne, Somaliland, p. 172; see also, Pankhurst, "Ports".
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Zeila when Makonen had already been refused free transit. By February 

1888, Menelik had failed to find an alternative outlet and was becoming 

desperate under the pressure of the Italo-Ethiopian war to secure uninter

rupted access to the sea.

The alternative to access to the sea through Zeila from Harar was

through a port under French influence, either along that part of the southern

shore of the Bay of Tajura to which the Issa route could be turned a few

marches before Zeila or, by diverting trade from the Issa to the Gadabursi

Somali, to a point between Zeila and Berbera, such as Dongarita, which in

January 1887 was still disputed between England and France. When a line of

demarcation between the French and British spheres was agreed to at the
1beginning of 1888 the attractiveness of an outlet for Harar on the southern 

shore of the Bay of Tajura was reinforced by giving France clear claim as 

far as Jibuti which seemed to be within easy reach of the Issa route from 

Gildessa to Zeila.

Contemporaneously with their overtures to the British Agency at Aden, 

Menelik and Makonen approached the French for the opening of a way to the sea. 

On January 13* in fact, Menelik wrote a letter to Lagarde identical with the 

one he was sending to Hunter. An interesting variant appears only in his 

excuse for imposing Christian rule on the Muslims of Harar: "Since Gragne,

it is true, this country has been in the hands of a Muslim power, but it is

1. Text in Rossetti, Storia Diplomatica, pp. 33 - 39; The Shoan conquest 
of Harar seems to have made a settlement more pressing for the British,' see: 
Hunter to Baring, Aden, Feb. 3* 1887* F.0. 403/89* No. 164, inclosure No. 2.
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well known that it was Ethiopian territory." The substance, however, was

the same; Menelik claimed Harar by defensive conquest and by historic

right. The pleas of self-defense was emphasized in a letter to Borelli on 
2January 1̂ f. Makonen too wrote to Lagarde as he had to Hunter. By 22 March

3Lagarde had received a letter "asking to establish friendly relations." 

Lagarde, however, does not seem to have been authorized to respond to these 

overtures, and on June 3 he was instructed "not to receive them except with 

reserve". Because of negotiations pending with England for the delimitation 

of their Somali protectorates and for the neutralisation of Harar, Lagarde
5was told to exercise "the greatest prudence" in his relations with Makonen,

and beyond sending courtesies, he was instructed not to imply in any way
£

French interference in Harar. This reserve was not reversed until the end 

of July. Then, at Lagarde's insistence, he was permitted to welcome over

tures for opening a new route from Harar and ordered to take advantage of

1. Harar, 8 Ter (Jan. 13) i no year, but 1887; F.O.M. Af. Pol./lAO, Obock: 
Af. de Zeilah; only a copy of the translation in Lagarde to Marine, Obock,
Feb. 8 , 1887.

2. Harar, 7 Ter, 1879> Borelli, Ethiopie, p. 199; another translation in 
Falcone, Menelik, p. 83*

3. Lagarde to Marine, Aden, March 22, 1887, F.O.M. Af, Pol./130, Cor. Gen. 
Obock (1887).

k* Marine to Lagarde, Paris, June 3» 1887> F.O.M. Af. Pol.; 130> Cor. Gen. 
Obock (1887).

3. Ibid. 

6. Ibid.
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Menelik's goodwill in order to attract trade to the French coast.

The Shoan conquest was well received, nevertheless, by the French on

the coast and in Shoa who welcomed the restoration of civilized government,

that is of the freedom and protection for trade and Christians which had

existed under the Egyptians. Sacconi had written in January to the

missionary Taurin dak Cahagne at Obock to announce that the Shoans had

liberated him from the virtual imprisonment of the Emir and that their
2occupation had occurred almost without bloodshed. The new conditions at

Harar impressed both Taurin and the local French authorities. At the end of

February, Labosse, the French vice-consul at Suez who was temporarily on

assignment at Zeila, assured the Government that

Makonen is well disposed towards the Europeans and if he remains 
master of Harar, they will have nothing to fear from the new Emir,
Ali Abu Bekr •.• [who] is as fanatical as the former Emir ... "3

Labosse had been sent to Zeila to remove the over-active agent, Henry, but

he was equally eager to divert the Harar trade from Zeila to Dongarita
kthrough Gadabursi whom Henry had induced to become French proteges.

Labosse put himself in touch with Makonen at some time during the first

1. Marine to Obock, Paris, July 28, 1887, F.O.M., Af. P0I./13O: Obock,
Cor. Gen. (Aug. - Dec. 1887).

2. Taurin to P£re Provincial Paris, Obock, Feb. 3i 1887, Paris Capudins, 
M.S. 277^ (?279M: Lettres/1879 - 1899.
3* Labosse to Flourens, Zeila, Feb. 2 6, 1887» Afrique/107, f• 80.

k. Hunter to Baring, Aden, Feb. 3 and May 11, 1887, F.0. No. 403/89»
No. 164, Inclosure No. 2; and No. 335 inclosure. Labosse dropped this 
scheme presumably because of the impending Anglo-French agreement and 
because the Shoans preferred using the Issa route (Lagarde, "Extracts", 
p. 70).
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months after the conquest, and by the end of April a Shoa agent had visited 

Obock# Seeking to counter imaginary intrigues of Hunter with Ali Abu Bekr, 

Labosse convinced Makonen to employ Ibrahim Abu Bekr, one of the sons of the

former governor of Zeial and a French protege, in the administration of■ j
2Harar. Ibrahim Abu Bekr, was called by Makonen, apparently at Labosse*s 

instigation, but left the French coast only after considerable delay in 

April, 1887,^

An immediate consequence of the Shoan occupation was the return of the 

Catholic mission. Taurin had succeeded Massaja after their expulsion by John 

in 1879 and had re-established at Harar in 1881 the Catholic Mission to the 

Galla only to be again expelled when the Amir exiled him from Harar on
Lj.October 5» 1886. By the end of February, 1887, Taurin had decided to sound

5out Makonen on re-opening the mission. In April, he sent one of his 

missionaries, Father Joachim, to re-occupy the mission's house at Harar and

1. Latour to Marine, April 22, 1887, F.O.M. Af. P0I./13O, Obock; Cor. Gen. 
(April - July 1887), stating "... ses [Menelik's] emissaires parcourent la 
cote Somali, l'un d'eux est venu incognito a Obock."; Labosse to Nisard, 
personal, Suez, Nov. 15» 1887, Afrique/107, f. 253; and, Makonen to Labosse, 
Harar, Nov. 1, 1887, F.O.M. Af. P0I./I3O, Obock: Cor. Gen. (Aug. - Dec. 1887)1
from which it is clear they had been in touch, but, by implication, not in 
direct correspondence.

2. Labosse to Nisard, personal, Suez, Nov. 15, 1887, Afrique/107, f« 253; 
Hunter to Baring, Aden, May 11, 1887, F.0. ^-03/89* No. 335 inclosure.

3* Labosse to Nisard, Personal, Suez. Nov. 15* 1887i Afrique/107, f« 253; 
Latour to Marine, April 22, 1887, F.O.M. Af. Pol./130, Obock: Cor. Gen.
(April - July, 1887); Starkie, Rimbaud in Abyssinia, p. 91*

k* Jarosseau, Diary, bobine I, f. 92.

5* Labosse to Flourens, Zeila, Feb. 26, 1887, Afrique/107, f» 80.
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1began pressing for his own return.

The reappearance of the Catholic missionaries in his territories 

could not have been very welcome to Menelik who had twice been obliged to 

expel them by the Emperor, Relations with John after Alula's clash with 

the Italians near Dogali were already suffering from his close connection 

with Antonelli, They could not have been improved by further embarrassment 

over readmitting the missionaries. Moreover, their return to Harar was an 

incitement to the Muslim population, part of which had grown so hostile by

March 1886, that the missionaries had been in danger of their lives before
2being expelled,

A simple priest might pass, but Massaia's successor was a different

matter. Father Joachim, in fact, was well received by Makonen who no doubt

appreciated the importance of preserving Menelikfs claim to having defeated

the Emir in defence of Europeans and Christians. Taurin admitted that for

himself "things were dragging out tediously, certain political-religious fears

were an obstacle to my return,"^ In fact, he had given up hope of returning

when Makonen's permission arrived at the beginning of June; Taurin was in 
kHarar by July,

Makonen almost certainly had acceded to Cahagne's insistence because he

1. Taurin to Salvator, No, 36, Zeila, June 18, 1887, Paris Capucp.ns,
Mission Galla/183: 23, f. 42.

2, Jarosseau, Diary, bobine I, f. 9^,

3* Taurin to Salvator, No, 38 , Zeila, June 18, 1887, Paris Capuchins,
Mission Galla/183: 23, f. 42.

4. Ibid., cf, Taurin to Salvator, No, 38, Harar, July 21, 1887, Ibid., f. 44.
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needed a closer link with the French authorities on the coast. In so far

as missionary work in Shoan territory was concerned, Taurin soon discovered;

the situation has not really changed; King John's will, which 
keeps us out of all the Ethiopian territories, weights on the 
resolve of all the princes and prevents them, whatever their own 
feelings, from favouring us.^

However, Menelik was anxious to enter into close relations with the coastal
2Powers and a reliable means of communication was needed.

Once at Harar, Taurin was relied on by Makonen as an unofficial French

representative and as his special intermediary with Lagarde.^ The religious

purpose of his presence there was suppressed and Makonen kept him virtually

hidden. "We are really here au titre civil" Taurin confided shortly after
5his arrival; "I am here as if incognito..." By September, he was corres

ponding with Lagarde on Makonen's behalf for the delivery of arms and urging
c

the settlement of the question of Lake Assal. Taurin again left Harar in 

November because Makonen had been forced, apparently by local hostility, to

1. Taurin to Salvator, No. 38, Harar, July 21, 1887, Paris Capuqins:
Mission Galla/183:23, f• 44.
2. See: Lagarde to Marine, Aden, March 22, 1887 and Latour to Marine, Aden,
April 22, 1887, F.O.M. Af. P0I./I3O, Obock: Cor. Gen. (1887).

3. See: Makonen to Lagarde, Harar, (Nov. 1, 1887), 22 Tekempt, 1880. 
Afrique/107, f. 238; Taurin to Lagarde, Harar, Sept. 29, 1887, Ibid., f. 233*

4. Taurin to Salvator, No. 39, Obock, Dec. 11, 1887 Paris Capucpms,
Mission Galla/183:23, f• 43.

3* Taurin to Salvator, No. 38, Harar, July 21, 1887, Paris CapucjLns,
Mission Galla/183:23, f• 44.

6. Taurin to Lagarde, Harar, Sept. 29, 1887, Afrique/107, f. 233*
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send him away, not, however, without agreeing to the re-establishment of

the former Galla missions* As a result, Taurin arrived in Obock feeling
2that they had parted "on excellent terms”•

For Menelik and Maconen, the purpose of closer relations with the 

French was more straightforward than with the British. Considerations for 

the security of Harar could not have been very great in so far as Alphonse 

Henon remained in Shoa repeating Longbois* assurances to Menelik of French
3disinterestedness in Harar and urging him to take the province for himself. 

Exploiting this new vantage point for the sake of the arms trade, however, 

required fresh initiatives because the arms trade from the Bay of Tajura 

had been hindered by the great difficulties of the route and then prohibited 

in 1886. Although Menelik knew in February on returning from Harar, that 

another French trader, Rimbaud, had arrived in Shoa to deliver the arms 

ordered in 1583 from Labatut, the future of the French trade could not 

have been certain. About a thousand rifles belonging to Soleillet still lay

1. Taurin to Salvator, No. 39? Obock, Dec. 11, 1887, Paris, CapucElns,
Mission Galla/185:23» £• 43, ”[Makonen] qui avait assume sur sa t£te la 
responsabilite de mon arrivee et de mon s£jour en avait done assez...; why 
is not specified, but presumably either ”la malediction par les heretiques” 
(Ibid., i.e. the Ethiopian clergy) or the hostility of the "parti fanatique 
si Harar”, (i.e., the Muslims) who had urged his exile on the Emir in March 
1886, (see Jarosseau, Diary, bobine I, f. 91)•

2. Taurin to Salvator, No. 39» Obock, Dec. 11, 1887, Paris Capucflns, Mission 
Galla/183:23, f. 43.
3* Henon to Flourens, Paris, March 16, 1888, Afrique/138, f. 94; and 
L. Detroyat to Flourens (on behalf of Henon), Paris, Oct. 24, 1887,
Afrique/103.

4. Menelik to Rimbaud, 3 Miazia (Feb. 1887), in Matarasso, La Vie
d1Arthur Rimbaud, p. 210.
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at Obock impounded by the French authorities and, Antonelli seeking to 

build up his own influence at the expense of the French traders, argued 

that the French Government was preventing the trade in arms*

On June 1, 1887, Menelik sent a letter to Lagarde through the arms 

trader Savoure to announce that he was willing to prevent absolutely the 

slave trade. Menelik noted that although he already had forbidden the

slave trade, he was now willing to apply ’'energetic measures” because he
2had heard that the French Government wished to stop it. He promised that

French merchants were free to come to Shoa under his protection. In

exchange, Menelik proposed that Lagarde

... permit the import of the arms which I need to fight the infidels; 
[and] ... leave me a passage which should be in my hands for receiving 
these arms. If possible, [leave me j this passage on the Issa coast... 
near Ambado.”^

These same terms were repeated by Menelik in a letter of the same date 
0to Savoure. The proposal they contained was amplified in a letter to the 

President of France dated June 21, 1887, which Menelik entrusted to Alphonse 

Henon. Henon was also charged with the mission of explaining orally 

Menelik’s further intentions and of bringing back an answer from Paris.

1. Savoure to Gov. par interim, Obock, Sept. 1887, Afrique/103, f. 331*

2. Afrique/138, f. 13* two other copies of the French trans., in F.O.M.,
Af. P0I./13O, Obock: Cor. Gen. (Aug. - Dec. 1887) and Af. Pol./l*fO,
Af. de Zeilah; these are minuted, ’’remise le 31 juillet 1887 par M.A. 
Savoure”.

3* Ibid.

A. Menelik to Savoure", Entotto, June 1, 1887, Afrique/138.

3* Henon to Flourens, Paris, Nov. 9» 1887, Afrique/138, f. 41.
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Assuming the additional title of "King .of Harar," Menelik

reminded Grevy in this letter that he had always helped French travellers

and merchants and added that he would continue to do so "especially now

that, with Harar in my hands, I find myself closer to you." He denied the

rumour that the slave trade was tolerated and called on the French authorities

to send him anyone caught trading in slaves. "What I ask you then", he

explained coming to the point,

is that Our merchants might freely go between Harar and Ambado...; 
to that end, I would like the route from that place to the coast.
If I ask this of you it is because I have heard that you have 
evacuated Ambado. In that case, I would send one of my agents there 
to supervise, with your approval, the merchants who go down and come 
up in order to prevent a return to brigandage and the killing of 
Europeans.^-

Apparently Menelik was asking for a port as well as a corridor. Labosse

reported at the end of August that "Menelik is very desirous of having a
2place belonging to France on the coast," and in November, that "Menelik

3wants a port on Tajura Bay." This interpretation was also suggested by 

Savoure, who may have been Labosse*s source of information. When delivering 

Menelik's letter at Obock on July 31, Savoure asserted that Menelik was 

asking for "the surrender in his favour" of a point on the Issa Somali

1. Menelik to Grevy, Entotto, Senie 1̂ f, 1879 (June 21, 1887), Afrique/138, 
f. 8 , French trans. by Walda Gabriel Gobana.

2. Ibid.

3. Labosse to Beaucaire, Suez, Aug. 23, 1887, F.O.M, Af. Pol./137, dossier
2: "Accord Anglo-Franyais, k juin 1887."

4. Labosse to Nisard, personal, Suez, Nov. 13, 1887, Afrique/107, f* 233*
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1coast. Once back in France to carry out his mission, Henon, without

specifying that Menelik desired a port, told the Foreign Minister that
2"Menelik dreams of drawing as near to the coast as possible," Menelik, 

he claimed, in ignorance of geography, was marching towards the sea by
5 9 mtwo routes: southwards through the Aruazi Galla and from Harar through

3Gildessa and the Issa Somali,

Rimbaud supported all of these assertions when he returned to the coast

from Shoa and Harar in July 1887 adding only that Menelik had first tried to
ifassert his own control over Ambado^but found it under French protection.

In 18931 Makonen himself described Menelik’s efforts to penetrate southwards 

as an alternative to the outlets which the Europeans were blocking and left 

no doubt that the Shoans were undaunted by the practical obstaces to opening

the routes in either direction or of holding on to a port once one was in
3their hands.

The activities of the French traders, rather than any preference for 

France, probably encouraged Menelik to seek an outlet through the French

1. Savoure to Etienne, Obock, July 31, 1887, F.O.M. Af, P0I./13O: Obock 
Cor, Gen. (Aug, - Dec. 1887); repeated in Savoure, "Rapport au Commandant 
par interim d'Oboc^" Obock, Aug. 18, 1887, Afrique/107, f« 222.

2. L. Detreyat to Flourens, on behalf of Henon, Paris, Oct. 2̂ -, 1887, 
Afrique/103* This records an interview on Nov. 4 (see, Flourens to Marine, 
Nov. 17, 1887).

3. Henon to M.A.E., ______, 1887 (Paris, October 3 ) Afrique/103*

Rimbaud to Dir. "Bosphore Egyptien", (Aug. 1887), Pl/iade, No. CXXX.

3* Swayne, Somaliland, p. 172; also, Pankhurst, "Ports", p. 931 
re. Makonen's similar views in 1897*
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protectorate. Labosse asserted that Menelik wanted a point on the French

coast because he believed that the French were truly disinterested and

"fears the British policy of taking over everything and distrusts the

encroachments of the Italians." French pretensions over Lake Assal,
2however, had alarmed Menelik, and continued to be an irritant. There is 

no evidence that he was more concerned about Italian interference in Aussa 

and Massawa or that he would not have co-operated as readily with the 

British at Zeila had they been willing. Indeed, it is unlikely that he 

could have realized by June 1887 that his overtures for transit through 

Zeila would come to naught. Rather it appears that to counter Antonelli’s 

arguments against relying on the port in the Bay of Tajura^ the French 

traders in Shoa promised Menelik that their Government would give him Ambado 

or some other port.^

The arrival of Rimbaud must have enhanced the prospect raised by such a 

promise. V/hile neither Rimbaud nor Menelik was satisfied by their trans

action, when Rimbaud left he carried a fresh commission from Menelik to
5supply arms through a French port. Menelik naturally would have been eager

1. Labosse to Beaucaire, Suez, Aug. 23, 1887, F.O.M. Af. Po1./137, Dos. 2: 
"Accord Anglo-Fran^ais, k juin 1887."

2. Taurin to Lagarde, Sept. 29, 1887, Afrique/107, f• 233*

3* Savoure^ to Gov. Obock, Sept. 1887), Afrique/103, f• 331*

4. Antonelli to de Simone, Addis Ab&ba, Nov. 29, 1887 Conf. (XXIII)
No. 988, p. 13*

3* Makonen to De Gaspary, Harar, June 29, 1887, Pldiade, p. 414; also, 
pp. kj>6 and ^38.
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to pursue a scheme which promised to facilitate the arms trade and the

idea of a Franco-Shoan port was not new* The particular initiatives

represented by his letters of June 1 and 21, however, appear to have been

inspired by the French traders. The choice of Ambado seems to have been a

preference both Menelik and the traders shared for the Issa Somali route

and therefore eclipsed the scheme of Henry and Labosse for a French port
1for Shoan trade at Dongarita.

The practical obstacles to such a programme^however, were formidable.

Henon claimed that the Issa Somali who were not already French proteges had
2submitted to Menelik, but admitted that their loyalty was unsure. In fact,

alwhile one of their principle chiefs.the Ughaz Robli, co-operated with
3Makonen, the Issa were beyond the effective control exercised from Harar. 

Towards the coast many of the Somali were French proteges, but many were 

British as well and there was considerable confusion about where their 

respective spheres lay. Any route from Gildessa to the Somali coast, there

fore, had first to overcome local resistance and second to take the British 

into consideration. Once at the sea, moreover, the Shoans could not defend 

themselves from the most minor maritime power.

1. See: Savoure, "Rapportau Commandant par interim d 1Obock", Obock,
Aug. 18 , 1887, Afrique/138; and, Lagarde, "Extracts”, p. 70, stating that 
the Shoans who came to Obock in June 1887 preferred using Issa route as far 
as possible and had Jibuti rather than Ambado.

2. Henon to M.A.E., ______ , 1887 (Paris, Oct. ), Afrique/103*

3* Cf• , Stace to Gov't, of Bombay, Aden, May 1, No. 22 inclosure No. *f; 
and Leon Henry to G. Henry (his father), Obock, June 13, 1887, Afrique/107 
f. 164; also re. Robli see Rimbaud to Dir. "Bosphore Egyptien", (Aug. 1887), 
Pleiade, No. CXXX.
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There were two additional problems. First, Menelik could not afford

to interfere with the slave trade. From May 1887, Makonen was relying on

Ibrahim Abu Bekr and two of his brothers, Burhan and Bouru for the adminis-
1tration and trade of Harar. After aiding in the capture of Abdilahi in

early June, Ibrahim had replaced the former Emir's brother, Ali Abu Bekr
2m  dealing with the Muslims of the city. In late May or early June,

Ibrahim and Burhan were charged by Makonen with organizing Harar caravans
■zand opening a route to Ambado. By the end of 1888, Harar was dependent for

kalmost all its communications with the coast on the Abu Bekr. According to

Ilg, to have stopped them from trading in slaves would have jeopardized not
5only the goodwill they commanded, but all camel transport to Harar.

Moreover, the ivory merchants of the interior also profited from the trade 

in slaves and any diminishing of this source of profit would have reduced 

the frequency of their visits to the interior markets under Menelik's control,

1. Baring to Salisbury, tel. No. 391 Cairo, Feb. 10, 1887, F.0. ^03/8 9,
No. 1^3.

2. Labosse to Nisard, personal, Suez, Nov. 13, 1887, Afrique/107, f. 233i 
Hunter to Baring, Aden, May 11, 1887, F.0. ^03/8 9, No. 333 inclosure;
Labosse to Beaucaire, Zeila, July 3i 1887, F.O.M. Af. P0I./13O, Obock:
Cor. Gen. (April - Aug. 1887). Apparently Abu Bekr was chained after 
allegations, perhaps inspired by the French through Ibrahim, of concealing 
part of the indemnity money and intriguing with Aden.

3* L. Henry to G. Henry (his father), Obock, June 13» 1887, Afrique/107, 
f. 16 .̂

km Nerazzini to Guerra, Harar, Jan. 3» 1889, "Missione Nerazzini:
Harar", p. 9; Sealey to Baring, Aden, Nov. 13, 1887, F.0. ^03/90, No. 189 
inclosure,' Stace to Baring, Aden, Dec. 18, 1887, F.0. ^03/91» No. k inclosure.

3* Walsh to "Cairo" (Baring J ), _____ May____, 1889, F.0. 1^1/271, cited
by Starkie, Rimbaud in Abyssinia, p. 114.
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notably in Jimma. Borelli v/ho noted these circumstances while at Djiren 

in March 1888, concluded that "if the sale of slaves were prohibited, he
'I[Menelik] would receive less Ivory...".

A second problem was that the French traders were not only competing 

with Antonelli for trade and influence in Shoa, but were struggling to 

escape their own Government’s interdiction on the import of firearms. The 

French Government had relented momentarily permitting Rimbaud's departure.

But they quickly reasserted the prohibition in the interest of their
2negotiations with the British.

The means adopted by Menelik for overcoming these obstacles clearly

reflect the contriving of the French traders, if not their instigation of

the whole scheme. When explaining at Obock how the French Government might

meet Menelik's demands Savoure assured that Menelik would be satisfied to

send traders to a point of the coast where they would be protected by France

and able to buy arms for him.^ The French Government might require, Savoure

proposed, that Menelik keep an agent there to prevent the sale of arras to

Somali. In exchange, Savoure opined* a few weeks later, "one could oblige

Menelik... to abolish the slave trade, which he himself proposes, and to
kprotect the route to the interior." More candidly, he might have admitted

1. Borelli, Ethiopie, p. 3^6.

2. Starkie, Rimbaud in Abyssinia, p.

3* Savoure, "Rapport au Commandant par interim d'Obock, Obock, Aug. 18,
1887, Afrique/107, f. 222-223; an identical copy addressed to Etienne and 
dated Obock, July 31» 1887, is in F.O.M. Af. P0I./13O, Obock: Cor. Gen.
(Aug. - Dec. 1887); see also there: Esclangon to Etinne, Obock, 22 Aug, 1887.
Savoure specifically suggested Dorale as the outlet for the Shoa-Har&r trade.

4. Savoure, "Rapport au Gouverneur d'Obock", Sept. 1887, Afrique/103,
f. 331.
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that everything he suggested had been proposed in Menelik's letters except 

that the question of Shoan sovereignty over the port, which was obscure in 

them, was now not even raised.

Savoure's pretence to be only an honest broker was calculated to win the 

approval of the French Government for a project Menelik obviously would have 

welcomed. He suggested that the new route resulting from Menelik's suggested 

proposals would attract the former trade of Suakin which the Mahdist revolt 

had disrupted. "’What better way of penetrating into central Afriquel” he wrote 

"and what unexplored regions for Science, we would have in our hands in
'Ipassing through Menelik's dominions." However, something more immediate

than Savourefs penetration of central Africa and more material than Menelik's

pious pledge to end the slave trade was offered by Makonen as an inducement.

"I have learned that the roadsteads of Ambado and Jibuti belong to you,"

Makonen wrote to Lagarde from Harar on November 1, 1887; nIn that case, I
2will close the routes to Berbera and Zeila, as much as possible." An almost

identically worded promise was made by Makonen in a letter dated the same day
3to Labosse who had recently written to him.

The prospect of such a promise, however, was known to Labosse as early 
ifas August 23* It does not seem from Makonen's letter to Labosse of November 1

that Makonen had ever written to him before. Hence, it is likely that

1 • Savoure*, op. cit.
2 . Afrique/107, f* 238.
3. Harar, Nov. 1, 1887, F.O.M. Af. P0I./13O, Obock: Cor. Gen. (Aug. - Dec.
1887).
f̂. Labosse to Beaucaire, Suez, Aug. 23, 1887, F.O.M. Af. Po1./137i dos. 2:
"Accord Anglo-Frani^ais, 4 juin, 1887."
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Labosse had learned about the offer to divert Harar trade from Savoure or
1Henon who by the middle of August must have reached Obock. Therefore, the 

offer probably constituted the oral part of Henon’s mission which he described 

as ”to present the advantages which King Menelik would give [the French

Governmentj, because his condition as a vassal of the Emperor do not permit
2him to commit them to paper.” Consideration for the British reaction to so 

calculated an interference in the trade of Zeila, rather than for the 

Emperor's sensibilities, probably made Menelik hesitate to formally commit 

himself in June when Henon left.

However, by the end of October, when the season for military operations 

in northern Ethiopia had begun, the evasions and refusals of the Aden Agency 

must have made Makonen realize that Zeila was closed to the arms trade. In 

contrast, overtures to Obock for opening an alternative port had been welcomed 

and preparations were already well advanced in October.

At the beginning of June# Bouru Abu Bekr, with one of the Somali Ughaz  ̂

had arrived at Obock asking the French authorities ”to establish themselves 

at Qjfibuti in order to open a port for commerce.”^ They announced that 

Ibrahim Abu Bekr would come with a representative of Menelik in order to open 

a route between Harar and some point on the French Somali coast, preferably 

tyibuti.H At Lagarde’s insistence, the Governor par interim of Obock was

1. Henon was at Aden en route for France on Sept. 9, 1887, see, Flourens to 
Marine, Nov. 17* 1887, F.O.M. Af. P0I./I3O, Obock: Cor. Gen. (Aug. - Dec.) 
1887).
2. Henon to Flourens, Paris, Nov. 9* 1887, Afrique/138, f. -̂1.
3* L. Henry to G. Henry, Obock, June 13* 1887•

L. Henry to G. Henry, Obock, June 13* 1887« Afrique/107, f* l6̂ f.
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1instructed by Etienne to receive these proposals warmly. Apparently while

Lagarde was at Zeila between October 11 and 1 -̂, Burhan Abu Bekr led the

principal merchants of Zeila to agree with Menelik's representative to divert

all caravans to Jibuti as soon as the French had taken possession and notified
2them of the route. By November 11, in fact, a caravan of some one hundred

and fifty camels headed for Jibuti had arrived within two days' march of

Zeila escorted by twenty of Makonen's soldiers and accompanied by Mohamed
3Abu Bekr, yet another brother of Ibrahim. The caravan had been expected

Afor some time and must have left Harar at least in October, if not before.

Makonen must have been confident of the goodwill of the local French

authorities by Lagarde's active involvement with the Abu Bekr. The French

Government, in fact, was willing to co-operate in so far as it was possible

to attract trade without disrupting their negotiations with the England or
3compromising themselves with the Emperor. Moreover, Labosse must have 

written to Makonen in very encouraging terms because in acknowledging a letter

1. Etienne to Commandant par interim Obock, July 28, 18879 F.O.M. Af. P0I./I3C 
Obock: Cor. Gen. (Aug. - Dec. 1887); Lagarde was then urging that he be 
allowed to permit the arms trade (Etienne to M.A.E., Aug. 13* 1887, Afrique/
107, f. 19*0 .
2. Lagarde to Flourens, Zeila, Oct. 1*f, 1887, F.O.M. Af. P0I./I3O, Obock:
Cor. Gen. (Aug. - Dec. 1887).

3* Sealy to Baring, Aden, Nov. 13? 1887, F.0. *f03/90, No. 189 inclosure; 
c.f. Lagarde to Flourens, Nov. 14, 1887, F.O.M. Af. P0I./I3O; Obock: Cor.
Gen. (Aug. - Dec. 1887), giving its destination asfrjibuti, rather than Ambado.

A. Ibid.

5. See, Etienne to Commandant par interim Obock, ref. note 1 above;
Soumagne, "Note sur Henon", Nov. 3* 1887, Afrique/138, f. 38: c.f. Sanderson,
Upper Nile, pp. 152-3*
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from him on November 1, 1887, Makonen wrote: "while I was thinking to renew

and strengthen the ancient friendship [between Shoa and France] ... here I
1find in you yourself an auxiliary,"

An important requirement remained, however, which Makonen was particu

larly anxious to settle. That is a commitment by the French authorities to 

permit the arms trade. Such an undertaking by them was the only guarantee 

that opening a new route in competition with Zeila would not prove as futile 

as the Shoan overtures to Aden, By the end of September, moreover, Menelik

was under pressure from John to break with the Italians and he must have
2grown impatient for an alternative source of arms. Makonen's further 

approaches probably reflect concern for this deepening dilemma as the crisis 

of active war approached.

At the end of September, Taurin had written on Makonen's behalf to 

Lagarde reviewing their relations. It was understood, Taurin explained, that 

France; having acquired the southern shore of the Bay of Tajura,was willing to 

secure Menelik a place there. Menelik and Makonen, he announced, were ready 

to do everything necessary to bring this about and Makonen had been especially 

authorized by Menelik to attend to the matter. He pointed out, however, that 

Soleillet's rifles were still at Tajura and he urged Lagarde to have them 

shipped to the southern shore where Makonen would arrange to take them.^

1. Makonen to Labosse, Harar, Nov. 1, 1887, F.O.M. Af. P0I./I3O, Obock:
Cor. Gen. (Aug. - Dec. 1887): "J'ai fait connaitre au roi par lettre et fait
apprecier vos bons offices et votre bonne volont^."

2. It is an unlikely coincidence that an Italo-Shoan treaty of neutrality 
was signed by Menelik on Oct. 20, 1887*

3* Taurin to Lagarde, Harar, Sept, 29, 1887, Afrique/107, f• 233»
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When Makonen wrote to Lagarde on November 1, he prefaced his promise about 

diverting caravans by recalling that he had asked Lagarde to assist in getting 

these arms from Tajura. "I have not yet received a reply,” Makonen com-
'lplained. It appears that Makonen, encouraged by partial success in the 

scheme for opening an alternate outlet to Zeila where there was no prospect 

of being able to import arms, had decided to present unequivocally the 

exchange Menelik v/as offering by committing to writing what almost certainly 

were the terms Savoure and Henon had contrived for Menelik. In this respect, 

Makonen*s letter of November 1 was not a new offer, but a more binding 

reiteration of the terms of June given as a spur to assure full success.

It was probably at this time as well that Makonen agreed to the re-establish- 

ment of the Catholic missions among the Galla in order to preserve the good

offices of Taurin whom he was obliged to expel, but whose advice on the route
2he warmly recommended to Lagarde in his letter of November 1.

Success still eluded Menelik and Makonen. Mohamed Abu Bekr's caravan 

proceeded to Zeila rather than Jibuti. The Shoan escort refused to re-route 

unless assured of finding installations at Jibuti and Lagarde would not 

provide them because the Anglo-French delimitation had not yet been 

completed.^ Their agreement was made only by an exchange of notes on 

February 2 and 9> 1888, and (Jibuti officially opened in March.

1. Makonen to Lagarde, Harar, Nov. 1, 1887, Afrique/107, f• 2f>8.
2. Makonen to Lagarde, Harar, Nov. 1, 1887, Afrique/107, f. 258.
3* Lagarde to Flourens, Zeila, Nov. 1̂ f, 1887, F.O.M. Af. Po1./130, Obock:
Cor. Gen. (Aug. - Dec. 1887).
4. Correspondence printed in Rossetti, Storia Diplomatica, pp. 35 ~ 39*
5* Lagarde, "Extracts,” pp. 79 - 80, with Burhan Abu Bekr as "Bey”, Lagarde
to M.A.E. Aden and Obock, March 8 and 17» Correspondence Politique des 
Consuls, Angleterre/113? Aden (1883 - 95) "f* 171 and f* 17^*
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More important perhaps was the failure of the French to promise a

revival of the arms trade. Following the debacle ofD^ibuti1s first caravan

going to Zeila, Lagarde urged that he be authorized to send arms to Makonen 15

an official gift in order to preserve Menelik’s goodwill. To no end, he

already had sought permission to deliver Soleillet's arms and to abandon

the prohibition of 1o86. From October, however, the Foreign Ministry was

absorbed in the negotiations with England and vetoed any relaxation which

would permit a repetition of Rimbaud’s trip.^ Lagarde*s demands were

refused and on December 9? 1887, the Quai d’Orsay ordered the Colonies, in

the interests of Anglo-French negotiations Mto take all measures to assure
4that arms are not sent inland." The Foreign Ministry continued to reject 

Lagarde's appeal for an official end to the prohibitions at least until 

October, 1889.^

Once the delimitation had been settled, however, Savour^ was permitted 

to arrange for importing arms through OJibuti, but he did not succeed in

reaching Harar until November 1888.^ By that time the acute crisis of the

1• Lagarde to Flourens, Obock, Nov. 20, 1887, Afrique/107? f« 257*
2. Lagarde to Marine, Obock, Oc. 17? 1887, Afrique/105, f. 395; and, Lagarde 
to M.A.E. Obock, Nov. 1, 1885 (sic., 1887), Correspondence Politique des 
Consuls, Angleterre/1131 Aden (1885 - 1895) f• 191•
3* Marginal minute by M.A.E. on Lagarde to Marine Obock, Oct. 17? 1887» 
Afrique/105, f. 395.
4. M.A.E. to Marine, Dec. 9? 1887, M et D, Afrique/105? f• 411.
5* Marginal minute on Lagarde to Spuller, Obock, Oct. 25? 1889? Afrique/136, 
f. 32; Lagarde seems finally to have ignored Paris, Hogg to 1*0., Aden,
July 12, 1888. F.O. 403/92, No. 80 inclosure.
6. Rimbaud to Borelli, Harar, Feb. 25? 1889? Pleiade? "Correspondence",
No. CLIII, p. 476; Bienenfeld to Crispi, Aden, Nov. 7? 1888, L.V. "Etiopia", 
No. 175? 3?000 rifles landed at D|ibuti for Makonen.
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second campaign season of the Italo-Ethiopian war had engulfed Shoa and 

Menelik had embarked on a policy of entente with Italy. Events in Ethiopia 

and perhaps ambition had imposed that course on him, but his relations with 

France and England had offered no alternative.

Not only were the opening of the route and the revival of the arms 

trade delayed too long to alter the course of events in 1887 - 8 9, but 

Menelik's diplomatic relations with France also lapsed except between the
-'j

local authorities. ' Although an answer to Menelik's letter to Grevy was
2being drafted in December 1087, none seems ever to have been sent."' Henon

3was denied a return mission on grounds that it would provoke the Italians.

The question of Lake Assal which the Italian Ambassador in Paris had raised

in March, 1887 by pressing the demands outlined in Menelik's letter to

Umberto of October 1686 was left unsettled. Taurin, on Makon&n's behalf, had

urged Lagarde to set Menelik's mind at rest in his letter of September 29?

1887? and there can be no doubt that after the arms trade, it was the most
ifserious issue in Franco-Shoan relations. Its added weight could only have

1. Labosse to D'Aubigny, Suez, July 7? 1888, F.O.M. Af. P o 1./130, Obock,
Cor. Gen. (1888); Lagarde to Goblet, Paris, July 22, 1888, Afrique/135? 
f. 285; also, Labosse to Rimbaud, Suez, April 22, 1888, Bibliotheque 
Nationale, Rimbaud, No. 556, p. 70.
2. Savoure to Taillandier, Paris, Dec. 19? 1887; Afrique/138? f. 50;
"Projet de lettre pour Menelik", M.A.E. Dec. 16, 1887, Ibid. f. 48; this was 
being drafted in conjunction with a letter to John, see, f. 47? "Projet de 
lettre pour Negous," same date; c.f. Sanderson, Upper Nile, footnote No. 2,
p. 153.
3* Minute, M.A.E. for Nizard (Direction Politique), Jan. 29? 1888,
Afrique/138, f. 70. ^
4. See, Menelik to Umberto, Entotto, Tekemt 15? 1880 (Oct. 125? 1887)9 
Amharic and trans., A.S. MAI, 7/1-3 ; Umberto to Menelik, March 11,
1887? L.V. "Etiopia", No. 117? bis, annesso, p. 263? re. his of Tekemt 5? 
1879; this was delivered to Menelik by Antonelli on Aug. 28, 1887* Menelik 
acknowledged Ital. representations in Paris and gave notice of his flag at 
Lake Assal "in segno della mia assoluta sovranitst"; he again charged Umberto 
to settle the matter on his behalf in Paris.
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depressed further the disappointment over Jibuti,

On February 20, 1888, Lagarde reported that the French proteges at

Zeila were demoralised and believed that French inaction showed weakness in
1establishing a port at Jibuti. Makonen demonstrated that he shared their 

disillusionment by trying to get Lagarde to return his letter of November 1, 

1087, promising to divert caravans from Zeila.“ It is probably not a 

coincidence that Zimmermann was then in Aden again sounding out the British 

Agency on the use of Zeila by Menelik for the import of arms. Even after 

Savoure’s arrival in Harar, it was obvious that Jibuti had not replaced Zeila 

as the natural outlet for Harar. At the end of February 1889, Rimbaud 

complained from Harar that the Issa would not go there because the road was 

more difficult after turning off the Harar-Zeila route and because^arriving

at Jibuti, they still did not find adequate communications or other commercial
3installations.

It is obvious from reviewing Menelik's overtures to the Aden Agency and 

to the French local agents and Government that he favoured contact with both 

Aden and Obock. However, in practice, initiatives reflected the greater 

responsiveness of the French local agents and traders rather than any pre

dilection for France. It is certainly misleading to assume that he was 

hostile to the British and tried to oppose them. However, while the arms

1. Afrique/135, f. 80-81.
2. Ibid. VC
3* Printed in Stjrfejd.e, Rimbaud in Abyssinia, p. +̂76; also, Labosse to 
D ’Aubigny, Suez, Dec. 11] 1889, F.O.M. Af. Pol./l4l, Obock, Cor. Gen. (1890).
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trade with Jibuti finally started up at the end of 1888, there were no signs 

of a change in Aden. By the time Makonen was sent to Italy in October 1889 , 

he had a long list of complaints from Menelik of the causes for his exasper

ation with the British. They reduced, however, to only one thing, that the
1British ignored him. To interpret this as an outburst of hostile suspicion

is to ignore that increasingly from 1885, Menelik had come to believe that

the British had brought Italy to Massawa and was supporting her African 
2policy. A complaint lodged in Rome was to some extent a means of arousing 

attention in London. It was not really an expression of confirmed dis

like.It became evident, furthermore, that after 1889 the Italian entente 

was also intended to revive on a firmer ground the Zimmerman overtures.

During 1887 9 it is clear that Menelik was approaching the coastal powers 

by parallel moves which were partly independent of each other until a particu

larly warm response, as in the opening of a Franco-Shoan port, precluded some 

less promising vein. Discriminating among the Powers, however, was impossible 

as long as there was no choice offered and this circumstance did not arise 

until after 1890. In the meantime, Menelik could only follow the course of 

least frustration. Combined with the pull of other factors of political 

diplomacy, this course led to Italy.

1. Makonen to Crispi, Rome, Oct. 1889, A.S. MAI, 8/2-9, a series of 
rebuffs since 1867 beginning with their supposed preference for John and 
continuing without Mil meno segno di amicizia".

2. Antonelli to M.A.E., Entotto, May 11, 1886, "Rapporti sullo Scioa", 
No. V; see also, Rodd, Memories, III, p. 16̂ +, of Menelik's claim in 1897 
that British had brought Italy to Massawa.
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Chapter VI
THE ITAL0-SH0AN ENTENTE

The Italo-Shoan Entente dominated Menelik!s diplomacy from 1888 

until 1891, at first because pressures made it a necessity and then, 

because he attempted, in vain as it proved, to make it conform to his 

intentions. The entente rested upon a series of commitments made by 

Menelik in exchange for the Italian Governments undertaking to carry 

out certain specific forms of co-operation. Beginning with an agreement 

to provide arms and to abstain from making any annexations in the north 

in return for a promise of Shoan neutrality in October 1887, this co

operation was fundamentally altered by an offer from Menelik in July 

1888 for an active alliance against John. It culminated in May, 1889 

in the reciprocal engagements of the Treaty of Uccialli which were 

intended by Menelik, to regulate, on his accession to the imperial throne, 

future relations between the Empire and the Italian colony of Eritrea, 

assuring him continued preference by the Italian Government*

The entente was as significant a departure from the parallel 

diplomacy which Menelik was pursuing at the beginning of 1887 as his 

initial turn from the diplomacy of commerce to political diplomacy in 

I884. While both were forms of political diplomacy, the Italian entente 

was different in its purpose. Unlike efforts to open a trade route and 

to facilitate the eastward movement, the entente was intended as a direct 

means of resolving internal problems. Formerly initiatives had been
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limited to securing arms or particular territory for Shoa, but after 

1888 Menelik was engaged in regaining freedom of action from the Enperor 

and then in securing hegemony over northern Ethiopia through the co

operation of a foreign, albeit neighbouring, Power,

Italian policy is fairly clear during these years, Antonelli was

instructed in March 1887 to sound out Menelik on an alliance against
1 6 the Emperor. After a trip to Italy in July 1888, at Menelik1s insistence,

Antonelli returned with a draft treaty which was signed following John* s

sudden death as an extension of the Italo-Shoan Treaty of 1883, that isA

as part of Antonelli*s own policy of gradual predominance through 
2preference. Only on his return to Italy for the Treaty*s ratification

was this personal policy overturned by Crispi*s determination to have

Italian influence in Ethiopia preserved through a formal protectorate
3for the sake of his European diplomacy. Once done, the notification of 

a protectorate to the Powers fixed Italian policy rigidly, and the later 

development of Antonelli*s effort to train Menelik to rely on Italy was 

sacrificed to the narrow objective of getting him to acquiesce in the 

Italian pretensions.

By comparison, Menelik*s intentions and consequently his policy, 

have not been well understood. Emphasis on his ambition to become

1. L.V. "Etiopia", No. 117 and Annesso I, pp. 260-261.

2. See, Antonelli to MAE, Entotto, May 11, 1886, "Rapporti sullo Scioa", 
no. V; Giglio, "Article 17", pp. 223-22^ and p. 230.

3- Giglio, "Article 17", pp. 228-229-
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1Enperor has tended to obscure his concern not to risk his freedom of

action by some precipitous challenge to John. There seems little doubt

that he wanted not only to regain the imperial honours lost in 1878, but
2to have the power as well. There is also evidence, however, that he

3was content to bide his time amassing the wealth of the Galla conquests. 

The reasons for an entente with Italy against John occurring when it did 

have been overlooked by the assumption that ambition was always the 

ruling force in his judgement.

To a large extent the Italian entente grew out of Menelik1s response 

to events outside his control. His response, moreover, was restricted 

by the fact that Italy became embroiled in a war with John at a time when 

Shoa had failed to secure unfettered access to the sea for the arms trade; 

when relations with the French were promising but unproved and with the 

British at a standstill; and when the subjugation of the peoples to 

the south, west and east was unfinished. The entente represented, how

ever, an active attempt to come to terms with circumstances not of his 

own choosing.

Menelik*s initial reaction to news of the attack on the Italians 

near Dogali was consistent with his policy of urging the Italians to

1. E.g., in: Conti-Rossini, Italia, p. 3 and P- 3&; Salimbeni, Diario,
p. 182; others cited in Rubenson, MWichale XVII”, p. 22 and following.

2 . Afeworq, ’’Menelik”, p. 35; Cecchi, L*Abissinia Settentrionale, p. 17; 
Antonelli to Crispi (1888), cited in L.V. ’’Occupazione Keren”, No. 11,
p. 16.

3* Keller, Ilg, pp. 29-315 Soleillet to MAE, Ankober, June 13, 1883,
FOM, Af.Pol./l5o, "Affaires de Zeilah”; Rimbaud to Dir. "Bosphore 
Egyptien”, Pleiade, "Correspondence”, no. CXXX.
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pacify the Emperor. Menelik took part officially in the public display of

delight at the first news of the Italian defeat which reached Entotto
1with a messenger from Ras Alula and was celebrated on March 13• In

private with Antonelli, he was careful to express disapproval of Alula
2and insisted that the Bnperor himself was indignant. Confirmation from

Assab on March 13 (or 29) made it clear that no large force had been

destroyed, as Alula had claimed, and must have revealed to Menelik that

the encounter was more a provocation to Italian power than a setback.''*

Such a prospect was a grim one. According to Henon, Menelik fully
4expected an Italian invasion. Nevertheless, Menelik showed that, 

whatever the likely fate of John, he was loath to be forced to choose

sides. Encouraged by a conciliatory letter received from John on March
531 and by assurances from Antonelli that the Italians wanted justice

g
but no annexations, Menelik charged Antonelli with taking a letter to

King Umberto, asking that peace be re-established and said that he was
7sending a copy to John.

1. Borelli, Ethiopie, p. 21**; Antonelli to MAE and to Gene, Entotto, 
April 2, 1887, L.V. "Etiopia”, nos. 118 , p. 264 and 119, Annesso, p. 266.

2. Ibid., Antonelli.

3 . Antonelli to MAE, Dihoita (Aussa), July 10, 1887, L.V. "Etiopia”, 
no. 120, p. 268.

4. Afriquq/103, f« 293-
3- Despatch of Antonelli, April 2 and July 10, 1886, L.V. "Etiopia” , nos. 
118, p. 264; 119, p« 266; and 120, p. 268.

6 . Ibid.

7. Ibid.; at the moment of departure, when it was rumoured that peace 
had been made, this was withdrawn (p. 268 and Antonelli to Comm. Assab, 
Dinghai Mesghis, May 23, 1887, A.S.MAI, 36/4-*+0).
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It appears that Menelik genuinely preferred peace at this juncture.

He already had demonstrated in Wollo, in early 1886, his concern for

allaying the suspicions of John about close relations with Italy. Hence

it is not surprising that he assumed, for the time being, the role of

mediator in 1887. In fact, Antonelli concluded that he had no other

choice. However, the fact that he offered Antonelli assurances of the

Emperor's disapprobation of Alula, as well as his own, before the arrival

of John's letter suggests that he genuinely wanted to intercede to

prevent the incident from leading to an Italian invasion which might

enrage John against both the Italians and Shoa. If he was also insuring

that he might wait out events with less ambiguity regarding his loyalty

to John, he did so without giving Antonelli the slightest hint that an

Italian invasion would get any assistance or even be welcomed by Shoa.

On the contrary, Antonelli was convinced that Menelik would never

decide on his course of action unless Italy was actually engaged militarily

with the Enperor. He did not expect Menelik in any event to make a

formal agreement to co-operate against John. The most that Antonelli

hoped for was that he would not intervene in time to be of use to either

side. By August 20, 1887, Ragazzi wrote Antonelli that there was little

to fear from the effective aid Menelik would give John, but> at the same
3time, Mno hope for any co-operation from him in our favour”.

1. L.V. "Etiopia", no. 118, p. 263.

2. Ibid., no. 120, Annesso I, p. 268.

3 . Enclosure, Antonelli to Crispi, Entotto, Sept. 19, 1887, A.S. MAI 
36/4-41.
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Almost certainly Menelik wished to avoid a clash with the Italians,

Mfrom whom he expects much" Antonelli noted in April 1887. In one of

the letters finally entrusted to Antonelli for Umberto, Menelik himself

drew particular attention to the importance he placed on the arms con-
2tracts with Antonelli. However, some time before leaving Shoa in May,

Antonelli intimated to Menelik that the Italian Government expected
3friendly co-operation from him in its difficulties with John. The

terms of Italo-Shoan friendship in the crisis must have been well

understood by Menelik. War, on the other hand, meant an end to the import

of arms, and in fact, on May 1, 1887, the Italian Government declared a
Ablockade on the coast between Massawa and Anfila Bay. This was never

5applied to Shoa except with regard to the other Powers, but the threat

was implicit in the state of war.

At the same time, a private Italian traveller, Traversi, who was in

Shoa in April, wrote that "whoever knows this country [Ethiopia] a little
£

knows ... how much Menelik fears the Emperor". Both Rimbaud and Ilg 

were convinced that Menelik was unable to withstand the immediate pressure

1. L.V. "Etiopia", No. 119, Annesso, p. 267.

2. Menelik to Umberto, Entotto, Miazia 30, 1879 (May 7, 1887), A.S.MAI
36/ A - A 0 .
3 . L.V. "Etiopia", No. 120, p. 268.

A. Depretis, Circular, May 1, 1887, Conf. (XXIII), No. 753* P- 123•

3. See: Salisbury to Kennedy, June 7, 1888, F.O. **03/91, No. 113 (?);
also ^ 3/9 2, No. 1A7 .

6 . Traversi to his Uncle, Entotto, April 16, 1887, Traversi MS No. 8.
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1of John*s military superiority. When John called Ras Michael and his
2forces from Wollo at the beginning of April, the likely train of

movements which would oblige a reorientation of Shoan forces away from

more material interests in the provinces to support imperial strategy

or to oppose John must have begun to concern Menelik.

There can be little question that Menelik was an opportunist, as

befitted his relative weakness and ambitions, but he was a cautious and

hesitating one. While he probably appreciated the usefulness of a Power

at Massawa hostile to John, he could not have welcomed the Italians in 
3that role. With John*s sufferance, he had relied on the Italians for 

arms and other aid, but since 1885 he had fended off having to choose 

them openly in preference to the Emperor, whose military superiority he 

could not check. If it was unlikely that John would try to manoeuvre 

and supply a vast joint army, any reorientation northwards of Shoan forces 

to cover the Wollo or to permit Menelik to defy John exposed Harar and

the more distant Galla conquests to rebellion and possible interference.

Moreover, it is unlikely that Menelik wanted to see his own policies 

compromised without the certainty that the Italians would succeed swiftly 

in theirs. On the contrary, his reaction to events during 1887 suggests 

that he would have preferred avoiding a crisis then altogether.

Moreover, there was opposition in Shoa to any policy which might

1. Rimbaud to Dir. MBosphore Egyptien", (Aug. 1887), Pleiade, "Corres
pondence”, no. CXXX; and Stace to Baring, Aden, Nov. 6 , 1888, F.O.
^03/92, No. 196, inclosure.

2. L.V. "Etiopia", No. 119, Annesso, p. 267-

3 . Cf., Traversi, Let Marefia, p. 283, "lieto".
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lead to fighting with John over the Italians. Many of Menelik*s followers 

objected to such a conflict, it appears, either because they did not 

want to risk the advantages they enjoyed in Shoa and the conquered 

territories, or because they disliked Europeans, or both. In practice 

this was a counsel of submission, but it did not necessarily depend on 

the degree of loyalty to Menelik. It was probably inspired by caution 

and the distrust for foreigners of traditional conservatism rather than 

sympathy for John. This was probably the majority and almost certainly 

the most influential opinion in Shoa. Whatever groups might have sup

ported involvement with Italy for the sake of the arms trade at the cost 

of a break with John or favoured casting off Shoan allegiance to him, 

they seem from the accounts of the Europeans to have been less articulate 

or to have urged in secret. The opponents were vociferous and seem to 

have been the equivalent of public opinion.

Antonelli reported from Entotto on September 19, 1887 that a

party favourable to John had prevailed at court "and today includes the

most influential and feared people". In July he had commented that
2Menelik was "surrounded ... by a strong nucleus of northerners" who*, he 

claimed, sympathised with the Emperor and shared the antagonism with Italy 

which was prevalent in Tigre and Amhara after the occupation of Massawa
•Z

in 1883. "The party," he noted on September 19, "grew from small to

1. Antonelli to Crispi, A.S.MAI 36/^-^1.

2. L.V. "Etiopia", No. 120, p. 268.

3- Ibid.
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numerous and powerful until it got a leader in the person of Queen

T a i t u . T a i t u ,  he claimed, regarded his unexpected return to Shoa

on August 27 with suspicion, because she believed he intended to tempt
2Menelik away from his obedience to John. Taitu1s followers appear from 

this report to have been the Gondari mercenaries in Menelik1s service, 

and Antonelli singled out Degaz Makorie and Degaz Mesciascia-Workie. 

Makorie, in fact a Tigrean, was the Turk-Basha (commander of the 

riflemen) and had recently married a relative of Taitu. According to

Antonelli he governed a province which had been taken away from a Shoan
3and had replaced a devoted supporter of Menelik in his post.

4Mesciascia-Worki was an intimate advisor of Menelik, who governed

Dherra, a district on the strategic Abai frontier, and was known,
5Antonelli said, to be John's agent. Antonelli described Degaz 

aMangascit-Atikem, a Goggiamie governing Ifat, as "an adventurer ...

with an army of adventurers from Goggiam and the north".^ He claimed

that Degaz Olie, Taitu*s brother, was devoted to John and that

Mesciascia-Seifu, a cousin of Menelik commanding in Anzaro, was a
7rebel and a client of John. The party Antonelli described,

1. A.S.MAI 36/4-4I.

2. Ibid.

3. Ibid.

4. See Antonelli to MAE, Entotto, Feb. 20, 1885, Giglio, vol. Ill, No. 
435> P* 132? Soleillet, Voyages, p. 93*

5. Antonelli to Crispi, Entotto, Sept. 19, 1887, A.S.MAI, 36/4-41*

6. Ibid.

7. Ibid.
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therefore, was not strictly of Gondari, but mostly of Amhara, from

outside of Shoa. Earlier he had implied that this party included all

of the northerns Mat court and in the army with the clergy, master and

arbiter of all policy in Ethiopia, at its headM.

Similarly, Traversi, in a private letter also written at Entotto

on September 19, 1887 stated that, besides a pro-Shoan party supporting

Menelik, there was a pro-John party of Taitu, the clergy and generals

sent by the Emperor, who, he claimed, occupied the most important

commands. According to Traversi, Taitu was John*s creature, and Menelik
2was closely watched by the Tigreans in his service. To this description 

Ilg added that several thousand Tigrean soldiers in Shoa, paid by 

Menelik, were entirely devoted to John.^ Borelli, referring to events 

at Ankober in October and November 1886, confirmed Antonelli*s assertion 

that Mesciascia-Worki had been placed near Menelik by John and corrobora

ted the impression that Makorie had displaced a loyal follower of Menelik
kas Turk-basha, adding that this was accomplished at Taitu*s instigation.

Sympathy for John in Shoa was almost certainly exaggeraged by at 

least Traversi and Antonelli, who seem to have mistaken hostility 

towards Europeans and personal rivalries for it. While stating that

1. Antonelli to MAE, Entotto, April 2, 1887, L.V. "Etiopia11, No. 118, 
p. 265.

2. Traversi to his uncle and Augusto, Entotto, Sept. 19, 1887, Traversi 
MS/13; the identity of date probably resulted from the departure of a 
courier for the coast, but the similarity of information suggests that 
their views were not independent.

3* Stace to Baring, Aden, Nov. 6 , 1888, F.O. **03/92, 196 inclosure.

*f. Borelli, Ethiopie, pp. 151 and 15**.
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Taitu was Makorie1s patroness, Borelli did not say that they were

partial to John or that their intrigue went beyond court politics.

Rather he suggested that Makorie appreciated the usefulness of the
1Europeans in Shoa. Taitu was unlikely to have undermined her position

by conspiring against Menelik, but she was suspicious of the Europeans
2whom she disliked and very sensitive in any question of her pre- 

3rogatives.

By 1886, Taitu almost certainly exercised the great influence over 

Menelik with which Europeans and Ethiopians credit her. She had con-
ksiderable intelligence and good sense as well as being strong-willed.

Her marriage in the religious ceremony gave her a position of absolute

security in the court. Moreover, she was a fair skinned, if corpulent,
5 6 beauty, and Menelik* s weakness for women was noted. The impact on

foreign policy of her influence, however, is not very certain until

after 1889. Her foremost concern appears to have been with court

intrigue in which she had been active enough by 1886 to be hated in 
7 jsome quarters, and she eventually alienated many of the Shoan officers by

1. Borelli, Ethiopie, pp. 15*+ and 190.

2. See, Pahkhurst, "Misoneism", p. 300; Asfa Yilma, Haile Selassie, 
pp. 10*4— 105; Traversi, Let Marefia, p. 286; Borelli, Ethiopie, p. 128; 
DeCoppet, Vol. I, note (5), p* 1911 with other references.

3. Audon, "Voyages”, p. 131-

*f. Heruy Walda Sellassie, cited by Falcone, Menelik, p. 70; Salimbeni, 
Diario, p. 152; Berkeley, Adua, p. 192, citing a first hand account.

5. Audon, "Voyages", p. 131 -

6 . Antonelli to MAE, Entotto, May 11, 1886, "Rapporti sullo Scioa", No.V.

7- Borelli, Ethiopie, p. 128.
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the preferment of her own relatives and friends. She appears to have

been a partisan of John only in so far as she did not wish to
2sacrifice his good will for that of detested Europeans.

Even Mesciascia-Worki was a self-seeking arch intriguer rather than

a true partisan. He seems to have kept a foot in both camps and later
3was nicknamed by the Europeans "the Abyssinian Bismark". He was one

kof the few in Shoa to ingratiate himself with the very critical Bianchi
3and left Longbois believing he had won him over to France. A native

of Gondar, he had early thrown off allegiance to Theodore in hope of
£

advancing himself by service to Menelik. Disdaining the timidity of the
nwar council in 1878, he had gone out with Gobana to attack the Tigreans.

g
Menelik then used him as an intermediary with John and apparently

9consulted him both regarding the French traders and the Italians

1. DeCoppet, vol. I, note (3 ), p- 191» Marcus MLast Years", p. 230.

2 . Conti-Rossini, Italia, p. 3*

3« Maschov, "Secondo Viaggio", p. 863; see also, Massaja, I Miei, Vol. 
XI, p. 2 6.

*+. Bianchi, Alla Terra, p. 189.

5. Longbois to MAE, Paris, Nov. 1*t (or 13, 16), 1883, Afriqu^105,
f. 216.

6 . Walda Maryam, Theodoros (Mondon Vidailhet), p. 65; Merab, Impression^
II, p. 75-
7- Cecchi, Da Zeila, Vol. I, p. ^39-

8. Chronique I, p. 183*

9 . Soleillet, Voyages, p. 93; Antonelli to Mancini, Entotto, Feb. 1885, 
Giglio III, No. ^33, p. 133; Antonelli to MAE, Entotto, May 11, 1886,
"Rapporti sullo Scioa", no. V.
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until he was disgraced in 1893 for his part in a conspiracy with one
1of Menelik*s cousins after which he quickly restored himself to favour.

The Goggiami, Gondari and northerners in Menelik*s service were,
2by Antonelli*s own evidence, mercenaries and adventurers. With the

possible exception of the Tigreans, whose homeland was threatened by

the Italians, it is hardly likely that they would have jeopardized

rewards they could not have hoped for from the poorer provinces which
3John had at his disposal. In order to save his province, Olie had

2ffought alongside Woldie against the Tigrean invasion of 1878. Antonelli 

specifically stated that Ifat, Mangascia-Atikem*s province, was the 

centre of an anti-colonial party which also included the older genera

tion of Shoan officers and soldiers who feared that expansion would
3lead "Arabs and Europeans with superior weapons into the country".

In practice such caution would have abetted submission to John in so far 

as his military superiority assured that he could interrupt their 

profitable activities, while their distraction opened the gates to foreign 

intrusion. However, there was no question of conflicting loyalties

1. See below, Chap. VII, p.S'i0 , and Conti-Rossini, Italia, note (1), 
p. 6 9. See also: DeCoppet, note (2), p. 183; Conti-Rossini, Etiopia, 
p. 37- N.b., John did not send him to England, but a quite different 
John Mesciascia-Worki (Hewett to Granville, Asmara, June 9, 1884, and 
other correspondence in F.O. 1/31)«

2. Antonelli, Memo. "Zemeccia", Nov. 1887, "Rapporti Antonelli", VII,
annesso.

3- Ibid.; Zewde Gebre Sellassie would not except the Tigreans.

k. Cecchi, , Vol. I, p. -̂21.

3. Ibid. Antonelli, Memo. "Zemeccia", see note 2 above.
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involved, but of interests; their future was no less bound to Menelik1s.

Similarly, except for the Tigrean priests sent after 1878 to impose
1religious conformity, the clergy were not necessarily partisans of

John. However, at least part of the clergy and the Abuna of Shoa,

Mateos, decried Menelik*s innovations and vehemently objected to his
2toleration of the Catholic missionaries. Antonelli asserted that

Mateos was devoted to John, and,apparently as war between Shoa and the

imperial forces became imminent towards the end of 1888, his relations
3with Menelik became very tense. While Mateos exerted undoubtedly

ifgreat influence until his death in 1927? his position and future to

some extent depended on Menelik, who in fact supported his claim after
5the death of John to primacy over the Abuna of Tigre. Although senti

ment and ambition may have been at odds while John resisted foreign 

encroachment, the role of peacemaker, which Mateos forcefully assumed 

in December 1888, suggests that he was primarily concerned with averting 

civil war. In addition he seems to have been a channel to the king for 

public opinion. In mid-1887, Menelik suspended an expedition on his

1. Antonelli to MAE, Entotto, Sept. 19, 1887, A.S.MAI 36/^-^ 1•

2. Vanderheym, Avec Menelik, p. 72; Jarosseau, XKavj , Capuci^i*Paris, 
bobine 1, f. 106, entry of June 22, 1889.

3. L.V. "Etiopia", No. 207, p. 393-
*f. DeCoppet, note (11), Chronique I, p. 191, brought by John and en
throned Oct. 29, 1881; also Borelli, Ethiopie, p. 192.

3. G«ndolfi to Crispi, no. 6l4, Massawa, Dec. 29, 1890, A.S.MAI 36/13- 
103.

6. See below, p. XTl



intercession in behalf of the officers who complained that the season

was too far advanced. In any case, the clergy were not the final
2arbiters Antonelli claimed they were.

No organised parties seem to have existed. Opposition arose from

sentiments shared in general by disparate groups and for personal

reasons. According to Antonelli, the anti-colonial opinion must have

been held both by the Goggiami adventurers and the northern mercenaries

of Mangascia-Atikem and by some of the Shoans who, according again to
3Antonelli, disliked their presence and the cost of supporting them.

At the same time, the loyalty of this older generation of Shoan followers

of Menelik was beyond question; in Antonelli*s estimation, they were
4"devoted, but little daring".

The most outstanding example, and perhaps not untypical of the older 

generation of Shoan notables, was Menelik*s uncle, Ras Darghie. He 

treated Menelik with loyal respect as the legitimate heir of Sahle 

Sellassie, and Menelik deferred to him as the elder of the family, appa-
srently without jealousy, despite his popular acclaim as a valiant warrior.

1. Ragazzi to Antonelli, Let Marefia, Aug. 20, 1887, A.S.MAI, 36/4-41.

2. Audon, "Voyages", p. 13$; Cecchi, L*Abissinia Settentrionale, p. 17 
and note (1) , p. 1**.

3- Antonelli, Memo. "Zemeccia", Nov. 1887, "Rapporti Antonelli", no. VII, 
annesso.

4. Ibid.

5- Falcone, Menelik, p. 48, citing Heruy Walda Sellassie; Massaja,
I Miei, Vol. 11, p. 6 9; Cecchi, __ . Vol. I, p. 279*
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His intelligence, influence and good sense made him the principal Shoan

notable, and he and Gobana were the first to be raised to the rank of

ras. He exercised frontier commands, first on the Abai and by 1886

among the Arui«i ^ where firearms must have been particularly valued.

He had a fond memory of Rochet D'Hericourt, and Cecchi found him always

ready to welcome Europeans from gratitude for the British having

liberated him from Magdala.^ In fact, he treated European visitors with
ifconsiderable courtesy. He also told Chiarini, a member of the Italian

Expedition, that the subordination of Shoa to Tigre was humiliating^
5and he disliked the imposition of the religious conformity. Neverthe

less, he was said to be of the "old party”, the party of reaction sup-
6posedly led by Taitu against all Europeans. Audon claimed that Darghie

7dreaded Europe*s "invading civilization and enchroachments". He also 

seems to have been a prudent realist. In 18731 safely behind the Wollo
g

buffer, he had urged Menelik to reject John*s demands for tribute; in

1. Cecchi, , Vol. I, p. ^6 7; Borelli, Ethiopie, p. 130;
Soleillet, Voyages, p. 285.

2. Soleillet, Voyages, pp. 287, 27&; Borelli, Ethiopie, p. 130.

3- Cecchi, , Vol. I, p. +̂6 7; see also, Soleillet, Voyages,
pp. 283 and 297-298.’

4. Ibid.; Bianchi, Alla Terra, p.

3. Cecchi, , Vol. I, p. *f6 8.

6 . "Note Sommaire et Personnelle pour le Ministre: Affaires dfEthiopie",
unsigned, but by Lagarde, Paris, 189 ,̂ Afriqu e/138, ff. 2 and ^35*

7. Audon, "Voyage", p. 131 (May 188^-Sept. 1887).

8 . Afeworq, "Menelik", p. 2 7.
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1878, faced with the formidable Tigrean army within reach of the Shoan

capital, with the majority of the Shoan war council, Darghie advised

coming to terms. Dejaz Ghermami, another older man who was in great
2favour, was friendly and did business with the French traders. He was

a close counsellor of Menelik, especially in the accounts of the arms
3trade and, later, in the repayment of the Italian loan. Although he

2*also had urged defiance in l873i it is unlikely that he wished to 

throw caution to the winds for the sake of Italy. He does not seem to

have been very intrepid, but, having grown very rich as the virtual
3 <1treasurer and comptroller for Menelik, he probtbly viewed civil war 

with great anxiety as Mangascia-Atikem must have for Antonelli to have 

mistaken him for a partisan of John.

Nor can it be assumed that the more intrepid younger soldiers and

officers whom Menelik relied on for the conquest and government of the

Galla countries to the west and southwest were willing to risk the loss

of their spoils in a doubtful "showdown" with imperial forces.^

1. Cecchi, , Vol. I, pp. ^30 and ^39; Bianchi, Alla Terra,
pp. ^32-^33.
2. Audon, "Voyage", p. 13^; also, Borelli, Ethiopie, p. 131 (Sept.
1886), noting he was then 70 years old and in debt to Tian at Aden.

3 . Antonelli to Crispi, Addis Ababa, Dec. 29, 1890, "Missione Antonelli", 
Part II, doc. Ill, p. 63•

A-. Afeworq, "Menelik", p. 27-

3- Conti-Rossini, Italia, note p. 6k (n.b., he was not an uncle, 
however); also, Cecchi, ~ , Vol. I, p. 273; Borelli, Ethiopie,
pp. 131 and 130.

6 . Re. these commanders in Oct.-Nov. 1887, see: Borelli, Ethiopie,
pp. 230, 260, 273, 278 and 283.
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A more reasonable description of opposition in Shoa to Menelik1s

foreign policy was given by Antonelli after John*s death. In September

1889 he wrote that the Shoan court was composed of two elements - one

favourable to the maintenance of close relations with Europe as a means

for Menelik to acquire firearms; the other absolutely opposed to such

a policy. The former believed that contact with Europe was necessary

to strengthen Menelik and included "the young generals raised and

educated with Menelik". The latter feared that he would lose his

independence no matter how many arms he got and included the priests
2led by the Abuna. A party disapproving the introduction of European

culture also has been mentioned by Ilgfs biographer.^

Hostility towards Europeans rather than conflicting loyalties

almost certainly was the basis of opposition. While it is not certain

to what extent John had been a champion in Shoa, as well as in Tigre

and Amhara.,against the Italian and Mahdist invaders, it is certain that

traditional dislike of foreigners was as pervasive in Shoa as in the rest

of Ethiopia. Rimbaud wrote in August 1887: "foreigners are wanted no

less in Shoa and among the Galla than in Tigre - neither their presence,
Atheir influence, nor their interference". The prideful and disdaining

1. Antonelli to Pisani Do SSL, Rome, Sept. 19* 1889, printed by Zaghi, 
"Diario", p. 3 and following.
2. Ibid.

3. Keller, Ilg, p. 2 9.

k. Rimbaud to Dir. "Bosphore Egyptien", (Cairo, Aug. 1887), Pl£iade, 
"Correspondence", no. CXXX.
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1dislike of the Tigreans was notorious.

The occupation of Massawa had heightened suspicion of Europeans

and aroused particularly strong antagonism towards Italy in northern

Ethiopia, giving rise to the belief that the Italians intended Mto take 
2the country” . The Italian occupation also provoked a wave of hostility

to foreigners in Shoa which lasted at least into 1886 and coincided

with objections by the so-called Pro-Tigrean Party of Taitu to Menelik*s
3close relations with Italy.

Although the degree to which hostility towards foreigners became

directed primarily against Italy in Shoa is uncertain, there is no

question that it inspired opposition to the innovations and contact with

Europe which resulted from Menelik* s policy of close relations with the

Powers. Referring to the early 1880s, Aubry wrote that, ”If His Majesty

Menelik is very anxious to see science and progress come into his

country, it is not so among his entourage [and] some of his own relatives

who regard all Europeans with suspicion; they fear ... falling prey to 
ifravishers”. At a much later date, Menelik himself is supposed to have 

said, ”The Ethiopians and I, ... like progress. The Empress, my nobles

1. See: Lemay to MAE, Sept. 13? 1885, Afrique/103, f* 137-139*

2. H. Smith to Baring, Report of Mission, Cairo, May 20, 1886, FO *+03/87*
no. 192, inclosure no. 1; sedalso, Portal to Salisbury, Zanzibar, June 
16, 1889, FO *+03/12*+, no. 9*

3 . Cf. Gonzague Lassere to Lagarde, Obock, April 11, 1886, FOM, Af.Pol./ 
130, Obock, Cor. Gen. (Aug.-Dec. 1887) and Antonelli to MAE, Entotto,
May 11, 1886, ”Rapporti sullo Scioa” , no. V.

*f. Aubry, ”Une Mission au Choa”, p. 710.
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and the clergy make war on us." In fact, as late as 1902, while the "parti

sans of progress as represented by European civilization" led by

Menelik were reportedly few, the supporters of traditional culture
2were said to be many and powerful. Ilg told the Italian Resident at

Addis Ababa in July 1890 that all of the great officers were opposed

to the presence of European political agents and formal ties, although
3they might approve of hiring workmen.

The Shoan population, moreover, seems to have been unenthusiastic 

by 1887, if not openly contrary to any major military undertaking. Rim

baud inferred from his visit to Shoa in early 1887 that Menelik would 

be precluded from siding with a foreign invader against the Emperor

by "general patriotic feeling and also the opinion of [his] own
Zfpeople [who dislike foreigners]." Antonelli reported in April, on the

other hand, that most people in Shoa did not wish to become involved in

a war with a European Power. Later in 1887 he stated that the Shoans

were tired of the extended raids and long expeditions which expansion 
£

had required. In addition, Shoan particularism already had caused

1. H. Le Roux, Chez La Reine de Saba, p. *+5, cited by Pankhurst,
"Misoneism", p. 300.

2. Fe3*zz§.ano to MAE, Addis Ababa, Jan. 1, 1902, conf. (XCIV), No. 2^73* 
pp. 31-33-
3- Salimbeni, Diario, p. 123-

*f. Starkie, Rimbaud in Abyssinia, p. 102.

3. L.V. "Etiopia", No. 118, p. 26^.

6 . Antonelli, Memo.: "Zemeccia", Nov. 1887, ’’Rapporti Antonelli",
No. VII, annesso.
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violent discord when a joint campaign with imperial forces had been

attempted against the Wollo revolt in 1886. At the end of August 1887,

Ragazzi reported that, while Menelik might consider lending John aid

in observance of his oath of loyalty, "his Shoans say that [as] they

pay tribute to the Emperor and are, so to speak, his gabbar [i.e.,

tributaries ], it is up to him to get out of this scrape and to go to
2war and that they do not want to fight on his account".

Menelik almost certainly did not want to side actively in any

conflict in the north. A command from John for assistance, nevertheless,

would have made inaction impossible. Being an opportunist, moreover,

Menelik probably did wish to be in a position to salvage, if not to

improve, his own power in the event of a collision there. In fact, while

seeking to avoid a crisis, Menelik was trying to preserve the good will

of both parties as well as calm his subjects.

Menelik was clearly inhibited by this opposition to his policy of

close relations with Europe and of relying on Europeans. According to

Audon, he often lamented the resistance to his policy; "he knows,"
3Audon concluded, "that no one will follow him [in his policy]."

Although he seems to have conducted foreign policy almost alone, he was 

not aloof from the resistance to his rule which it aroused, nor could he

1. Antonelli to MAE, Entotto, May 11, 1886, "Rapporti sullo Scioa", 
no. V.

2. Ragazzi to Antonelli, Let Marefia, Aug. 20, 1887, A.S. MAI 36/^-^1.

3. Audon, "Voyage", p. 132.
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1 6? ignore it with impunity even after Adua. In 1879 and again in 1883

Menelik had been forced to expell the missionaries, not only because of

John’s insistent orders, but because of the importuning of the clergy

and of a general outcry in Shoa, which continued to make their
2exclusion expedient after John’s death.

After 1885, those hostile to Europeans were armed with a fearsome 

argument. In ordering Menelik, in April 1883, to prepare for war after 

the occupation of Massawa, John threatened to retire through Shoa with

his imperial army into the Galla lands in the event of a defeat in
3Tigre. This menace was then used by the so-called opponents of close

krelations with Italy to intimidate Menelik and others. By September

1887, they were arguing that John would come first to destroy Shoa
5before the Italians could aid Menelik,

Support for Menelik*s foreign policy does not seem to have been 

forceful, especially when it risked collision with John’s forces. Ras 

Gobana and,probably the officers of Menelik’s generation were eager to 

buy firearms. Gobana in particular was closely involved with the

1. Ciccodicola to MAE, Addis Ababa, May *+, 1903- Conf. (XCIV), No.
2613, p. Vf.
2. Gonzague Lassere to Lagarde, Obock, April 11, 1886, FOM, Af.Pol./l30, 
Obock, Cor. Gen. (Aug.-Dec. 1887); Borelli, Ethiopie, p. l4*t.

3 . Antonelli to MAE, Entotto, May 11, 1886, "Rapporti sullo ScioaM, no.V.

*f. Ibid.

3. Traversi to His Uncle, and Augusto, Entotto, Sept. 19, 1887, Traversi 
MS/13; Antonelli to Crispi, same date, A.S.MAI 36/*t-^1.

6 . Borelli, Ethiopie, 232; Audon, MVoyageM, p. 132.
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French arms trader, Pino, and, according to Borelli, was not a

traditionalist,'*' An intrepid Galla warrior, he was said to have French
2sympathies, probably because the traders were French, and appears to

have been tolerant of religious dissidents if not a nominal convert to
3Christianity himself. He was the object of considerable jealousy at 

court, and particularly disliked Degiaz Olie, but was greatly trusted 

by Menelik and exercised considerable personal influence over the 

Galla states.^- Although of undoubted intelligence, he appears, however, 

to have been preoccupied with war. Nonetheless, his interest in the 

arms trade, and apparent unorthodoxy, may have been an important support 

for Menelik against the more articulate opposition. Of the other officers, 

only Degaz Tassema-Nado, another cousin, is mentioned as being in
5Menelik*s confidence for foreign in the conduct of foreign policy.

T*ssemi was a close friend as well as an advisor

1. Zaghi, "Diario", note (34) > P* 118; DeCoppet, vol. I, note (2),
p. 240.
2. Soleillet, Voyages, p. 10; Longbois to MAE, Paris, Nov. 14 (15 or
16), 1685, Afrique/105, f. 216.

3. Borelli, Ethiopie, p. 150; his Catholic secretary, Abba Joannes, 
refused to abjure and was in charge of the mission after 1879> see pp. 
110-111; and Audon, "Voyages”, p. 138; Gonzague Lassere to Antoine 
d fAbbadie, Aliu Amba, May 22, 1883, "Extraits", NAFR (10222), ff. 82-83*

4. Borelli, Ethiopie, pp. 150 and 403; Bianchi, Alla Terra, p. 232.

5. Salimbeni to Crispi, Entotto, Aug. 29* 1890, "Missione Antonelli", 
part II, no. 1, p. 53*
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and apparently shared his liberal outlook. Whatever the views of these

officers and Ras Gobana, either their support was ineffectual, or they

were unwilling to lend it in a challenge to John. After the occupation

of Massawa, when close relations with Italy and Menelik1s hesitation to

expell the Europeans and close the routes seemed to be leading to a

dangerous crisis with John, a Shoan war council at the end of November

1885 (or early December) decided that Menelik should go to meet John
2in V/olio to prove that he had not abandoned his allegiance. The council

3apparently had been guided by its fear of civil war.

Alone, probably, Menelik was responsible for adapting his policies

for continued reliance on Italy to the quickly changing circumstances of

1887-1889. By the beginning of September 1887 at least, he must have

been searching for a way to resolve the apparently incompatible demands

of submission to John and close relations with Italy. The end of the

rainy season always brought inaction to an end as well, and a council

of officers and notables gathering for the end of the rains was expected

to discuss, some time after October 1, the Shoan reaction to a war

between Italy and the Emperor. In addition, on September 12, Menelik

received a letter from John stating that there was no hope of peace
Awith Massawa and ordering him to close the Aussa route. A very

1. Marcus, "Last Years", p. 231, became Ras and made regent in 1909; 
Chronique I, p. 283 and note (2), p. I46.
2. Antonelli to MAE, Entotto, May 11, 1886, "Rapporti sullo Scioa", no.V.

3. Ibid.

k. Bienenfeld to Crispi, Aden, Nov. 1887, citing report from Antonelli 
of Oct. 9, 1887, A.S.MAI 36A-*f2.
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complicated policy of neutrality was evolved. It was not passive, 

but rather attempted actively to be on good terms with both sides 

without rupturing either relationship. The policy overtaxed Menelik*s 

diplomacy under the weight of events, but, in view of the choosing, it 

demonstrated an ability to meet conflicting demands in spite of grave 

uncertainties.

By mid-March 1887, Italian military preparations had been suspended

until the cool season at least. When Antonelli returned suddenly to

Entotto on August 27, having turned back at Aussa, he had been instructed

to sound out Menelik on co-operating, if not as an active ally against
2John, at least as a benevolent or absolute neutral. However, he found

that Menelik, although pleased apparently by his return with nev/s of

Italian representations regarding Lake Assal, "now lacks material certainty
3that Italy really would go to war". He doubted the valour of the 

Italian soldier. In spite of assurances from Antonelli, who pressed him 

to make up his mind to side with Italy, Menelik delayed an answer until 

after the rains, which clearly showed that he was not at all disposed to
4take a firm stand. Antonelli was convinced that he would wait for events.

From Antonelli*s reports it is obvious that, at his suggestion and 

perhaps on his insistence, Menelik formally agreed to remain neutral. It

1. Robilant to Antonelli, March 11, 1887, L.V. "Etiopia", No. 117, 
pp. 26o, 261.

2. Ibid., and Annesso I.

3 . Antonelli to Crispi, Entotto, Sept. 19, 1887, A.S.MAI 36/4-41.

4. Ibid.
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is also obvious that on his own, perhaps out of consideration for 

opinion in Shoa and the reaction of the Emperor - but clearly without 

Antonelli*s inspiration^- Menelik revived the policy of Shoan mediation* 

This policy, according to Antonelli, had been resolved in council on
pOctober 8 . By October 18, Abuna Mateos and Degaz Mesciascia-Worki

had been charged with approaching John, and within the next few days

they left for the Emperor*s camp.^ Contemporaneously, Menelik decided

to use Ragazzi, the retiring director at Let Marefia, as his special
kmessenger to Italy. On October 25, Ragazzi was charged with letters 

to Umberto and Crispi, explaining his keen desire and that of his chiefs* 

to avoid war, offering to mediate and asking that military operations 

should be suspended in the meantime.
£

When Ragazzi finally left for the coast on November 15, 1887, he 

also carried a secret treaty which Menelik had signed with Antonelli 

on October 20. According to this treaty, the Italian Government promised 

to continue to co-operate with the arms and to represent his rights, while

1. Antonelli to Crispi, Entotto, Sept. 19, 1887, A.S.MAI 36/̂ --̂ +1 and 
Antonelli to Crispi, Addis Ababa, Nov. 29, 1887, A.S.MAI 36/ ^ 2 .

2. Ibid. Bienenfeld to Crispi, Aden, Nov. 1887, citing report from 
Antonelli of Oct. 9, A.S.MAI J>6/k-k2.

3- Borelli, Ethiopie, pp. 258-259-

4. Antonelli to Crispi, Addis Ababa, Oct. 29, 1887, L.V. MEtiopiaM,
No. 126, p. 276.

5 . L.V. uEtiopia,!, No. 126, Annessi I and II, pp. 277 and 278.

6 . Traversi to Soc. Geo. Ital., Finfini, Nov. 15, 1887, Bol. SGI,
Serie III, vol. 1, p. 126.
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Menelik promised to be ready to assist them at every occasion. More 

specifically, the Italian Government undertook to deliver five thousand 

Remington rifles within six months to Menelik*s agent at Assab, and he
1guaranteed that these arms v/ould not be used against Italy’s interests.

The terms of the treaty were virtually identical with those of 

an Amharic draft by which Antonelli, as early as September 19, had

hoped to assure Shoan neutrality and about which he had already spoken
2to Menelik. Moreover, although he had not yet presented the draft, he

3
m m  reported confidently that it "only lack the King* s seal".

In spite of the vague promise "to aid the Government of His Majesty 

the King of Italy in all circumstances" (Art. 2), by Antonelli*s own
kaccount,Menelik was assuring his neutrality, not any active co-operation.

When recriminations arose in December 1888 over Menelik's inaction,

Antonelli was categorical in his reply: "Last year, Menelik never
5promised to assist us. He is neutral...." In fact it appears that 

Antonelli had been unable to obtain more. Antonelli proposed that Menelik 

promise not only to refrain from using the five thousand Remingtons to the 

detriment of Italy, but "on the contrary, to use them to the advantage of

1. Antonelli to Crispi, Addis Ababa, Oct. 29, 1887, L.V. "Etiopia",
No. 127, pp. 279-280; N.B., brought by Ragazzi, not Traversi, as
printed.

2. Antonelli to Crispi, Addis Ababa, Sept. 19? 1887, A.S.MAI 36/^-^ •

3. Ibid. 
k. Ibid.

3- L.V. "Occupazione Keren", No. 191 p. 2*f.
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Italy itself." In the treaty this qualifying clause had been modified

to Menelik1s advantage.

Nonetheless, the treaty was a new and unexpected development.

Menelik*s situation had not improved since April when Antonelli reported

that in no event would he make a formal agreement. On the contrary,

it had grown worse.

Menelik had waited out the rainy season in a state anxious for news 
2of events at Masawa and under the threat of being attacked after the

rains by imperial forces before John turned to deal with the Italians.

When news of Italian reinforcements reached Shoa in August he was still

not convinced that the Italians could successfully engage John*s forces.^

At the same time it was rumoured that John would invade Shoa before the
ifItalians could take the offensive in Tigre. By the time Antonelli

returned to Shoa John*s long silence and his presence at Debra Tabor

made Menelik suspect that he would try to raid Shoa before going to
5fight the Italians. Menelik was intimidated, according to Antonelli, 

by rumours of such a preventive strike against Shoa and the readily
g

refreshed threat of a Tigrean retreat through Shoa. Menelik in fact 

1.
2. See, Menelik to Rimbaud, (?) Seni 30, 1879 (June 1887), Pleiade,
p. klk; Menelik to Labosse, Nov. 8 (1887), FOM. Af.Pol./l^O, "Affaires 
de Zeilah".

3.
k. Borelli, Ethiopie, p. 2^9 (Entotto, July 26, 1887)•

3. Antonelli to MAE, Entotto, Sept. 19, 1887, A.S.MAI 36/Wfl.

6. Ibid.
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faced a serious dilemma. The arrival in Shoa at the end of August or

the beginning of September of an Armenian trader who had been diverted
1from Massawa by the total cessation of trade there with the Highlands

must have forewarned Menelik of the Italian blockade. The letter received

from John on September 12 specifically denounced it. The Treaty was

a guarantee that the blockade would not be extended to Shoa. Failure

to send Antonelli away, however, and to break with Italy compromised

him although the treaty was kept secret, and despite the renewed offer

to mediate. Before the leaders of the army in late October 1887

Menelik told Antonelli that, while Italy and the Emperor might be on the
2verge of war, MI love Italy”. He hastened to explain that, if both

the Emperor and Italy would agree to his proposal to mediate, he would

immediately send an embassy to Rome, but "If one or the other ... refuses,

I know what I must do; I shall never give my support to whoever chooses 
3war by force."

It is unlikely that this declaration was intended, as Antonelli
Asuggested, as a warning to John that Menelik might unite with Italy.

Such a warning must have been superfluous. Antonelli*s return had aroused 

the obvious and justified suspicion that he had been sent back to persuade

1. Antonelli to MAE, Entotto, Sept. 19, 1887, A.S,MAI 3 6 / ^ 1 .

2. Antonelli to Crispi, Addis Ababa, Oct. 29, 1887, L.V. "Etiopia", 
No. 126, p. 277.

3. Ibid.

*f. Ibid., pp. 277“278.
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Menelik to co-operate against John, and John was said to be well
2informed of Menelik1s relations with Italy. Although Menelik insisted

3that the treaty be kept secret, he could not so have misjudged John’s 

informants as to have expected its existence long to remain hidden. In 

fact, the passage of Ragazzi at Massawa on his way to Rome in November 

had the not unlikely effect of setting off rumours of an Italo-Shoan 

alliance.^

The declaration made in late October beyond encouraging Ragazzi*s 

mission by flattering Antonelli, almost certainly was intended for the 

officers Menelik had called to hear it. Publicly Menelik was justifying 

the neutrality he had agreed to secretly, probably in order to prepare 

them for an open change if the opportune moment should arrive for defying 

an order from John. It was the first public admission that foreign 

relations had created ties which were incompatible with superior allegiance 

to John. It was a hint of the admission made by the signature of the treaty 

that the approaching campaign season would compromise his allegiance, 

if the last overture for a peaceful settlement failed.

At the same time> the treaty, confirmed by this public admission, gave

1. Antonelli to Crispi, Entotto, Sept. 19, 1887, A.S.MAI 36/k-k'] , 
quoting Taitu.

2. Rimbaud, to Dir. MBosphore Egyptien”, Pleiade, ’’Correspondence”,
No. CXXX; Portal, Memo., Dec. 1887, F.O. ^+03/93, No. 20, inclosure k.

3 . Antonelli to Crispi, Addis Ababa, Oct. 29, 1887, L.V. ’’Etiopia”,
No. 127, pp. 279-280.

*+. Mantegazza, Da Massaua a Saati, p. 30.
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Menelik time to comply with preliminary orders from John, 

without jeopardizing the arms trade or future co-operation with Italy. 

Menelik had adopted a policy of insurance and procrastination as well 

as mediation.
1Traversi and Antonelli complained that Menelik was irresolute,

but his apparent indecision seems to have resulted from trying to

balance conflicting demands and from grave uncertainty of the forces

involved. Ilg, according to his biographer, thought that Menelik had

a clear head, and that he could be very strongwilled, Meven pig-headed”,

in internal affairs, but regarded foreign policy with care because he
2was on unsure ground. Menelik had very little information about the

plans of the Italians whose actions since 1885 had precipitated a

crisis for Shoan diplomacy. In the event, his uncertainty of their

determination proved an accurate guide.

If he had any precedent in mind during 1887, it is more likely that

it was the Egyptian campaigns of 187^-6 than the British Expedition

against Theodore. These had distracted John for a time but left him

more powerful by their defeat. Ras Alula*s victory was widely hailed

as proof of the invincibility of Ethiopian arms, and those hostile to
3Italy at court argued that the Italians were unreliable. Italy had 

failed to avenge the murders of Giul»etti, Bianchi and Porro and his

1. Letters of Sept. 19, 1887, A.S.MAI jG/k-k'] and Traversi MS/13.

2. Keller, Ilg, p. 118.

3 . Antonelli to Crispi, Entotto, Sept. 19, 1887, A.S.MAI
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companions, and this must have contrasted sharply with the vigorous action

of the British. Nor could Menelik any longer rely on John being diverted

from intervening in Shoa. The accute crisis in Shoa had passed by the

time Ragazzi left (Nov. 15), because it was rumoured that the Emperor

had negotiated a peace through the British. However, uncertainty persisted,

and panic returned as daily rumours of a preventive strike by the
1Emperor against Shoa were revived.

As the campaigning season began, the need for success in the initial

policy of pacification became more urgent to Menelik. The dislocation of

Shoan forces which probably had been impending, since the first, news of

the clash between Alula and the Italians, became increasingly imminent.

By November 6 , Menelik was expected soon to leave for Debra Berhan and
2to appoint Ras Gobana as governor in Entotto. Although this first step

towards a departure from Shoa was not then executed, Menelik admitted

that he was planning to go to meet John.^ John, in fact, was moving his

residence to Ashangi where Ras Michael had been called from Wollo in
kpreparation for the march of imperial forces into Tigre. Menelik may

still have believed that he could avoid having to move his forces into

Wollo. The officers commanding the Galla countries had apparently been
5sent to their districts at the end of October.

1. Traversi to Soc. Geo. Ital., Finfini, Nov. 15, 1887, Bol. SGI, Serie 
III, vol. 1, p. 127•

2. Borelli, Ethiopie, p. 262.

3 . Ibid., p. 263.

f̂. Portal, My Mission, p. 92.

5 . Borelli, Ethiopie, pp. 250, 260 and 262.
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Any hope, however, must have been dissipated within a few weeks, 

because it could have been sustained only if both Italy and John had soon 

agreed to Menelik1s proposal. On November 28, Menelik received a positive 

reply from John, written near the Wollo frontier. John repeated complaints 

that the Italians^ with British assent, had encroached on his territory, 

but added that he was willing to make peace if the Italians would reopen 

Massawa to trade and did not attack him.

Relations with Italy were now subjected to a considerable strain.

After John*s conciliatory letter, the so-called Pro-Tigrean Party in
2Shoa was strengthened in its insistence that Menelik march to join him.

John had not been disarmed by the proposal for mediation. Mesciascia-

Worki reported that his attitude was that "if Menelik proposes [to make

peace], let him try, and if he fails, there will be war"?  Moreover,

John was no less intransigent for having accepted. While he denied having

ordered Alula1s attack, and took precautions against a further initiative,

he rejected out of hand the possibility raised by Mesciascia-Worki
Athat a small portion of territory might be ceded in compensation.

Menelik was ordered, probably at the same time, to go to Borumieda 

with his forces to guard the Wollo and to assure communications as John*s

1. John to Menelik, Cioccio (EJggiu) , Hedar 12, 1880 (Nov. 21, 1887) , A.S. 
MAI Ital. trans. only.

2. Antonelli to Crispi, Addis Ababa, Nov. 29, 1887, A.S.MAI 36/^-^2.

3- DeSimone to Crispi, Assab, undated (rec!d. Jan. 4, 1888), citing 
letter from Antonelli dated Dec. 9, 1887, A.S.MAI 36/5-i+5-

k. Ibid.
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camp moved northwards. During the first week of December the Shoan
2commanders were recalled from the Galla territories because of the

likelihood of war> and the garrison of Harar was alerted to withdraw
3on a moment1s notice.

Menelik became impatient for a prompt reply from Italy. At the

beginning of December he again wrote to Umberto that he was anxious

to prove his goodwill towards both Italy and the Emperor by preventing
Aa conflict and pressing for a reply. The seriousness of his appeal is

reflected in the alarm expressed by Antonelli in forwarding a copy of

John’s answer to Rome. On November 29, he explained to Crispi that he

had been, and still was, unable openly to seek to dissuade Menelik from

his policy of pacification, because:

I see that the King attaches great importance [to being the 
mediator of peace]; ... a refusal now on our part ... could 
lead to disagreement between us and this Kingdom [Shoa] ... 
and perhaps, to a complete rupture.5

Counting on John to balk at actual negotiations, and hence, to bear the

onus of disappointing Menelik, Antonelli urged that the Italian Government

1. Chronique Vol. I, p. 250, without giving date; re. date, see:
L.V. MEtiopiaM, No. 133, p. 3^-
2. Borelli, Ethiopia pp. 230, 277-278, 283, entries while in Limmu,
Dec. 2-7, 1887.

3* Henon to Nisard, Paris, Jan. 19, 1888, Afrique/138, f. 59, citing a 
letter from Harar dated Dec. 12, 1887-

k. Menelik to Umberto, Entotto, date unclear, but after Nov. 28. Ital. 
trans. only transmitted in DeSimone to Crispi, tel., Assab, Jan. 6, 1888, 
A.S.MAI 36/5-^5; cf., L.V. "Etiopia”, No. 130, annesso, p. 130.
5. Antonelli to Crispi, Addis Ababa, Nov. 29, 1887, A.S.MAI 36/̂ -̂ +2.



1satisfy, at least formally, Menelik*s request. On December 19, he 

again reported Menelik:* s disappointment at not having yet received a 

reply. 2

The attempt to impose an alternative course more favourable to Shoa 

than continued conflict between Italy and the Emperor had, in fact, 

failed. While he continued to press for an answer, the consequences fcr 

Shoa were already being felt. Responsibility for maintaining Menelik*s 

authority in the Galla states had been transferred to the client king,
■zAbba Jifar of Jimma,^ and on the night of December 13/ 16, Makonen with-

kdrew towards Shoa, virtually abandoning Harar. A call to arms was

published by Menelik on December 27, and the same day he began to march
5towards Borumieda by way of Debra Berhan. The Galla countries had

been stripped of their Shoan forces before the open defiance of the King

of Kaffa and areas of unrest could be suppressed^ and the Ittu, almost

immediately on Makonen*s departure, interrupted communications along the
7highlands to Harar.

1. Antonelli to Crispi, Addis Ababa, Nov. 29, 1887, A.S.MAI 36/A-A2.

2. Antonelli to Crispi, Addis Ababa, Dec. 19, 1887, A.S.MAI 36/k-k2.

3 . Borelli, Ethiopie, p. 280, on Dec. 3, 1887.

k. Lagarde to Flourens, Obock, Feb. 20, 1888, Afriqu^138, f. 88; Henon 
to Nisard, Paris, Jan. 19, 1888, Ibid., f. 39; also, Stace, Memo.,
"State of Affairs at Harrar and Zeyla”, Aden, Jan. f̂, 1888, F.O. *+03/9% 
No. *+-9 , inclosure No. 3-

3. Chronique, Vol. I, p. 230, and footnote; Antonelli to Crispi, Let 
Marefia, Jan. 18, 1888, A.S.MAI 36/3-^6.

6 . Borelli, Ethiopie, pp. 230, 277-278.

7 . Antonelli to Crispi, Addis Ababa, Dec. 19, 1887, A.S.MAI J>6/k-k2, f.1.
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Meanwhile, in the Emperor1s camp, Mesciascia-Worki reported that

Menelik was still accused of having instigated a war in order to shield

his own rebellion. As a result, the prospect of the British bringing

about a peaceful settlement caused Menelik considerable apprehension. He

feared, Antonelli reported on December 19, that "if peace is made without
2his intermediation, the Errrperor will vent his anger against Shoa". There

can be no doubt that Menelik was worried about the progress of the

British peace mission of Portal to John. He had ordered Mateos to follow

John to Aschangi in order to report on it.^ While Menelik knew by
kDecember 22, from a letter from John, that this mission had demanded

territorial concessions, and consequently had failed, fear of the dangerous

consequences of a sudden peace negotiated by some means other than his own

mediation continued to worry him. By the end of December, 1887, he was

neither convinced that the Italians were determined to fight, nor that
5John would continue to refuse any territorial concession.

Double uncertainty compelled Menelik to urge two opposing, but not 

inconsistent, courses of action on the Italians. He hoped, Antonelli 

reported, that Italy would either pursue seriously its military action

1. Antonelli to Crispi, Addis Ababa, Dec. 19, 1887, A.S.MAI J>6/k-k2., f.1.

2. Ibid.

3. Ibid.

k. See below, p. . Cf., John to Grevy, Aschangi, Hedar 29, 1880 
(Dec. 8 , '183S), and Menelik to Grevy, Entotto, Tehas 12, 1880 (Dec. 21, 
188$), Afrique/138, ff. 75i 78 and 80, both sent via Harar, probably at 
John's request.

5.
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or accept his offer of mediation, in the meantime, he could only obey 
*1Johnfs orders. If Menelik continued the policy of pacification as an 

equivocation for taking advantage of the approaching war, Antonelli was un

aware of it and was also misled by Menelik*s apparently real doubt that 

the Italians would prove an effective counter to John. Having learned 

that the Italian Government refused to suspend military operations,

Menelik encouraged their war effort. He told Antonelli privately on 

about January 8 , 1888, when he was himself on the point of leaving for

Wollo, that he hoped their vindication of Dogali would be carried out
2 3successfully, and he instructed Antonelli to write to Rome to be firm.

He also began to insist that John was determined on war and would not
ifaccept direct negotiations.

Mediation having failed, encouraging Italian aggressiveness was the

resort of caution. It may also have expressed Menelik*s ambitions to

weaken or supplant John, but clearly reflected legitimate fears that Shoa

would bear the brunt of any Italian failure or second thoughts. In their

private audience, early in January, Menelik told Antonelli that ’’what

he now feared was not the war which the Italians v/ere going to fight with

the Emperor, but [rather] that a settlement might be reached, at the last
5moment, by means of a territorial cession to Italy”. In that case,

1. Antonelli to Crispi, Addis Ababa, Dec. 19, 1887, A.S.MAI J>6/h-k2.»

2. Antonelli to Crispi, Let Marefia, Jan. 18, 1888, A.S.MAI 36/3-^6.

3. Ibid.

4. Antonelli to Crispi, Ghib Biet, Dec. 3 %  1887, A.S.MAI 36/^-^2; same 
to same, Sciola Mieda, Jan. 8 , 1888, L.V. ’’Etiopia”, No. 133, P* 313-

3. Antonelli to Crispi, Let Marefia, Jan. 18, 1888, A.S.MAI 36/3-^6.
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presumably Menelik expected, John would be both angry and free to deal

with Shoa. The initiative had been abandoned only when it was obvious

that there was nothing but danger to be gained by it. Antonelli

announced on December 30, 1887 that Italian operations would not be

suspended in time for his mediation and recommended he urge John to
1treat for peace directly with Massawa. His doubts probably were caused 

by suspicion of the reliability of the Italians. He knew from Mesciascia- 

Worki and from the failure of the Portal mission earlier in December 

that the Italians were demanding territory which John refused to give,

and he must have been aware of the very large forces which John was
2massing in Tigre. War, therefore, must have seemed inevitable, but 

Menelik showed a wise unwillingness to be swept away by any hope that 

the conditions of 1867-68 were about to be recreated. At the same time, 

urging on the Italians in their own course was the only safe contribution 

he could make to preventing a result similar to the defeat and stalemate 

of the Egyptians.
Encouraging Italian aggressiveness significantly amplified the 

neutrality Menelik had accepted formally in the secret treaty of October
cm 3 ^20, 1887. In a war between a suzertign whom he could not disobey with 

impunity and the European Power which had become indispensable for 

Shoa*s supplies of firearms Menelik, in fact, was not a distinterested

1. Antonelli to Crispi, Ghib Biet, Dec. 3 1, 1887, and Annesso, Antonelli 
to Menelik, Messer Meder, Dec. 30, 1887, A.S.MAI 36/^-^2.

2. Re. Wollo, see: Antonelli to Crispi, Addis Ababa, Jan. 19, 1887,
A.S.MAI 36A-42.
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party. The same imperatives which had led him to try to prevent the

conflict forced him, once that conflict seemed unavoidable, to escape

its likely disadvantages by seeking to have John so seriously challenged

that he could not disengage his forces and turn them on Shoa.

Moreover, Menelik amplified the terras of his neutrality to favour

Italy in order to demonstrate his good faith, and to encourage the

Italians to keep their promises of material aid. Early in January, 1888,

when pressed by Antonelli openly to demonstrate his friendship towards

Italy and his independence from the Emperor, Menelik replied that the
1treaty guaranteed he would never go to Tigre even if called. In effect 

he was agreeing to interpret the general promise of aid he had made 

in Article 2 in the specific terms of Article 3 by which he had bound
2himself not to use arms given to him by Italy against Italian interests.

3It is clear from Antonelli1s account that Menelik did not make this 

extension inadvertently. Rather, he pointedly combined the treaty and 

his friendly action in order to justify pressing for the material aid 

with which the treaty bound Italy to give in return.

By the beginning of 1888, therefore, Menelik had adopted, in addi

tion to public submissiveness to John and secret formal neutrality through 

the treaty of October 20, 1887, a policy of friendly neutrality. It was

a policy which sought not only to encourage Italian success, but to

1. L.V. "Etiopia", No. 133, P- 312*.

2. L.V. MEtiopiaM, No. 127, pp. 279-280.

3. L.V. nEtiopiaM, No. 133, pp. 313-31^-
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guarantee that material aid for the defence of Shoa would be received in

spite of refusing to rebel openly against John. Hence, while adjusting

to the inevitability of a conflict between Italy and John, Menelik sought

to preserve his ambivalent position between the belligerents without

appearing to be equivocal.

In the event, Menelik failed. By the beginning of May *1888 he had

forfeited the arms promised by the secret Treaty because of doubts of

his good faith. By then, too, the Italians were evacuating their forces

from the coast, leaving John's forces intact. But John's suspicions of

Menelik's loyalty were increasing.

For reasons unrelated to the policy of Menelik, the Italian Ministry

of War had adopted a purely defensive strategy, refusing to leave
1prepared positions near Massawa and relying on John to attack. After 

a cautious march from Massawa begun on January 7i the Italian Expedition 

reached Saati on February 1, fortified it as their most advanced post, and

remained almost stationary,in spite of the near absence of imperial forces,
2 3until the end of March. John's strategy was also defensive. Unable

to draw the Italians into less favourable ground and apparently faced with

having to disband his forces for want of supplies, he appeared before the

Italian fort at Saati with a vast army between March 26 and 28. However,

after unsuccessfully negotiating for a peaceful settlement and desultory

1. See, Battaglia, La Prima Guerra d'Africa, pp. 296-302.

2. Ibid., p. 298.

3 . See, Antonelli to Malvano, Let Marefia, March 2*f, 1888, A.S.MAI 36/6- 
5-̂ 6. ?
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attempts at storming the position, he withdrew to Asmara on April 3i
1returning to Adua on April 23 with only minor losses. Between April

13 and May 1*S the Italian forces other than garrison troops returned
2 3to Italy. By late July Massawa was again open to trade.

The stalemate at Saati already had worried Menelik. The withdrawal
kof troops was a sign of abandonment. When it had appeared in Shoa that

the rainy season would overtake the campaign, interrupting operations

with both armies on the defensive, Antonelli reminded the Foreign

Ministry that Menelik had not been hoping for the Italians to await attack,

but for "a resolute, concerted action having as its single objective to
5search out the Emperor and to beat him”. While Menelik was camped in 

Wollo in February, his secretary wrote to Antonelli, lamenting on Menelik*s 

behalf, and almost certainly at his direction, Italian inaction and 

repeating Menelik*s pledge never to join John.^ On February 29, Menelik 

wrote to Antonelli in Shoa welcoming his news that the Italians, having 

definitely rejected mediation, were sending reinforcements to impose great

1. Antonelli to Malvano, Let Marefia, March 2*4, 1888, A.S.MAI 36/6- 3-^6* 
Battaglia, La Prima Guerra d*Africa, pp. 313-321, and Vitale, L*Opera 
dell1EsercitXb, pp. 31-33; also, Mantegazza, Da Massaua, pp. 212-214, 
232-267.
2. Vitale, L*0pera dell*Esercito, p. 33; and Mantegazza, Da Massaua, p.270.

3. Oswald to Portal, Suakin, July 23, 1888, F.O. *403/92, No. 9 %  incl.

*4. Lagarde to Goblet, Paris, July 22, 1888, 11 extraits de corres.M , 
Afriquq/l33i f• 283.
3. Antonelli to Malvano, Let Marefia, March 2*4-, 1888, A.S.MAI 36/5-^6 •

6 . Antonelli to Crispi, Let Marefia, Feb. 2*4, 1888, Riservata, ’’Rapporti
Antonelli”, No. IX.
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reparations. He must have known then that John was massing and advancing
2his forces to the edge of the highlands and expected some denouement

soon. But on March 26, with striking perception, Menelik predicted:
3’’The Emperor will make peace with the Italian Government." He criti

cized the Italians* disregard for his initial policy, carefully pointing

out that the timely advice he had offered earlier was proof of the
4sincerity of his friendship. By March 26 Menelik had learned that the 

Italians* principal Ethiopian ally, Debeb, a nephew of John’s, had 

defected and made peace with John. Doubtless this was a sure signal 

that the Italians were not sure of success. Perhaps it also suggested 

that the Emperor was amenable to compromise. In any case, Menelik must 

have been aware of some of the factors which were hampering the continued 

concentration of imperial forces before an inactive front in the coastal 

laiB ̂
The heedlessness of the Italian Government had frustrated Menelik*s 

attempts to resolve the crisis without endangering Shoa, first by paci-

1. Menelik to Antonelli, Wodela, 23 Tekatit, 1880 (Feb. 29, 1888), A.S.
MAI 36/3-46.

2. Vitale, L*Opera dell*Esercito, p. 31•

3- Menelik to Antonelli, Debra Tabor, 18 Magabiet, 1880 (March 26, 1888),
attached to Antonelli to Com. Assab, Let Marefia, April 14, 1888, A.S.
MAI 36/3-46.

4. Ibid.

3. Ibid.; Debeb defected at the beginning of March, see Mantegazza,
Da Massaua, p . 207•

6 . See: Mantegazza, Da Massaua, pp. 212-214 and 232-3; also Antonelli
to Malvano, Let Marefia, March 24, 1888, A.S.MAI 36/3-46.
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fying and then by steeling their determination. His failure to obtain

material aid by his neutrality, however, was largely the result of

mischance compounded by the weakness of his diplomacy. He had relied

on being able to balance his concern for the sensibilities of the

Emperor with proof of his good faith towards Italy. "Menelik,” Traversi

wrote from Shoa at the end of February, 1888 "wants to satisfy the

Emperor until the last moment without dissatisfying the Italians."

The difficulty of balancing these two concerns was demonstrated as

Menelik left Shoa for Wollo. Despite pressure from Antonelli, who

accompanied the Shoan army from Entotto on December 27 , 1887, Menelik

could not make an open show, either of friendship or of independence.

On the contrary, under the pressure of his followers, he was carrying
2out the Emperor’s command by marching into Wollo. Moreover, probably

out of concern for the Emperor’s reaction, Menelik insisted on the eve

of his departure from Shoa that Antonelli accompany him no farther.

According to his own account, Antonelli protested this decision,

"not without showing discontentment", nor without making it unmistake-

ably clear that his involuntary departure from the Shoan camp might be
3misunderstood in Rome. Although Menelik was adamant in the face of 

Antonelli*s protests, he was eager not to disquiet the Italians. As a 

result of his protests, Antonelli was then called to a private audience

1. Traversi to Augusto, Let Marefia, Feb. 24, 1888, Traversi MS/17.

2. Chronique I, p. 230; cf., Antonelli to Crispi, Let Marefia, Jan. 18, 
1888, A.S.MAI 36/3-46.

3 . Antonelli to Crispi, Let Marefia, Jan. 18, 1888, A.S.MAI 36/3-46.
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(about January 8) in which Menelik tactfully ignored the declaration he 

had made in October 1887, in order to amplify the terms of his neutrality^ 

by recognizing Italy1s right to vindicate Dogali and promising never to 

aid John. As further reassurance to Rome, Menelik justified keeping 

Antonelli away from the Shoan camp in a letter of January 8 , 1888 to 

King Umberto and Crispi in which he suggested that the separation 

would be brief and assured them that he was going to Borumieda "to await 

events".* This solicitude shows that Menelik had taken Antonelli*s pro

tests to heart and was aware of the clash between the needs of satis

fying John and those of not dissatisfying the Italians. Menelik also must 

have been aware, at least by that time, of how problematic was success 

in his policy of attenuating the effects of this clash under even the 

best of circumstances.

The best circumstances, however, did not exist. Two unforeseen

events prejudiced the position of Menelik. First, nettled apparently

by his enforced separation from the Shoan camp, Antonelli reported that

Menelik*s behaviour was "obscure and unreliable".' Rendered more alarming

in telegraphic summax^y from Aden on March 18, this led Crispi to suspend

a delivery of one thousand Remingtons which Ragazzi had been preparing
Z.since early February. It is obvious from Antonelli*s other corres

1, Enclosed in Antonelli to Crispi, Let Marefia, Jan. 18, 1888, A.S.MAI 
36/3-46.

^ Antonelli to Crispi, May 16, 1888, A.S.MAI 36/3-46; see Cecchi to 
Crispi, Aden, March 18, 1888, L.V. "Etiopia", No. 1331 p- 316.
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pondence that he had not expected his report of January 18 to have such

drastic consequences, but relied on the speedy delivery of the rifles

to strengthen his hand. As a result of delays which interrupted

communications between the coast and Shoa, Antonelli was unaware of

Crispi*s suspension of the arms delivery until May 8 and until May 13
2was unaware of the unintended effect of his report of January 18. By

then it was perhaps too late to effect a delivery before the end of the

rainy season, even had an urgent appeal for reversal overcome Crispi*s

misgivings for the obvious ambiguity of Menelik*s conduct. Immediate

pressure on Massawa had receded with the withdrawal of John on April 3*

In any case, no appeal was made, because on May 3 Antonelli independently
3had begun to advocate suspension. What almost certainly would have 

been his reaction had the news arrived in April was precluded at the 

beginning of May by a radical change in Antonelli*s attitude towards 

Menelik.
A second, unforeseen event at the end of January, v/hile Menelik 

was in Wollo, contributed to this radical alteration. An uncustomary 

inattention to the need to more carefully cultivate Antonelli also con

tributed.

On January 21, near Lake Tana, the army of Takla Haimanot of Goggiam

1. Antonelli to Crispi, Let Marefia, March 14, 1888, A.S.MAI 36/3-46.
See also, March 24 and April 14, 1888, L.V. "Etiopia", nos. 139 and 
141.

2. Postscript to Antonelli to Crispi, Ankober, May 8 , and report of May 
16, 1888, A.S.MAI 36/3-46; see also: L.V. "Etiopia", No. 142, p. 327-

3. Antonelli to Crispi, May 3» 1888, A.S.MAI 36/3-46.
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was overwhelmingly defeated by a large force of Mahdists leaving central 

and western Ethiopia defenceless before the invaders who then sacked 

and burned Gondar. In order to arrest this unexpected eruption
2Menelik v/as called upon to give further assistance to the Emperor.

Probably because he feared an open breach with John, and perhaps because 

he welcomed the invitation to enter central Ethiopia, Menelik moved his 

forces from Wollow into Begemder some time between the middle and 24th 

February, arriving at Debra Tabor on March 8 , 1888. By doing so, 

however, he was also acting as a rear-guard for imperial forces opposing 

the Italian Expedition in the northeast.

At first Menelik was keenly attentive to overcome any unfavourable 

effect of his actions on the willingness of Antonelli and Rome to fulfil 

the secret treaty. In the letter Menelik received in Wollo from Antonelli 

on February 23, he was informed that Crispi promised to send the Reming

tons, although there would be a delay. In addition, Antonelli again warned
4that his continued residence at Let Marefia might be misunderstood.

Already en route for Debra Tabor, Menelik replied with a scolding dis

1. Joseph Negussie to Antonelli, Ambasciera, April 23, 188§, A.S.MAI 
36/5-46; European sources are cited by DeCoppet, footnote No. 8 , p. 251, 
Vol. I.

L.V.
2. See: "Rapporti Antonelli, No. VIII; N "Etiopia" No. 147, p. 333,
and No. 152, p. 339-

3- Chronique I, pp. 251-252 and f. 256, stating that on 6 Yekatit Menelik 
was camped north-west of Lake Haik and that on 18 Yekatit he was camped 
at Waro in Amhara Saint.

4. Antonelli to Crispi, Let Marefia, undated (March 24, 1888) , attachments: 
Annesso No. 1 and No. 2. Antonelli to Menelik, Let Marefia, 8 Yekatit,
1880 (Feb. 14, 1888), A.S.MAI 36/5-46.
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missal of assumed innocence. However, he was concerned:

If the Italian Government has not sent the arms, perhaps they 
have wondered, saying, 'Who knows whether he might not join the 
Emperor to make war against us with the arms we give him . 1 
Were it not for this doubt, they would have found a way of getting 
the Remingtons ... and already v/ould have sent them to me.^

Deriding Crispi's excuse that the model was out of stock, Menelik 

suggested they might be obtained from the Pope and must be sent imme

diately. Antonelli had agreed to advance some money, as requested,

against reimbursement from Harar. However, Menelik emphasised that
3money was useless without the arms. There can be little doubt that both 

were intended to help fortify his position in the central province and, 

therefore, urgently desired. As a serious counter to Antonelli1s implied 

criticism of being held at a dista.nce, Menelik tried disarmingly to 

explain that:

I had come here to fight the Dervish, but when they learned of 
my coming, they fled and withdrew to Metemma.... [I now think 
that I will return by way of Goggiam i.e. to Shoa rather than 
Wollo ]. Hence, you have no cause for concern.

He repeated his assurance that he would never go to help John, and, as a
5friendly warning, he reported that John had gone to attack the Italians. 

At the end of March, again in reply to a letter from Antonelli, Menelik

1. Menelik to Antonelli, Wodela, 23 Yekatit, 1880, (Feb. 29, 1888).

2. Ibid.

3- Ibid.

4. Ibid.

3. Antonelli to Crispi, Let Marefia, March 14, 1888, A.S.MAI 36/3-46.
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wrote acknowledging that Antonelli was ''witness for my friendship for 

the Italian Government", while again assuring that he had only moved 

from Wollo in order to watch the Mahdists and would return directly to 

Shoa through Goggiam.

Menelik*s two letters reassured Antonelli who, in turn, sought to 

prompt Rome to a more speedy fulfilment of Italian obligations. When 

the letter of February 29 reached Antonelli (March 1*f) , it impressed him

as friendly, although apparently his first news of the move from Wollo,
2because Menelik announced he was soon returning. Antonelli wrote 

urging that Ragazzi should be sent immediately with some of the rifles
3in order^not to disappoint Menelik, but rather to bind him as an ally.

On the basis of Menelik*s letter, Antonelli confidently assured Crispi

that he had gone to Begemder only as a means of being yet closer to events,

while still awaiting their outcome. He was also convinced by Menelik*s

letter that, at last certain that the Emperor was about to become engaged
kwith Italian forces, Menelik v/as content to return to Shoa. Although 

the Shoan army in fact did not move to return, the arrival, on April 14-, 

of Menelik*s letter of March 26 prompted Antonelli nonetheless to ask

1. Menelik to Antonelli, Debra Tabor, 18 Megabiet, 1880 (March 26, 1888), 
trans. and original attached to Antonelli to Com. Assab, Let Marefia,
April 14, 1888, A.S.MAI 36/5-^6.

2. Antonelli to Crispi, Let Marefia, March 1 f̂, 1888 and undated (March,
2*f, 1888), A.S.MAI 36/5-*+6 .

3 . Antonelli to Crispi, Let Marefia, March 14, 1888, A.S.MAI 36/5-^-6.
Same to same, Let Marefia, March 2*+, 1888, L.V. "Etiopia" No. 139» p.320.

4. Ibid.
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for instructions for reassuring Menelik, in light of the fears he

expressed of imminent peace as well as the continued delay of the arms.

The initiative was still with Menelik in his relations with Antonelli,

in spite of his compliance with imperial strategy.

The initiative was lost under a more trying strain to which Menelik

added his own weight. Menelik*s army did not go to Goggiam after sending

his letter to Antonelli from Debra Tabor on March 26. Instead, he marched

northwards on March 27 and remained north and northwest of Lake Tana

until about April 18 when he moved his main force eastwards to Ambasciera
2where he camped from April 23 (or 2k) until May 19* 1888. No sudden 

interruption carried him there. John had probably ordered him to remain 

on guard near Gondar, and on April 22 Menelik avowed in a letter to
3Antonelli that he had intended to go as far as Metemma.

Nevertheless, from March 27 until April 22, Menelik made no effort
4to explain his whereabouts to Antonelli. He made no attempt to control 

the disappointment of expectations of an early return to Shoa which his

1. Antonelli to Crispi, Let Marefia, April 1*f, 1888, "Rapporti Antonelli", 
No. XV.

2. Chronique, I, p. 232; DeCoppet, footnotes No. 3 and No. 7, p- 232; 
see also, Joseph Negussie to Antonelli, the Shoan camp (?), April 23, 1888, 
enclosed in Antonelli to Crispi, Ankober, May 10, 1888, A.S.MAI 36/3-^-

3. Menelik to Antonelli, Dembia, 17 Miazia, 1880 (April 2k, 1888), 
enclosed Antonelli tc Crispi, Ankober, May 10, 1888, trans. only, A.S.MAI
36/ 3-^6 .

k. See Menelik to Umberto and Crispi, Sciola Mieda, 30 Tahsas, 1880 
(Jan. 8 , 1888), enclosed Antonelli to Crispi, Let Marefia, Jan. 18, 1888,
A.S.MAI 36/5-zf6.
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own letters had aroused. Having himself put Antonelli in the care of the

Azage Walda Zadek at Ankober, Menelik knew that the most current

rumours would soon carry news of his march to Antonelli. In fact, by May

3 Antonelli heard that Menelik was near Lake Tana; by May 8 , he had

learned that the Azage had received a letter from Menelik the previous

day, dated April 12, from near Lake Tana, and, on questioning the

messenger, Antonelli learned that the Mahdists were no nearer than 
3Matemma. In Shoa, moreover, where a return of the army was not even 

rumoured, the lack of preparation made it obvious that Menelik was not
kexpected soon.

Antonelli drastically revised the impression he had formed of

Menelik*s move from Wollo into central Ethiopia. "Considering then

closely the conduct of Menelik in this last period," he v/rote to Crispi

on May 3, Mwe must conclude that, if not hostile to us, he was so uncertain

as to give us no serious guarantee that he really would have kept the 
5agreements...." The prospect of Menelik campaigning to Metemma seems 

to have made Antonelli finally realize that the manoeuvre was not only

1. Antonelli to Crispi, Let Marefia, May 22, 1888, L.V. "Etiopia",
No. 146, 14?, pp. 333-33i+.

2. Antonelli to Crispi, Let Marefia, May 3, 1888, A.S.MAI J>6/^-k6.

3- Antonelli to Crispi, Ankober, May 8 , 1888, A.S.MAI 6/5-46.

k. Antonelli to Crispi, Let Marefia, May 3i 1888, A.S.MAI 36/3-^6; and 
Traversi to V. Barbini, Entotto, May *f, 1888, Bol. SGI, Serie III, fol. I,
p. 763«

3. Antonelli to Crispi, Let Marefia, May 3i 1888, A.S.MAI 36/3-^6.



authorized by John for the relief of Tekla Haimnot, but for the relief
"Iof his own flank in Tigre. On May *f, Traversi wrote from Entotto in

a similar vein: "Menelik has done as much as he could for the

Emperor by keeping off the Dervish who menaced the country more seriously
2than our own [forces] did." It is not surprising, therefore, that

Antonelli began to advocate the suspension of the arms.

What is significant, however, is that Antonelli singled out the

likelihood of the arms arriving when Menelik was not in Shoa, rather than
3lack of good faith, as justification for suspending the delivery. On

May 3* he still advised that Ragazzi bring part of the Remingtons,

although he thought it unlikely that Menelik would reach Shoa before the

rainy season. Only on May 8 , on the basis of his further information

that Menelik would certainly not return before October, did Antonelli
5advise Crispi to suspend the entire delivery. Believing John to be at 

odds with Menelik, Antonelli had considered the presentation of the arms 

not so much as a reward but as an inducement; the moment of presenting 

Ragazzi*s Remingtons was to be exploited for bringing Menelik into closer

1. Antonelli to Crispi, Ankober, May 8 , and A.S.MAI 36/ 5-^6 , May 16,
1888.

2. Traversi to V. Barbini, Entotto, May 1888, Bol. SGI, Serie III, 
vol. I, pp. 763-76^.
3 . Antonelli to Crispi, Let Marefia, May 22, 1888, L.V. "Etiopia",
No. 1^7, p. 33^.

f̂. Antonelli to Crispi, Let Marefia, May 3» 1888, A.S.MAI 36/5-^6.

3. Antonelli to Crispi, Ankober, May 8, 1888, A.S.MAI 36/3-^6 -
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alliance. For this purpose, it was indispensable to Antonelli that 

he be with Menelik. This had given Menelik an important advantage which 

he had wasted by failing to offset the prospect of his prolonged absence.

The policy of equilibrium required the confidence in Menelik1s good 

faith or, at least, no certain suspicions. It was a serious flaw to 

allow Antonelli1s confidence to flag. Even on April 22, when Menelik was 

aware from Antonelli*s letters of his disquiet and of the need to prepare

a caravan for Ragazzi*s return, Menelik gave surprisingly inadequate
2 3answers. Antonelli found them ’’little clear, even absolutely evasive”.

On April 23 another letter from Antonelli reached Menelik, informing him

that Ragazzi had definitely arrived at Assab with the Remington rifles

and asking if he intended to remain away from Shoa during the rainy 
kseason. Only then did Menelik reply with enthusiasm. At last he made

what might have been a convincing statement regarding his plans: ”Had

I been obliged to remain far away, I would have told you already. Instead
5I will return very soon to Shoa, and of that there is no doubt at all.”

It was too late, however, to reassure Antonelli easily when this

1. See Antonelli to Crispi, Let Marefia, March 2*f, 1888. L.V. "Etiopia”
No. 139, p. 320, and No. 1^0, p. 321.

2. Menelik to Antonelli, Dembia, 15 Miazia, 1880 (April 22, 1888), Ital. 
trans. attached, Antonelli to Crispi, Ankober, May 10, 1888, A.S.MAI 
36/5-^6; and Antonelli to Crispi, Ankober, May 10, 1888, A.S.MAI
36/5-^6 .

3- Antonelli to Crispi, Ankober, May 10, 1888, A.S.MAI 36/5-^6.

k. Menelik to Antonelli, Dembia, 17 Miazia, 1880 (April 2*f, 1888) , trans. 
attached to Antonelli to Crispi, Ankober, May 10, 1888, A.S.MAI 36/5-^6.

5. Ibid.
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letter reached him on May 10. Moreover, a letter from Joseph Negussie, 

then secretary in Menelik1s camp, dated April 23rd, had also arrived 

mentioning that the Shoan army was dispersed, having been sent to live

off the peasants, throughout the central provinces as far as the Takazie
1 2 River. This detail was confirmed by Menelik1s messengers, and conse

quently Antonelli was not convinced that Menelik would be able to return
3before the rains. Combined with his suspicion that Menelik was on the 

best of terms with John, this led Antonelli to repeat his approval of 

the suspension of delivery of the Remingtons, rather than call for its 

reversal."

Although the loss of confidence by Antonelli was but one factor in 

defeating Menelik*s policy, in mid-1888 it was the one variable over 

which he could have exercised some control. His failure to do so ade

quately undermined the impression of his good faith. This remarkable 

lapse from the more usual and assiduous attention to preserving an impres

sion of good faith, whatever action he took, probably resulted from pre

occupation with the press of other affairs. A severe limitation in the 

conduct of foreign policy was the lack of a capable minister who could

1. Joseph Negussie to Antonelli, the Shoan Camp (?), April 23, 1888, 
attached, Antonelli to Crispi, Ankober, May 10, 1888, A.S.MAI,
36/5-46.
2. Antonelli to Crispi, Let Marefia, May 22, 1888, L.V. "Etiopia11, No.
147, P. 334.
3* Cf., Antonelli to Crispi, Ankober, May 10, 1888 (that transmitting 
Menelik's of April 22), A.S.MAI 36/3-46, and L.V. "Etiopia", No. 14?, 
p. 334.

4. Antonelli to Crispi, Ankober, May 16, 1888, A.S.MAI 36/5-^65 and May
22, 1888, L.V. "Etiopia", No. 14?, p. 334.
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provide continuity as Menelik*s attention was distracted by the other

considerable demands of government. It is symptomatic that, in relying

on Joseph Negussie to give a more full account of the expedition*s

activities, Menelik spoke too late and revealed too much.

Overcoming this lapse became essential to a new policy which Menelik

found it necessary to initiate in order to deal with the circumstances

arising out of his failure to placate John and out of the refusal of the

Italians to be spurred to more effective aggression. By July J888

Menelik had altered his position of neutrality radically by proposing

an active alliance. The vaguer terms of the secret treaty of October

1887 were abandoned.

On May 17, Menelik wrote to Antonelli from Ambasciera telling him

to go to Entotto and to be ready to leave on the instant for Italy.

**I am arriving," Menelik wrote; "I have very important business for
1which I must send you to Italy as soon as I arrive in Entotto." With

2unmistakable urgency he repeated that Antonelli should prepare at once.

Having raised his camp at Ambasciera on May 18 (or 19), Menelik reached

Entotto on June 28 (or 29), where, with Taitu, he received Antonelli the 
3same day. At this audience Menelik told Antonelli that he wanted to

1. Menelik to Antonelli, Ambasciera, 9 Gembot, 1880 (May 17, 1888), quoted 
in Antonelli to Crispi, Aden, Aug. 8 , 1888, L.V. "Etiopia", No. 152,
p p . 338-339.
2. Menelik to Antonelli, Ambasciera, 9 Gembot, 1880 (May 17, 1888), 
quoted as ref. 1 above.

3- Chronique I, p. 253; Joseph Negussie to Antonelli, Ambasciera, May 
17, 1888. Ital. Trans, attached to Antonelli to Crispi, Let Marefia,
June 10, 1888, A.S.MAI 36/5-47; and Antonelli to Crispi, Aden, Aug.
8 , 1888, L.V. "Etiopia", No. 152, p. 339*
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talk of "very important things". At a second and private audience on

July 2 Menelik announced that he was willing to aid the Italians

against the Emperor. In return he requested that a minimum of 10,000

Remingtons and 400,000 cartridges be consigned speedily to him at Assab,

and that the Italian Government lend him money to pay for them and for

half of the cost of their transport to Shoa, as well as providing for

the arms caravan to be escorted by some five hundred to one thousand
2Italian soldiers whom he undertook to welcome in Shoa. Antonelli

was entrusted with letters to King Umberto and Crispi dated July 2 and

July 6 accrediting him to obtain these terms in Rome and also with

full powers to negotiate any other conditions for military co-operation
3which were not specified. Orally, it appears, Menelik instructed

Antonelli to promise that, while Shoa could not first attack John, peace

in no case would be made with him and to tell the Italian Government
4to press ahead with another expedition as soon as possible.

Menelik, it appears, did not actually undertake to fight against 

John, even once the Italians should move, if not himself attacked. But 

when Antonelli left Shoa a few days after his audience of July 2, the 

doubts of early May had been overcome by Menelik*s apparent resolve.

1. Antonelli to Crispi, Aden, Aug. 8 , 1888, L.V. "Etiopia", No. 152,
P. 339-
2. Ibid., p. 3^0.
3. Ibid.; Menelik to Umberto, Entotto, 30 Sene, 1880 (July 6 , 1888), 
and Menelik to Crispi, Entotto, 26 Sene, 1880 (July 2, 1888). Ital. 
trans., Ibid., annesso I and annesso II.

4. See L.V. "Etiopia", No. 19&, annesso, p. 3^0•
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"Suspicious though I am of the promises of Ethiopian kings," he wrote 

to Crispi from Aden on August 6 , "this time, however, I believe that I 

am able to assure Your Excellency that Italy can consider Menelik a
a 1powerful ally who, even alone, can resolve our problem of Masstwa...."

In the audience of July 2 Menelik had been outspoken in promising to

prove his friendship by action. In his letter to King Umberto of July

6 , 1888, Menelik stressed that by defending Shoa he would be avenging
2Italian blood, just as he had avenged it by the conquest of Harar.

This was a sudden and unexpected development. Ilg, who was ignorant

of any change, having left Shoa on September 1, 1887, told the British

authorities at Aden as late as November 6 , 1888, on his return to Shoa,

that "There is no possibility whatever of Menelik siding with the 
3Italians...." Although he had been persuaded by the beginning of June

that Menelik would return to Shoa for the rainy season, Antonelli too did
4not anticipate a change. Nor do the letters from Menelik and Joseph

Negussie of April 22, 23 and 24 betray any hint of an abandonment of

neutrality. However, Antonelli had forecast in mid-May, without much

hope, that Menelik would take an active part on Italy1s side either if
5John’s power were impaired or if Shoa were menaced by invasion.

1. L.V. "Etiopia", No. 152, p. 341.

2. L.V. "Etiopia", No. 152, Annesso I.

3 . Stace to Baring, Aden, Nov. 6 , 1888, F.O. 403/92, No. 19&, inclosure; 
and Audon, "Voyage", p. 160.

4. L.V. "Etiopia", No. 148, p. 3551 and No. 149, p. 33^«

5. Antonelli to Crispi, May 16, 1888, A.S.MAI 36/5-46.
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Precisely the absence of an Italian victory and the likelihood of

an invasion of Shoa seem to have driven Menelik to exploit advantages
3arising in mid-1888 for challenging the suzer«ignty of John. An active 

alliance with Italy was intended to give him indispensable support 

by instigating further attack in the north, while supplying Shoa with a 

great quantity of munitions. He had turned to the very tactic of which 

his enemies in John's entourage had accused him unfairly. Belatedly, 

and in spite of its failings, he had decided to use the Italian war.

It appears that he was desperate for a diversion from an invasion which 

seemed certain to follow on the approaching rupture in his relations 

with John. Ironically, his detractors in the entourage of the Etaperor 

had been party to inspiring the very complicity which they believed 

was endangering the Snpire. Moreover, the certainty of invasion seems 

to have swept away objections in Shoa to relying on Italy.

Menelik claimed in the audience of July 2 that his obligations 

towards John as his suzertign were dissolved by the Emperor's abuse and 

ingratitude for Shoan assistance against the Mahdists. Later when 

recalling the initiative of mid-1888, Menelik stated that he had proposed 

the treaty of alliance in the belief that peace had become impossible. 

More candidly, he should have confessed that it was, in fact, the peace 

of Shoa which had become impossible.

1. Antonelli to Crispi, Aden, Aug. 8 , 1888, L.V. "Etiopia”, No. 1^2,
PP- 339-3^0.

2. Menelik to Umberto, Entotto, 19 Nehase, 1882 (Sept. 27, 1890), French 
trans. ”Missione Antonelli”, Parte I, doc. No. 3, P- "11-
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By the middle of May 1888 Menelik had concluded, it appears, that

John, out of necessity, or from spite, would turn on Shoa after the rains.

Rumours that John was seeking to make peace with the Italians were
1circulating in the Shoan camp when Menelik moved to Ambasciera. While

there Menelik received news from John of his withdrawal from the coastal
2plain to Makalle for the rainy season. At least by May 17, Menelik

knew that, although dwindling supplies had forced John to descend on

the Italian positions, and then to give up the seige, the Italians had

stayed behind their fortifications, and the encounter had been indecisive.

He also knew that, with supplies in Tigre exhausted, the imperial armies

were disbanding to return to the central provinces and Wollo, thus leaving
3only Ras Alula and Debeb to screen the frontier with Massawa. Moreover,

in the coming campaign season, Shoa alone, according to Antonelli, would

be able to re-victual the imperial forces; the northern provinces could
ksupport only small bands. Perhaps from Johnfs messengers, Menelik had 

heard by May 17 that, distressed that his preoccupation with the Italians 

had permitted the Mahdists to burn Gondar, John was again asking his 

followers if it had not been Menelik who had brought the Italians to

1. Joseph Negussie to Antonelli, Shoan camp (?), April 23, 1888, enclosed 
Antonelli to Crispi, Ankober, May 10, 1888, A.S.MAI 36/5-^8.

2. Chronique I, pp. 252-253*

3. Joseph Negussie to Antonelli, Ambasciera, May 17, 1888, Ital. trans. 
attached to Antonelli to Crispi, Let Marefia, June 10, 1888, A.S.MAI 
36/5-^7; see also, L.V. "Etiopia", No. 1*+8 , p. 335*

k. L.V. "Etiopia", No. 155, p« 3^8 .
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1Massawa. This undoubtedly recalled the earlier fears of a punitive

expedition by imperial forces against Shoa.

Uncertainty of Italian steadfastness inspired Menelik to offer

allied action as an inducement for the Italian Government to abandon

its defensive strategy, while discouraging any tendency on their part

to accept a prolonged truce. The Italians had not prevented John's

withdrawal, nor had they followed it up by advancing to the undefended
2highland approaches. On the contrary, they parleyed, and by early May

John was hopeful of a truce for the reopening of Massawa to trade and of

attempting to divert attention to the Sudan by proposing a joint cam-
3paign against the Mahdists. Menelik was closely interested in Italian

intentions towards the Sudan, at least after learning of their support
kin the occupation of Keren in June by rebels against John. He could

not have been unaware that John would try to sink his differences in that 
which

common ground / Menelik tried later himself. In any case, he continued

to be worried as late as the end of August 1888 by the possibility of

John making a peaceful settlement through territorial concessions of
3French mediation. Justifiably, Menelik also was unsure that, even if

1. Joseph Negussie to Antonelli, Ambasciera, May 17, 1888, see note 3,
p.2-S? above. Also see L.V. "Etiopia” , No. 152, p. 339-

2 . Battaglia, La Prima Guerra, pp. 319-320.

3. John to San Marzano, Axum, ^ Gembot, 1880 (May 12, 1888), Istituto 
per Africa, case 188•

k. Traversi to Crispi, Oct. 30, 1888, L.V. "Etiopia”, No. 193? Annesso I, 
p. 373-
5. Joseph Negussie to Antonelli, Shoa (?), Aug. 2^, 1888, cited in L.V.
"Etiopia", No. 155, p. 3^7-
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hostilities continued, the Italians could be counted on to pursue the war

with sufficient energy to serve his interests.

The contrary implication, that Menelik wished to take advantage of

the certainty of Italian intervention, is supported by Antonelli only

in a report written at the end of December 1888, in which he asserted

that Menelik had decided to rebel Min the firm conviction that Italy

would continue its military expedition during this year and without ever

supposing that the occupation of so insignificant and useless a place as

Saati would suffice to calm our war-like spirits”. This assertion is

inconsistent with his earlier reports and almost certainly is a misleading

distortion introduced as a goad to the Italian Government by Antonelli,

who was stranded with an arms caravan in Aussa for lack of transport,

while harried by reports from Shoa that continued Italian inaction at
2Massawa was compromising him with Menelik.

That so rash an assumption did not underly Menelik1s initiative is

evident from his insistence, which these earlier reports reveal, on

active proof of Italian willingness to continue the war against John.

While in Rome in September, and later en route for Shoa, Antonelli

impressed upon Crispi that Menelik de.manded a renewal of hostilities
3in the north as well as munitions. In early December, when transmitting

1. L.V. "Etiopia", No. 207, p. 393; of. No. 236, p. ^2?.

2. Ibid., "Da quanto mi dicono gli Scioani, qui giunti, Menelik poco 
piu spera nella nostra cooperazione a mano armata" (p. 393) •

3. L.V. "Etiopia", No. 153, p. 3^8, and No. 173, p- 339; L.V. "Occu- 
pazione Keren", No. 8 , Annesso.
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a message from Crispi, Antonelli justified deleting a refusal to take

the initiative against John on the grounds that it was not opportune
1to tell Menelik that Italy would not move unless he first did. These

reports confirm the impression of the British Embassy in Rome that

Italian military action was a precondition for Menelik1s, rather than 
2a cause. The purpose of Antonelli*s mission to Rome had been, in fact,

to answer what, in the face of invasion by imperial forces, had become
3the critical question at the court of Shoa: "Can we rely on Italy?”

Menelik looked to the renewal of Italian hostilities in the north

as a means of preventing the concentration against Shoa of the several

large armies which served John during the previous campaign (December

1887 - April 1888). The internal balance of power already had experienced

by the end of June 1888 a shift favourable to Menelik. The defeat of

the Goggiami by the Mahdists and John*s preoccupation with the Italians

threw Tekla Haimanot into the arms of Menelik. At a stroke, a rival,

whose subservience to John threatened Shoa*s flank, became an indebted

ally. Menelik met with Tekla Haimanot at the beginning of June, while

returning to Shoa from Ambasciera. They agreed to challenge the authority

of John and to give mutual assistance in drawing off by attacks on the 
of

flank/any invasion of either Goggiam or Shoa. Fortuitously, the death

1. L.V. ’’Etiopia” , No. 198, p. 379; cf., No. 176, p. 36^.
2. Kennedy to Salisbury, No. 298, Rome, Nov. 13, 1888, F.O. 403/92, No.
187, information from Antonelli*s family as well as from the press.
3- Joseph Negussie to Antonelli, Shoa (?), Aug. 24, 1888, cited in 
L.V. ’’Etiopia”, No. 133, p» 3^7*
4. Afeworq, ’’Menelik” , pp. 34-33; Chronique I, p. 233; Menelik to Crispi, 
Entotto, 14 Tikimt, 1881 (Oct. 23, 1888), attached Ragazzi to ^rispi, 
Entotto, Oct. 23, 1888, A.S.MAI 3&/3-30; Tekla Haimanot to Antonelli, 
cited in L.V. ’’Etiopia”, No. 132, p. 340 and Traversi, Let Marefia, p. 297*
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of Ras Area Sellassie, which was known in Entotto at the end of June,
1led to the disintegration of the army he had led back to Ambasciera.

Menelik appears to have hoped that continued embroilment with Italy, if

it did not deter John from attacking Shoa, would cause the disaffection 
2of others. According to Antonelli, Menelik was relying heavily for

fending off an attack on subverting the loyalty of the disbanded armies,

especially those of Wollo and Begemder, which lay between Shoa and
3John*s other forces. Despite its defensive strategy, the Italian

Expedition had impressed Menelik especially in the use of a balloon

and searchlights, by the technical superiority of its weapons over those
4of the imperial forces, and by its quantity of equipment. The Italian

Expedition had disappointed Menelik, but did not disillusion him about

the military usefulness of the Italians. Menelik calculated, it.seems,

that the news of their advance from Massawa would dishearten the imperial
5forces and discredit the generalship of John.

In addition, Menelik needed Italian intervention to offset dissention

1. Antonelli to Crispi, Hadele Gubo, Dec. 10,1888, L.V. ’’Etiopia",
No. 200, announced on June 29, 1888.

2. Antonelli to Crispi, Aden, Aug. 8 , 1888, L.V. "Etiopia”, No. 132,
p. 3^1.
3 . L.V. "Etiopia", nos. 150, p. 337; 132, p. 3^1; and 200, p. 382.

4. Joseph Negussie to Antonelli, Ambasciera, May 171 1888; see also 
note 3 , p. above; Menelik to Antonelli, Debra Tabor, 18 Megabiet 
1880 (March 26, 1888), enclosed Antonelli to Commissario Assab, Let 
Marefia, April 14, 1888, A.S.MAI 36/3-*+6« Also, Vitale, LfOpera 
dell1 EsercroJb, p. 3 2.

5* Antonelli to Crispi, Lakoali (Aussa), Dec. 26, 1888, L.V. /Etiopia", 
No. 207, p. 393.
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among his own followers. His policy of challenging imperial authority

did not have unquestioned support in Shoa. When urging Crispi, in

December 1888, to satisfy the request Menelik had made in July for

military co-operation, Antonelli cautioned: "But there are those in

Shoa [who believed that the advantages of peace were superior to all

other things...." ] By what Antonelli and Traversi described as a

complete volte face Taitu associated herself firmly with Menelik* s
2policy, even advising him on all letters to Italy. Supposedly she

3had been alienated by John’s menacing treatment of Menelik, but probably

she now realized the usefulness of Italian aid for her own ambitions.

Anti-European sentiment now lost a rallying point, already having lost

by the death of Mesciascia-Seifu (December 18, 1887), a potential leader
4and young rival to Menelik who was sympathetic to John. However, the

risk of war was not popular. The Abuna Mateos favoured peace and worked
3to reconcile Menelik and defectors from the imperial forces with John.

The Shoan army probably had little enthusiasm for a further expedition. 

Prolonged campaigning away from Shoa against the Mahdists had been 

unpopular, and the army was discontented. Joseph Negussie had written

1. Antonelli to Crispi, Dec. 26, 1888, L.V. "Etiopia", No. 207, P* 393-

2. L.V. "Etiopia", No. 132, p. 142 and Traversi to Antonelli, L.V. 
"Etiopia", No. 152, p. 3^2; Entotto, Oct. 23, 1888, Traversi MS, No. 22.

3. Ibid.

4. Antonelli to Crispi, Addis Ababa, Dec. 19, 1887, A.S.MAI 3&/4-42.

5. Despatches from Antonelli, Dec. 10 and 26, 1888, L.V. "Etiopia", 
nos. 200, p. 383 and 207, P- 393*
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as the Shoans prepared their camp at Ambasciera in late April that 

M... no one from Shoa is content that we must fight for a country that 

is not ours." The edict published by Menelik on November 2̂ f, 1888 for 

mobilization against John stressed that his soldiers were not being
2called for distant service, but for the defence of their own country.

*
Their morale probably had suffered further when they returned to 

Entotto at the end of June 1888 to find that,in their absence, Mahdists 

had infiltrated the Galla kingdoms,fomenting rebellion, and had en

croached on Wallaga, and that a league against Shoan rule had been formed
3by Kaffa and some of the southwestern Galla.

As the campaign season after the rains (October '1888) wore on, 

reliance on Italy was disparaged in Shoa. John moved all but a few hun

dred of his soldiers away from Tigre in August in order to check a 

reappearance of Mahdist forces at Ambasciera and then into Goggiam to 

punish Tekla Haimanot for his alliance with Menelik. Well aware of

the virtual abandonment of Tigre, the Shoans regarded the continued
3inaction of the Italians at Massawa with considerable dismay. Traversi

1. Joseph Negussie, Shoan camp (?), April 23, 1888. See note \ , p. VJH 
above.
2. Text cited in L.V. ’’Etiopia”, No. 203, P- 3^7—3^8; Guidi, Documenti 
p. 300; cf. Chronique I, p. 236.
3. Borelli, Ethiopie, pp. 333-33^, 367 and 3&1; Chronique I, pp. 233-^
and footnotes.
k. Chronique I, p. 233 and footnotes; Ilg cited in ’’Missione Nerazzini
a Harar”, ppl 2-3; and L.V. ’’Etiopia”, No. 163, p. 333.
3. Menelik and Joseph Negussie to Antonelli, cit. Aug. 19 and 2^, 1888, 
cited in L.V. ’’Etiopia”, No. 133, pp* 3^7-3^6 ; Menelik to Crispi, Entotto, 

Tiqimt 1881 (Oct. 23, 1888), ref. in note + , p. 2.̂ 0 above; Ragazzi 
to Crispi, Entotto, Oct. 23, 1888, A.S.MAI 36/3-30.
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reported from Entotto at the end of October 1888 that while public

opinion was relatively favourable to resisting any invasion, there was
*1little faith in Italian co-operation. When Ragazzi arrived at Entotto

on October 21 he too noted nthe scant faith in energetic and timely
2military action by us”. While it was generally believed, he added,

that Menelik would oppose the attempt John was expected to make to

devastate Shoa, "All of Shoa finds itself in anxious, almost fearful
3I would say, expectance of events”.

Criticized in Shoa because he seemed abandoned by so compromising

an ally, Menelik was embarrassed in his policy and anxious for the news
kthat the Italians already should have begun their advance. Antonelli,

Traversi and Ragazzi all agreed that the mere delivery of arms would not
3obviate the necessity for military initiative. In fact, the arrival 

of Ragazzi finally on October 21, 1888 with the first one thousand of 

the Remingtons promised by the secret treaty of October 1887 seems to 

have raised the spirits of the Shoan court only in so far as it gave 

rise to hopes that Italy was also about to satisfy the desire for military

1. L.V. ’’Etiopia”, No. 193, Annesso I, p. 373*

2. Ragazzi to Crispi, Entotto, Oct. 23, 1888, A.S.MAI 36/3-30.

3- Ibid.

b, Antonelli to Crispi, Hadela Gubo, Dec. 9, 1888, L.V. ’’Etiopia”,
No. 198, p. 379, based on news from Traversi, Ragazzi and Joseph Negussie.

3. Ibid.; reports of Traversi and Ragazzi, see notes 1 and 2 above.
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1action from Massawa. When acknowledging the arrival of these arms,

Menelik was emphatic in his assurances to Antonelli of his resolve and
2pressed for Italian military action without further delay.

The long term political consequences of the entente appear to have 

been ignored by Menelik. He showed no concern that he might be intro

ducing dangerous forces into the highlands. The occupation of Asmara 

and strikes against Tigre and Bogos, which Antonelli pressed for as the 

Italian contribution to join military action against John, seem to have 

originated when a more ambitious scheme of alliance was elaborated on
•Zhis return to Rome in August J888 • Previously he had referred only to

4a renewal of hostilities on the coastal plain. However, in late October,

Menelik welcomed news of extension of the Italian occupation to Zula,

and Antonelli claimed that he v/as impatient Mto hear ... of our soldiers
Son the highlands”. Moreover, Menelik undertook, at the end of October 

1888, to instigate a revolt in Tigre under the auspices of Italy. He 

armed a disaffected nephew of Johnfs, Sejum, whom Tekla Haimanot had 

released from custody in Goggiam,and prepared to have him escorted to

1. Ragazzi to Crispi, Entotto, Nov. 30, 1888, L.V. "Etiopia”, No. 203,
p. 387.
2. L.V. "Etiopia", No. 177-

3. Antonelli to Crispi, Rome, Sept. 9, 1889, L.V. "Etiopia", No. 236, p. 
"La parte storica del trattato [Uccialli]"; also No. 167, p. 356.

4. L.V. "Etiopia", No. 152, p. 3*t1.

5. LaGreca to Baldissera, No. 120, Assab, Nov. 1888, A.S.MAI 36/5-50, 
citing letter from Antonelli of Nov. 23-
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Zula, recommending Antonelli to put him at the disposition of the Italian

commander at Saati. When John seemed poised in Goggiam for the

invasion of Shoa in October and November 1888, both Traversi and

Ragazzi reported that the Shoan court was looking for an Italian advance
2into the highlands.

Although Menelik showed no disquiet and had himself invited Umberto

to send an escort of Italian soldiers with the remaining arms, the

active defence of his rights to Lake Assal proved that he was not

oblivious to threats to his vital interests. No doubt the pressure of

imminent attack obscured many other considerations, but it is also

apparent from his negotiations with Antonelli for the Treaty of Uccialli

in 1889 that he was content to consider the escarpment of the highlands
3as the frontier of the Empire towards Massawa. Nor was he unjustified, 

to a great extent, in failing to be more apprehensive of Italian inten

tions. Their obvious hesitancy to intervene and the performance of 

the Italian Expeditionary Force gave him no cause to suspect the

sincerity of assurances from Antonelli and King Umberto that Italy was
Anot bent on conquest. In fact, neither the Command at Massawa nor the

1. Menelik to Crispi, Entotto, Oct. 29, 1888, L.V. "Etiopia”, No. 193? 
Annesso III, pp. 37^-373» also Annesso I, p. 373 and No. 200, p. 3^2.

2. LV .  "Etiopia”, No. 1931 Annesso I, p. 373 and No. 203? p* 3^7; also 
Ragazzi to Crispi, Entotto, Oct. 23, 1888, A.S.MAI 38/3-30.

3. Antonelli to Pisani Dossi, Wara Hailu, May 1̂ , 1889, A.S.MAI 36/6-33*

A. Antonelli to Menelik, Let Marefia, 8 Yekatit, 1880 (Feb. 1*f, 1888) , 
enclosed as Annesso No. 1 to Antonelli to Crispi, Let Marefia, undated 
(March 2A, 1888), A.S.MAI 36/3-^6; and L.V. "Etiopia", No. 132, p. 312.
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Government in Rome had aggressive territorial ambitions before September

1888. Menelik must have learned that Keren had been occupied by

Ethiopian freebooters in June, whom the Command at Massawa had aided,

but did not control, and that an attack by Italian native troops in

September against John's frontier guard in the coastal plain had ended 
2in a debacle. There was, on balance, no reason for him to doubt the 

common belief in the superiority of the Ethiopians fighting in the high

lands.

Instead of any anxiety for future Italian encroachment, Menelik was 

anxious to dispell any doubts about his own intentions, which might dis

courage Italy f rcm taking a more active part against John. During his 

audience with Antonelli of July 2, Menelik had admitted that "perhaps 

his going to Gondar might have given rise to doubts of his loyalty, but

that the Italian Government should have faith in him and that, therefore,
3he was ready to give proof of strong and true friendship". Menelik

must have appreciated, on his return to Entotto, that the delay in

delivering the Remingtons Ragazzi was supposed to be bringing indicated
klack of trust in him. Antonelli had left Menelik in no doubt of what 

proof would be telling in Rome. Since December 1887, he had pressed 

Menelik to make an open show of his friendship for Italy and of inde-

1. Battaglia, La Prima Guerra, p. 323 and pp. 339-3^5-

2. Ibid., pp. 3**1 and 3^-

3. Antonelli to Crispi, Aden, Aug. 8 , 1888, L.V. "Etiopia", No. 132, p.339*
y

4. See, Menelik to Antonelli, Wodela, 23 fekatit 1880 (Feb. 29, 1888), 
enclosed Antonelli to Crispi, Let Marefia, March 2^, 1888, A.S.MAI 36/3-^6.
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pendence from John. In this respect, the active alliance which Menelik

proposed as a means of getting aid from Italy was a belated concession

to demands which Menelik previously had forestalled.
SAs the danger of invalion became imminent, Menelik agreed to

further concessions, partly as inducement, partly as token of his good

faith, but in either case at the behest of the Italian Government whose

trust he had severely shaken by co-operating with John. Antonelli had

explained in February 1888 that his government required a zone around
2Massawa to assure the security of its inhabitants and garrison. Further

more, Antonelli seems to have explained that the garrison at Massawa
3required quartering on the plateau as a refuge from the heat.

Precise Italian claims against John for reparations seem not to have been

discussed before Antonelli left on Menelik*s mission to Rome, in July.

However, at Aden Antonelli received a despatch from Crispi accepting

Menelik*s proposal, but demanding guarantees against Menelik's failing in

his obligations and stipulating that these should consist of territory
Aand of hostages from among Menelik*s family. Antonelli, on March 24,

1888 had suggested that, when Ragazzi delivered the Remingtons, Menelik

1. L.V. "Etiopia”, No. 145, pp. 330-332.

2. Antonelli to Menelik, Let Marefia, 8 Yekatit, 1880 (Feb. 14, 1888), 
two letters of the same date enclosed in Antonelli to Crispi, Let Marefia, 
undated (March 24, 1888), A.S.MAI 36/3-46.

3. Menelik to Umberto, Entotto, 19 Nehase, 1882 (Oct. 13? 1890), "Mis- 
sione Antonelli", Part I, no. 3? P- 11*

4. L.V. "Etiopia", No. 131? p- 33$.
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should be informed of his obligation to send to Rome "an influential chief

of tried seriousness to thank His Majesty King Umberto ". Apparently

Antonelli took the realistic step of substituting an embassy for any

demand for hostages. In August he wrote to Menelik, asking for a

cession of territory and the fulfilment of the long-standing
2promise to send a Shoan embassay to Rome. Antonelli also suggested

to Menelik that he entrust the mission to Makonen.^

After his return to the Red Sea coast in October, Antonelli found

that Menelik accepted the Italian demands. Antonelli telegraphed Crispi

from Assab on October 2*f announcing that Menelik* s messengers were at

Aden, and that he requested an immediate cash loan and agreed both to
Aa Shoan embassy and to the territorial concessions. More specifically,

after receiving on October 28 another messenger from Shoa, Antonelli

reported that "he [Menelik] will send one of his relatives and will make
5no objection to the cession of territory". What this territory was to

be is not clear, but almost certainly it included Asmara as we11 as a
£

zone in the coastal plain adjacent to Massawa and, perhaps, Bogos.

1. L.V. "Etiopia", No. 139, p. 320.

2. Antonelli to Crispi, tel., Assab, Oct. 2*f, 1888, A.S.MAI 3^/3-^9«

3. Antonelli to Crispi, Belheneita, Nov. 29, 1888, L.V. "Occupazione 
di Keren", No. 8 , Annesso, p. 8 .

A. Antonelli to Crispi, (tel.), Assab, Oct. 2^, 1888, A.S.MAI 36/3-^9* 

3- L.V. "Etiopia", No. 170, p. 337- 

6 . See: L.V. "Etiopia", No. 16A, p. 33^*
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With the arrival of Ragazzi at Entotto, on October 21, the renewal of a 

promise of a Shoan embassy to Rome was confirmed and developed into 

an agreement to exchange embassies. "For my part," Menelik wrote to 

Crispi on October 23, MI will send Degiazimatch Makonen and Joseph
'I[Negussie] to Rome.” It appears that Ragazzi had told Menelik that 

Antonelli, accompanied by another Italian, Dr. Cesare Nerazzini, was

returning to Shoa, charged with an official mission for the Italian
2Government. It is unlikely that Ragazzi had been able to confide that

the purpose of this mission was the conclusion of an extensive treaty,

since these terms seem to have been decided upon by Crispi only in late 
3September. In any case, Menelik obviously welcomed the prospect of 

developing further formal relations with Rome.

Alarm at the approach of John and his army heightened Menelik*s 

eagerness to show his good faith and to press for a response to his 

overture to Rome. After Antonelli*s departure, Menelik wrote to him on 

August 19 to hasten the compliance of Italy with his proposal of July 

because there was no other remedy for Shoa*s predicament which daily, he
kemphasized, became more grave. Further incursions by the Mahdists, who 

burned Ambasciera and sacked the neighbouring province (Belesa^ had led

1. Menelik to Crispi, Entotto, 1*f Tikimt, 1881 (Oct. 23, 1888) , enclosed, 
Ragazzi to Crispi, Entotto, Oct. 23, 1888, A.S.MAI 36/5-50.

2. Ragazzi to Crispi, Entotto, Oct. 23, 1888, A.S.MAI 38/3-50*

3- See L.V. "Etiopia*', No. 236, p. ^27 and No. 15^, pp- 3^6-3^7-

b. Cited in L.V. "Etiopia", No. 135, p- 3^7; a telegraphic summary 
reached Antonelli by Sept. 23*
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John to collect his forces and move from Makalle into Begemder. From

Menelikfs letter and one dated August 24 from Joseph Negussie it is

clear that this movement of imperial forces was thought to presage an
1attack on Shoa in October. The situation for Shoa had become more 

critical by the time Antonelli returned to the Red Sea coast. Menelik 

had sent an agent from Shoa on September 11 to tell Antonelli that 

the Mahdists had again retired to Metemma, and that John, leaving Ras 

Alula to guard Begemder, had overrun Goggiam, and surrounded Tekla 

Haimanot. Another messenger whom Antonelli met on October 28 at

Massawa inspired him to report: MThey say that the Negus is as mad as
_ . 3Theodore ... [he] wants to destroy everyting." Although the comparison

was highly exaggerated, John*s punitive expedition against Goggiam was
4ruinous to the province and must have been a terrifying example to the

Shoans. Traversi reported from Entotto at the end of September that^

with John devastating Goggiam, the Shoans expected also to be attacked,
5and Menelik was preparing for his defence.

Menelik appeared calm and determined in the face of this on-coming 

crisis. According to Traversi, ’’Menelik does not seem too preoccupied

1. L.V. ’’Etiopia” , No. 155, p. 547-

2. Antonelli to Crispi, Oct. 9 and 12, L.V. ’’Etiopia", nos. 165, p« 553
and No. 172, p.55$.

5. L.V. "Etiopia”, No. 170, p. 557-

4. Chronigue I , p . 255 and p . 506.

5. Traversi to Antonelli, Entotto, Sept. 29, 1888, Traversi MS 19•
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1that after the Dervishes, Shoa will be next on Johnfs list." Arriving

in Shoa about October 17, Ragazzi reported that "it is believed that from

Goggiam the Emperor will turn to devastate Shoa, and the general conviction
2is that King Menelik will try to oppose him by force of arms." Traversi,

on October 30, added that: "public opinion in the country is relatively

favourable to resistance, and I believe that, if the Emperor menaces Shoa,
3King Menelik will keep him fully occupied". Perhaps these impressions 

reflected Menelik*s genuine confidence in anticipation of help from Italy 

and of delays to John from the flooding of thj^bbai, the Shoan alliance 

with Tekla Haimanot5and the possible need to punish the Mahdists. The 

messenger who reached Antonelli at Massawa on October 28 and who must 

have left Shoa several weeks earlier reported that Menelik was hopeful

of success and preparing for war in the belief that John planned first

to defeat Goggiam and then the Mahdists at Metemma - to which he was
kbuilding a road - and would not invade Shoa before the first of November.

However, Menelik must have felt endangered and increasingly so. Ras

Michael and the Wollo army had remained loyal to John and joined the
3imperial army in Goggiam. As the seasonal fall in the waters of the 

Abbai approached, while there v/as still no sign of military action from

1. Traversi to Antonelli, Entotto, Sept. 29, 1888, Traversi MS 19-

2. Ragazzi to Crispi, Entotto, Oct. 23, 1888, A.S.MAI 36/3-50.

3. L.V. "Etiopia", No. 193, annesso I, p. 373-

k. L.V. "Etiopia", No. 170, p. 357 and No. 173, p. 3^3.

5. Menelik to Crispi, Entotto, 1*f Tikimt, 1881 (Oct. 23, 1888) , enclosed 
in Ragazzi to Crispi, Entotto, Oct. 23, 1888, A.S.MAI 36/5-50.
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Massawa, John abandoned the campaign against Tekla Haimanot, having

surrounded but failed to destroy his forces, and seemed ready to move
1towards Shoa rather than against the Mahdists. Menelik prepared

against an attack through Wollo as v/ell as across the Abbai, but? whatever

the willingness to resist, Ragazzi also found great anxiety in Shoa in 
2mid-October. By the end of November he concluded that, although the 

delivery of the one thousand Remingtons in October had revived hope of 

an Italian attack from Massawa, Meveryone, however, considers as a 

certainty that not even in that case will the Bnperor John turn north

wards, but will invade and devastate Shoa as soon as he can ford the 

AbbaiM ?

Menelik*s was obviously no frenzied alarm, but it turned him none

theless more urgently to Antonelli and the Italian Government. As a 

reassurance that he and Shoa v/ere trustworthy allies, Menelik wrote to 

Crispi on October 23: "If, leaving Goggiam, they [the Emperor and his

army,] come against Shoa, there is no one who is not ready to die for his
bcountry.” At the beginning of November, the agent which he had sent 

to Antonelli in Aden returned to Entotto, bringing news of Antonelli*s 

own impending return with several thousand breechloading rifles and of

1. Ragazzi to Crispi, Entotto, Oct. 23, 1888, A.S.MAI 38/3-50? also 
L.V. "Etiopia”, No. 193, Annesso, p. 373 and No. 182, p. 388.

2. Ragazzi to Crispi, Entotto, Oct. 23, 1888, A.S.MAI 38/3-3Q re. 
defences in Wollo see also Traversi MS 22.

3. L.V. "Etiopia” , No. 203, p. 3$7. 

k. See note No. 3, p . 2.T2. above.

9
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the wish of the Italian Government to station Nerazzini at Harar to 

secure their communications with Shoa. A few days later (November 10), 

Menelik wrote to Antonelli, and, promising to arrange for Nerazzini to be 

welcomed at Harar, he pressed for the speediest material assistance for 

Shoa.

The Emperor is still in Goggiam and has begun his march: 
therefore, arrange for the rifles already on their way to reach 
me quickly.... If you have difficulty transporting everything, 
bring me at least half, but quickly, quickly.

Although Menelik, according to Traversi, had become almost obsessed
3with impatience for more arms by the end of October, this urgency was

no mere pretense to draw on Antonelli. Relations with John became more

strained as the defence of Shoa was prepared. In the absence of Ras

Michael and in defiance of the Emperor, Menelik had restored the officers

in Wollo whanArea Selassie and Ras Michael had deposed -in effect re-
boccupying the provinces surrendered to John in 1882. Although the edict 

for mobilization against John was not published at Entotto until November
24, Makonen left Harar with most of the garrison for Shoa on November 9,

£
having evacuated his recent conquests to the south of the city. Hence

1. Menelik to Antonelli, Entotto, 2 Hedar (Nov. 10 or 11, 1888), 
cited in L.V. "Etiopia”, No. 201, pp. 383-386.

2. Ibid.

3. L.V. "Etiopia", No. 193, Annesso I, p. 373-

4. Traversi MS 22.

3- Ragazzi to Crispi, Entotto, Nov. 30, 1888, L.V. "Etiopia", No. 203, 
p. 387.
6 . Rimbaud to Borelli, Harar, Feb. 23, 1889, P.-Berricjpn, Lettres, p. 3^ ? 
Savoure to Lagarde, Harar, Nov. 10, 1888, extracts at Afrique/138, f.107*
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Menelik already must have begun to recall his outlying forces when he

wrote to Antonelli to be quick. From the end of November until December,

Menelik deployed from Shoa and Wollo a vast army to defensive positions
1along a great part of the Abbai to which John advanced.

Menelik, however, was not so resolute. Arriving at long last at

the frontiers of Shoa, Antonelli received, with considerable delay, on

January 4, 1889 a letter from Menelik, dated Entotto, December 16, 1888:

After giving cannon and rifles to King Tekla Haimanot, he has 
betrayed me and made peace with the Negus. I am waiting for you 
[but] the clergy propose I make peace so that Christian blood 
might not be shed. I will make a provisional peace in order to 
gain time. Should the Negus make my coming to him a condition,
I shall fight rather than go. Of that do not be afraid. I have 
recalled Degiaz Seyum, who had departed.

By January 13, 1889, while still in the border province of Ifat, Antonelli

met the Azage Walda Zadek, who had been sent with an escort of several

thousand soldiers to take custody of the arms, and to deliver another

letter. Assuring Antonelli that he would not make peace with the

Emperor, Menelik claimed that he had initiated negotiations with John
indirectly through the clergy for the sole purpose of gaining time to

3receive the arms. When Antonelli reached Menelik at Addis Ababa on 

January 26, 1889, no peace in fact had been made because John had
4rejected Menelik's terms.

1. Chronique I, pp. 236-237; and L.V. "Etiopia", No. 204, p. 3&9-

2.

3 . Cited in L.V. "Etiopia", No. 210, p. 393-

4. Cecchi to Crispi (tel.), Aden, March 13, citing an undated report from
Antonelli. A.S.MAI 36/6-33-
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A general panic had been caused in Shoa in December 1888 by news

that Tekla Haimanot had come to terms with John, accepting the loss of

Goggiam to Ras Michael in return for compensation elsewhere -even,

perhaps, it was rumoured, in Wollo. By mid-December, according to

Traversi, the Shoans feared momentary attack from across the Abbai,

and this menace, with the continued delay of Antonelli*s arms caravan,
2had almost broken their morale. In the meantime, the Abuna Mateos

had offered to mediate when convinced by the edict of November 24 that
3otherwise a clash was certain. Menelik must have resisted this inter

ference, because, before getting approval, according to Traversi, Mateos
4"begged, entreated, threatened excommunication". To the great relief 

of the Shoans, Menelik charged Mateos with treating for reconciliation 

on the basis that John should remain in his own territory, and that 

Menelik should send tribute, but not make a personal submission. None

theless, Mateos was to caution John that, if he invaded Shoa, Menelik 
3would fight. In fact, measures for the defence of Shoa were intensified 

so that a great part of the left bank of the Abbai was guarded by Menelik's 

armies^ and Traversi continued to believe that the Shoans would stoutly

1. Traversi to Crispi, Entotto, Dec. 16, 1888, L.V. "Etiopia", No. 204,
pp. 389-390.
2. Ibid.. p. 389.
3. Ibid. 

k. Ibid.

3* Ibid.; also "Missione Nerazzini: Harar", p. 12 and L.V. "Etiopia",
No. 197, p. 378.
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1resist attack. Ragazzi asserted that Menelik was trying to gain time,

and Antonelli, receiving his despatch en route, believed the Emperor
2purposely had been offered unacceptable terms. However, Antonelli's

delay was by then so prolonged that Traversi felt Menelik might conclude

that Antonelli had been ordered by Rome to stop at Aussa and would seek
3a peaceful settlement more eagerly. Considerable time gained by a

formal truce, rather than the brief delay occasioned by pourparlers,

might have been Menelik1s object. In any case, as Traversi warily noted,

"negotiations begun lightly might turn out to be negotiations in earnest."

By the time Antonelli reached the court at Addis Ababa, he found
5Menelik "greatly alarmed" and "very determined". The advanced guard of

the imperial forces had crossed the Abbai into Shoan territory to the west

of the Shoan defences, and John had rejected the proposed terms for peace.'

Menelik prepared to lead reserves to the anticipated front, and Antonelli
7believed the outbreak of war to be inevitable.

Antonelli proved to be wrong. The collision was averted. Beset by

1. L.V. "Etiopia", No. 204, p. 389.

2. See L.V. "Etiopia", No. 196 , p. 37$ and No. 203, p« 391•

3 . Traversi to Crispi, Entotto, Dec. 17, 1888, L.V. "Etiopia", No. 206,
p. 391.
f̂. Traversi to Crispi, Entotto, Dec. 16, 1889, L.V. "Etiopia", No. 20̂ +,
P- 390.
3. Cecchi to Crispi, Aden, March 13, 1889, A.S.MAI 36/3-33, citing an 
undated report from Antonelli. 6?

6 . Ibid.

7- Ibid.
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sickness in his army, confronted with much larger forces ready for the

defence and menaced by the Mahdists and persistent unrest in Goggiam,

John recalled his advanced guard and retired towards Begemder, while

Menelik withdrew his forces from the Abbai towards Shoa proper and Wollo

without attempting to take the offensive.

In this almost anticlimactic resolution to the crisis, the motives

of Menelik1s policy emerge more clearly through the facade of his

diplomacy. Obviously, when trying to bring Italy to commit itself to

intervene, Menelik had not alluded to the possibility of repelling an

invasion by an offer to be reconciled and a show of force. He had made

no secret, however, that in order to fight John he required assistance.

His determination to challenge the imperial forces had clearly rested on

two assumptions: that John would attack him, and that he would be helped

by Italy and Goggiam. It was essentially a defensive resolve in which

prudence dominated ambition. "But if John does not come," Traversi wrote

in a private letter on October 20, "Menelik will not be one to go looking
2for him, no matter what Italy sends him."

Confronted with the risks of war, Menelik - eulogized by Arnoux as "an
3 4intrepid warriour" and by Antonelli as "a warrior king" - displayed more

1. Chronique I, pp. 236-237 and 239, Afeworq, Menelik, pp. 42-43; 
"Missione Nerazzini: Harar", p. 3, L V. "Etiopia", No. 207, PP- 292-293, 
No. 213, p- 398, No. 216, p. 398; Battaglia, La Prima Guerra, pp. 348-349.

2 . Traversi MS 21.

3 . Arnoux, Memo.: "La Franco-Ethiopienne", 1879, Afrique/6 3, f. 343-

4. Antonelli to MAE, Entotto, May 10, 1886, "Rapporti sullo Scioa", no.V.
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the talents of the strategist than of a man of action. He elaborated 

means for achieving his end, but adapted them as needed by improvising 

or having ready an alternative course more convenient to circum

stances and avoided decisive engagements with their risk of irreparable 

setbacks. Perhaps from the beginning, in May and June, 1888, he had 

hoped to engineer, through alliances, a nearly bloodless stand-off.

The reoccupation of Wollo shows that he was not timid in his strategy, 

but the concentration along wide stretches of the Abbai suggest an 

attempt to outmanoeuvre rather than force a battle. Menelik seems to 

have been hesitant to commit himself to the narrow field of open warfare 

unless success was virtually certain from the outset and failure unlikely 

to entail serious political reverses, as was the case in virtually all 

of the campaigns against the Galla, who were without firearms and dis

united. Commenting on hearsay at Harar of Tekla Haimanotfs stubborn 

defiance of John, Rimbaud remarked: ’’[Menelik] is too prudent to take

so dangerous a gamble”.
The certainty of success which Menelik seems to have awaited before 

acting never materialized. He received only half the rifles he asked

for from Italy when at last Antonelli arrived, and the supply of ammunition
2for these was inadequate. This shortcoming he found particularly disap-

1. Rimbaud to Borelli, Harar, Feb. 25, 1889; P- Berrichon, Lettres, p. y \•

2. Cf. L.V. ’’Etiopia” , No. 2171 P« 399? ’’Missione Nerazzini: Harar”, 
p. 12; and the inventory of a vast supply of munitions sent from Assab 
before Nov. 14, 1888, in Antonelli to Crispi, Hadele Gubo, Dec. 10, 1888,
A.S.MAI 31/5-30; the cartridges however were of the wrong calibre.

6
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pointing, and he knew that the Italians at Massawa were remaining totally

inactive. At the same time, the approach of Johnfs advanced guard

across the Abbai sparked a revolt in Djimma, and other Galla districts
2were in ferment. At Harar; partially isolated by the reversion of the

Chercher country into an impassable state of anarchy, the deputy governor

was in constant fear of revolt, and of losing control of the city should
3the army suffer any serious reverses. For Menelik, as well as John,

therefore, defeat might mean the collapse of authority in the rear, either

from hostile incursions or Muslim insurrection. Savoure, after seeing

Makonen off from Harar in November, wrote: ,?The situation is very tense

between Menelik and King John; but whatever people may say, the informed
ifopinion is that they will not come to blows for fear of each other.” 

Similarly, Taurin dte Cahagne, unaware of the actual course of events along

the Abbai, opined ”1 think ... that peace will be made between Ati
5Johannes and King Menelik on the basis of reciprocal fear....”

Furthermore, the rupture between John and Menelik, although serious, 

was never as complete as Menelik encouraged Antonelli to believe. They

1.

2. i ?

3- ”Missione Nerazzini: Harar”, pp. 9 and 12.

4. Savoure to Lagarde, Harar, Nov. 10, 1888, extracts at Afrique/138, 
f.107.

W9- Taurin to Salvator, No. 44, Zeila, Feb. 18, 1889, Paris CapucfLitfMS, 
"Mission des Gallas”, 189/ 23.

6. Cf.: L.V. "Etiopia”, No. 200, p. 3^3; "Missione Nerazzini: Harar”,
pp. 2-4, citing Ilg.
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1continued in friendly correspondence through the Abuna Mateos. Although

Traversi claimed in late October that nobody believed friendly letters
2from John, Menelik was abject in his letters to John with reassurances 

3of his loyalty. The recall of Seyum, moreover, while publicly attributed
kin mid-December to suspicions of his reliability, may have resulted from

considerations that it was impolitic to attempt to raise revolt in Tigre
5through openly aiding a fugitive whose return John was demanding,

especially when the Italians gave no sign of energetic support to make
£

it successful. In any case, Menelik seems to have been hedging.

Moreover, not only did he encourage the Italians to believe that peace

was hopeless, but he had tried to prevent them from concluding otherwise.

Knowing that Antonelli was on his way through Aussa to Shoa, and that

Nerazzini was to be sent to Harar, Menelik warned Antonelli, in his letter
nof November 11, '1888 not to credit rumours about events in the interior. 

He was careful by his letters to Antonelli in mid-December to justify

1. L.V. "Etiopia11, No. 200, p. 3^3, citing letters shown to Ragazzi by 
Joseph Negussie, but which Antonelli interprets facilely as proof of a 
complete rupture.

2. Traversi to Antonelli, Entotto, Oct. 23, 1888, Traversi MS 22.

3- I am indebted to Zewde Gebre Sellassie for this information, based on 
an Amharic manuscript record by Heruy in his possession.

*f. L.V. "Etiopia", No. 20̂ -, p. 3^9 and No. 206, p. 3^9*

3. L.V. "Etiopia", No. 172, p. 338.

6 . This is the opinion also of Zewde Gebre Sellassie from the point of 
view of relations with John.

7. Cited in L.V. "Etiopia", No. 201, p. 3^6.
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and then to deny his intention of making peace almost certainly because 

he realized that rumours of his negotiations, which were rife in the 

country, would come to Antonelli*s ears before they met. In this 

attention to detail he seems to have recovered the finesse his diplomacy 

had lacked v/hile he was campaigning earlier in the year.

As the immediate military danger to Shoa receded at the beginning 

of 1889, Menelik was confronted with a diplomatic crisis in his relations 

with Italy when, unexpectedly Antonelli revealed that the purpose of his 

mission was to negotiate a new treaty of friendship in which Menelik 

would be treated as already have supplanted John as Emperor. Nor had 

Menelik escaped from the dilemma which had gripped Shoan policy since 

1885. He was still relying on the Italians to strengthen his base of 

power, but unable to challenge John as a powerful suzeraign. Moreover, 

Menelik's quandary was complicated by his uncertainty - new, it appears^in 

his dealings with Antonelli - about why the Italians had failed to co

operate militarily from Massawa. Menelik, according to Antonelli, was

amazed by Italian inaction: "It had occurred to him that either we might

have recognized the impossibility of fighting in a country like Ethiopia,
2or his promises were not trusted."

The possibility of Menelik’s succeeding to the imperial throne had 

not been discussed at the audience of July 2, 1888 nor, apparently, at 

any other time with Antonelli. However, by the time he reached Aden, en

1. L.V. "Etiopia", No. 212; No. 197, p. 378.

2. Antonelli to Crispi, Rome, Sept. 9, 1889, L.V. "Etiopia", No. 236, 
p. 2*4-7.



route for Home, Antonelli had become convinced that the Empire was on the

verge of dissolution. The assumption that Menelik should be treated as

Emperor had been introduced in Rome when Crispi and Antonelli drafted a

new treaty of alliance and friendship to be proposed in reply to Menelik1s
2more limited appeal for specific aid. The draft treaty, which Antonelli

presented to Menelik on his arrival in Addis Ababa, confirmed the two

Italo-Shoan treaties of May 1883 and October 1887, provided that only

Menelik should be free to import arms through Massawa, and allowed for
3revision v/hen Menelik should have become Enperor. However, it also 

committed Menelik to accept, even in the future revision, the annexation 

by Italy of Asmara and other territory adjacent to Massawa, which the 

Italians had not yet occupied and reserved to the Italian Government the 

right to publish the otherwise secret provisions of the treaty at its 

discretion. The offer could not be rebuffed without risking denial of 

the further aid promised by the treaty of October 1887 and subsequent 

assurances from Rome. In spite of their failure to send the rifles and 

cartiridges requested in July, the Italian Government had sent a large

supply of other munitions and a large gift of cash.^ But the proposal

1. L.V. "Etiopia", No. 132, p. 339-
2. Ibid., p. 2V7.

3 . "Progetto di Trattato", L.V. "Etiopia", No. 236, Annesso II, pp. ^37- 
^39, articles V, XIV and XV.

k. Ibid., Articles III and XV.

3. Antonelli to Crispi, Hadele Gubo, Dec. 10, 1888, A.S.MAI 38/3-30;
a machine gun, one million caps, 12 cases of powder and 100,000 $MT.
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could not be accepted without risking the last hope for an accommodation

with John, whose rights it disregarded, and with the Tigreans, whose

territory it ceded. Moreover, with their frontier guaranteed, Menelik

could not be certain that the Italians would be moved to take energetic

measures before he had dealt with John. Antonelli himself warned Crispi,

in December (1888) that Menelik would be hesitant to sign the treaty

if the territory were to be a concession rather than an acknowledgement
1of Italian right by conquest.

However, at the end of January, when Menelik expected soon to be

engaged with the invading imperial armies, and, according to Antonelli,

was in "an extremely excited state", Antonelli was confident that he

would raise no difficulties to signing the treaty.^ Whether Menelik

then actually encouraged him in this belief, although probable, is not

certain. But by February 20, 1889, he clearly had charged Antonelli to
3assure the Italian Government that he would sign the treaty. The danger

of invasion was not over. John*s withdrawal from the Abbai into Begemder

earlier in February exposed Shoa to the threat of attack through Wollo.

By February 20 Menelik was preparing an expedition to reinforce his
koccupation of Wollo. At the same time, he still had received no specific 

promise of military co-operation from Massawa. Crispi, in a letter 

delivered by Antonelli on January 26, 1889, had merely stated "our troops

1. L.V. "Occupazione Keren", No. 19, p. 21, and No. 19, annesso V, p. 23.
2. Antonelli to Crispi, undated, quoted in Cecchi to Crispi, Aden,
March 13, 1889, A.S.MAI 36/6-33-
3 . Antonelli to Crispi, Addis Ababa, Feb. 20, 1889, A.S.MAI 36/6-33*

, see also, Keller, Il£, P. 73.
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will continue operations at the proper season”. This was hardly an

encouraging reply to Menelik's appeal of July 1888 v/hich it purported

to answer, especially after the total inaction at Massawa since the

end of the rainy season.

To cope with the crisis presented by Antonelli*s further demands

and the continued need for Italian compliance with the appeal for aid

made in July 1888, Menelik adopted a twofold policy towards Italy. In

addition to promising Antonelli that he would sign the treaty, he made

it unmistakably clear that the arms which so far had been provided were

insufficient, and that what he most awaited was military action from

Massawa. In a letter to King Umberto of February 20, 1889, Menelik

thanked the Italian Government for the nearly five thousand Remingtons

v/hich Antonelli had brought, but asked that a proportionate quantity of

ammunition be provided and drew attention to the fact that, in July

1888, he had requested a full ten thousand."^ When Menelik left for

Wollo on March 6 , 1889, he had not yet signed the treaty, in spite of
kAntonelli's assurances that his demands would be satisfied. The initiative

1. Crispi to Menelik, Sept. 12, 1888, L.V. ’’Etiopia”, No. 139, P* 333*

2. Antonelli to Crispi, undated, quoted, Cecchi to Crispi, Aden, March 
13, 1889, A.S.MAI 36/ 6-3 3; same to same, Addis Ababa, Feb. 20, 1889,
A.S.MAI 36/6-33* and L.V. ’’Etiopia”, No. 213, p» 396; also, same to same,
Rome, Sept. 9, 1889, L.V. "Etiopia”, No. 236, p. ^28.

3. L.V. ’’Etiopia”, No. 217, p. 399-

*f. Despatches of Antonelli, ref. note 2 above; Chronique I, p. 239;
Keller, Ilg, p. 73-
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had passed back to Menelik. In effect^he was reiterating his appeal 

of July 1888, while demanding compliance with it as the condition for 

keeping his own promise to sign the Italian draft treaty. However, the 

terms in which he was pursuing the policy of reliance on Italy had 

undergone a final shift. From an attitude of active neutrality he 

had passed through an attempt at defensive coalition into the arena of 

aggressive pursuit of the imperial crown. Italian-Shoan relations were 

at this state of appeal, proposal, counter-offer and return bargain, 

when news reached Menelik, encamped on his v/ay to Wollo on March 23, 

1889 that John had been killed fighting the Mahdists before Metemma.

1. Chronique I, p. 239•
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Chapter VII

THE ROLE OF THE ENTENTE IN IMPERIAL FOREIGN POLICY

The succession of Menelik profoundly changed the purpose of foreign

policy and radically altered the demands on his diplomacy. Resistance to

a central imperial authority, and a desire for territorial expansion

with the consequent preoccupation with firearms, had been the principal

motives of Shoan foreign policy since 1863• With the death of John one

consideration overrode all others: the desire to impose an exclusive

authority from Shoa. John's armies returned from Metemma disunited and
1lacking ammunition, but after a brief campaign lack of supplies also 

constrained Menelik to disband his army and withdraw to Entotto, without 

having been recognized by the chiefs of Tigre and of the provinces of 

the northeastern frontier. Again the following campaign season (December 

1889 - March 1890) lack of supplies and disease forced him to withdraw 

from the territory of the late Emperor without entering Adua or Axum, 

and without having established his authority in Tigre with any certainty.

To achieve this ambition and to continue territorial expansion in the 

south, firearms remained a central motive of Menelik's foreign policy. 

Hov/ever, it was of equal importance now to prevent the well-armed Tigreans 

and other potential rebels along the northeastern frontier from replenishing 

their supply of ammunition.

1. See reports of Baldissera, May 3 and Sept. 1, 1889, L,V. "Occupazione 
Keren”, no. 3 6, p. ^6 ; no. 83, pp. 73-76. Also, Cecchi to Crispi, Aden, 
July 8, 1889, enclosing report of Antonelli from Harar, June 23, 1889,
A.S.MAI 36/6-3^.
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In addition, for the first time Menelik was required to deal with a

populous frontier district adjacent to a European colony. Moreover,

responsibility for the defence of the northwestern frontier brought him 

into direct contact, for the first time since the Egyptian conquest of 

Harar, with an African Power which had proved itself a formidable 

adversary. This had not only a military significance, and hence an impact 

on the search for arms, but a diplomatic one. The future loyalty of the

King of Goggiam, as well as general public esteem for the emperor as

defender, required Menelik, from Shoa, to fend off further Mahdist attack.

The drive for further expansion also became more demanding as 

expeditions were sent to more remote districts to the west, south and 

southeast. This development was almost certainly speeded up by a train 

of economic factors which also contributed to frustrating any direct 

resort to arms as a means of subduing Tigre or repelling the Mahdists.

By 1889, Goggiam and Tigre were already devastated by John's campaigns, 

first against the Italians and then against Menelik and Tekla Haimanot. 

Amhara and Begemder had suffered similar ruin from the incursions of the 

Mahdists and the expeditions of Tekla Haimanot and Menelik to check them.

A series of natural disasters sunk these provinces deeper into crisis, 

and severely weakened Shoa itself with only the Galla districts preserving 

their earlier prosperity. First an epidemic, in 1889, killed off most 

of the livestock in the Empire, then famine raged until 1892-1893, finally, 

cholera and other diseases swept away great numbers of people, virtually

1. See, Pankhurst, "The Great Ethiopian Famine of 1889-1892”.
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depopulating some districts, and everywhere adding to the general state 

of misery until 1893- It became necessary for Menelik to keep his 

armies raiding the untouched lands to the south and southeast, which 

still had plentiful herds. It was even more difficult than before, 

perhaps it had become impossible, to supply armies north of Shoa. It 

is also probable that the inflation and great increase in the import of 

food in the north made the always limited supply of Maria Theresa dollars 

even more scarce, and forced Menelik to rely exclusively on the Galla 

luxury goods - ivory, gold and civet - for paying for his imports of arms 

and other European manufactures. The importance of Harar, which had a 

cash revenue from its customs dues on local agricultural trade, prin

cipally in coffee, as well as on the transit trade in Galla luxury goods, 

must have been enhanced.

To meet the new demands of imperial responsibility under these harsh 

circumstances, Menelik initiated his imperial foreign policy by adopting, 

virtually without a break, the foreign policy of Shoa for the needs of 
the Empire. The persistence of unsettled frontiers, and of the unsubjuga

ted Tigre, strongly influenced the choice in foreign policy, while drawing 

Menelik into political diplomacy as a substitute for the force which he 

was unable to bring to bear in the northern half of his empire, where it 

was as necessary to seal off potential rebels from material assistance, 

as to prevent incursions. This transition on Menelik's part was 

characterized by energy and continuity. Moreover, the Treaty of Uccialli, 

incorporating with modifications the draft Antonelli had presented on his 

return from Rome, was accepted by Menelik as a reinforcement of the Italo-
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Shoan entente extended to the whole Empire as a positive means of dealing 

v/ith his new responsibilities.

Italian policy, however, having adopted the pro-Shoan bias of 

Antonelli during the war with John, reverted with the Ethiopian with

drawal from Saati and John's death, to a policy of aggressively ambitious 

opportunism. While still negotiating with Menelik as the apparent 

successor, Crispi willingly disregarded the frontier provisions agreed 

to by Antonelli, even when they had been ratified. Additional territorial 

concessions from Menelik, accepted as definitive by Antonelli, were 

disavowed by the Massawa Command and Crispi, in order to be free to take 

advantage of events. Crispi ignored the essence of the Treaty by the 

arbitrary decision that, by Menelik's failure to subdue the Tigrean chiefs

militarily, the Italian Government had regained its freedom of action in 
2Tigre. At the same time, for the purposes of his European diplomacy 

and internal policy, Crispi suddenly decided to use the Treaty as a means 

of achieving, at one stroke, the exclusive predominance which Antonelli 

had envisaged only as the long term result of supporting Menelik. Dis

torting the sense of Article 17 as Menelik had agreed to it, Crispi
o

notified the Italian text to the signatories of the Berlin Act of 1883

1. Dufferin to Salisbury, Rome, May 9, 1889, F.O. ^+03/123, no. 113; 
cf., Antonelli to Crispi, Rome, Sept. 9, 1889, L.V. ’’Etiopia”, no. 236, 
p. ^29.
2. Crispi to Orero, Rome, March 28, 1890, Etiopia/1, no. 183, p. 167; 
same to same, April 23, 1890, Zaghi, ’’Diario”, notes (3*0 and (23), pp. 
89-90; Crispi to Antonelli, Rome, April 9 , 1890, Etiopia/1, no. 207, p* 
183; Salimbeni, Diario, p. 6 +̂; P. Crispi, Prima Guerra, pp. 31-32.
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by a circular dated October 11, 1889, which pretended that Menelik had

agreed, by a perpetual treaty, to deal with all foreign states only
1through the intermediary of the Italian Government. The European

Powers all duly acknowledged receipt of the circular, by which Crispi
2implied an Italian protectorate over Ethiopia.

Menelik remained unaware of this drastic change in the terms of his 

relations with Italy and the outside world until July 1890. In the 

meantime, he pursued a foreign policy which demonstrates how far Crispi*s 

pretensions were from his own very active and, in contrast, constructive 

intentions.

The respite which John*s withdrawal from the Abai to attack the

Mahdists had given Menelik in early 1889 in his negotiations with Antonelli,

was suddenly ended by the nev/s, on March 29, 1889, of John!s death. The

same day, at the Shoan camp in Wollo, Menelik asked Antonelli to inform

King Umberto that he would sign the draft treaty, about which he already

had expressed tentative approval on February 20, but with reservations
3on ceding the territory not belonging to Shoa. No such excuse was now

given against ceding territory over which even his nominal authority as

Emperor had not yet been recognized. Although the usefulness of a military
kdiversion may have been lessened, Menelik again was in urgent need of

1. Giglio, ’’Uccialli 17”, p. 227-
2. See, Conf. (XCIV), No. 3, P- 8 and following.

3 . Antonelli to Crispi, Ghedem, March 23, 1889, L.V. M0ccupazione di 
Keren", no. 37? P- ^6 ; and Rome, Sept. 9, 13895 L.V. "Etiopia", no. 236,
p. ^28•

A. Cf., Rubenson, "Wichale XVII", p. 3 8.
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Italian co-operation from Massawa. On March 26, Menelik wrote to King 

Umberto, calling on him to order his troops at Massawa to guard the 

frontier towards Asmara, and to give no heed to the appeals of rebels 

against his authority in Tigre, nor to allow arms to pass through to
'Ithem. Negotiations on the draft treaty were resumed. After careful

modification by Menelik of any inequal provisions and of their common

frontier, restricting it to the edge of the plateau, and preserving

Ethiopian rights over Debre Bizen, an important monastery within the

projected frontiers of Eritrea, the treaty was signed with Antonelli
2on May 2, 1889, near the village of Uccialli. Menelik charged Makonen 

with accompanying Antonelli to Rome for the ratification.

This embassy was not only the fulfilment of the long-standing
"Zpromise, as Crispi had requested in September 1888, it was an attempt

actively to bring to a favourable conclusion objectives towards which

Shoan foreign policy had been directed during the previous several years.

Makonen was commissioned to arrange a loan from the Italian Government.

In addition to making possible direct purchase by Makonen of arms in 
kItaly, Menelik was eager for cash, which he anxiously wanted in Shoa 

until mid-December 1889, apparently in order to pay Chefneux for some

1. Rubenson, "Wichale XVII”, p. 56, citing Menelik to Umberto, March 26, 
1889, note (85); also Menelik to Antonelli, Entotto, July 16, 1889,
A.S.MAI 3/5-33i asking why the Italians had not advanced.

2. Ibid., Appendix, p. 63; see his note (1), p. 1.

3- L.V. "Etiopia”, No. 13&, p» 351*

k. Chronique I, p. 283; Keller, Ilg, p. stating that this was the
principal purpose of the mission.
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dozen guns he was being commissioned to buy, and for which, in default
1of cash, Menelik finally gave economic concessions. Foremost, however,

Makonen was "to gain, by means of and with the help of the Italian
2Government, the friendship of the European governments". In practical

terms, this meant putting an end to the Anglo-French prohibition on the 
3arms trade, and securing free access for Shoa to the sea. Makonen 

was instructed to pursue, through the good offices of the Italian Govern

ment, the overtures Zimmerman had made at Aden in 1888 for the cession
ifor, at least, for the unfettered use of Zeila. Makonen also wished to 

stop at Aden on his return, in order to delimit the province of Harar 

obtaining British recognition of Ethiopian rights over the entire trade 

route to within two hours of Zeila (i.e. to Warabot). While at Zeila, 

en route for Rome, Makonen attempted to associate the Harar administration 

with the digging of wells. When this failed, he protested to London, 

through the Italian Government while in Rome, that the work of the Zeila
jt

agency was infringing on Ethiopian territory.

1. Menelik was very anxious, until Dec. 1889, for 300,000 /MT; Menelik 
to Antonelli, Entotto, Dec. 1*f, 1889, cited in Etiopia/1 , no. 13^, Annesso 
XVII, p. 109; Salimbeni to Pisani Dossi, Venice, Sept. 4, 1889, A.S.MAI 
36/7-60; Makonen to Tessema, undated, enclosed in Damiani to Cecchi,
Rome, Oct. 18, 1889, A.S.MAI 36/ 7-6 1.

2. Makonen to Crispi, Rome, Oct. , 1889, A.S.MAI 8/2-9-

3. Keller, Ilg, p. 7^-

k. Nerazzini to Crispi, Harar, Sept. 13, 1890, A.S.MAI 36/12-99-

3- Ibid.; and June 23, 1890, Etiopia/1, no. 377, P- 329; and, Stace to 
Clarke, Aden, Aug. 17, 1B8 9; Stace to Baring, Aden, Nov. 10, 1889, and 
Salisbury to Baring, tel. no. 99, London, Nov. 8 , 1889, F.O. k03/'\2k, no. 
30, inclosure; no. 7 0, inclosure 1; and no. 3 +̂-

6. Ibid.
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Control over the trade route, as well as the acquisition of Zeila,

had been objectives of Shoan foreign policy since the conquest of Harar.

Facilitating the arms trade, moreover, had been its major preoccupation.

By 1889, Menelik preferred the routes leading from Ha.rar to that from

Aussa to Assab, and Zeila was its natural outlet. Moreover, Menelik had

been told repeatedly by the French traders that British diplomatic

pressure was to blame for the prohibiting of the arms trade in the Bay
2of Tajura as well. Hence, freeing Zeila would free the French ports.

To support the success of these initiatives, Makonen was entrusted 

with a letter for Queen Victoria, dated May 2 , 1889, in which Menelik 

proposed Man agreement between England, Italy and Ethiopia, with the 

object of adopting measures to arrest the development of the Dervishes” .̂  

Alluding now to his duty as Emperor "to secure peace and prosperity to 

Christian Ethiopia,” Menelik concluded: ”Availing myself of the friend

ship v/hich has long subsisted between myself and the King of Italy, v/ho I 

well know is Your Majesty’s friend, I venture, through him, to communi- 

cate this project to Your Majesty." The fact that this letter was 

prepared at the same time as the Treaty of Uccialli, the tripartite form 

of the projected entente, and Antonelli*s statement that Menelik had

1. Traversi to Crispi, Let Marefia (?), June 11, 1890, Zaghi, "Diario", 
note (*+7) 1 P- 120.
2. Stace to Portal, Aden, Aug. 12, 1888, and Hogg, Memo, on the Somali 
Coast, London, Aug. 28, 1888, F.O. *+03/32, no. 139 j inclosure 1; and no. 
1*+7; according apparently to Antonelli.

3 . F.O. *+03/12*+, no. 61; see Zaghi, "Diario", note (1), p. *+17-

*f. Ibid.
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charged the Italian Government with "promoting an agreement with the
1British Government" suggest that the inspiration for this proposal v/as 

Antonelli's and that it reflects Italian ambitions to appear in Europe 

in alignment with England through joint action in the Sudan, rather than 

Menelik's fears. Nonetheless, it does seem to reflect not only his 

fears, but his hopes for drawing the British into more friendly relations 

with him.

Menelik almost certainly was anxious to check neighbours who had

fielded an expedition armed with rifles against Tekla Haimanot in January
2

1888, whose emissaries had infiltrated Gimma and as far as the Somali
3and Afar ports, and whose armies, triumphant on the northwestern fron

tier, in May, were once again actively penetrating the gold bearing
Adistricts subject to Shoa. Their inactivity after the Ethiopian reversal 

before Metemma was a lull before renewed incursions which, by early June

1889, again menaced Gondar. It is not improbable that Menelik anticipated

1. Antonelli to Pisani Dossi, private, Rome, Oct. 20, 1889, A.S.MAI
36/8-69 •
2. Borelli, Ethiopie, pp. 353-^; 3^1; see also, Zaghi, "Diario", note
(2), p. 1*+1.

3- Lagarde to (MAE ?) private, Obock, Jan. 21, 1883, Afrique/66, f. 39; 
Hunter to Baring, Aden, March 4, 1883, F.O. *+03/ 83, no. 198, inclosure no.1.

*f. Re. Gobana's expedition against them in Wallaga (1888-89) and renewed 
incursions in Lieka in 1890, see: Chronique I, p. 233 and note (2);
"Missione Nerazzini: Harar", p. 9 ; Borelli, Ethiopie, pp. 130, 162, 192;
Ragazzi to Cecchi, Let Marefia, Jan. 8 , 1890, cited in Conf. (XCIV), no.
7 6; and Salimbeni, Diario, entries of July 11 and Aug. 8 1890, pp. 103 
and 13*+.

3- Baldissera to Guerra, Massawa, May 3 and June 3, 1889, L.V. "Occupa- 
zione di Keren", no. 38, p. *+7; and no. 70, p. 31 •
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this revived activity and the devastation of the central provinces made 

any Shoan expedition in strength highly impractical, if not beyond his 

resources. Goggiam, on which John had relied for the defence of the 

northwestern frontier, was enfeebled by famine and an internal struggle 

for power, and Tekla Haimanot was himself accused there of intriguing 

with the Mahdists. Antonelli contended that, while Menelik was not

afraid of Tigrean resistance, he was apprehensive about the Mahdists at
2 3Metemma. This was partly confirmed by other observers. Menelik showed

his concern for the subversive infiltration of the southwest Galla by

sending an expedition to Wallaga in mid-1888, and by briefly chaining the

King of Jimma at the end of 1889 until early 1890, because he was accused
kof intriguing with the Mahdists and of buying arms from Savoure. At 

the end of October 1889, news reached Entotto of a Mahdist incursion 

towards Chiloga (Dembia), having been repulsed, and that other bands along 

the frontiers of Wallaga were not advancing. Menelik then told Ragazzi:

Mfortunately they have been defeated towards Gondar . It would be good 
for us to come to an agreement for the destruction of these M u s l i m s  ... who

1. Ragazzi to Crispi, Entotto, Oct. 23, 1889, Conf. (XCIV), no. 33, annesso 
II, p. 56, and Lagarde to Spuller, Obock, Jan. 22, 1890, Afrique/136, 
f.3 6; see also Conf.(XCIV) , nos. 35^, Annesso, p. 308 and 39"!, P* 3^6.

2. Antonelli to Pisani Dossi, private, Wara Hailu, May 1*f, 1889, A.S.MAI
36/6-53.
3- Maschov, "Secondo Viaggid', p. 886; reports of informants at Harar in 
Labosse to D*Aubigny, Suez, Nov. *f, 1889, FOM. Af.Pol./l*K) Obock, Cor. Gen. 
(1889); another undated, FOM, Af.Pol/1^1, Obock, Cor. Gen. (1890).

b. See note p. 295 above; Zaghi, "Diario", note (2), p. 1^1; Traversi 
to Crispi, Let Marefia, June 11, 1890, Conf. (XCIV), no. 391; Traversi 
to Antonelli, Let Marefia, April 15, 1890, ibid., no. 35^, Annesso.
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■'Inow come to the frontier of my country." Moreover, in November 1890,

when it had been reported that both the Goggiamese and, incorrectly,

the Italians, had suffered reverses at the hands of Mahdist forces,

Menelik displayed keen interest in finding out whether the British had
2made peace with the Khalifa. A desire for British co-operation v/as 

expressly mentioned by Menelik when, early in 1891, he told Antonelli 

that he intended marching on Metemma in order to check revived threats 

to Dembia and Gondar. He also told Antonelli that he hoped this co

operation might be arranged by the Italian Government.^

The possibility cannot be excluded that Menelik sought to divert the 

attention of the Khalifa by some activity in Egypt or at Suakin or against 

Kassala. However, apparently what he really sought in 1889 was to dis

suade the British from their obstruction of the arms trade, by trying to 

shift his dealings with them onto the common ground of hostility towards 

the Mahdist revolt, and of mutual friendship with Italy. NopLan for joint

military action seems ever to have exist ed except among the Italians
ifin order to justify to the British a claim to Kassala. Nor is there

1. Conf. (XCIV), no. 55* Annessi II and III, pp. 56-57-

2. Salimbeni, Diario, entry November 11, 1890, p. 209; Menelik remained
unconvinced that the Italians, contrary to his own informants, had won at
Agordat (June 27, 1890).

5 . Antonelli to MAE, Addis Ababa, Feb. 2, and Aden, March 2 6, 1891, 
"Missione Antonelli", part I, no. 28, and part II, no. V, p. 102.

Dal Verme to Salimbeni, Cairo, July 17? 1890, Salimbeni, Diario, pp. 
205-207; draft, Menelik to Crispi, prepared by Antonelli for Menelik,
Feb. 1891, "Missione Antonelli, Part II, Doc. V.
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proof that Menelik seriously prepared an expedition of his own. In

contrast, Makonen clearly implied while in Rome that active assistance

had never been contemplated when Menelik addressed his letter of May 2,

1889, to Queen Victoria, but that it was inspired by British interference

with the arms trade. In another letter to Queen Victoria, which he sent

on December 14, 1889, directly to the British Agency at Aden, Menelik

left no doubt about the kind of assistance he was looking for. Tactfully

avoiding any direct criticism of British responsibility for the arms

prohibition, he asked the Queen to side with him in an appeal to the

equity of the Powers for abolishing "an arrangement which ought not to
2exist, and which is the cause of damage being done to us". Consistent 

with his previous letter (May 2), Menelik laid the damage done to 

Ethiopia at the feet of the Mahdists, and added that his hopes for sup

pressing the slave trade were being frustrated by Muslim traders, who
3profited by Ethiopia1s lack of weapons.

In the light of his letter of May 2, 1889, it is very significant 
that Menelik specifically drew the Mahdist revolt and Ethiopia’s need of 

arms together in his letter of December 14 with the overtures which 

Zimmerman had made at Aden regarding Zeila. He emphasized his special need 

for British friendship: "Because you, through the occupation of Zeila 

and Berbera and through the Egyptian interests you take care of ... have

1. Makonen to Crispi, Rome, Oct. , 1889, A.S.MAI 8/2-9.

2. F.O. 403/125, no. 31; see Rubenson, "Wichale XVII", p. 15 and notes 
(21) and (24).

3- Ibid.
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1become our neighbours". Considering that Makonen intended to pursue

Zimmerman1s overtures at Aden on his return from Rome, the proposal for

a tripartite alliance appears to prove clearly for the first time that

Menelik had comprehended and was attempting to turn his advantage at

Harar and Zeila the close relations between Italy and England. Their

intimacy could easily have been reported by Ilg or another of the

Europeans returning from trips to Europe in 1888, if Antonelli had not

already done so. In any case, a letter from Queen Victoria to John in

1887, calling on him to come to terms with her good friend the King of
2Italy, had been forwarded by John to Menelik.

This insight into inter-European relations was immediately of more 

particular importance for Menelik1s relations with Italy, because it 

contributed to the convenience of the Italian connection. The anti- 

Mahdist league, like anti-slavery expressions, was being used as a 

standard for attracting sympathetic attention. On balance it seems un

likely that, with a genuine threat to his frontiers, it was merely part 

of Menelik's diplomatic vocabulary. At the same time, there is no proof 

that he intended to form an active alliance to launch joint campaigns 

or even that he was trying to instigate a military diversion. Rather, 

it seems that he was seeking to extend his peculiar relations v/ith Italy 

to include the British as a means of circumventing their objections to 

the import of firearms, both through their Somali ports and through the

1. F.O. k)3/125, no. 31.

2. See above, Chapter VI, p. Xli.
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Afar ports of the French. The proposal, hence, reflects continuity in 

his policy towards the British and continuity in the tendency to amplify 

the uses of the Italian connection. The method, however, shows a 

clear understanding of the possibilities of using the external balance 

of power, although it was not yet being pursued as a policy.

In Shoan diplomacy after 1883, increasingly political relations with 

Italy became the dominant strand. Menelik had asked for Italian good 

offices to fend off any hostile reaction in Europe to the Shoan conquest 

of Harar; he had agreed to be represented by the Italian Government 

against the ambitions of the French to Lake Assal, and, by July 1888, he 

had appealed unequivocally for Italian aid in his internal struggle. The 

Treaty of Uccialli, Makonen1s mission to Rome, and the demands for co

operation v/ith his internal policy in Tigre, which Menelik made in 1889- 

1890, clearly belong to "this progression.

The other strands of his diplomacy persisted, nevertheless. Menelik 

had never ceased to pursue the earlier policies associated v/ith the 

diplomacy of commerce, and what might be described as primary diplomacy, 

that is the elementary courtesies shown to foreign states through the 

treatment of their subjects and in polite, but unco-ordinated, communica

tion. These had characterized Menelik1s attempts to enter into relations 

with Europe before the arrival of Amoux and Antinori, and although ele

mentary, in the context of Ethiopian zenophobia they mark a personal 

departure. Above all, Menelik had not abandoned the dualism in commerce 

which had marked the opening of the Italian route from Assab and the French 

route from the Bay of Tajura.
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In his relations with the Powers other than Italy, Menelik also 

showed a continuity with his policy towards them before the death of 

John. For the most part v/ith them his diplomacy still subordinated every 

other interest to the arms trade. Although Italy's establishments were 

adjacent to the Tigrean rebels, and proved to be the most responsive 

Power, a need for political diplomacy also existed in dealing with 

England and France. Zimmerman's overtures, expanded by Makonen to a 

move for a delimitation with Aden and direct correspondence by Menelik 

with French authorities, maintaining rights to Lake Assal, had raised 

territorial questions. In addition, it is clear from the letters Menelik 

sent independently to France in July, and to all the Powers after his 

coronation in November 1889, that he was eager for their recognition.^

The claim by the Italian Government that he had committed himself by 

Article 17 of the Treaty of Uccialli to make sole use of them as inter

mediary with foreign states does not detract from the obvious importance 

he placed on developing relations with other Powers. On the contrary, 

Menelik justly dismissed the Italian pretensions which patently distorted 

his agreement v/ith Antonelli, and which disregarded provisions of the 

Treaty (Art. 19)1 invalidating any divergent terms in the Amharic and 

Italian texts. At the same time, Menelik readily admitted that he had

v/anted services in Rome because the other Pov/ers frequently did not bother
3to answer his letters. In fact, Henon claimed that Menelik was exas-

1. Rubenson,"Wichale XVIl”, pp. 13-16.

2. Ibid., pp. 19, 35 and 37; Giglio "Uccialli 17”, p. 228.

3 . Menelik to Umberto, Ter 13, 1883 (Jan. 22, 1891), cited in Rubenson, 
"Wichale XVII", p. 3*f.
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perated by the irregularity of replies from Lagarde and the French 

Consul at Aden. The services of representation and postman provided

by the Italo-Shoan Treaty of 1883 were confirmed in Article 17 of the
2Treaty of Uccialli at the suggestion of Antonelli, but they clearly 

v/ere intended by Menelik as an optional means of seconding his own 

overtures.

Menelik began his reign as Emperor with a burst of energetic dip

lomacy which included the commercial and primary strands of his policy, 

as well as the political aims evident in his negotiations with Antonelli.

He granted the Catholic missionaries at Harar the right to re-establish
3a station near Entotto. He sent three letters to President Carnot 

before the end of 1889, all intended to bring pressure to bear on France 

for a definite assurance that the arms trade would not be interrupted 

again. In addition to appealing for French sympathy as a Christian 

monarch, Menelik expressly tied formal notice that the prohibition had
ifended to further negotiations regarding the new trade route to Djibuti.

He made his final agreement to a concession on Lake Assal to Chefneux 

conditional on the French Government permitting the delivery of mountain 

guns which he was commissioning Chefneux to buy, and for which an ivory

1. Henon, Memoire, Paris (?), Jan. 27, 1888, Afrique/138, f. 6 9.

2. Rubenson, ’’Wichale XVII", p. 33•

3. Labosse to D'Aubigny, Suez, Nov. 1889, FOM, Af.Pol./l^+0, Obock,
Cor. Gen. (1889); Salimbeni, Diario, p. 290.

if. Menelik to Carnot, Galen, Tahsas 6 , 1882 (Dec. 1 f̂, 1889) , Afrique/138,
f. 176.
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concession also was to be granted. Although Chefneux had followed
2Savoure and Bremond to Shoa in late 1889 with a few rifles and one cannon,

the french traders were reduced to despair by Antonelli*s apparent triumph

at Uccialli and the continued uncertainty of official sanction from
3Paris for their already precarious business with Menelik. Their

concern probably led Menelik to redouble the efforts which appear to have
Alapsed since March 1888 to secure Jibuti as an unfettered outlet. On 

returning from Wollo (July 1889) , Menelik charged Savoure with a com

mercial and diplomatic mission in France, asking for recognition as

Emperor and to reassure Carnot that Makonen*s embassy would not result
5in the French being treated any differently from the Italians. More

over, in delivering oral messages from Menelik to Carnot on December 6 ,

1. Menelik to Carnot, Galen, Tahsas 15, 1882 (Dec. 23, 1889), Afrique/138, 
f. 17 6; re. payment see: Salimbeni, Diario, pp. 17^, 182-183; Keller, 
Ilg, pp. 203-206; "Missione Pestalozza” , no. 1^9, p. 129.

2. Traversi to Antonelli, Let Marefia, April 13, 1890, Etiopig/1, 
no. 33^, Annesso, p. 307; Bremond apparently had arrived without any 
arms. See also: F.O. A03/ 123, nos. kk and 33, reporting his departure
from France.

3 . Bremond to Salary, Marseilles, July 16, 1890, Afrique/136, f. 126; 
Salimbeni, Diario, pp. 3^ and 105; and, Bougainville to Marine, no. 17, 
Obock, Sept. 9, 1889, FOM, Af.Pol./l^fO, Obock, Cor. Gen. (1889).

*f. See above, Chapter V, p. ; his previous letter seems to be to 
Labosse from Debra Tabor on March 26, 1888, FOM, Af.Pol./l30, Obock,
Cor. Gen. (1888).

5. Savoure"' to Carnot, Paris, Dec. 6 , 1889, ’’Rapport sur les communica
tions et demandes de S.M. Menelik”, Afrique/138, ff. 131-1^1; be presented 
a letter dated July 29, 1889; I have not found the text, but see 
f. 168.
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1889, Savoure reported that, while trade could be diverted toBjibuti,

Menelik had warned him: "Only my enemies wish be not to be strong. If

your Government stops you from bringing arms, I will prevent you from
1engaging in any other trade in my states.”

Also on his return from Wollo, Menelik received a Russian traveller,

Victor Mashcov. In spite of the awkward circumstance that Mashcov carried

only a letter from the Tsar addressed to John, Menelik treated him very 
2cordially. Proclaiming the identity of religion, Maschov asked that an

emissary accompany him back to Russia with a letter for the Tsar. He

promised to deliver a few hundred rifles stored atDjibuti, and asked

Menelik to cede a place in the Bay of Tajura, where he might found a

Russian factory and to give him a letter calling on the coastal Powers not
3to interfere with his trading in arms. On returning to Europe, Maschov 

claimed that Menelik had given him an important letter for the Tsar, and
Adenied signing anything more than a treaty of commerce with Antonelli.

It is not unlikely that Menelik took advantage of his impromptu visit

to allay any misconception in Russia, as he was doing in France, that

his intimacy with Italy would prejudice his relations with other Europeans.

1. Afrique/138, ff. 136-137.

2. Ragazzi to Crispi, Entotto, Oct. 25, 1889, Conf. (XCIV), no. 55, 
annesso I, p. 55-

3. Ibid.; Crispi to Salimbeni, Rome, May 15, 1890; Zaghi, ”Diario” , p. 
133j Lagarde to MAE, Obock, Sept. 27, 1889, Afriquq/138, f. 115; Traversi 
to Antonelli, Let Marefia, April 15, 1890, Etiopia/1, no. 35^, Annesso,
p. 307.
k. Lagarde to MAE, Obock, Dec. 10, 1889, Afrique/138, f. 1^3; also, De 
Laboulaye to Spuller, St. Petersburg, Jan. 22, 1890, DDF, 1e, tome 7, no.
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Menelik does not seem to have taken Maschov1s overture very seriously.

He refused to send an emissary, despite the precedent set by John in J888

in sending representatives to important ceremonies in Kiev marking the
i -Ininehundredth anniversary of the Russian Orthodox Church. Nor did he

make any concession within the French protectorate, where he must have

known a band of Cossack squatters, claiming to be on their way to help
2John, had been bombarded by the French in February 1889• However

3popular the idea of "l'Abissinia ortodossa" was in St. Petersburg, 

the Ethiopian clergy were fiercely opposed to interference by the Rus-
4 5sians. Menelik*s letter to the Tsar was probably little different 

from one he sent to the Kaiser of Germany on December 14, 1889. At the 

same time that he was appealing to his fellow Christian rulers in England 

and France, he had also asked the Kaiser for his support in abolishing 

the prohibition on the arms trade.^ Although the Russian archives may

1. Hardinge to Dering, Kiev, July 29, 1888, F.O. 403/92, no. 93 inclosure; 
correspondence Marochetti-Crispi, St. Petersburg, July 1888, in Conf. 
(XCIV), nos. 1028, p. 145; 1029, p. 147; 1061, p. 211; 1062, p. 213;
and 1071, p. 235.
2. Jesman, The Russians in Ethiopia, pp. 9-13? and Conf. (XCIV), no. 55* 
Annesso I, p. 55; and Zaghi, ’’Diario", p. 133*
3 . Marochetti to MAE, St. Petersburg, Aug. 25, 1888, Conf. (XXIII), No. 
1260, p. 6371 quoting De Giers.

4. Edict of the Echigie Teofilo, published at Adua, Aug. 31? 1^955 cited 
Conf. (XCIV), nos. 920 and 978; Felter to MAE, Harar, Dec. 15? 1891,
Felter MS/26275; Zaghi, "Dispacci Segreti", nos. XXXII and XXXVII, pp.
542 and 544; also, Hogg to Salisbury, Zanzibar, June 16, 1888, F.O.
403/124, No. 9- Cf., Antonelli to Robilant, Borumieda, March 14, 1886, 
Giglio V, no. 204, p. 245; Maschov, "II Secondo Viaggio", p. 872.

5- DeGiers later mentioned one, see: Conf. (XCIV), no. 152, p. 11.

6 . Ital. Trans, in Zaghi, "Diario", Appendix VI, p. ^4; German archival 
reference with corrected date, Rubenson, "Wichale XVII", note (21), p.14.
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yet reveal that Menelik already viewed Russia as a useful friend, because

of its differences with England and of the blessing Lagarde gave to
*1Maschov*s expedition, at present it is more reasonable to assume that

Menelik saw little prospect in relations with a Power which had no port

to use for the arms trade. If he even gave Maschov a letter to ward off

the coastal Powers, Maschov seems never to have used it.

The Maschov incident is interesting, however, because it marks
2Menelik’s taking over overtures encouraged by John, which Menelik apparently

disliked at the time^ while by ignoring in his relations with Italy, the

rights obtained for the Empire under the Hewett Treaty of 1884, he had
badopted the unpopular, yet highly realistic, course of abandoning the 

major legacy of John’s diplomacy. Moreover, it is significant that Menelik 

should have written to the Tsar and to the Kaiser for support freeing 

himself from a prohibition imposed by those European Powers actually in 

possession of the ports. This indirect pressure was a new addition to the 

diplomacy of commerce adopting the earlier efforts to restrain Egypt to 

the new conditions of coastal occupation.

1. Afrique/126, f. 39 and Afrique/138, f. 115; as early as Aug. 1888, 
Lagarde viewed a Russian establishment in the Bay of Tajura as a useful 
check on Anglo-Italian co-operation (Afrique/138, f. 104) .

2. See: Wylde, *83 - *87, II, p. 1; Harrison-Smith, Through Abyssinia, 
p. 173.
3* Antonelli to Di Simone, Addis Ababa, Nov. 29, 1887, Conf. (XCIV), 
no. 968, p. 15-

4. Antonelli to Crispi, Promemoria, Massawa, April 5* 1890, Etiopis/1, 
no. 234, p. 203, Ras Mangascia and the Tigreans pressed Menelik, in Feb.- 
March 1890, to uphold the Hewett Treaty against Italian encroachments from 
Massawa.
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While relations with France, England and the rest of Europe continued 

to be preoccupied with the arms trade, political relations became more 

intense with Italy. Article 17 was only one instance of a wide range of 

continuity in the progression of his relations with Italy. Moreover, by 

the Treaty of Uccialli, Menelik attempted to turn the Italian connexion 

usefully to the new needs he faced as Ehperor. The treaty provided that 

a joint commission should fix the frontier on a line from Arafali on the 

Red Sea along the highlands, leaving Asmara and the Bogos with Keren to 

Italy, and then run straight westwards from Adi Johannes. It provided 

for the return of fugitives (Art. 13) > prohibited the passage of 

armed men (Art. 7)» thereby denying the Ethiopian frontier chiefs the 

troublesome right to raid the peoples of the coastal plain, and rebels 

their traditional advantage of being able to play off the coastal Power 

against the central authority. These provisions, while very favourable 

to the Italian colony, also offered Menelik the prospect of reducing 

occasions for conflict on a border over which he could exercise only 

very distant control. Ras Mangascia himself considered Article 13 as a

means for restraining Italian collaboration with dissidents in the
1northern provinces. Perhaps most important for Menelik*s authority as 

Emperor, the Treaty guaranteed that only he might import arms through 

Massawa. (Art. 6) .

The frontier concessions have been, and were at the time, a source 

of bitter criticism of Menelik*s policy, and the foothold they legitimatized

1. Salimbeni, Diario, p. 80.
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for Italy on the highlands has been called the one mistake of an otherwise 
1great emperor. Diplomacy, however, could achieve nothing else, and 

Menelik chose not to pursue John*s war. Initially in their negotiations,
2Menelik maintained that the line of the highlands should be the frontier.

In itself this was a concession from his insistence in the secret treaty

of October 1887 on binding the Italians not to annex a Msingle place on
3Ethiopian soil". Antonelli had been instructed to sacrifice everything

in the draft before giving way on the demand for a frontier on the high- 
klands. The indispensable condition for remaining on friendly terms with

the authorities at Massawa, Antonelli insisted, was to remove all the

causes of friction with John by giving them a frontier on the crest of
5the highlands, away from the torid plain. Menelik later claimed that

£
he had given in to Antonelli only in the interests of peace. In fact, 

there would have been no treaty without it.

In meeting renewed territorial demands in February-March 1890, MenaLik was alar

med by Antonelli fs suggestion that, if he did not actually reach A dua and Axum

1. Asfa Yilman, Haile Selassie, p. 138, claiming to quote Haile Selassie.

2. Antonelli to Pisani Dossi, Wara Hailu, May 1*f, 1889, A.S.MAI 36/6-
53.
3 . Rubenson, "Wichale XVIIM, pp. *f6-̂ 7, and note (28).

k. Antonelli to Crispi, Entotto, Jan. 23, 1891, "Missione Antonelli", 
no. p . 8*f.

3. Antonelli to Crispi, Rome, Sept. 9, 1889, L.V. "Etiopia", no. 236,
p. ̂ 29.
6 . Menelik to Umberto, Entotto, 19 Nahase 1882 (Sept. 27, 1890), "Mis- 
sione Antonelli", part I, no. 3, P« 11-
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to impose his government, not only the Tigreans, but the Italians might 

cease to recognize him as Emperor in Tigre.
2Nor v/as Menelik fully confident of his forces; shortage of supplies

was imminent. Tigre remained in rebellion and, while his own nominee,

the Tigrean Degia Sejum, had been defeated several times during the

previous months, the Italians had advanced from Asmara (August 3» 1889),

to the Mareb River, and had occupied Adua itself briefly at the end of 
A

January 1890. Furthermore, the Italian Commandant at Massawa was intent

on direct dealings with the Tigreans without reference to Menelik.

Menelik, in fact, must have received disquieting news from Makonen who

had landed at Massawa at the end of December on his return from Rome,
5and discovered the marked lack of sympathy for Menelik. His correspon

dence probably forewarned Menelik that the vacuum in Tigre was in danger 

of being filled without his consent.

These dangerous hints, as well as the complex of interests and 

convenience of the Italian connexion, must have weighed heavily on Menelik

1. Antonelli to Crispi, Massawa, April 13, 1890, Etiopia/1, no. 248, 
p. 219.

2. Traversi to Salimbeni, Assab, Jan. 10, 1890, A.S.MAI 36/9-73; Salim- 
beni, Diario, p. 17 and 3^5 Salimbeni to Crispi (tel.), no. 20, Massawa, 
Jan. 6~ 18901 Felter MS/26273i transmitting orders for the relief
of reinforcements in Shoa.

3* Conti-Rossini, Italia, pp. 18—19-

4. Ibid., pp. 18-22; Baldissera to Guerra, Massawa, Aug. 4, 1889, L.V. 
"Occupazione di Keren”, no. 82, p. 3 6, as well as other correspondence here; 
Vitale, LfOpera dell1Esercito, pp. 49-34.

3. Orero to Crispi, Massawa, March 10, 1890, Conf. (XCIV), no. 82, 
pp. 72-79.
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in late February and March 1890 to satisfy Antonelli in his mission.

Not surprisingly Antonelli reported, on March 6 , that Menelik had ratified

the Naples Convention under the date of February 23, 1890, and on March
219 an agreement for the pacification of Tigre was sealed at Dinghellet.

In fact, however, Menelik was firmly resisting Italian pretensions to a 

more extended frontier, and had rejected so drastic a change as the line 

of the Mareb River. As early as February 25, when they had already dis

cussed all the questions raised by Antonellifs mission, including the

meaning of the formula of actual possession, Antonelli noted that Menelik
3had made "many objections to the frontier". Menelik, Antonelli admitted,

A"was rather vexed", and, with complete justice, he rebuked the Italians,

recounting that "In our country even traders if they set a price and

demand more than its worth, it is in order to come down to the real value;
3they do not make low prices so that they may raise them later." Later 

he asserted that when Antonelli had demanded at Makalle a new frontier 

to the Mareb, "I told him, ’If I am called the King of Kings of Ethiopia, 

it is because I have added Tigre to my kingdom; and if you take up to

1. A.S.MAI 36/ H -90; also in Etiopia/1, no. 136, p. 97*

2. Original text in Amharic, dated 11 Megabiet, 1882, and Italian at 
A.S.MAI 36/ 11-9 1.

3 . Antonelli to Crispi, Makalle, Feb. 25, 1890, A.S.MAI 36/77-90.

A. Antonelli to Crispi, Massawa, April 13, 1890, Etiopia/1, no. 2^8,
p . 220.
5. Menelik to Umberto, Entotto, Nehase 19, 1882 (Sept. 27, 1890), 
"Missione Antonelli", part I, doc. 3fP- 11.
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1the Mareb what will be left of it for me?1" With equally biting frank

ness he continued by reminding King Umberto that "It is certainly not
2Shoa I fear losing". Despite a certain license - the Italians had

3previously fortified Debarora to the south of Asmara, and the greater

part of Tigre did not lie north of the Mareb, nor had he adduced that

particular agrument against Antonelli at Makalle - this account seems

accurately to reflect Menelik*s attitude towards the frontier question

during the weeks between February 23 and March 19, 1890.

Menelik dealt with this infuriating, but delicate, juncture in the

entente with considerable skill. Between February 23 and March 6 , he

demanded to know precisely what the Italians meant by actual possession.

When Antonelli, who lacked precise instructions, told him that it meant
kthe line of the Mareb River, apparently without specifying which part 

of it, with strong objections he promised to ratify the Naples Convention, 

under the date of February 23, refusing, however, his seal for several 

days until Antonelli had promised that the frontier in no case would 
extend beyond a line slightly south of that provided in the Treaty of 

Uccialli (Halai-Gura-Debaroa and thence westwards, rather than Halai- 

Saganeiti-Asmara-Adi Johannes). Even then (after March 6 ), Menelik

1. "Missione Antonelli", part I, doc. 3, p« 11-
2. Ibid.

3. Slade to Dufferin, Rome, March 18, 1890, F.O. ^+03/123, no. 71- 

k. Zaghi, "Diario", note (1), p. 83.

3. Antonelli to Crispi, Homberta, Makalle, Feb. 23, Homberta, March 6, and
undated via Massawa, March 9, 1890, A.S.MAI 38/11-90; same to same,
Massawa, April 13, 1890, Etiopia/1, no. 2^8 , p. 220.
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continued to obstruct. Having accepted the formula of actual possession 

as the basis for settling the frontier, he now insisted that the Italians

had not gone beyond Asmara at the date of signature of the Naples Conven-
1 2 tion. Although this was untrue, Menelik must have dismissed rebuttal.

As late as March 18, Antonelli reported that he was still encountering
3"sharp opposition".

Antonelli was forced to accept an intermediary line (Halai-Saganeiti- 

Scichet), which Menelik conceded only "after much lively discussion". 

Although it fell far short of their Mareb-Belesa ambitions, Menelik

correctly pointed out later that it represented a considerable concession
son his part. It gave Asmara a defensive perimeter which Menelik had 

denied it by refusing to cede Zazega in the negotiations at Uccialli, and
£

from which access to Tigre as v/ell as to Keren could be safely dominated. 

It permitted Menelik to avoid the sharp rebuff to the Italian Government

1. Antonelli to Crispi, Promemoria, Massawa, April 3, 1890, Etiopia/1, 
no. 23^, p • 203•
2. By March 1890, the Italians had built a small fort south of a ford in 
the Mareb at Mahuquam on the road to Adua, see Conti Rossini, Italia,
p. 32.

3 . Antonelli to Crispi, Aguddi, March 18, 1890, A.S.MAI 36/11-90*

k. Antonelli to Crispi, Mareb, March 26, 1890, enclosed in Orero to 
Crispi, Massawa, March 27, 1890, A.S.MAI 36/11-90, and Nov. 1*f, 1890, 
"Missione Antonelli", part I, doc. 7; Menelik to Umberto, Dinghilet, 11 
Nubaiet 1889 (si c., 11 Megabiet 1882 or March 19, 1890), A.S.MAI 36/11-91*

3- Menelik to Umberto, Entotto, 19 Nehase, 1882 (Sept. 27, 1890) , "Mis
sione Antonelli", part I, doc. 3, P* 11*

6 . See, Salimbeni, Diario, pp. ko and ^3; Cecchi, "The Commercial Value 
of Massawa", Aden, Sept. 13, 1889« copy in F.O. *K)3/12^, no. 82.
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which he told Antonelli he was loath to give by disavowing Makonen. In

that respect it was also a compromise which still preserved the sacred

battlefield of Gura and shielded Okuli Kusai and the frontier of the

mercurial chiefs of Agame while ceding most of Hamsen. The strong defen

by Menelik of the frontier districts seems to have been inspired by the

need to concilliate the Tigrean chiefs and critics in his own camp who
1accused him of selling the country to the Italians, as well as msisten

on the territorial integrity of the Empire to which he had succeeded.

Menelik frequently adduced this opposition as the reason for his being

obdurate. Antonelli was convinced that further concessions were impossi

especially after Ras Mangascia, as a preliminary to his submission, call

on Menelik to oblige the Italians to respect the rights obtained by
2John under the Hewett Treaty. Menelik, Antonelli warned Rome, had to

save his reputation from the accusation of selling the country to the
3Italians in order to deny his enemies a weapon against his throne.

Antonelli, at the same time, told Ilg, who accompanied the expedition,

that the Italians at Massawa would take the Mareb frontier, even if Mene
kdid not give his consent. The fact that the Mareb was no longer nego-

1. Antonelli to Crispi, Homberta, March 6 , 1890, A.S.MAI 36/11-90; see 
also Etiopia/ 1, nos. 165, 169, 23^ and 2̂ +8.

2. Ibid.

3 . Antonelli to Crispi, Maidacaman (Mareb), March 22, 1890, Etiopia/1, 
no. 163, p. 137-
*f. Salimbeni, Diario, p. 127, according to Ilg; also Zaghifs note (11)
p. 1^2 .
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1tiable from the Italian point of view, probably came to Menelik*s ears, 

if he had not already concluded as much from their advance.

A situation not unlike that existing from 1885 until 1888-8 9, when 

Menelik1s foreign policy also had threatened to compromise his internal 

relations, arose in 1890 with the fundamental difference that his 

position and personal ambitions no longer worked for the Italians, but 

against them. Dissatisfying the Italians, however, was not consistent 

with the services they were expected to render, or the damage they 

might do.

Determined to save his reputation in the Empire, as well as his 

territory, without forfeiting the good will and co-operation of the 

Italians, Menelik again adopted a policy of equilibrium like that he had 

pursued between John and the Italians after January 1887. Menelik must 

have been acutely aware of the need for Italian support. Militarily

the Shoan expedition came to the end of its tether between March 15 and
2 5̂18. In spite of Antonelli1 s offers of supplies on the Mareb, the Shoan

army could go no farther. Once Ras Mangascia had submitted, Menelik*s

followers were loath to advance further into desolate country, and it

had become impolitic to raid Tigre, which in any case was ’’devoured by

1. Conti-Rossini, Italia, p. 2 8; also Crispi-Orero exchange, March 27
and 28, 1890, Etiopis/1, nos. 181, p. 165 and 185, p. 167.

2. Cf., Antonelli to Crispi, Gulamenna, March 15, 1890, Etiopia/1, 
no. 151, p. 127, and same to same, Aguddi, March 18, 1890, A.S.MAI 38/ 
11- 90 .

3* Antonelli to Crispi, Massawa, April 13, 1890, Etiopia/1, no. 2A8,
p. 219.
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famineM. By March 6 at least, Menelik, presumably feeling short on

supplies, requested the Italian Command at Massawa to send food for
2delivery to him on the Mareb. Thereafter the hunger and disease

which decimated his forces on their withdrawal from Tigre to Wollo, were
3probably already a grave concern. Hence, when assured by Antonelli

that the Italian Government would not embarrass him over the question

of the frontier, Menelik retrenched his position in their favour with

concessions in order to secure his other principal objective of Italian

support for his unique authority in Tigre.

In the first place, while emphasizing before the Tigrean chiefs and

other critics, the impossibility of further cessions, in secret Menelik

led Antonelli to believe, that whatever the official frontier, he would
knot object to Italian interference up to the Mareb. Antonelli and 

Salimbeni, who replaced him at court when relations had deteriorated, were

1. Antonelli to Crispi, Proraemoria, Massawa, April 3, 1890, and Massawa, 
April 13, 1890, Etiopia/1, no. 23*+, p. 20*+, and no. 248, p. 220; Orero 
to Guerra, Massawa, March 18, 1890, ibid., no. 1*+9, p. 126.

2. Orero to Crispi, Massawa, March 1*+, 1890, forwarding request from 
Menelik in despatch from Antonelli dated Adigana, March 6 , 1890, A.S.MAI 
36/11-90.
3. Menelik to Traversi, Agula, 13 Megabiet, 1883 (April 20, 1890), sic., 
1882 and March 21, 1890; cited in Traversi, MPietro Antonelli e la 
Politica Scioana", pp. 13-16; Traversi to Orero, for Salimbeni, no. 6 , 
Dessi, April 26, 1890, Traversi MS/23; Antonelli to Crispi, Massawa, May 
29, 1890, Etiopia/1, no. 328, pp. 283-286; Antonelli to Crispi, Aguddi, 
March 18, 1890, A.S.MAI 36/11-90; Salimbeni, Diario, p. 61; Nerazzini 
to R. Rep. in Ethiopia, Zeila, Feb. 1*+, 1890, Conf. (XCIV), no. 751 
annesso, p. 73*

*f. Antonelli to Crispi, Maidacaman (Mareb), March 22; Adigana, March 28, 
and Massawa, April 13, 1890; Etiopia/1, nos. 163, p- 137; 182, p. 166,
and 2*+8 , p . 220.
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convinced that Menelik was sincere and not simply coating his refusal
1with vague hints of tacit approval. In the second place, Menelik agreed

by the Dinghilet Convention that he would suppress the Tigrean chiefs
2hostile to the Italian colony and appoint a Shoan governor of Tigre.

Menelik gave assurances that Ras Alula, the most offensive culprit in
3Italian eyes, v/ould be excluded from any command in Tigre. He was

effusive with assurances that only the submission of Ras Magascia had

precluded his removing all Tigreans from the government and replacing

them with Shoans. He promised to return in November to establish a fully

Shoan regime untainted by the war John had waged on their Colony, one,
ktherefore, excluding Ras Mangascia, as well as Ras Alula.

In fact, Menelik was unable to march as far as Adua, let alone 

suppress the Tigrean chiefs or impose Shoans in their place. Considering 

the political inopportunity of such a regime, it is unlikely that Menelik 

really wished to undertake so drastic a reordering. Rather it appears 

that this extravagant plan, and the more cautious specific promises of the 
Dinghilet Convention, were put forward to persuade the Italians of the useful

ness of his friendship, despite the rebuffs over the frontier and any

1 . Cf. Menelik to Crispi, Medahenat, 27 Yekatit, 1882 (March 3, 1890), in 
A.S.MAI 36/11-91 f alluding to difficulties, but not to a modus vivendi.

2. Amharic and Ital. texts, A.S.MAI 36/11-90.

3- Antonelli to Crispi, Massawa, April 13/1*+, 1890, Etiopia/1, no. 
p. 190; Orero to Crispi, Massawa, April 10, 1890, ibid., no. 209, P* 18*+.

*+. Crispi to Salimbeni, Rome, Aug. 1, 1890, Etiopia/1, no. 388, p. 3*+3; 
Antonelli to Crispi, Promemoria, Massawa, April 3, 1890, ibid., no. 23*+,
p . 203•
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immediate degrading of the Tigrean chiefs. The actual dispositions

which Menelik made for the government in the north were far less than

what he knew the Italian Government wanted. Initially, he divided

Tigre between his original nominee, Degiaz Sejum, who was acceptable to

the Italians, but who had been unsuccessful in Tigre; the most nearly

de facto ruler, Ras Mangascia, although not acceptable to Rome, could

not be spurned as the successful and submissive contender for power;

and Mesciascia Worki, an influential and supposedly loyal officer in

Menelik’s service. On withdrawing to Wollo, however, Menelik carried

off Sejum, transferring his fiefs to Mangascia, John’s appointed heir,

v/hom the Italians recently had been opposing in Menelik1 s name. In

effect, he was left in command of the greater part of Tigre, while

Mesciascia Worki was compressed between Mangascia and the Italian colony,
1ostensibly as a buffer, but in fact as a dependent. The removal of

Sejum may have been a condition of Mangascia*s submission. But the excuse

given to Antonelli by Menelik, that friction between the two Tigreans,

both related to John, would be dangerous to peace in Tigre, may also have

been genuine, especially because further civil war could only have led to

further Italian advances demonstrating the vacuity of his frontier agree-
2ment and compromising him before his critics.

1. Conti Rossini, Italia, p. 33; Antonelli to Crispi, Darro Tacli, March 
23, 1890, Conf. (XCIV), no. 88, p. 9 6; same to same, Hausen, March 21; 
Massawa, April 3 and April 13; Etiopia/1, nos. 169, pp. 138-139; 220
p. 191; and 23*+, pp. 20*+-203; Menelik, edict for the government of Tigre, 
12 Megabiet, 1882 (March 20, 1890), Etiopia/1, no. 2*f8 , allegato, p. 223*

2. Menelik to Antonelli, Aibalo, 19 Megabiet, 1882 (March 27, 1890), 
Etiopis/1, no. 233, annesso II, p. 233-
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The underlying significance of the frontier agreement for Menelik*s 

internal policy is suggested in another of the letters entrusted to 

Antonelli on his departure for Massawa with the Ethiopian commissioners: 

”0n my part,” Menelik wrote to King Umberto, ’’there is nothing which 

could cause me to be suspicious about the frontier. It should only be 

necessary to act in such a fashion that our friendship might not be 

an excuse for our enemies to rise up against us and to take advantage of 

it.” Furthermore, in appointing the frontier commissioners, he called 

on Ras Mangascia and Ras Sebat of Agame to nominate their own commis-
M

sioners to act with Nesciascia V/orki, thereby associating them with the 
2final line.

3Contrary to the most authoritative view hitherto, the appointment 

of Mesciascia V/orki as nominal governor of Tigre appears, in this light, 

as a concession to the Italian demand for a sympathetic regime in Tigre, 

and the material support promised to the new governor by Italy under the 

Dinghillet Convention as compensation to Menelik for his promise of an 

eventual reorganization favourable to the Italian colony, and for his 

appointment of a Shoan governor over the borderlands instead of Italian 

concessions to Menelik for the sake of his own internal policy in Tigre.

1. Menelik to Umberto, Medahenat, 27 Yekatit, 1882 (March 3, 1890),
A.S.MAI 36/11-91.

2. Antonelli to Crispi, Adigana, March 31 and Massawa, April 3? 1890, 
Etiopia/1, nos. 203, PP- 181 — 182 and 23*+, p. 203-

3- Conti Rossini, Italia, p. 33; bis suggestion that the support of 
Mesciascia Worki, rather than recognition as Emperor, was the Italian half 
of the Shoan vice is, I believe, untenable; it relies on the interpreta
tion that Menelik expected Italy’s active intervention rather than their 
exclusive co-operation with him in isolating Tigre.
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Menelik had called for the co-operation of the Italians at Massawa to 

support him in overawing Tigre. However, he was not calling for their 

intervention.

No doubt the appointment of the trusted Mesciascia Worki fell in

well with Menelik*s interests. In binding the Italians to open support

of his representative, it disheartened dissidents in Tigre from looking

to Massawa for an alliance once, they having acquiesced in the frontier,

the principal cause of friction between the Tigreans and the Italian

Command was gone. To that extent it may have balanced out for Menelik

the psychological setback which he knew he had suffered by not entering
2Adua. The appointment of a Shoan with only nominal authority was, 

however, Antonelli*s idea. He conceived of it apparently as a substitute 

for preventing the confirmation of Mangascia over Tigre as he had been 

instructed to do by Rome.^ Menelik*s real intentions for Mesciascia Worki 

were significantly different.

Menelik*s edict, for the government of Tigre, named Mesciascia Worki 

governor of the frontier districts, that is, from the Mareb to the 

Eritrean border. In his letters to King Umberto and to the Governor of

1. At an interview with Mesciascia-Worki and Antonelli at Adua on May 17, 
1890, Mangascia and Alula agreed to respect the Mareb-Belesa as the 
effective boundary of Tigre until Menelik*s return; see: Salimbeni, 
Diario, pp. 78-8 0; and, Conf. (XCIV), nos. 109, 110, 113, 11*+ and 117 
with annessi, pp. 119, 121 and 123-

2. Antonelli to Crispi, Massawa, April 3 and April 13, 1890, Etiopia/1, 
nos. 23*+, p. 20*+; and 2*+8 , pp. 219-220.

3. Conti-Rossini, Italia, p. 33*
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Eritrea, however, Mesciascia Worki figured as an ambassador residing
1within Italian territory and accredited to the Italian Governor. In 

his letter to the Governor of Eritrea, Menelik expressly asked him to
2act in the north ’’always taking counsel with him Mesciascia-Worki ”. 

Significantly, when Menelik wrote on March 27, 1890, after his separation 

from Antonelli, to ask for military co-operation from Massawa, it was 

not to impose Mesciascia Worki on Tigre. Instead he asked that the 

Massawa Command, in concert with Mesciascia Worki, seal off Agame on 

the north, while Ras Mangascia moved to enforce Menelik*s substitution 

of Ras Sebaht, whom the Italians had supported against Mangascia during 

the civil v/ar.̂  Menelik was not, as has been suggested by the most 

authoritative Italian historian of the period, trying to use the Italians 

to supplant Sebaht*s house with a loyal Shoan. He intended only to 

replace Sebaht with a more compliant relative, one presumably accepting

1. Salimbeni, Diario, p. 67; edict for the government of Tigre, Hauzen,
12 Megabiet, 1882, (March 20, 1890), Etiopia/1, no. 2*f8, Allegato, p. 223; 
Menelik to Umberto, Dinghilet, 11 Megabiet, 1882 (March 19, 1890), A.S.
MAI 36/ 11-91; Zaghi, "Diario”, note (19), P* 87; cf., Conti Rossini, 
Italia, p. 31, variant Ital. trans. which I have not been able to check 
against the original Amharic in A.S.MAI.

2. Menelik to Orero, Hauzen, March 20, 1890, in Zaghi, "Diario” , note (33)» 
p. 90, citing a telegram in the Archivo Africa sent to Rome on April 19,
1890 without giving its provenance; cf., Orero to Guerra, Massawa, April
191 1890 (tel.), Conf. (XCIV), no. 100, p. 106; also, Orero to Crispi, 
Massawa, March 29, 1890, Etiopia/1, no. , p. 176.

3. Conti-Rossini, Italia, p. 18.

*+. Cf., Conti-Rossini, Italia, p. 33, mistakenly identifying the trusted 
Shoan Degiaz Woldie; this seems to have been part of the evidence leading 
Conti-Rossini to conclude that Menelik intended to use Mesciascia Worki 
as part of ”la cerchia scioana attorno al Tigre”, rather than to nominate 
local chiefs compliant with his position as suzereign. Antonelli to Crispi, 
Massawa, April 13, 1890, Etiopia/1, no. 220, p. 191 correcting Rome's 
similar confusion; also, Menelik to Antonelli, Betmara, 19 Megabiet, 1882 
(March 27, 1890), Etiopia/1, no. 235, Annesso I, pp. 232-233*
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Menelik*s authority, but acceptable to Mangascia. Moreover, when Menelik

wrote a month later (April 27), requesting a large quantity of grain to
1arrest the famine in Tigre, it was to supply Ras Mangascia, not to give

Mesciascia Worki a lever for enforcing his nominal predominance. It seems

fairly clear, therefore, that Menelik intended Mesciascia Worki primarily

as an intermediary interposed between the Tigrean chiefs and the Massawa

Command, a role wholly foreign to Antonellifs idea, and not as a Shoan

counterbalance on the frontier propped up by the Italians against
2Mangascia and Tigre.

As a positive step by Menelik towards making his relations with Italy 

a basis for rendering more tractable and less explosive the problems of 

the northeastern frontier, the Treaty of Uccialli marks the high-water 

mark in the Italo-Shoan entente. Caught at cross purposes with the 

shifting opportunism of Crispi and the appetite of the Massawa Command 

for a free hand in Tigre, the understanding on which this intimacy rested 

v/as soon swept away. Close relations receded within twelve months after 

the Dinghellet Convention to a rupture.

The recall of Antonelli was viewed by Menelik with a combination of 

regret and apprehension. He had hoped to see Antonelli appointed Governor 

of Eritrea ''Because I think," he wrote to King Umberto, "that if a military

1 . Orero to Crispi, Massawa, June 2 , 1890, Etiopie/1, no. 328, p. 289; 
Salimbeni, Diario, p. 108.

2. Antonelli to Crispi, Adigana, March 3 %  1890, Etiopia/1, no. 203,
pp. 181-182; same to same, Massawa, April 11, 1890, Conf. (XCIV), no. 98, 
p. 103; Salimbeni, Diario, p. 64. Antonelli thought Mesciascia-Worki 
would provide cover for further Italian interference in Tigre.



governor is used to govern your possessions towards Massawa, people will
1not get along together...." This failing, he made a last effort when

turning back to Wollo to assure that Antonelli would remain near Asmara
2long enough to see that their agreements were carried out. Apparently

he was content with the results of their negotiations and Traversi
3was genuinely ready to welcome Augusto Salimbeni," who had been appointed

as Italian Resident in Ethiopia, and whose fame as the builder of the

first bridge in the Empire since the days of the Portuguese gave him 
ifgreat prestige. With a knowledge of science and modern technology, 

Salimbeni was the logical successor to Arnoux and Antinori. In fact, 

despite his strained relations with Italy, Menelik eagerly plied Salimbeni 

with projects for building European style forts, munitions works, perma

nent bridges over the Awash to Harar and questions on a wide range of

scientific subjects, including the use of hypnotism, which Salimbeni had
5demonstrated privately.

The reception of Salimbeni at Entotto on July 9» 1890, however, was
g

extremely cool. Menelik showed none of his usual affaibility and, in

1. Menelik to Crispi, Zeban Tchaa, 8 Megabiet 1882 (March 16, 1890); 
also Menelik to Umberto, same date, both enclosed Antonelli to Crispi, 
Massawa, April 6 , 1890, A.S.MAI J6/11-91* Antonelli wished to return to 
Italy; I have not found any evidence that Makonen raised this question 
in Rome as Menelik claims he had instructed him.

2. Ibid.

3 . Menelik to Umberto, Medahenat, 27 Yekatit, 1882 (March 3> 1890). 

Salimbeni, Diario, p.

9 . Ibid., pp. 107; 111-112; 179; 189-190 •

6. Ibid., p. 103.
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fact, Italo-Ethiopian relations were already on the brink of serious 

deterioration. Unlike Antonelli, Salimbeni found himself shut out by 

Menelik from the conduct of his foreign policy, although it had come 

to be concerned almost exclusively with problems arising from relations 

with Italy. Nor was the decline in intimacy with Menelik halted by 

the return of Antonelli in December 1890. On the contrary, his mission 

ended in a complete rupture with Menelik in early February 1891, and in 

the withdrawal of all Italian representatives from Shoa and Harar.

Attempts by Italy to restore close relations through the return of 

Traversi in November 1891, failed to restore Italian influence. Yet 

another Italian envoy, Piano, found his efforts equally fruitless. After 

a stay of a few weeks in June 189 ,̂ he returned to the coast with Traversi 

who, with Nerazzini at Harar, had virtually been declared persona non
'Igrata. Already on February 27, 1893> Menelik had notified the Powers

by a circular sent through Djibuti to their consuls at Aden that he did

not intend to renew the Treaty of Uccialli, and that after May 2, 189 ,̂
2it would cease to have any force.

The course of this deterioration from intimacy into deadlock, and

finally war, has been authoritatively recounted by the Italian historian,
3Carlo Conti-Rossini, from the archival material in Rome. The dynamics,

1. Sealy to Jopp, No. 8*K), Aden, Aug. 28 , 189 ,̂ 1.0. Corr. from Aden/7.

2. Conti-Rossini, Italia, pp. 6 7, 69-70 and 8 3; text: Afrique/138, 
f. 3^0, Conf. (XCIV), no. 238, Annesso, pp. 13-16; also, Montebello to 
MAE, St. Petersburg, July 13, 18939 FOM, Af.Pol./l31, Obock, Cor. Gen. 
(1893), circular arrived for the Tsar that day.

3« Italia ed Etiopia dal Trattato D fUccialli alia Battaglia di Adua, Rome, 
Istituto per l*0riente (1933), especially pp. 6-103*
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1however, remain obscured by the bias of contemporary Italian observers.

While acknowledging the intense spirit of independence and the legitimate

suspicions which Italian activity from Massawa aroused, Conti-Rossini

concluded that the failure of Italian policy had resulted from two

faults of Menelik. According to Conti-Rossini, ignorance of European

public international law, and a disregard for contractual commitments,
2undermined the Treaty of Uccialli. In addition, he credits a profound

change in the character of Menelik with having destroyed his willingness

to carry out faithfully the obligations of the Treaty and its supple-
3mentary agreements. Neither of these factors, according to Conti- 

Rossini, would have prevented a favourable resolution of the disagree

ments, had other Europeans, and especially the French, not interfered
kdecisively by their competition.

Undeniably, Menelik relied in his diplomacy, as his commercial
5dealings, on seeming to be always agreeable. The polite procrastinations 

of Ethiopean etiquette intended to avoid an open refusal amounted, from 

the European viewpoint, to fair promises. Moreover, the commercial

1. See: Salimbeni, Diario, pp. 182 and l8*f; also, p. 161, citing a letter 
from Traversi, and p. 317 and p. 353 reporting conversations with Antonelli 
and Cecchi; Salimbeni to Blanc, no. 10, Harar, April 9* 1892, A.S.MAI 
36/IO-8I; Traversi to Brin, Addis Ababa, Oct. 20, 1893» Conf. (XCIV),
no. 3^3? P* 211.

2. Conti-Rossini, Italia, pp. 11-12.

3- Ibid., pp. 38-37*

*f. Ibid., p. 37 and following, especially p. k'],

5. H. Le Roux, Menelik et Nous, p. 2195 f,H  aime & ne point refuser....
Ce gout de faire plaisir...."
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provisions of the Treaty of Uccialli remained inoperative, despite

assurances from Menelik of justice for complaints of Italian traders

at Harar. Ilg himself told Salimbeni that treaties with Ethiopian

princes were useless because they all believed they could get out of them
2whenever they chose. However, it is wholly unfounded to allege that 

Menelik, in signing the Treaty of Uccialli, rushed into commitments from
3which he then wished to be absolved. By Antonelli’s own account, there

had been no haste. On the contrary, negotiations had been prolonged by

the need for detailed explanation of each of the provisions of the draft

treaty. Neither Article 17, as Menelik understood it and had agreed to

it in the Amharic version, nor the frontier agreement as modified in March

1890, was challenged by Menelik. In fact, he repeatedly confirmed the
ifAmharic version of Article 17, and while rejecting the Mareb, consented

to further modification of the intermediary line in favour of Italy.

The primary cause of the deterioration of relations is to be found then,

not in a change in the policy of Menelik, but in the change in Italian

policy in Africa. A subsequent cause v/as the violent reaction of Menelik’s
because

court and of popular opinion in Ethiopia/of the menace revealed by Crispi*s

1. Felter to Salimbeni, Harar, Dec. 16, 1892, Felter MS/26275; Menelik 
to Felter, Addis Ababa, Jan. 5, 1^93, Felter MS/2631^; Salimbeni to 
MAE, no. 53, Harar, Dec. 5, 1892, A.S.MAI 36/IO-83.

2 . Salimbeni, Ilg, p. 125 (July 26, 1890).

3 . Antonelli to Crispi, Rome, Sept. 9, 1889, L.V. ’’Etiopia”, no. 236,
p. ^29.

^. Giglio, ’’Uccialli 17”, p- 228, item *f; Rubenson, ’’V/ichale XVII”,
PP» 59-60; both leave no doubt that Menelik was ignorant of the divergence 
until July 1890. See letters, Menelik to Umberto, ’’Missione Antonelli”, 
part I, no. 29 and ^3 ; also at A.S.MAI 36/12-99.
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pretensions against any compromise which might further ensnare the 

Emperor. The influence of the other Europeans in Shoa was secondary, 

although not unimportant. It derived not so much from what they offered 

in competition with the Italian connection as from the information 

Menelik and his court received from them about Italian intentions and the 

meaning of Italian proposals. Official French encouragement seems to 

have been negligible until 1892-93? by which time Italian intransigence 

already had exasperated Menelik. Only then did it provide a means for 

conveniently refusing to alter the course which Italian pretensions had 

driven him to pursue.

The fault for disrupting the Italo-Shoan entente can be laid squarely 

at the feet of Crispi, who distorted the meaning of Article 17? and 

supported the Massawa Command by disavowing Convention and the territorial 

settlement. Nor was the course of Italian policy towards Ethiopia 

essentially altered by the fall of Crispi. Despite a policy of retrench

ment in Africa, the tv/o ministries while he was out of power (February

1891-November 1893)? continued to insist on maintaining Italian influence
2over parts of Tigre beyond the intermediary line, and instructed Traversi

to preserve the substance of Article 17 by the recognition of some exclu-
3sive position for Italy in Menelik1s relations with Europe. With the

1. Conti-Rossini, Italia, p. 30.

2. Di Rudini to Gondolfi, March 13? and April 8, 1891, in Zaghi, "Diario", 
Appendices XIV and XV, pp. 409-^12.

3- Ibid., and Appendix XVI, pp. ^13-^1^; also, Conf. (XCIV), nos. 163 
bis and 163 terce, p. 37 bis and p. 37 terce; no. 2̂ +3? p- 59-
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return to office of Crispi, Antonelli reasserted his pro-Shoan policy

of respecting the authority of Menelik in dealing with the Tigreans, but

only as a means of imposing Italian influence over the entire Empire by
1virtue of some exclusive treaty right. Consequently Salimbeni and 

Antonelli, as well as Traversi and Piano after them, were in no way 

trying to bring Menelik to respect existing agreements. On the contrary, 

they sought to negotiate them in terms less favourable to the Empire.

The deterioration of Italo-Ethiopian relations from mid-1890 was
1r

the result of the resistance of Menelik to this change in Italian policy. 

When the Italian Government failed to defer by returning to the earlier 

basis of their relations, an end to intimacy was unavoidable. This was 

pointed out by Ilg as early as 1896 and is clearly demonstrated by 

Salimbeni1 s account of his residency”̂ and by the correspondence of his 

subordinates, Traversi and Nerazzini. These documents show growing 

distrust at court of the Massawa Command, nagging friction over the terms 

of the loan and mounting alarm at Italian activity in Aussa and Harar 

accompanied by an explosion of resentment against Antonelli with the dis

covery of the divergence of the Italian from the Amharic text of Article 

17? all leading to fully aroused and convinced suspicion of Italian

1. Conti-Rossini, Italia, pp. 9^-93; Antonelli to Traversi, Dec. 3> 
1893, Conf. (XCIV) , no. 3̂ +3i p- 217 with annessi I and II, pp. 217-218.

2 . Ilg, interview to Neue Zuricher Zeitung, Feb. 1*f, 1896, French trans. 
in Corr. Politique des Consuls, Suisse/6 1 8 (199&), f« 77*

3. Zaghi (ed.), Crispi e Menelich nel Diario inedito del conte Augusto 
Salimbeni■
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intentions.

Menelik*s apprehension in March 1890 about the future of relations

with Massawa was fully justified. Mesciascia Worki soon reported that

the Massawa Command had convinced the commissioners representing Ras

Mangascia and Ras Sebaht to suspend the delimitation and was intriguing

with Ras Mangascia against Menelik*s authority. It was precisely

these reports that caused the cool reception of Salimbeni on July 9i

1890. They also must have made it clear that the Italians were

disavowing the frontier settlement^ even before Salimbeni announced,

during one of his first audiences (about July 16), that the Italian
kGovernment insisted on having the Mareb-Belesa frontier. Menelik dis

missed this pretension, saying that he had already made additional con- 

cessions and would never give any more. "You tell me," he rebuked Antonelli 

in December 1890, "that the Italian Government defends my rights and the 

integrity of the Empire in Europe; but what faith can I have in your 

action, if you are among the first not to respect frontiers which you

1. Salimbeni, Diario, p.

2. Ibid.

3 . Antonelli to Crispi, Massawa, June 7» 1890, Etiopia/1, no. 33^, p.
290; Salimbeni, Diario, p. 109-

k. Salimbeni, Diario, p. 111 and l6 f̂; also note (^7)» P* 171» Salimbeni 
had been instructed to obtain: the Mareb from the western frontier of the
Empire to confluence of the Belesa; the Belesa; a boundary with Agame so 
that Scimenzara as well as all of Okuli Kusai was left to Eritrea, and 
the Muna as the north-south border between the Empire and Italy*s Afar 
protectorate (see: Etiopia/1, no. *f05» P- 3^1) •

5- Salimbeni, Diario, p. 112; and "Missione Antonelli", part II, doc. I,
p. 32.
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*1yourselves asked for an accepted by a treaty signed by your King?”

After much discussion, Menelik did agree with Antonelli, early in
2January 1891, to modify the intermediary line in favour of Italy."- 

Nevertheless, the continued suspension of the delimitation and the persis

tence of a claim to the Mareb-Belesa rankled. Antonelli himself warned 

Crispi on January 29, 1890, with only lightly disguised reproach^ that 

asking Menelik for further territorial concessions raised a popular 

outcry against any co-operation with Italy.^ Menelik already was out

raged by a letter the Governor of Eritrea had sent to Ras Mangascia, 

offering an alliance in return for recognition of the Mareb-Belesa 

frontier, and which Mangascia had forwarded to Menelik in July or August

1890.̂  .
Fears were further aroused by the insistence of Nerazzini that

Makonen hoist the Italian flag, at least once, at Gildessa ostensibly as
5a guarantee of the frontiers of Harar. Taitu became so furious when

1. ”Missione Antonelli”, part II, doc. Ill, p. 62.

2. Antonelli to Crispi, Addis Ababa, Jan. 7> A.S.MAI 36/13-103; from 
Adi Baro rather than Scichet, a westward line to the confluence of Garasha 
and the Mareb, thence southwestwards to the confluence of the Takazzi 
with Gandoa near Birri. See also: uMissione Antonelli”, part I, nos. 20
and 21, part II, no. IV.

3- "Missione Antonelli”, part II, doc. IV, pp. 84-83.

4. Salimbeni, Diario, p. 137 and p. 147; also pp. 136-137 and note (2), 
p. 167; see Salimbeni to Crispi, Entotto, Aug. 29, 1890, ”Missione 
Antonelli”, part II, no. I, p. 34.

3- Salimbeni, Diario, p. 132 and note (13), p* 168; Etiopia/1, nos. 412, 
annesso I, p. 37^5 and, 407, p. 370; Nerazzini*s importunings were 
referred by Makonen to Menelik, see: Makonen to Nerazzini, Harar, 3 Nehassie,
1882 (Aug. 11, 1890), Etiopia/1, no. 412, p. 37^5 same to same, Harar,
Sept. 13, 1890, A.S.MAI 36/12/90.
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Salimbeni tried to defend the usefulness against European encroachment

of showing the Italian flag, that he was forced to drop the subject.

Nor was Menelik taken in by the pretence that the Italians were only

forestalling the French, but accused the Italians of making treaties
2with Ethiopian subjects without his permission. News that an Italian

officer from Assab had visited Anfari in September, and led the Afar
3sultans to plant the Italian flag at Lake Assal in October, excited 

fears that the Italians v/ere attempting to take advantage of the acute
ktension between Shoa and Aussa by instigating open defiance. Salimbeni 

reported in late November that these incidents capped mounting suspicion 

that Italy was threatening the territorial integrity of the Empire.

Doubts and alarms were worsened by recriminations arising from the 

twenty year loan for four million lira which Makonen had negotiated 

in Rome. Menelik had anticipated that the loan would be made without 

interest in compensation for the territorial concessions of the Treaty
g

of Uccialli. His disappointment became more acute when Ilg calculated

1. Salimbeni, Diario, entry of Aug. 23, 1890, p. 132.

2. Salimbeni, Diario, pp. 17*+, 178, 257; also 207-208 and note (25),
p. 223.

3- Salimbeni, Diario, p. 151; pp. 199-200; and notes (1*+), p. 168 and 
(5), p. 221; "Missione Pestalozza”, no. 133-

*+. Salimbeni, Diario, pp. 203 and 207; and Traversi to Crispi, Assab,
Dec. 18, 1890, A.S.MAI 38/12-101; and "Missione Pestalozza”, no. 132,
p. 110.

5- "Missione Antonelli”, part III, no. II, p. 5 8; Salimbeni had been 
afraid to inform him of the Italian protectorate notified to the Powers 
on Dec. 6 , 1889; see: Salimbeni to Crispi, no. 6 , segreto, Entotto,
Nov. 1*+, 1890, A.S.MAI 36/12-101; and Conf. (XCIV) , no. 27, p. 28.

6 . Salimbeni, Diario, note (30), p. 22*+. ”Missione Antonelli” , part II, 
no. III.

/
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the long term interest for him. Despite proof by Salimbeni that the

rate was just, the impression persisted that the Emperor had been the
1victim of usury when he had expected to be the object of generosity.

When Antonelli later urged him to send an Italian engineer to prospect

for gold, Menelik chided: MWhen those mines start giving a lot of gold,

I will make loans to Italy and will put the money for profit in Italian
2banks. Now I have learned how money can pay.” Relations had so declined,

Salimbeni lamented later, that when it was revealed that the Italian Bank
3actually had made an error in calculating the interest, no one in Shoa

Awould believe the truth that it was an honest error. By October 1890,
5Menelik had heard of newspaper reports in Italy that he might default.
£

He appears to have been aware that this would discredit him in Europe.

Moreover, the customs of Harar were pledged against repayment. Hence, he

insisted on repaying the loan immediately, and began to treat with Salimbeni

and Antonelli for a settlement which v/ould leave no doubt that he had met
7his financial obligations while reducing the amount due. After the

1. Salimbeni, Diario, pp. 239-2*+1; 228-229 and p. 333; also notes (17) » 
p. 263; and (7) , pp. 3*+3-3*+8 and Salimbeni to Crispi, no. 6 , Entotto,
Nov. 1*+, 189O, A.S.MAI 36/12-101.
2. Antonelli to Crispi, Entotto, Dec. 29, 1890 "Missione Antonelli", part 
II, no. Ill, p. 7*+.
3- Salimbeni, Diario, p. 31*+ and note (30) , p. 22*+.
*+. Ibid., p. 31^.
3- Ibid., p. 210.
6. Menelik to Victoria, Makele, March 31 (°r April 1), 1896, F.O. *+03/
239, no. 130, uNo money owed by us to the Italians is against me."
7- Salimbeni, Diario, p. 183, p. 211; note (23), pp. 223-22*+, Antonelli to 
Crispi, Entotto, Jan. 29, 1891, "Missione Antonelli", part II, no. IV, p. 78.
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failure of his mission, Antonelli tried to bring pressure to bear on
1Menelik by threatening to find other charges against the balance, and

negotiations for the settlement dragged on over the next three years with
2the Ethiopians convinced that the Italians intended to cheat them.

Suspicions might have been calmed to avoid a break or further 

deterioration by the resolution of these problems, had not the problem 

of Article 17 arisen. This dwarfed these doubts and swept all other 

questions into the background while confirming the suspicions they
■zaroused. On August 17, 1890, Salimbeni was shown for the first time the 

Amharic text of the Treaty of Uccialli, from which he instantly realized 

the divergence of the version notified to the Powers by Crispi. Menelik’s 

attention had been drawn to this discrepancy by a letter from Queen 

Victoria, which Salimbeni had presented on July 12 during the second 

audience after his arrival as resident. This letter stated that the 

Anglo-French arms prohibition would no longer be in force with regard to 

Menelik*s imports and, citing the Italian version of Article 17 as notified 
by Crispi, added that their correspondence should pass through the hands

kof the King of Italy in future. There could be no doubt that the Italian 

version had an effect altogether different from the provision in the

1. Salimbeni, Diario, p. 333; Antonelli to Crispi, Addis Ababa, Dec. 29, 
1890 and Jan. 29^ 1891, "Missione Antonelli", Part II, nos. Ill and IV,
p. 6 5; and pp. 7*+-78.

2. Salimbeni to MAE, no. 61, Harar, Dec. 29, 1892, A.S.MAI 38/IO-8 3; 
Salimbeni Diario, note (7), p. 3*+8.

3- Salimbeni to Crispi, Entotto, Oct. 6 , 1890, A.S.MAI 38/12-100.

4. Salimbeni, Diario, pp. 6*f, 106 and 1*+7; text of the letters in 
appendices VII, p. *+03; and VIII, p. *K)8 .
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Treaty of 1883, reiterated in the Amharic version of Article 17- 

Victoria1s good news was totally eclipsed by the discovery of this 

discrepancy. It confirmed the doubts arising from other questions and 

while their importance paled, the difficulty of dealing with them 

increased.^

From the first interview with Salimbeni, Menelik refused to be bound
2to any but the undertaking provided in the Amharic text of Article 17-

When Antonelli returned in December 1890, Menelik was still adamant,
3stating that he would accept the Amharic text or none. However, Antonelli,

on instructions from Crispi, told Menelik that the question of the frontier
kwas tied to that of Article 17* The Italian Government refused thereby

to be bound by the intermediary line. Antonelli furthermore made

acquiescence in the Italian version of Article 17, the sine qua non for
5the settlement of all outstanding questions. In effect, by the end of 

January 1891, the whole basis of Italo-Ethiopian relations had shifted 

on the initiative of Rome and, also on the same initiative, the new 

demands of this different basis were so posed as to make the only

1. Salimbeni to Crispi, Entotto, Aug. 29, 1890 and Oct. 6 , "Missione
Antonelli", part II, no. I, p. 3*+; and A.S.MAI 38/12-100.

2. Ibid.

3 . Antonelli to Crispi, Addis Ababa, Jan. 21 and 29, 1891, enclosed in 
Cecchi to Crispi, Aden, Feb. 1*f, 1891, A.S.MAI 38/12 13-103, and "Missione 
Antonelli", part II, no. IV, p. 7 8.

*f. Antonelli to Crispi, Entotto, Jan. 18, and Addis Ababa, Jan. 21, 1891,
A.S.MAI 38/13-103.

3- Ibid., Jan. 21, 1891.
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alternative to Menelik*s acquiescence, deadlock.

In order to escape from delay in settling the frontier and the terms

of repaying the loan, Menelik suddenly suggested that both versions of
1Article 17 be left standing. To this rather inconsistent compromise, 

Antonelli insisted on adding the condition that Menelik notify the
2Powers that he accepted the Italian as well as the Amharic version,

thus disavowing the letters of protest and denial he already had sent

them. Similarly, Antonelli also proposed substitute formulae. These

proved unacceptable because, while abrogating Article 17? they obliged

Menelik formally to promise not to place himself under the protection of
3any Power but Italy. Although he denied that Italy had proclaimed 

a protectorate over the Empire, Antonelli left no doubt that any substitute 

for the Italian version of Article 17 would have to guarantee the predo

minance of Italian influence. Not surprisingly, his arguments Mmade only 

a mediocre impression".
Antonelli1s mission ended abruptly on February 9, 1891, in a complete 

rupture provoked by his sudden decision, on January 31/February 1, 1891, 

to bring matters to a head by demanding leave for Salimbeni, as well as for

1. Antonelli to Crispi, Addis Ababa, Jan. 21 and Jan. 29, 1891, ref. in 
note 3 » p* 333 above.

2 . Antonelli to Crispi, Addis Ababa, Jan. 21, 1891, enclosed in Cecchi
to Crispi, Aden, Feb. li, 1891, A.S.MAI 3^/12 13-105; "Missione Antonelli", 
part II, no. IV, p. 78.

3. Antonelli to Crispi, Addis Ababa, Dec. 29, 1890, "Missione Antonelli", 
part II, no. Ill, and annessi I and II, pp. 6^-68.

k. Antonelli to Di Rudini, Aden, March 26, 1891, "Missione Antonelli",
part II, no. V, p. 101.
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himself, to return to the coast. In a last minute attempt to force the 

Italian representatives to admit the error in the Italian text of Article 

17 and to salvage the frontier agreement, Menelik sent Makonen with a 

draft incorporating a proposal for leaving both versions until the end 

of the five year duration of the Treaty. After signing a formal agree

ment in Amharic which purported to incorporate this draft, Antonelli 

realized that he had been deceived; the Amharic document provided 

instead for complete abrogation. Publically Antonelli tore his signature 

and seal from the document bearing Menelik*s seal as well, thereby turning 

Menelik*s unscrupulous act into a serious offence. Furthermore, Antonelli 

dismissed Menelik's excuses, and insisted on withdrawing all Italian 

representatives in protest against the deception. Because of Antonelli*s

offence, however, the court and Menelik seem to have regarded the departure
1with indifference.

Instead of calming suspicions, Antonelli1s mission totally discredited

him at court, where it was believed that he had tricked Menelik with a
2false Italian translation of Article 17, When it ended, the Italian loan 

was still regarded as a fraud and the suspicion that Italy threatened the

1. Conti-Rossini, Italia, pp. 30-33 ; Traversi, "Pietro Antonelli e la 
Politica Scioana", p. 7; Salimbeni, Diario, pp. 293-297; 31^-316; 330;
ff.; Falcone, Menelik, II, suggesting genuine linguistic misunderstandings 
rather than deception, but this does not agree with Salimbeni's account; 
Antonelli to Di Rudini, Aden, March 26, 1891, "Missione Antonelli", part
III, no. V, pp. 101-1o4; Antonelli to Crispi, Addis Ababa, Feb. 8 , 1891, 
ibid., part I, p. 3 8; also see: Felter to Cecchi, Harar, Nov. 1, 1891
and Jan. 25 (?), 1892, Felter MS/26275, re. discrediting of Antonelli and 
seriousness of offence in defacing a document sealed even by Makonen.

2 . Salimbeni, Diario, p. 2^8; Traversi to Crispi, Assab, Dec. 18, 1890, 
A.S.MAI 56/12-101.
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integrity of the Empire was still unchecked. Moreover, except for some

minor variations, the whole range of offers and counter-offers for settling

Article 17 had been covered by the end of January 1891 • They revealed

no common ground and the missions which succeeded Antonelli during the

next three years found Menelik no less adamant nor their instructions

more permissive. Both the Italian Government and Menelik, in the last

analysis, accepted to forgo closer relations rather than acquiesce in an

unfavourable settlement of the dispute over Article 17. Nevertheless,

Menelik held open the door to better relations with Italy. When denouncing

the Italian version of Article 17 in his letters to Umberto and Carnot

in August and October 1890, Menelik had been careful to emphasize that the

discrepancy seemed to be the result merely of an error in translation

which might easily be corrected. Even after the rupture with Antonelli,

Menelik, in a letter to Umberto, justified annulling Article 17 on the
2not unjust grounds that it was an obstacle to continued friendship. His 

subsequent correspondence to Italy was uncompromising, but conciliatory, 

insisting on the single condition that Article 17 would have to be annulled.^ 
Ilg insisted, when negotiating with Lagarde, that Menelik hoped to maintain

1. Menelik to Carnot, Entotto, Oct. 30, 1890, Afrique/138, f. 216.

2. Menelik to Umberto, Addis Ababa, 5 Yekatit, 1882 (Feb. 11, 1891), 
"Missione Antonelli", part I, no. ^3-

3. See Conf. (XCIV), no. 22^, p. 9 and no. 223, P- 7; nos 2^3 and 2^3
bis; no. 36 ,̂ pp. 39-̂ k)-
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1good relations with Italy. The belief seems to have survived until

1893 that ultimately King Umberto would see the justice of Menelik*s

complaints. Even Makonen was unaware, apparently, that European monarchs
2did not have the same powers as the Ethiopian princes. At some point

Menelik must have realized that the King and the Government of Italy were
3as responsible as their agents, but he showed only tactful restraint. By

early 1893 in the face of Italian intransigence, Menelik had adopted the
kmild, but effective policy of silently awaiting the end of the Treaty.

This policy of silence towards Italy, rather than any more vigorous

resistance, was encouraged by the uncertain state of Menelik*s relations

with France. The problem troubling Franco-Ethiopian relations had by

no means been settled to Menelik*s satisfaction in 1890- 1891. In coming

to a final arrangement for the concession at Lake Assal, Chefneux

hesitated to agree to the request for an Ethiopian customs post with
5a garrison from Harar at the head of the Bay of Tajura. Apparently 

Menelik had hoped thereby to settle the question of ultimate sovereignty 

in his favour. A contract was sealed at last at the beginning of September

1. Lagarde to Colonies, Note sur Ilg, Paris, Aug. 26, 1891 , Afrique/138,
f.233. See also, Ilg to Salimbeni, Entotto, Aug.12, 1890, A.S.MAI 36/9-76.

2. Salimbeni to MAE, no. 30, Harar, Oct. , 1892, A.S.MAI 36/10-93-

3 . Menelik to Umberto, Yekatit, 20, 1883 (Feb. 27, 1&93), Oonf. (XCIV), 
no. 238, annesso, p. 16.

*f. yraversi to Brin, Addis Ababa, Oct. 20, 18939 Conf. (XCIV), no. 3^3i 
p. 211, citing Ilg: ?,il non rispondere poteva essere una risposta”.

3. Reports from Deloncle and Lagarde, Aug. 1 and 26, 1891, Afrique/138, 
ff. 236 and 238; exchange Colonies - MAE, March 7 and 31, 1892, Afrique/ 
137, ff- 12-13 and f. 18 with marginal minute.
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1891, but the question of planting the Ethiopian flag over Chefneux1s

establishment at Lake Assal was left to later negotiation between Menelik

and the French Government. Chefneux1s hesitation must have warned

Menelik that French interest was not purely commercial and that the
2implied recognition of his ultimate rights at Lake Assal was misleading.

At the same time, in order to assure the success of their dealings, the

French traders led Menelik to believe that the French Government was
3willing to place part of the coast near Djibuti under his control.

This inevitably led to a bitter disappointment.

Lagarde was almost certainly party to the unofficial overtures of

the French traders to Menelik. But the French Government was not

willing to abandon future claims over the hinterland or to cede any part
3of the coast. Unsware that his expectations were mistaken, Menelik 

charged Makonen to pursue these overtures, and before the end of July 

1891 Makonen was pressing the French authorities at Obock for a formal 

offer and for a reply to the several letters Menelik had sent to France.^

1. Menelik, Contract, Addis Ababa, Sept. 9, 1891, Afrique/137, ff. 313-317-
2. See footnote *+, p. 337-

3* Lagarde to Colonies, Obock, Dec. 18, 1890, Paris, Aug. 26 and Obock,
Dec. 3, 1891, Afrique/138, ff. 236, 237 and 286-287.

4. Deloncle to Colonies, Obock, Aug. 1, 1891, Afrique/138, f. 236.

3. Lagarde to Colonies, Obock, Dec. 7, 1890, Afrique/138, f. 198 and 
marginal minute by MAE on his of Dec. 18 (f. 236).

6 . Deloncle to Colonies, Obock, Aug. 1, 1891, Afrique/138, f. 236.
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On August 6 , 1891, Ilg arrived at Obock on a mission to Europe ’’with

instructions from Menelik who is growing tired of our France1s continual

delays". Impatience with the French Government was exacerbated by an

answer from President Carnot which finally was delivered by Chefneux in

September. It contained only courtesies and noticeably made no mention
2of the lifting of the arms prohibition. Menelik apparently was annoyed 

by this omission which he compared unfavourably with the answer from
3Queen Victoria, as well as complaining about the latter*s brevity.

It is unlikely, therefore, that Menelik resisted Italian pretensions 

during Antonelli*s mission at the end of 1890 and at the beginning of 

1891 because he was confident of French support or even certain of the 

favourable settlement of his outstanding problems with France. However 

inticing the prospects Chefneux and the other French traders may have 

suggested, if Ilg is to be believed, Menelik was too cautious to rely on 

French co-operation for their realization without formal assurances from 

the President.

Furthermore, Menelik was disabused of whatever illusion he may have 

entertained from the unofficial overtures by the middle of November 1891. 

Lagarde sent a further letter for Menelik from Carnot to Makonen in 

September or October 1891. To this letter Lagarde added orally the

1. Deloncle to Colonies, Obock, Aug. 7 and 8 , 1891, Afrique/136, 
f. ^90 and Afrique/138, f. 2^8 .

2. Carnot to Menelik, Aug. 9» 1890, Afrique/138, f. 190.

3 . Lagarde to Colonies, Paris, Note sur Ilg, Afrique/138, ff. 237-260.

Lagarde to Colonies, Obock, Dec. 18, 1890, Afrique/138.
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reservations that France had not given up its rights over Lake Assal and

would neither cede a port nor abandon claims in the hinterland of the

colony. Lagarde then explained that the French Government claimed a

sphere of influence over much of the route to Harar and could offer only

an entrepot to Menelik at Djibuti as a personal concession. The response

from France was not only a disappointment to Makonen; Lagarde admitted

that it had been a "painful surprise" because he had not been aware until
2then that France laid claim to territory behind the coast.

Commercial relations with the French, although very promising, were

not wholly satisfactory to Menelik either. The French arms dealers were

underselling what could be supplied from Italy,^ and from about January

1890, by which time the only private Italian arms trader had run foul 
Aof Menelik, until the end of 1892, they were given almost all of his 

5orders. Management of the loan repayment was itself undertaken for 

Menelik by the French traders, from whose associates at Aden both Menelik 

and Makonen frequently borrowed money. However, Lagarde pointed out at

1. Lagarde to Colonies, Obock, Nov. 9, Nov. 2k and Dec. 3, 1891, Afrique/
137, £• 1^; Afrique/136, f. *!9*! and Afrique/138, f. 286.

2 . Ibid., Dec. 3, 1891, ff. 286-287.

3 . Salimbeni to MAE, no. 13, Harar, March 9, 1893, A.S.MAI 36/10-8*!.

k. Salimbeni, Diario, pp. 268-269.

3- Lagarde to Colonies, no. 3* Obock, Dec. 2*!, 1892, FOM, Af.Pol./l31,
Obock, Cor. Gen. (1893)-

6 . Nerazzini to MAE, No. 11, Harar, Oct. 31» ^893, Tian to MAE (Italy), 
Marseilles, Dec. 23, 1893, A.S.MAI 36/10-8*!; Gov. par interim to Colonies, 
Obock, Sept. 7, 1891, Afrique/136, f. *!92; same to same, Obock, Aug. 1*!, 
and Aug. 31 and undated (rec*d. July 16), 1893, FOM, Af.Pol./l31, Obock,
Cor. Gen. (1893)•
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the end of December 1892 that the rifles and cartridges supplied by the 

French traders were of such an inferior quality that French commerce was 

in danger of being discredited by the frequent accidents due to faulty 

firing.̂

Only during late 1892 did relations with the French show a decided

improvement which might have emboldened Menelik in his dealings with the

Italians. For the purposes of a more forward policy for assuring access

to Harar, letters from President Carnot and the Prime Minister, as well

as gifts were entrusted to Chefneux for delivery to Menelik, who was
2also awarded the Legion of Honour. When presenting this decoration

early in February 1893, Chefneux convinced Menelik that it was a sign
3that the French Government, recognized him as an independent sovereign.

Chefneux also had brought a more modern model, the Gras, as well as

Remingtons, and apparently Menelik decided to cease relying on the older
ifstyle breechloaders which had become the principal arm imported. Further

1. Lagarde to MAE, Obock, Dec. 2*f, 1892, Afrique/138, f. 318; Felter 
to DiRudini, Harar, Dec. 13, 1891 , Felter MS/26273, reporting that 
Savoure's arms and ammunition were defective on delivery.

2. Lagarde to MAE, Obock, Nov. 9, 1882, Afrique/138, f. 307; also 
Afrique/137, ff* 32, 116 and 119, re. draft instructions for Lagarde; 
and Colonies to MAE, Sept. 2, 1892, FOM, Somali/17, "Instructions a M. 
Lagarde a son Depart' Septembre 1892".

3- Capucci to Salimbeni, Addis Ababa, Feb. 3, 1893, enclosed in Salim
beni to MAE, no. 1*+, Harar, March 9, 1893, A.S.MAI 36/10-8*+; Menelik 
to Carnot, Addis Ababa, 3 Yekatit, 1883 (Feb. 10, 1893), Afrique/138, 
f. 337*
*+. Traversi to MAE, Addis Ababa, March 10, 1893, Conf. (XCIV), no. 283, 
p. 79, Salimbeni, Diario, p. 269; Lagarde, "Note sur le Commerce avec 
lfAbyssinie Meridionale", Afrique/138, f. 330*

4
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1large quantities of the Gras were contracted. The difficulties of

the concession at Lake Assal had been settled, and Chefneux1s business
2with Menelik was no longer bothered by them. This improvement in his 

relations with the French probably reassured Menelik during the last 

serious strain on his resolve to reject Italian pretensions.

Wishing to break Menelik*s silent awaiting of the end of the Treaty 

in order to gain the bargaining advantage of the Italian contention that 

the Treaty was perpetual, Traversi was instructed by the Italian Government 

to counter with a dramatic stroke. He was to inform Menelik that none of 

the European Powers would jeopardize relations with Italy for the sake 

of the goodwill of the Emperor of Ethiopia. To corroborate this argument, 

Traversi v/as sent the replies from Queen Victoria and Kaiser William to 

Menelik*s circular of February 27, 1893* which showed that they accepted 

the Italian contention regarding the duration of the Treaty and with 

despatches reporting that the Austrian Government would follow suit, 

that the French Foreign Minister had stated that no reply would be sent 
by the French Government, and that the Russian Government, if it replied, 

would do so through Rome. Moreover, Traversi was to tell Menelik that 

King Umberto would not deign to reply until Menelik first apologized for 

the circular. The execution of this demarche on August 18, and 22, 1893*

1. Traversi to Brin, Addis Ababa, Oct. 30, 1893, Conf. (XCIV), no.
3^3 , p. 211.

2. Traversi to MAE, Addis Ababa, March 10, 1893> Conf. (XCIV), no.
283, p. 79-
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1caused a sensation at court.

Bewildered by this unfriendly reaction of the Powers and of the King

of Italy, Menelik did not spare Traversi or the Italians. Menelik’s

silence continued, but as a result of vehement defence of the Italian

contention and of the right of King Umberto to an apology, Traversi so

outraged Menelik that he let it be known in Rome that Traversi was no

longer persona grata at court. Unsupported by the Italian Government,

which sought to disavow the high-handed attempt to overcome Menelik*s

stuboornness, Traversi withdrew to his duties as Director of the station

at Let Marefia, and Nerazzini, who had replaced Salimbeni as the official

Italian representative to Makonen, was told by Makonen that his continued
2presence in Harar was an embarrassment.

Silence now opened into a crisis with considerable tension in Addis
3Ababa about Italian intentions. Moreover, unlike the discrediting of 

Antonelli in February 1891, the disfavour into which Traversi and Nerazzini 

fell was fully shared by the Italian Government. 'Menelik twice had demanded 

that Traversi state in writing that the refusal to give a reply to his

1. Conti Rossini, Italia, pp. 68-72; Traversi to Brin, Addis Ababa,
Aug. 26, 1893? enclosing Traversi to Menelik, Aug. 22, 1893? Conf. (XCIV), 
no. 337 and annesso, pp. 196-199? Kalnoky to Nigra, Vienna, June 1,
1893? Brin to Traversi, Rome, July 2, 1893? Conf. (XCIV), nos. 300 
Annesso, p. 113; 301, p. 113; 2931 annesso, pp. 99-100; 307» p- 127;
312, p. 1^1; and 313? P- 1^3 5 Develle to Delcasse' (Colonies), Paris,
Aug. 2*f, 1893, Afrique/138, f. 361.

2. Conti Rossini, Italia, pp. 8^-83; Traversi to Brin, Addis Ababa, Oct. 
20, 1893, Conf. (XCIV), no. 3^3, P- 211.

3- Traversi to Brin, Addis Ababa, Sept. 22, Conf. (XCIV), no. 3̂ *01
p . 203 •
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circular was also the Government's view and twice Traversi sent him a
1letter stating: "The word of an envoy is the word of the government."

Nor with the return of Crispi to power was their again the prospect of 

a more moderate government in Rome with a serious policy of reconciliation, 

that is one willing to abandon in full the substance and not merely the 

form of the Italian version of Article 17*

By 1893? French support had almost certainly become an important 

factor in dealing with the threat of being isolated by Italy’s European 

diplomacy. However, during the first two and a half years of the decline 

in intimacy in Italo-Ethiopian relations, it could hardly have been of 

decisive importance. The reason for Menelik’s obstinacy must be sought 

elsewhere.

Ironically, it was Antonelli who first suggested the real cause 

when noting the struggle to pay off the loan, despite the acute economic
2crisis of the Empire. "Pride," he commented, "is stronger than hunger."

He later added: "Menelik, before he is our friend, is Emperor of Ethiopia

and as such cannot be indifferent to the exigencies which come to be

imposed on him by his rank as the supreme sovereign of a country which always
3has been able to maintain the integrity and independence of its territory."

1. Traversi to Brin, Addis Ababa, Sept. 22, Conf. (XCIV), no. 3^0, p. 203, 
and Conf. (XCIV), nos. 337, annesso I, pp. 198-199; 3*+0, annesso, p. 206;
and no s. 337, P • 200; and, 3^0 , p . 206.

2. Antonelli to Crispi, Addis Ababa, Dec. 29, 1890, "Missione Antonelli",
part II, no. Ill, p. 62.

3 . Antonelli to Crispi, Entotto, Jan. 29, 1891, "Missione Antonelli",
pa.rt II, no. IV, p. 8 f̂.
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Antonelli told Crispi frankly that Menelik had been forced to oppose 

Italian demands in order to save his throne because, at the very time 

that he was widely accused of having sold territory to Italy, he was 

further attacked and accused of having subjected the entire Empire to 

Italy.

In opposing the Italian pretensions, Menelik was also struggling to

justify his own policy towards Europe. The prolonged economic crisis

which was associated with the first years of the reign and which prevented
2revolt, but built up unrest, probably contributed to a sharpening of 

zenophobia and religious extremism. In September 1889, Menelik was 

forced by the popular outcry raised against the return of a Catholic 

missionary to Entotto to retract the liberty he had again given to the
■ZMission in June. By 1890, he had been obliged to enforce more strictly

A
the law for religious uniformity which John had imposed in 1878-79- His 

relations with the conservative clergy were embittered by his favouring 

the primacy of Shoa1s ecclesiastical hierarchy, who, while loyal to him, 

were no less hostile to foreign influences. A wave of persecution, 

lasting from the end of 1893 until the first months of 189^, particularly

1. Antonelli to Crispi, Entotto, Jan. 29, 1891, ’’Missione Antonelli”, 
part II, doc. IV, p. 8A.

2. Salimbeni to MAE, no. 23, Harar, July 11, 1892, A.S.MAI 3^/10-82; 
Traversi to MAE, Let Marefia, Oct. 23, 1891, Traversi MS/39-

3 . Jarosseau, Diary, bobine I, frame 106, entry of June 22, 1889, 
and following; Salimbeni, Diario, p. 290.

*f. Chronique I, p. 299 and DeCoppet's note (*f) ; also note (7), pp. 300-02. 

3- ’’Promemoria”, (XCIV), no. 978; Salimbeni, Diario, p. 292-
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struck at the Shoan schismatics, but was also apparently a violent protest

against the continued presence of the Catholic mission at Harar. The so-

called "old party” led by Taitu and the Abuna enveighed against Menelik

and Makonen for sheltering the missionaries and demanded their expulsion

from beyond the Awash, as well as from Shoa proper. Menelik* s refusal

could hardly have avoided stirring up the already turbulent court, which

seems to have been rent with intrigue and dissatisfaction arising from
2the constant need to raid for provisions. Moreover, Salimbeni concluded 

in October 1890 that without exception, everyone of moment in the court 

was opposed to political relations with Europe^ which the breakdown of 

the entente with Italy had discredited. The sudden change in Italian 

policy not only caused a breakdown in Italy*s relations with Menelik, 

but by arousing popular suspicion of all foreigners, it compromised the 

forward policy of Menelik which appeared to have exposed the Empire to 

the threat of foreign domination.

Any temptation to accept a compromise with Italy must have been 

cut short by heightened suspicions that any equivocal formula was intended 

to ensnare and would be abused. Salimbeni found Taitu almost more astute 

in her dealings than Menelik, and in fact she readily pointed out the per

sistence of Italian pretensions in the formulae proposed by the Italians

1. Taurin de Cahagne to Hanotaux, Harar, Sept. 1, 189 ,̂ and Lagarde to 
Colonies, Jibuti, March 9 and Paris, Sept. 8, 189 ,̂ FOM, Af.P0I./13I, 
Obock, Cor. Gen. (189^).

2. See note 2, p. 3^5 above.

3- Salimbeni, Diario, p. 23^.
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to overcome Ethiopian hostility without sacrificing the position they

had taken in Europe. Taitu was outspoken in demanding either abrogation

of Article 17 °r acceptance of the Amharic text. She intervened strongly

against accepting Antonelli*s proposal for replacing Article 17 by a

seemingly innocuous promise not to accept the protectorate of any state 
2but Italy. She correctly saw that the right to represent or claim any

exclusive basis for preference would be used to buttress the claim to a 
3protectorate. Although she could be ingratiating, Taitu added a belli

gerent tone which was lacking in Menelik*s discussions with the Italians.

Faced with Antonelli*s compromise formulae, she exclaimed: "I am a woman
kand do not like war but sooner than accept this, I would prefer war.”

The Abuna Mateos assured Salimbeni that no one exercised a decisive
3influence over Menelik who would pursue his own policy. He could not have 

ignored hostile critics however. Salimbeni concluded that no matter who 

had succeeded John, a policy of predominance through a protectorate would 

have met overwhelming opposition because of the deep-rooted sense of
c.

independence and readiness to follow the cry, "out with the foreigner".

He also reported that a great council at the royal enclosure on January

1. Salimbeni, Diario, p. 2^2.

2. "Missione Antonelli", part II, no. Ill, p. 6k.

3* Ibid., part II, no. IV, p. 79*

k. Salimbeni, Diario, p. 233> cf., p. 2^2.

3. Ibid., p . 236.

6. Ibid., p. 176.
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20, 1890, had advised Menelik to insist on the Amharic text and that if

he had tried to accept the Italian version, the country would have risen

against him. Crispifs claim to a protectorate was widely discussed in
2public by November 1890.

The territorial cessions made by Menelik to Italy by the Treaty of 

Uccialli and the Naples Convention followed by the intermediary line, 

represented an unpopular maximum beyond which Menelik was unable to

agree in the face of opposition, without seriously undermining his
3authority. While Menelik knew that the Tigreans themselves held out

the Mareb frontier in their overtures to Massawa as an inducement for

aid he was obliged to reject Italian demands, and even to assert his
5own claims beyond the Mareb in order to disarm criticism in Tigre, and 

the critics in his own court who also accused him of selling the country.^ 

The discovery of the bank's error on the loan and the use made by 

Crispi of the divergent Italian version of Article 17 changed popular

1. Salimbeni, Diario, pp. 2^7 and 276.

2. Ibid., p. 202.

3 . See: Keller, Ilg, p. 70; Salimbeni, Diario, p. 137; Nerazzini to
Mayor, Harar, Sept. 20, 1890, A.S.MAI 36/12-99•

*f. See: Antonelli to Crispi, Massawa, Nov. *f, 1890, "Missione Antonelli",
part I, no. 7; Salimbeni, Diario, p.

3. Capucci to Salimbeni, Addis Ababa, Nov. 11, 1892, enclosed Salimbeni 
to MAE, no. 37) A.S.MAI 36/IO-83, reporting assurances of Ethiopian claims 
beyond the Mareb given by Menelik to Tesfai Entalo, a representative of 
Ras Mangascia preparing for his submission.

6 . Antonelli to Crispi, Umberta, March 6 , 1890, A.S. MAI $6/11-90 and 
Riservatissima, Etiopia/1, no. 336, p. 97; Salimbeni to Crispi, Entotto, 
Aug. 29, 1890, ’’Missione Antonelli”, part II, no. I, p. 32; and Salimbeni, 
Diario, p. 12i.
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dislike into the profound and lively distrust of Italy, discrediting 

at the same time the work of Makonen and Menelik. With what appears

to be justice, Traversi suggested that Makonen was Menelik* s "loyal
2henchman” in the conduct of foreign policy: ’’Menelik intrigues against

... the European interests with Makonen, approving when things go well,

and disapproving when things go bad, but disapproving only in word, as
3if by prearrangement....” However, Menelik considered the terms of

the loan a mistake. Although Makonen had accepted them and the Naples
5Convention with considerable reluctance, he was seriously compromised.

He had exposed himself to the accusation of serving Italian interests 

for personal gain, and while he seems genuinely to have appreciated the 

value of the Italian connection and hence hoped for an accommadation 

through Antonelli's mission, he was on his metal to arrive at a settle

ment of the accounts for repayment which would be acceptable to those 

who accused him of self-seeking, and who had never agreed with the forward

1. Salimbeni to MAE, no. 26, Harar, July 23, 1892, A.S.MAI 36/10-82; 
and same to same, no. 61, Harar, Dec. 29, 1892, A.S.MAI 36/IO-83.

2 . Traversi to Brin, Addis Ababa, Oct. 29, 1893i Conf. (XCIV) , no. 3^» 
p. 21 *f.

3- Ibid.

*f. Antonelli to Crispi, Addis Ababa, Dec. 29, 1890, "Missione Antonelli”, 
part II, no. Ill, p. 63.

3. Antonelli to Crispi, Massawa, April 3? 1890, Etiopia/1, no. 23^,
p. 202; Zaghi, ’’Diario”, note (30), p. 22*f; Salimbeni to MAE, no. 26, 
Harar, July 26, 1892, A.S.MAI 36/ 10-8 2.
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policy he had served. Intimidated by Taitu, Makonen seems increasingly
2to have turned to promoting reliance on the French.

With Makonen compromised by the loan agreement, the other two most

closely associated with the Treaty of Uccialli, Joseph Negussie, who had

translated for Antonelli and accompanied Makonen to Italy, and Mesciascia

Worki, who, with Makonen and Ras Mangascia Atikem, had been the only

councillor advising Menelik during the negotiations in 1889, were thrown

into outspoken criticism of Italian intentions in order to rehabilitate 
3themselves. In addition, Mesciascia Worki resented the ill treatment

he felt he had received at the hands of the Massawa Command, which forced

him finally, at the end of 1891, to return to Shoa, where he used his
kinfluence against the Italians. Thus, the supporters and instruments 

of Menelik1s forward policy were reduced and weakened at the very time 

when foreign policy was more strictly being subjected to review in council 

as a result of the secrecy in which Menelik had conducted the negotiations 

until 1890.

1. Salimbeni to MAE, no. 311 Harar, Aug. 9? 1&92, A.S.MAI 38/10-82; 
Antonelli to Crispi, Entotto, Jan. 29, 1891, "Missione Antonelli", part 
II, no. IV, p. 82; Nerazzini to Crispi, Harar, 18 Nov. 1890, A.S.MAI 
36/12-100; Nerazzini to Pisani Dossi, Harar, Dec. 30, 1890, Zaghi,
"Diario", note (5), p- 283. See also: Salimbeni, Diario, p. 101, reporting
disparaging comments of Alula on Makonen1s embassy.

2. Antonelli to MAE, Entotto, Jan. 29, 1891, "Missione Antonelli", part 
II, no. IV, p. 82; Traversi to Brin, Addis Ababa, March 10, 1893i Conf. 
(XCIV), no. 283, p. 8 0; "Note sommaire et personnelle pour le Ministre", 
unsigned but by Lagarde, Paris, June 1, 189^, Afrique/138, f. ^32; Taurin 
de Cahagne to Hanotaux, Harar, Sept. 1, 189^, FOM, Af.Pol./l31, Obock, Cor. 
Gen. (189^).

3. Salimbeni to Crispi, Entotto, Aug. 29, 1890, "Missione Antonelli", part 
II, no. I, p. 51» Traversi to Brin, Addis Ababa, Oct. 25» 1893i Conf. 
(XCIV), no. , p. 213; and Lagarde to Colonies, Obock, Dec. 3? 1891, 
Afrique/138, f. 289.
k. Ibid.
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One of the causes for objections to the Treaty of Uccialli was that 

Menelik had negotiated it without consulting his chiefs. As a conse

quence of his embarrassment, in January 1891, Menelik abstained from 

replying to Antonelli1s proposals for a compromise formula until ”a long 

council with the chiefs” on January 20, 1890'. He then presented 

Antonelli with a virtual ultimatum, ignoring his proposals and demanding

either abrogation without a substitute or annulment of the Italian
2version leaving the Amharic to stand alone.

Crispi1s abuse of Article 17 left Menelik and the court convinced

that Antonelli had betrayed him.^ It also gave the upper hand to those

who had insisted on the folly of Menelik*s policy of close relations 
q.with Europe. ' By 189*+ Menelik was accused of creating foreign enemies

and then trying to sell the country to the French to save himself.

Early in 1895, an Italian trader and unofficial agent at Harar, commented

that the French and Russian missions to Menelik were not to be feared

because the strongest influences on the court were those which ”would like
£

Europe thrown out”. Traditional isolation had been deepened by the

1. Salimbeni, Diario, p. 125-

2. Antonelli to Crispi, Addis Ababa, Jan. 21, 1891, ”Missione Antonelli”, 
part I, no. 22, A.S.MAI 36/13-105 (see: Salimbeni, Diario, pp. 276-277)*

3- Salimbeni, Diario, p. 1^6 ; Lagarde to Colonies, ”Note sur Ilg”, Paris, 
Aug. 2 6, 1891, Afrique/138, f. 257-

*f. Salimbeni to Crispi, Entotto, Aug. 29, 1890, ’’Missione Antonelli”, 
part II, no. I , p . 55•

5* Felter to Blanc, Harar, Dec. 31? 189 ,̂ Conf. (XCIV), no. ^8 3.

6 . Felter to Baraieri, Harar, Feb. 7, 1895, Conf. (XCIV), no. 5^0,
p. 237.

i
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experience of the entente. No one at court, Antonelli admitted, considered 

a simple error in the translation possible. Although the Italian
2representatives denied that the Italian version spoke of a protectorate,

neither that version nor any other which did not categorically dismiss

its implication v/as acceptable.

Nerazzini acknowledge that Menelik v/as simply too well informed to
3be led to accept a de facto protectorate by some more clever formula.

In fact, after Antonelli and Makonen left for Italy during the rainy 

season of 1889, and especially after Crispi1s notification of Article 17 

to the Powers was reported in the press (October 1889), the Europeans

in Shoa warned Menelik that, although the word protectorate did not

figure in Article 17, it was being used, and had been intended to be used, 

to justify the claim of Italian protection which they left no doubt would
kmean the end of an independent Ethiopia. This revelation of European 

practice gave further grist for the Ethiopian critics of Menelik1s 

forward policy and of the Treaty, enabling them to conjure up the infamy

he would earn in history for having signed away the empire, as well as the
5northeastern frontier provinces. Hence, Conti Rossini’s suggestion that

1. Salimbeni to Crispi, Let Marefia, Nov. 20, 1890, "Missione Antonelli”, 
part I, no. II, p. 37; see, Diario, p. 233-
2. Gondolfi, Memorandum for Mesciascia Worki, Asmara, Nov. 20, 1890,
A.S.MAI 36/12-100; Antonelli to Crispi, Addis Ababa, Dec. 29, 1890, 
’’Missione Antonelli”, part II, no. Ill, p. 6k.
3 . Nerazzini to DiRudini, Harar, March 8 , 1891 (?), Salimbeni, Diario, 330*
k. Salimbeni to Crispi, Let Marefia, Nov. 20, 1890, ’’Missione Antonelli” , 
part II, no. II; see Diario, p. 233; suggesting also that after July 
1890, it was perhaps first Ilg who pointed to a mis-translation of Art. 17 
as the basis for this pretension.
3. Ibid.
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ignorance of European public law vitiated against the success of a policy- 

based on treaty relations is untenable. On the contrary, the Ethiopians, 

in this instance, seem to have known too much.
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Chapter VIII

ADUA AND THE EMERGENCE OF A POLICY OF BALANCE OF POWER

The decline in relations with Italy from the middle of 1890 into the 

second Italo-Ethiopian war of 1895 - 96 is a watershed in the diplomacy of 

Menelik. For the first time other Powers were called on, not only as 

substitutes, but as a counterpoise to Italian pretensions. African states 

as well as other European Powers were appealed to or were brought into the 

balance of power, while in dealing with the European Powers, Menelik showed 

a suspicious concern for their intentions towards the Empire. Menelik became 

intent on forestalling as he had done by the conquest of Harar and defence 

of Shoan rights to Lake Assal, the annexation by European Powers of 

territory he wished to absorb. He also became anxious not to be isolated 

by Italy's claim to a protectorate. Hence, he attempted to overcome 

European indifference to his claims of independence by acts of sovereignty 

and by formal guarantees. He sought to check the forces at Massawa by 

alliances with the Mahdists and with France and Russia. At times even the 

acquisition of arms appeared to have been reduced to a secondary objective, 

and throughout the period Menelik increasingly showed a decided concern for 

the political significance of his foreign relations and in their indirect 

military importance. The change, therefore, was not merely a transition, but 

a transformation profoundly reorienting Ethiopian foreign policy.

The prolonged dispute with Italy led to the conviction that formal 

negotiations were meant to ensnare; "today the most innocent proposal gives
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1rise to suspicion,” Traversi reported in April 1o93* Menelik and his

chiefs were convinced, Antonelli asserted^that if the other Powers interested

themselves in Ethiopia,it was for one thing, to take a part of what Italy
2was trying singly to absorb. Similarly Salimbeni stated that: "The King

makes a single bundle of all the Europeans and believes that all seek one end:

to despoil him.” In March 1893, Traversi predicted that there was nothing

to fear from negotiations during Makonen's visit to Djibuti because Menelik

had enough of treaties and "by now, His Majesty is too suspicious of the
4 5Europeans." In fact little came of that visit. The presupposition of bad

faith, although particularly caused by disillusionment with Italy, seems to

have coloured Menelik's dealing with the other Powers. At least these were
£

conducted with a caution not previously so marked. In April 1891, Menelik
7sent his noted circular on the extent of the territorial claims of Ethiopia.

1. Traversi to Brin, Let Marefia, April 12, 1893, Conf. (XCIV), No. 321,
p. 159; he had noted this already on Nov. 13, 1891, see, Same to Same, Addis
Ababa, Oct. 25, 1893, ibid. , No. 3^4, p. 213*

2. Antonelli toCrispi, Entotto, Jan. 29, 1891, "Missione Antonelli", part II, 
doc. IV, p. 86.

3* Salimbeni to MAE., No. 35, Harar, Aug. 30, 1892, A.S. MAI, 36/10-82.

f̂. Traversi to Brin, Addis Ababa, March 10 and 30, 1893, Conf. (XCIV),
Nos. 283 and 288.

5* See above Chapt. IV, p.

6. For instance, the use of French, which was known by several of the court 
interpreters, was imposed in future treaty negotiations because of the 
experience with Antonelli; see: Skinner to State, No. 130, Marseilles,
Feb. 2, 1903, U.S. Con./l8 .

7* See: Menelik to Victoria, Addis Ababa, 14 Miazia, 1883 (April 21, 1891),
F*0. 403/154, No. 3, inclosure; and, Menelik to Carnot, same date, Afrique/
138.
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The circular rang like a challenge to the partition of Africa, but this 

is historical hindsight for there is no proof that Menelik was moved by 

sympathy for the predicament of other African states. In an interview with 

the Khedive in Switzerland while on an official mission to Europe for Menelik, 

Chefneux emphasized their ''position reciproque". He gave assurances that 

the circular had been intended only to reclaim the historic frontiers and 

that Menelik had no pretensions over Egyptian territory in the Nile valley 

or at Kassala and Massawa. There is no evidence even in Chefneux's account 

that Menelik had authorized these representations and the slogan: "L'Egypte

aux Egyptiens, l ’Ethiopie aux Ethiopiens," seems to have been purely
2Chefneux’ invention. Moreover, although the French in Ethiopia were closely

questioned about the campaign in Madagascar in 1&93» Menelik's only

recorded reaction to the suppression of Hova resistance was the unsentimental

opinion that while they worked harder than the Ethiopians, they knew less 
4about fighting.

The circular of April 1891 was inspired directly by concern for Menelik's 

own frontiers. Salimbeni and Antonelli repeatedly warned him between August

1. Chefneux, "Note surson entretien avec le Khedive", Geneva,
Aug. 24, 1894, Afrique/138, f. 444.

2. Ibid. f. 447 - 448; the purpose is not clear either: Menelik had written 
to the Sultan of Turkey in mid-1893 and his mission to Pussia in 1896 was also 
charged with presenting an honour to the Sultan; it is not impossible that 
the thought of putting pressure on Italy by reasserting of the rights the 
Khedive and the Sultan (see: Gov. par interim to Colonies, Obock Sept. 9>
1893, Afrique/138, f. 366).

3* Capucci to MAE, Addis Ababa, Feb. 6 , 1893» "Dispacci Segreti", No. XXV,
p. 336.

4. C. Michel, Mission de Bonchamps, p. 101, cited, by Pankhurst, "Portrait", 
p. 153.
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1890 and February 1891 that he must notify the Powers of the frontiers of the 

Empire because they were on the point of delimiting their own spheres of

influence. The circular far exceeded,however, the claims Italy was willing
2 3to promote. It seems to represent Menelik's personal ambition to reserve

for Ethiopian expansion all of north-east Africa from the Nile and Lake

Victoria to the sea. The modified line agreed to with Antonelli for the

frontier with Eritrea was recognized. Otherwise, the actual frontiers of the

Empire were generously drawn to the confluence of the Sobat with the White

Nile, including the province of Gedaref, and thence to the Indian Ocean,

while to the east, they included all of the Somali and Afar. Beyond these

actual frontiers, more extensive ancient frontiers to Khartoum and Lake

Victoria were mentioned and their eventual restoration envisaged. Of more

immediate importance, Menelik foreswore the use of force in retrieving the

Somali and Afar ports, but expressed the hope that the Powers would give him

a frontier on the sea.

In order to preserve future territorial rights Menelik relied on actual

occupation, or the appearance of effective occupation, rather than historic

claims. Antonelli had impressed on him the need to show the flag at the most

1. Crispi to Gov. Eritrea, July 18, 1890, Etiopia/1, No. 370; Salimbeni, 
Diario, pp. 151 “ 153» with Italian draft; Antonelli to Crispi, Entotto,
Jan. 29j Addis Ababa, Feb. 2, and Aden, March 26, 1891, "Missione Antonelli",
Part I, Doc. 28, and Part II, Docs. IV and V.

2. Ibid.

3. Deloncle to Colonies, Obock, July 9» 1891, Afrique/138, f. 228
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distant part of his territories, but especially in the Ogaden and east of

Harar where, the Italians pretended, an Anglo-French delimitation on
1Gildessa was imminent. This recommendation was taken up with alacrity.

The Italians continued to give warnings that behind the French trading
2companies lurked the French army. 'Jhile Menelik viewed French commercial 

activity with equanimity,^ Makonen apparently was anxious over an Anglo-
kFrench annexation of the trade routes to Gildessa and Menelik himself was

5sensitive to rumours of British intervention in the Ogaden from Berbera.

In any case, measures were taken to make good the claim to a fronter
c

for the province of Harar ,fmuch beyond Gildessa" and to avoid interference

with the trade routes and with future Ethiopian expansion. The flag was
7hoisted at strategic centres behind the Somali coast and a series of advance 

posts were established beginning ’with one at the important junction of

1. Antonelli to Crispi, Harar, Dec. ,1890, A.S. MAI 36/12-101; and,
Nerazzini to Maconen, Harar, July 27^ 1^90, Etiopia/1 , No. *H2, Annesso I, 
p. 374. It was intended to hoist the Italian flag at the same time, of 
course.

2. Traversi to Menelik, Addis Ababa, June 4 and June 14, 1893» Conf. (XCIV),
No. 322, Annessi I and II, pp. 161 - 162.

3. Traversi to Brin, Addis Ababa, June 19, 1893, Conf. (XCIV), No. 322,
p. 161.

4. Makonen to Nerazzini, 5 Nahassie 1882 (Aug. 11, 1890), Etiopia/1 ? No. 412,
Annesso II, p. 374.

5. Felter to MAE, Harar, Dec. 15, 1891, Felter MS/26275.

6. Makonen to Crispi, Harar, Sept. 15, 1890, A.S. MAI 36/12-90.

7* At points behind Djibuti as well as behind Zeila and Berbera, see:
Salimbeni to MAE, No. 52, Harar Nov. 22, 1892, A.S. MAI 36/10-82 and Same to
Same, No. 5, Harar, Jan. 26, 1893, A.S. MAI 36/10-84; Stace to Jopp, Aden, 
Dec. 6 , 1891, F.O. 403/155, No. 93, inclosure 1; Makonen to Ferris, Harar,
May 13, 1896, F.O. 403/239, No. 138, inclosure, appendix D.
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'j
Biakaboba in late August 1891. These posts not only intimidated the

2Somali, but were a precaution against European activity. By 1896, although

few if any troops occupied the coastal plain, Menelik could claim control
3over most of the routes leading from the coast. In addition, the regions

to the south and south-west v/hich were assigned to Italy by the Anglo-

Italian protocols of 1890 and 189^ were systematically subjected by raids
kintended to reach as far as the Indian Ocean.

Among other things, these advances were almost certainly intended to

forestall European penetration. The British at Aden concluded that because
3of famine in Harar and Shoa raids could not be controlled. Salimbeni 

excused the occupation of Biakaboba on similar grounds and referred to the 

"Abyssinianpredisposition to rapine" caused by maladministration.^ Doubtless 

necessity spurred on expansion, but it can hardly explain the conscious

1. Felter to MAE, Harar, Aug. 30, Oct. 11 and Dec. 15, 1891, Felter MS/26273; 
an Ethiopian flag in the European fashion was ordered, presumably through Ilg 
in Zurich, see: Jouffroy d*Albans to Ribot, No. 11, Zurich, Feb. 13, 1891, 
Corr. Politique des Consuls, Suisse/1, (Zurich, 1875 - 1895), f• 68; Colonies 
to MAE, March 27, 1891, Afrique/138; design in Colonies to Lagarde, March 25, 
F.O.M. Af. Pol./l4l, Cor. Gen. Obock (1891).
2 . Felter to MAE, as above note (1.) and Sept. 27, 1891, Felter MS/26275*
3* Ferris to Cromer, Aden, Sept. 21, 1896, F.O. ^03/239, No. 1^1, inclosure 1; 
Cuningham to Hamilton, Aden, Jan. 27, 1887, F.O. ^-03/255, No. 5^, inclosure, 
re. absence of any occupation of the Ogaden, see: Felter to ?, undated,
but summer 1893, Felter MS/26275, and Rosebery to Tornielli, Dec. 29, 1893,
F.O. ^03/190, No. 72.
4. Memo: "Razzie Amhara nell'hinterland del Benadir", Rome, Aug. 2, 1896,
Conf. (XCIV), No. 15̂ +0 bisp Ferrandi to Soc. Geo., Lugh, Sept. 27, 1896, ibid., 
No. 1793, annesso II: Sealy, Memo. Aden, Feb. 1^, 1895, F.O. ^03/221, No. 7^, 
inclosure.
5* Stace to Jopp, No. 10V7, Aden, June 30, 1891 , 1.0. Letters from Aden/7.
6. Salimbeni to MAE, No. 13, Harar, April 12, 1893, A.S. MAI 36/IO-8O.
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effort to control the trade routes. For instance, in 1893 Makonen led an
1expedition against the Afar in the Herer plain who were not rich in herds, but

through whose territories an alternate route passed from Djibuti to Shoa.

Lagarde was told by informants at Harar that the expeditions which began

to be sent into the Ogaden at the end of 1890 were intended to cut off the
2British at Berbera. Moreover, the French and British authorities on the 

coast were subjected to protests and actual obstruction for any attempt to 

extend their authority inland. In particular, the French were prevented from 

completing a corresponding series of forts up the route from Djibuti to

Biakaboba^ and the transit of Europeans from Berbera into the Ogaden 

frustrated.' Furthermore, there were convincing signs that Menelik was not

anxious, in spite of his supposed support, for early construction of a railway
5from Djibuti to Harar." It is clear that he gave Ilg and Chefneux a concession

1. Gov. par interim to Colonies, Obock, Sept. 9? 18931 Afrique/138, f. 366.

2. Lagarde to Colonies, Obock, Dec. 7» 1890, Afrique/138, f. 198; re. 
initiation of these raids see: Nerazzini to MAE, Harar, Oct. 29, 1890,
A.S. MAI 8/2-10; three were completed by March 1892, Salimbeni to MAE, No. 8 , 
A.S. MAI, 36/10-80.

3. H.M. Abud (Berbera Agent), Memo, on the French in Somalia, Aden, Sept. 30, 
189^, 1.0. Letters from Aden/7; Felter to Baratieri, Harar, Aug. 1, 1893* Conf. 
(XCIV) No. (590, annesso.

4. Re. Makonen's representations in Aug. 1893 at Aden, see: F.O. 403/221,
No. 149, inclosures and F.O. 403/239? No. 141, inclosure 1; also, re. 
Donaldson Smith expedition: Sealy, Memo, Aden, Deo. 311 189 +̂, F.O. 403/221,
No. 23, inclosure, and, Capucci to Traversi, Addis Ababa, "Dispacci Segreti", 
No. XVI, p. 331» stopped near the Aruzzi and ordered by Menelik to return to 
Berbera.

3. Capucci to MAE, Addis Ababa, Feb. 13/14, 1893> Conf. (XCIV) No. 603, p* 
407. Ferris, Memo from a Secret Agents' news in Cromer to F.O., Jan. 18,
1896, F.O. 403/239? No. 11, inclosure.
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in March 1894 only after dogged evasion of the insistent arguments put 
1forward by Ilg.

At the same time that British protests against further raids on the

Ogaden were ignored, Makonen seems to have wished to avoid any open clash
2with Aden, He was careful to attempt to justify the raids to Aden as

policing expeditions and with the excuse that lack of a Somali sea port

necessitated opening a route to the Indian Ocean.^ In addition, overtures

for freer trade for Harar were made to the British as well as to the French,

Zeila, in fact, remained the preferred outlet for local merchants trading

to Harar. Hence good relations with Aden were both convenient to expansion

and necessary for customs revenue. Moreover, Makonen, almost certainly on

orders from Menelik, encouraged the British to give free transit to arms
£

imported through Zeila, perhaps because of continued difficulties in

1* Keller, Ilg. pp. 112 - 113» 116 and 134; Menelik to Ilg, Convention 
Relative a la Construction d'un Chemin de Fer: Harar a Djibouti,
March 9* 189 -̂* Afrique/137, f• 132 - 134.
2. Re. Makonen's disgracing officers responsible for embarrassment with 
Aden see: Felter to MAE, Harar, Dec. 31* 1894, Conf. (XCIV) No. 483, p. 33*
Salimbeni to MAE, No. 21, Harar, June 3* 1892, A.S. MAI 36/10-81, re. futile
protests, see: Salimbeni to MAE, No. 2, Zeila, Feb. 26 and No. Harar,
Aug. 30, 1892, A.S. MAI 36/10-82.

3* Makonen to Sealy, Harar, Rec'd. Aug, 28, 1894, F.O. 403/206, No. 122, 
inclosure 3* and Swayne to Stace, Aden, March 31» 1^93* F.O. 403/190, No. 2 
incl. 1; C.f. Felter to MAE, Harar, Aug. 23* 1891, Felter MS/26273* Makonen 
admitted there were no other regions then open to him worth raiding.

4. Ferris, Memo. re. British-Harar affairs, Aden, April 4, 1893* F.O. 403/221, 
No. 112 inclosure.

3. Rodd to Cromer, Cairo, Jan. 17* 1897* F.O. 403/233* Mo. 30 inclosure 1; 
Felter to Blanc, Harar, Dec. 31, 189^, Conf. (XCIV), No. 483, p. 37*

6. Makonen to Pol. Agent on the Somali Coast, 1.0. Letters from Aden/7,
4 Tahsas, 1887, (Dec.. 12, 1894).
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1improving the alternate route from Biakaboba to Djibuti, Furthermore, the 

British at Aden were informed that Menelik was still determined to have a

port and would give the monopoly of all Ethiopian trade to whichever of the
2Powers ceded one.

There is no proof that Menelik singled out the British as particularly
3dangerous although this was frequently claimed. They were, however,

associated with the earlier prohibition on arms. Moreover he was told by

the French, apparently, that the British Government, in order to gain certain
Ij.advantages in Europe, were supporting Italian designs in Ethiopia. According

to statements made by Ilg after Adua, Menelik was aware of inter-European
5relationships and believed that the British supported Italy. Nevertheless^ 

in their immediate relations^the conflict of interests over the Somali was 

probably no greater than that with France over the hinterland of the Bay of 

Tajura which continued to be disputed.

It is obvious, however, that Menelik was particularly concerned with

1. Savour^ to Rueff, Paris, Sept. 20, 189A, FOM, Af, Po1./131» Cor, Gen, 
Obock (189*0.

2. Swayne to Stace, Aden, March 31, 1&93, F.O. A03/190, No. 22 inclosure 1,

3. Keller, Ilg, p. 118; Wingate, Memo, Cairo, Dec. 20, 1896, F.O. A03/253, 
No. A, inclosure; Lagarde to Lebon (?), Entotto, Feb. 22, 1898, FOM, . Af. 
P0I./IA2 , ’’Mission Bonchamps", ’’Quant aux anglais 1'impression reste toujours: 
'Execration mais crainte reverencieuse•’"

A. According to Christo Moussaya, the Harar trader and sometime agent for 
Makonen and Menelik, see: Ferris, Memo. re. British-Harar Affairs, F.O.
A03 /221, No. 112, inclosure.

3. Ferris to Harrington, Aden, Nov. 29, 1896, 1.0. Letters from Aden/7.
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checking Italy. As early as October - November 1890, he had taken steps 

to discourage any extension of Italian control over Shoa's outlets. Having 

protested against the Italian version of Article 17 to England and France, he 

asked them not to cede their coastal possessions to any other Power even if
'J

they could not give him a port. He was probably inspired in this demarche

by rumours of the negotiations for a Franco-Italian delimitation and of the

possible transfer of Zeila. By 1895 at the latest, Menelik had decided on

a major campaign against Anfari of Aussa because of his further collaboration
3with the Italians of Assab.

The dispute with Italy, furthermore, led Menelik to concern himself with

limiting the political as well as the territorial consequences of European

agreements. In the circular of April 1891, Menelik announced that he would
4not stand by while the Powers circumscribed the Empire. The following 

August, however, Ilg reassured the French Government that Menelik did not

1. Menelik to Carnot, Entotto, Oct. 30, 1890, Afrique/138, f. 216 - 217; 
Menelik to Victoria, Entotto, Nov. 2, 1890, F.O. 403/154, No. 3* He protested 
Art. 17 in the same letter to Carnot/but in an earlier one to Victoria 
(Nehase 19, 1882 or Aug. 24, 189O).

2. Marginal minute on Lagarde to Colonies, Obock, Dec. 16, 1890, Afrique/138, 
that Itals. were demanding Djibuti; I have not evidence of contemporary 
rumours re. Zeila, but they were frequent. Deloncle to Colonies, Obock
July 9, 1891, Ibid., f. 229, and Menelik had suggested the transfer himself 
in 1886.

3 . Capucci to Traversi, Addis Ababa, Nov. 19, 1894, l!Dispacci Segreti" No. 
XVII, p. 532; Capucci to MAE, Addis Ababa, Jan 18 and Feb 6 , 1895, Conf. 
(XCIV), pp. 268 and 298.

4. MJe n'ai point 1'intention d'etre spectateur indifferent si des Puissances 
lointaines se portent avec l'id^e dese partager l'Afrique, l'Ethiopie ayant 
6te pendant b<£4n w quatorze siecles, une ile des Chretiens au milieu de la mer 
des Paths."
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object to a Franco-Italian delimitation of the Afar coast as long as Italy's

pretended protectorate over Ethiopia was not recognized. In contrast, the

tv/o Anglo-Italian agreements delimiting the frontier of Eritrea with the

Sudan and their spheres of influence to the west (March 2b and April 13,
21891) greatly annoyed Menelik" and were viewed as instruments of partition. 

Probably this reaction resulted from the obvious supposition by England that 

the long western frontier could be settled without reference to the Emperor 

because Ethiopia lay ’within the Italian sphere by virtue of the Treaty of 

Uccialli.

The failure of the Powers to respond to his protests against the Italian

version of Article 17 seems to have convinced Menelik of the urgency of

making them recognize his independence. A French traveller in Shoa during

1893 “ 189^ commented:

Menelik a compris que s'il veut rester independent, il ne doit pas 
ressembler aux roitelets negres que les Europeens escamotent
journellement en Afrique pour s1annexer leur territoire.

This was, of course, not new; his manner of dealing with Europeans who

visited Shoa was clearly intended to impress' them with his eagerness to share

1. Lagarde to Colonies, Note. re. interview with Ilg, Paris, Aug. 2 6, 1891, 
Afrique/138, f. 233 - 236; also, MAE to Colonies, Aug. *f, 1891, ibid. ,
f. 24-3, the circular had caused some unfriendly consternation in Paris.

2. Deloncle to Colonies, Obock, Aug. 1, 18919 Afrique/138, f. 236.
Apparently to offset this reaction the protocols were transmitted jointly by 
the British and Italian Governments at the end of Sept. 1891, see: Conf.
(XCIV) No. 19^ annesso, p. 102 and No. 198, p. 109.

3» Traversi to Brin, Oct. 23, 1893, Conf. (XCIV), No. 3^+, P* 21b.
Jopp to ?, Aden, Aug. 2 8, 189 ,̂ 1.0. Letters from Aden/7, citing Piano.

b. Vanderheym, Avec Menelik, p. 71 •
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European civilization as well as technology. However, after the crisis 

provoked by Traversi in August 1893i the effort to gain standing in the 

European comity became more pronounced. Chefneux was sent to Europe in 

1893 with commissions to have a coinage struck with Menelik’s effigy, to have 

Ethiopian postage stamps printed and to secure admission to the World Postal 

Union. Menelik, having overcome domestic obstacles to progress,

Chefneux claimed "finds himself faced with the hostility or indifference of 

almost all Europe which has not yet consented to dismiss Italian pretensions." 

Troubled by the difficulty in getting the Powers to acknowledge his denunci

ation of the Treaty of Uccialli, Menelik, according to Chefneux, continued to

demand "his right to exist and is intent on proving by action that he exists,
2not as an ’African Chief', but as Emperor of an independent Ethiopia." By 

April 189 +̂, two letters had been sent to the President of Switzerland, with 

whom gifts were exchanged through Ilg, and a further letter was sent in 1893 

apparently to support Ethiopia’s application for admission to the Postal 

Union and to the International Red Cross.^ On Chefneux1 return to Ethiopia 

in February 1893i attempts were made to organize a postal service in

1. Chefneux, "Note sur entretien avec le Khedive", Geneva, Aug. 2*f, 189 ,̂
Afrique/138, f. Mf6.

2. Ibid. , f. W f  and f. W?.

3* Ilg to Menelik, Zurich, Dec. 10, 189 ,̂ quoted by Capucci, "Dispacci
Segreti", No. XXX, p. 3^1 > Correspondence from Italian diplomatic agents 
in Switzerland in Conf. (XCIV) Nos. 3&3» 772, 97̂ + with Annesso I; 1373i 1308,
1309 and 1831s, also, Le grand to Hanotaux, No. 37? Berne, July 4, 1893> Corr.
Politique des Consults, Suisse/617, f* 108 - 109*
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conformity with the Union’s requirements although the application was still 

pending.^

The practical advantage of more regular communications and of coinage

minted and put into circulation under his control, could not have escaped

Menelik. However, Ilg and Chefneux had led him to believe also that these

trappings of a civilized, independent state would weigh in his favour in
2being treated as one. They contended that the semblance of a civilized 

state would permit France and Russia to intervene in his favour and it
3appears that an edict guaranteeing freedom of religion was also discussed.

Moreover, issuing coins and stamps in his own effigy and joining the Postal
kUnion were intended as an "acte de souverain independant.” Hence, while

protesting Italian agression he continued to request the co-operation of
3the French and Swiss Governments in a matter of stamps and coins.'"

In order to guarantee that he would be treated as an independent 

sovereign, however, Menelik took energetic steps to redress the apparent 

isolation in which he had found himself in August 1893 before Traversi’s 

insistence. In doing this he was aided by the unforeseen, but carefully

1. Felter to Baratieri, Harar Feb. 7» l895i and Capucci to MAE, Addis Ababa, 
Feb# 19, 1895, Conf. (XCIV), No. 3̂ +0, Annesso, p. 236 and No. 607, p» +̂15*

2. Ilg to Menelik, Zurich, Dec. 10, 189^, quoted by Capucci, ’’Dispacci 
Segreti”, No. XXX, p. 3̂ +1 •

3* Capucci to Felter, Addis Ababa, March 31* 1895» ’’Dispacci Segreti”
No. XL, p. 3^9? para. II.

k* Colonies to MAE, May 22, 189 ,̂ Afrique/138, f. ^31«

3* Menelik to Hanotaux, Addis Ababa, Magabiet 11, 1887 (March 19, 1899)> 
Afrique/138, f. ^76 - 477. Menelik to the President of Switzerland, Addis

c ont....
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coached response of Lagarde to the crisis precipitated by Traversi* Called 

to answer Traversi's assertion that none of the Powers would jeopardize its 

relations with Italy for the sake of the Emperor of Ethiopia, Makonen 

appealed to Lagarde. It is not too strong a statement that Traversi's 

demarche threw the French into the arms of Menelik* Alarmed that Menelik 

was about to renew negotiations on Italian terms, Lagarde sent an agent to 

Harar with a letter from Carnot and a large supply of ammunition and cash 

to accompany Makonen to Addis Ababa to reassure Menelik. According to 

Lagarde, this timely assurance of his agent who was received by Menelik

between November 30 and December 3i 1893 * completely repaired a dangerous
2breach in confidence. Nonetheless, in mid-December, Menelik did send a 

letter to King Umberto offering to renew negotiations. While he proposed
3only his own terms, it is very unlikely that he had ever intended to do more. 

It appears that Menelik used the crisis virtually to extort material proof 

from the French authorities that their courtesies were not empty gestures. 

Considering the hostility of the court to further involvement with Europe,

Ababa, about March 20, 1893» summarized by Capucci in "Dispacci Segretti", 
No. LII, para. IX, p. 330* An edict imposing the new taller was published 
contemporaneously with the sending of letters to halt the Italian advance, 
see: Falcone, Menelik II, p. 139-1^0 for text dated Megabiet 3i 1887*

1. Lagarde to Colonies, Obock, Nov. 2*f, 1893 and March 9i 189^, Afrique/138, 
f. ^13-^16 and A19-23; Lagarde to Carnot and Colonies to MAE, Obock, Dec. 9» 
1893, ibid, f. 37^-373. May 22, 189^, ibid. , f. *f29.

2. Lagarde to Colonies, Obock, Dec. 28, 1893i Feb. 23, and March 9> 189 ,̂ 
Afrique/138, f. 379> f• 387 and 423$ for Menelik's movements see:
Chronique I, p. 336-7•

3. Cf. Traversi to MAE, Addis Ababa, Dec. 13> 1893» Conf. (XCIV), p. 28; 
Menelik to Umberto, Addis Ababa, Tehsas 3? 1886 (Dec. 13, 1893)» Conf. (XCIV), 
No. 36 ,̂ p. 39.
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material proof of the usefulness of the French was probably needed

in order to relieve Menelik of criticism of the forward policy which Italian

intransigence made even more indispensable. Although Carnot’s letter did not

mention the denunciation of the Treaty of Uccialli, it implied acknowledgment

of his independence and this was strengthened by a letter from the French
1foreign minister. In fact, the French Government was willing, partly as a

consequence of the denunciation, to ignore pressure from Home to restrain
2Lagarde. This development was in some measure a coincidence, but the

prospect Makonen apparently painted of Menelik caving in to Italian demands

seerns to have shaken the French from their lingering hesitancy.

From Menelik*s point of view, the French response must have been a

crucial development. With care for inter-European relations, he had again

written to Victoria and the Kaiser on December 13? 1893 to explain in greater
3detail why he had decided not to renew the Treaty of Uccialli. But in

writing to the President of France at the beginning of January 189*M it is
Kobvious that he believed that his independence had been recognized. He

5promptly asked to be allowed to buy arms from Government stocks." Moreover,

1. Carnot to Menelik, Sept. 22, 1893, DDF, 16 Vol. XI, No. 3; cf. 
Afrique/138, f. 368-369, presumably only a draft; Ribot to Menelik,
Sept. 1A, 1893, ibid., f. 370.

2. Dir. Pol., Note: "Relations de la France avec le roi Menelich", April 12,
1893, Afrique/138; Colonie to MAE, June 17, 1893, ibid., f. 110; MAE to
Delcasse (Colonies), Aug. 2^, 1893, ibid., f. 361. Menelik, however, was not 
told.

3* F.O. A03/206, No. 11 inclosure No. 2 and Conf. (XCIV) No. 370, Annesso,
p. 51.
k* Menelik to Carnot, Addis Ababa, Jan. 3, 189^, Afrique/138, f. 380, also 
DDF 1®, Vol. XI, No. 5.

3* Menelik to Carnot, Addis Ababa, Jan. 10, 189 ,̂ Afrique/138, f. 38 -̂; see
also, DDF 1e , Vol. XI, note (2), p. 6.
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in thanking the President later in the month for permitting the minting of 

the new coinage,Menelik expressed great satisfaction with Lagarde and urged 

that he be kept at Obock as long as possible, nas he is aware of all the

customs and of the character of our country.M

In the policy of calling on the Powers for recognition, as a counter to 

Italian pretensions, the advice of Alfred Ilg probably exerted an important 

if not decisive influence. It is unlikely that Menelik needed to be encour

aged to seek aid against Italy, but the means he chose almost certainly were

of European inspiration. According to his biographer, Ilg was also

responsible for spurring Menelik to make good his territorial claims against
2encroachment by the Powers. In any case, there can be no doubt that with

the discrediting of the Italians in 1890-91? Ilg assumed a position of
3importance and confidence in Menelik's counsels. He was accounted a French

1. Menelik to MAE, Addis Ababa, Jan. 24, 1894, Afrique/138, f. 383*

2. Keller, Ilg., p. 163*

3* Reportedly Menelik's "segretario particolare" by the end of 1889? 
see: Traversi to Salimbeni, Assab, Jan. 10, 1890, A.S. MAI 36/9-73; he
had taken no part in the negotiation of the Treaty of Uccialli but by
Nov. 12/17? 1890: "e ora il vero confidente e consigliere del re.........ex
ora salito piu in alto di quanto prime lo era Antonelli stesso," (Salimbeni,
Diario, p. 218). Also, Salimbeni to Crispi, Let Marefia, Nov. 20, 1890, 
"Missione Antonelli", Part II, Doc. II, p. 38; Same to Same, Entotto,
Nov. 14, 1890, A.S. MAI, 36/12-101, Ilg believed to have discredited terms 
of loan (Diario, p. 216 and 228-9); Same to Same, Let Marefia, Nov. 29? 
1890, A.S. MAI 36/13-103? (Diario, p. 233); also, Diario, p. 238 and 
Keller, Ilg, p. 69-70 and 79*
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1sympathiser by both Antonelli and Lagarde. But he claimed always to have

advised caution because of the danger of provoking John and then of
2provoking further Italian encroachment in Tigre. He was convinced,

apparently, of the need for a strong European ally^ and by 1893? at least,

he was so openly in favour of gaining French support that his own loyalty
4became suspect at court. The choice, however, was obvious and even Traversi

admitted that Ilg rose to his position of influence by championing Ethiopian 
5interests.

In mid 1891? Menelik sent Ilg to Europe on various commissions including
c

a diplomatic mission to extract some assurance from the French Government.

Apparently on his return in the fall of 1892, he emphasized the seriousness
7of the situation on Menelik advising him to draw closer to France. At the

1. Lagarde to Colonies, MNote sur Ilg", Paris, Aug. 26, 1891, Afrique/138, 
f. 252-233; He was given the Legion d’Honneur through Chefneux in 1893? 
Capucci to Salimbeni, Addis Ababa, Jan. 15? 1893? quoted in Salimbeni to
MAE, No. 12, Harar, Feb. 26, 1893? A.S. MAI, 36/10-84.

2. Salimbeni, Diario, entry, Entotto, Aug. 22, 1890, p. 151? advised 
accepting Mareb-Belesa for advantages of peace and a fixed frontier.

3. Keller, Ilg, p. 54.

4. Traversi to MAE, Addis Ababa, March 10, 1893? Conf. (XCIV), No. 283, p.80.

5. Ibid.

6. Deloncle to Colonies, Obock, July 9 and Aug. 9? 1891? Afrique/138, f. 230,
and f. 248; Lagarde to Colonies, "Note sur Ilg"? Paris, Aug. 26, 1891? ibid.,
f. 253? He referred to the commercial provisions of the Treaty of 1843 as 
being in force. Keller, Ilg,pp. 87 - 89.

7* Keller, Ilg., p. 9^: Lagarde to Colonies, Obock, Dec. 3? 1891?
Afrique/138, f. 287
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1end of 1894, Ilg again went to Europe and with Chefneux, was in fact the

agent for the new policy. He did not return to Ethiopia until after the

battle of Adua, but he was in constant correspondence with Menelik and instru-
2mental m  the pourparlers for the negotiation of a peace treaty.

The policy of seeking recognition, however, was expanded to a search

for active alliances as a consequence of a still graver crisis which opened

in 189^ and continued into the second half of 1896. The Piano mission in

June 189^ proved that the Italian Government was unwilling to negotiate except

on its own terms and refused to acknowledge the lapse of the Treaty of

Uccialli. Ilg apparently wrote en route for Europe that neither Italy nor

England was to be trusted and at the latest by early February 1893, Menelik

received a warning from him that no peaceful settlement with Italy was likely
3after the failure of the Piano Mission. Ilg also informed Menelik then that

only France, Russia and Switzerland showed any willingness to treat Ethiopia
Aas a civilized independent state. News of a further Anglo-Italian agreement

1. Re. Chefneux, see: Traversi to Brin, Addis Ababa, March 10, 1893, Conf.
(XCIV), No. 283, p- 79- Chefneux had returned to Europe almost immediately 
see Salimbeni to MAE, no. 14, Harar, March 9i 1893, A.S. MAI, 38/10-84, The 
influence of Taurin de Cahagne is less certain; according to Lagarde, he 
seconded Makonen in his pro-French leanings (Afrique/138, f. 287 and f. 374), 
Salimbeni, Diario, p. 332, also note 6 , p. 343* , piu che un vescovo,
un residente politico francese.”

2. Capucci to MAE, Addis Ababa, Feb. 19, 1893, ’'Dispacci Segreti”, No. XXX, 
pp. 340 - 341, Keller; Ilg, p. 91.

3* Keller, Ilg, p. 91, Cf•, Capucci to Traversi, Addis Ababa, Nov. 16, 1894, 
"Dispacci Segreti”, No. XVI, p. 331* Capucci to MAE, Addis Ababa, Feb. 19, 
1893, ibid., No. XXX, p. 340, summarizes (para. IV) letter of warning from 
Ilg received by Feb. 13/14.

4. Cited in Capucci to MAE, Addis Ababa, Feb. 19, 1893, ’’Dispacci Segreti”,
No. XXX, p. 340.



(May 4, 1894) delimiting their spheres of influence in Somalia had already

reached Harar in early June 1894. Makonen was outraged by its disregard for

Menelik's territorial claims and violation of his rights as an independent 
2sovereign. No doubt Menelik was equally disturbed. According to Piano,

he was furious and accused the Italians and British of combining with the
3ultimate intention of getting Ethiopia into their hands. In the autumn of

1894, Menelik also received a letter from Djibuti from a new unofficial agent

of the French Government, Mondon-Vidailhet. He warned that the British were

in concert with Italy in the Sudan and "it would be difficult for them not
4to turn also against Ethiopia." Meanwhile, the likelihood of war with Italy

had become very great. Ras Mangascia had intervened across the Mareb against

the suppression by the Massawa Command of the revolt of their client chief in

Okuli Kusai (December 15, 189*0 and had been overwhelmed (January 13-15, 1895)

News of this fighting and the unfounded rumour that the Italians had again
5entered Adua reached Menelik in the first days of February. The Italians

1. Text initialled April 21, 189*+ in F.O. 403/206, No. 33 inclosure 1; the 
line began at Gildessa.

2. Felter to Baratieri, Harar, June 4, 1894, Conf. (XCIV), No. 427, pp*
193 - 194.
3* Jopp to India Off., Aden, Aug. 28, 1894 (private), 1.0. Letters from Aden/'

4. Capucci to Traversi, Addis Ababa, Nov. 16, 1894, "Dispacci Segreti",
No. XVI, p. 531.

5* Capucci to MAE, Addis Ababa, Feb. 6, 1895, "Dispacci Segreti", No. XXVII. 
The Italians had crossed the Mareb and after menacing Adua (Dec. 27 - 28)
withdrew towards Eritrea to attack the Tigrean camp at Entiscio. See:
Baratieri, Memorie, pp. 86 - 87.
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believed in the complicity of Menelik, but the revolt appears to have been 
2spontaneous. Even after Adua, he did not try to reclaim the territory beyond

the Mareb. He was not assured of any allies in December 1894, and when he

was, in mid 1895, he showed little willingness to risk a war.

The prospect of war with Italy, in fact, had become more dangerous.

After Dogali and the stalemate before Saati in 1887-8 8, the self-confidence
4of Ethiopians in their military superiority seems to have swelled while the 

reputation of the Italians sunk. Antonelli noted in September 1889 that 

Menelik had begun to think that the Italians realized they could not fight 

in a country like Ethiopia.^ In September 1893, Traversi complained that 

Italy was handicapped by the belief that "we are not good at anything, that 

our soldiers are worthless, and that our askari, at the first encounter, will 

betray us ...,,D On August 20, 1894, however, Traversi informed Menelik of 

the Italian occupation of Kassala (July 1, 1894). Incredulity gave way to

1. Baratieri to Blanc, Massawa, Feb. 14, 1895, L.V. XXIII bis, No. 69, 
Conti-Rossini, Italia, p. 110 and following. Gf. Menelik to Mangascia,
Makonen and Wagscium Berru, sent on Feb. 13, 1o95 and quoted in Cappuci to 
MAE, Addis Ababa, Feb. 13/14 and Feb. 19, 1893, Conf. (XCIV), No. 603, p. 413 
and No. 606, p. 413*

2. Pankhurst, "Italian Settlement Policy in Eritrea and its Repercussions, 
1889 - 1896", p. 147.
3* Capucci to MAE, Addis Ababa, March 20, 1895, "Dispacci Segreti", No. LII, 
p. 550, para. I; misdated as "fine aprile, 1893", see: Conf. (XCIV), No.
683 annesso I.

4. Stace to Cromer, Aden, March 31, 1^93, quoting a report by Swayne of his 
visit to Harar, F.O. 403/190, No. ?

3* Antonelli to Crispi, Rome, Sept. 9, 1889, L.V. "Etiopia", No. 236, p. 429*

6. Traversi to Brin, Addis Ababa, Sept. 23, 1893, Conf. (XCIV), No. 340,
p. 203.
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"the most painful impression", according to Traversi. It was clear to the 

Ethiopians, he claimed, that they could no longer count on the Italians 

staying behind their forts. They realise, he wrote, that "we are able to 

surprise our enemies hundreds of kilometers distant in the midst of their 

encampments."^

Relief at the news that the Mahdists v/ere laying siege to Kassala and that
the

the Italians had abandoned Adua must have been dissipated by the insuccess of / 
2Mahdists and the certainty of Mangascia's defeat and the determined advance

■Z

from Eritrea into Tigre in March. By early April 1895, Addis Ababa was

scandalized by the report that native troops of the Italians had sacked the
kchurches of Adua. Menelik himself seems to have feared a sudden incursion 

by the Italians from Aussa to establish a fortified position on the borders 

of Wollo. After the resistence of their fort at Saati in 1888 and with 

the building of fortifications in Tigre, this must have been a discouraging 

check on the Ethiopian strategy of harassing invaders until the rains forced

1. Report of Traversi cited in note (2), p. 535, "Dispacci Segreti", from
Zaghi, "La conquista di Cassala."

2. Capucci to MAE, Addis Ababa, Dec. 15, 1894- and Jan. 18, 1895, "Dispacci 
Segreti" No. X X I  and No. X X I I I ,  pp. 533 and 535*

3* The Italians suddenly re-entered Tigre occupying Adigrat(March 25),
Makale (March 28) and Adua (April 1) and annexing Agame to Eritrea; on 
April 7, General Baratieri was welcomed at Axum. See, Conti-Rossini, Italia, 
p. 124- and following; Baratieri, Memorie, p. 109 and following.

4-. Capucci to Felter, Addis Ababa, April 4-, 1895, "Dispacci Segreti",
No. XLI, para. V I I I ,  p. 54-6; also note (2).

5* Capucci to MAE, Addis Ababa, April 7, 1895, "Dispacci Segreti", No«
XLII, p. 54-6.
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a retirement or routing the enemy by drawing him into a trap.

The news of Italian success over the Tigreans did not arouse a bellicose 

spirit of national unity. Before the renewed Italian advance at the end of

March, 1895» Menelik was reported by an Italian spi4, the engineer Capucci,
1 2 to have decided to fight. But it appears that he had done so reluctantly.

After the renewed Italian advance in March, Capucci reported that Menelik was
3discouraged by the setbacks and had begun to have second thoughts.' The 

negotiations which Menelik persistently returned to during the campaign of
9 £

September 1895 - March 1895 and during the uncertain period before a peace

treaty was signed indicate that he did not resort to war with any ambition.

Throughout, his terms remained the same as those finally incorporated in the

Treaty of Addis Ababa on October 21, 1896, that is, an end to the Treaty of

Uccialli with the recognition of his independence and Italian withdrawal to
4the Mareb-Belesa.

Probably his natural caution was increased by disunity in the face of 

Italian successes until the imposing Ethiopian victories in December 1895
C|

and January 1896.̂  In the first half of 1895 there seems to have been

1. Capucci to MAE, Addis Ababa, March 3i 1895; "Dispacci Segreti”,
No. XXXIII, p. 5^2.
2. Felter to Baratieri, Harar, Feb. 7> 18951 Conf. (XCIV), No. 5^0, P* 257 > 
Capucci to MAE, Addis Ababa, Feb. 14, 1895» ibid., No. 604, p. 409.
3* Capucci to Felter, Addis Ababa, April 4, 1895» "Dispacci Segreti",
No. XLI, para. VI, p. 5^6.
4. Re. these negotiations, see, Conti-Rossini, Italia, pp. 238-241, 252-256, 
and 317-526; Baratieri, Memorie, pp. 224-234 and 317-326; Felter, La Vicenda 
Africana 1895-96. "Baldissera to Guerra, Asmara, March 191 1896, L.V. (XXIII 
ter), No. 48, p. 28.
5* Capucci to MAE, Addis Ababa, Feb. 14 and March 23» 1895» Conf. (XCIV) No. 
604, p. 409 and No. 685, annesso II; see also, Felter to Baratieri, Harar, 
Jan. 20, 1895i ibid., No. 510, annesso V, p. 1519 Nerazzini, "Memoria", Rome 
Jan.26, 1895? ibid., No. 491, p. 8 3; Nerazzini to MAE, Gaeta, Feb. 3i 1895*

cont.••
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considerable difference of opinion about intervening. The war party,

according to Capucci, was predominantly made up of Tigreans like Ras Alula,

who had stayed in Shoa after the submission of Ras Mangascia in June 1893»

and the French and their sympathisers like Joseph Negussie. Others,

including Taitu, he reported, viewed the defeat of Ras Mangascia with more 
1caution. After a first war council had been held, apparently in April, a

Tigrean expedition was despatched with orders not to attack the Italians

before the arrival of Menelik’s own forces which had been released until
2the end of the rainy season. During the period of inaction imposed by

rains, disagreement between a war party and those for whom a struggle with
3Eritrea was unpopular seems to have continued. Although Menelik himself 

transported supplies to Wollo and also organized a supply depot in Begemder

Ibid., No. 5011 p* 115; and, Ciccodicola to MAE, Addis Ababa, July 10, 
1903i ibid., No. 2622, p. 67* Cf. Mondon-Vidailhet to Sviaghine, Addis 
Ababa, Dec. 11, 1896, ibid., No. 1266, Annesso I, "le patriotisme de ce peuple 
s’est tr&s excitd." and "Informazione Riservate sulle cose Abissine", July 
251 1895? reporting statements by Ilg that Menelik embarrassed by disunity, 
Conf. (XCIV), No. 849, p. 1061.

1. Felter to MAE, Addis Ababa, March 3i 1895» "Dispacci Segreti" XXXIII, 
p. 5^2; "la gente del paese [Shoa] ... ev contraria all guerra .... perfino 
la regina e contraria ...;" Capucci to Felter, Addis Ababa, April 4, 1895i 
ibid., No. XL and No. XLI, p. 546, para. VIII, "II fanatismo religioso pud 
solo dare a questo re una forza che piu non ha:"; Capucci to MAE, Relazione 
Sommaria, Rome, April 15, ibid., No. LV, para. VI, accuses Clochette,
Chefneux and Mondon-Vidailhet of fomenting war; para. VIII, Alula and other 
Tigreans in Shoa "un focolare di agitatori" convincing the other chiefs to 
intervene, pp. 552 - 553*

2. Ibid., pp. 543 - 545 and 553; alternate war plans are discussed in No. 
XLVII, dated April 23; No. XLVIII, dated April 26 and No. XLIX dated April
2 7, 1895, pp. 5^8 - 5^9 .

3. Ariraondi to Blanc, Asmara, Aug. 2, 1895, Conf. (XCIV) No. 878, p. 1139, 
citing Felter in Harar who was in touch with Capucci.
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before returning to Shoa for the rainy season, Capucci reported that he
2was very anxious. He feared, according to Capucci, being cut off from

3the import of additional ammunition and "has little faith in war.'1

It v/as to diplomacy, in fact, that Menelik turned in fending off

further Italian aggression. "Menelik counts heavily," Capucci reported at

the end of April, "on the influence of Russia and France to force Italy not 
Ato go to war." On May 6, Capucci added: "he urges the Russians and French

to bring him as many [cartridges ] as possible; but then his most cherished
5hope is that the Russians will stop us by diplomatic means."

From the beginning of 1895 until a peace treaty was signed at Addis 

Ababa in October 1896, Menelik assiduously cultivated the French and Russian 

Governments for the purpose of their diplomatic as well as material support. 

"That prostitute Menelik," Felter exlaimed at the end of 189 ,̂ "now makes 

love to the French because they pay [for arms J .  If they tire of footing the 

bill, he will make love to the Russians." This somewhat pungent obser

vation rather underestimated Menelik's purpose, but otherwise seems acute.

1. "Dispacci Segreti" No* LIV, para. VII, p. 351; also Keller, Ilg, p.-93? 
Menelik returned to Addis Ababa on June 30, 1895? Chroniaue I, pp. 371 - 372*

2. Capucci to MAE, Addis Ababa, May 6, 1895? "Dispacci Segreti", No. LIV, 
para V, p. 551*

3. Ibid.

Capucci to MAE, Addis Ababa, misdated but March 20, 1895? "Dispacci 
Segreti", No. LII, p. 550.

5. Capucci to MAE, Addis Ababa, May 6, 1895? "Dispacci Segreti", No. LIV, 
para V, p. 551*

6. Felter to Cecchi, Harar, Dec. 29? 189? (but 189^), Felter MS/26275*
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On March *f, 1895? Menelik sent letters to King Umberto and to General 

Baratieri demanding to know why the Italians had advanced to Adua in 

December. The letters pointedly ignored the provocation of the punitive 

expedition which was known in Shoa at least by the end of February and they 

lacked the formally conciliatory tone of previous correspondence with Italy. 

Apparently, Menelik had decided not to waste time in an obviously futile 

attempt to give the Italian Government a graceful way of backing down. On 

the contrary, about March 23? a less conciliatory letter was sent to

Baratieri reminding him that while Menelik preferred peace with his neighbours
2the Italians had advanced first to invade his territories.

On March 5 and 12, letters were sent to the French Government denouncing
3Italian aggression and proposing a treaty of friendship. Specifically,

Menelik appealed to the French Government to impress on the Powers the

unjust nature of the attack from Eritrea, "and in particular, ... the friendly 
APowers." Significantly, he noted: "We are happy to have in Europe firm

and invaluable friendships, such as that with France and her allies, whose 

favourable intervention on our behalf can not fail to be listened to in

1. Menelik to Umberto, Addis Ababa, Jan. 27? 1895 and Menelik to Baratieri,
same date, Conf. (XCIV) No. 632, annesso I and III; see also, Felter to 
MAE, Note explicative, Harar, March 16, 1895? annesso V.

2. Menelik to Baratieri, Addis Ababa, Megabiet 5? 1887 (March 12 or 13?
1895)? Conf. (XCIV) No. 668, annesso I; and Felter to MAE, Appunti alia 
Lettera, Harar, April 8, 1895? Annesso II.

3* Menelik to Faure, Addis Ababa, DDF, 16 Vol. XIII, No. 133? Menelik to 
Hanotaux, Addis Ababa, Megabiet 5? 1887 (March 12 or 13? 1895)? Afrique/138, 
f. 47^.

t̂. Ibid., Menelik to Hanotaux, f. V7A.
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Europe.”

Menelik must have been confident of a favourable response from the

French Government. By February 1A, he had received letters from Ilg in

Switzerland with an encouraging report of a visit to Paris, where support,
2Ilg claimed, seemed assured. Lagarde had been ordered, Ilg informed him,

to give their projects his full co-operation.^ Furthermore, by February 1A,

Menelik also had received word from Makonen that Chefneux was at Harar with
if"many rifles and many cartridges.” Savoure already had written announcing

that he intended to return in February. In fact, on January 18, 1893*

another Frenchman, Captain Clochette, arrived in Addis Ababa with letters

from Ilg, Lagarde and the French Government as well as a large quantity of

gifts including a Maxim gun from Lagarde.^ Chefneux and Mondon-Vidailhet,

a French journalist, arrived in Addis Ababa on February 27 and were closeted
7with Menelik during the next several days. All three were agents of Lagarde. 

It appears that the sale of a large quantity of rifles and ammunition

s

1. Menelik to Hanotaux, op. cit., f.

2. Ilg to Menelik, Zurich, Dec. 10, 1&9̂ -, summarised in Capucci to MAE,
Addis Ababa, Feb. 19, 1893* "Dispacci Segreti”, No. XXX, para III, p. 3̂ -0.

3* Ibid.

A. Capucci to MAE, Addis Ababa, postscript, Feb. 1A, 1893* "Dispacci 
Segreti”, No. XXIX, p. 339.

3* Capucci to Traversi, Addis Ababa, Nov. 16 , 189̂ -, "Dispacci Segreti”,
No. XVI, p. 331.

6. Capucci to MAE, Addis Ababa, Jan. 20, 1893» "Dispaci Segreti”, No. XXIV,
P. 333.
7. Ibid.
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at a very low price with the co-operation of the French Government was 
1offered. According to Capucci some ten thousand were sold by Chefneux

2alone/' Moreover, according to Capucci, Clochette proposed by early March
3that Menelik appeal for French mediation in Tigre. The uses Lagarde made

4of his agents is obscure. But it is clear that he instructed them to urge

some peaceful solution on Menelik while assuring him of French support for
5the import of arms. Moreover, while accusing the French of inciting 

Menelik to fight, Capucci also reported that they urged Menelik not to 

precipitate events until they could supply him with more arms.

1. Capucci to MAE, Addis Ababa, Feb. 6, 1895* "Dispacci Segreti", No. XXV, 
p. 336. 15*000 Gras at 6 /MT; the French Archives are not conclusive, but
see: Savoure to Rueff, Paris, Sept. 20, 189 -̂, and minute by Delcasse, FOM.
Af. Po1./131* Cor. Gen. Obock (189 -̂) • "Note Personelle pour M. Delcass^
June 6, 189^, unsigned, but by Lagarde, Afrique/138, f. and following. 
Lagarde to Colonies, Djibuti, Nov. 30, 189 ,̂ FOM. Af. Po1./131* "Cession 
d’un immeuble par la Cie. Franco-Africaine"; and, exchange Lagarde-Colonies, 
Djibuti, Nov. 7* 189^ and Paris, March 7? 1895* FOM. Af. PoI./131» Cor.
Gen. Obock (l895)»
2. Capucci to MAE, Addis Ababa, April 20 and May 6 , 1895* "Dispacci Segreti" 
No. XLIV, para. Ill, p. 5^7 and No*. LIV, p. 531.

3. Capucci to MAE, Addis Ababa, March 3* 1895* "Dispacci Segreti", No.
XXXII, p. 5^2.

Clochette’s mission remains vague; ostensibly he had sent "en quete de 
renseignements sous la discrete rubrique de chasse," Lagarde to Colonies, 
Djibuti, Feb. 6 , 1895 and Obock, Nov. 1, 189 ,̂ Afrique/138, f. +̂73 and

the Italian agent at Harar was hardly taken in by this disguise, but 
commented, "Non ha missioni che si sappia presso 1’Imperatore•" see:
Felter to Blanc, Harar, Dec. 31* 189^, Conf. (XCIV), No. ^8 3, p. 58; the exact 
purpose for which Chefneux and Mondon were given subsidies is equally vague.

5* Lagarde to Colonies, Obock, March 2̂ +, and April 9* 1895* and Lagarde to 
MAE, Vichy, Aug. 1̂ , 1895* Afrique/138; he does not specify what materially 
"Nos efforts amicaux en Abyssinie.. •" (f. -̂82) consisted in.

6. Capucci to MAE, Addis Ababa, March 20, 1895 "Dispacci Segreti", No. LII, 
para. VIII, p. 550; misdated "fine aprile".
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Menelikfs overtures to the Czar are still shrouded by lack of Russian

documentation, but it is clear that they paralleled those to France. In

March 1895? Menelik wrote to the Czar as well as to the President of France.

He probably acknowledge the arrival at Harar on February 11, of a Russian
2geographical expedition led by a certain Nicholas Leontiev. When Leontiev 

reached Addis Ababa at the end of March he delivered a letter from the Czar

which seems to have implied recognition of the independence of Ethiopia as a
3 , ifcountry of co-religionists. Prompted by Leontief, in June 1885, Menelik sent

an officer of the Harar garrison and a priest to ask the Czar for material
Aand diplomatic support against Italy. Although received by the Czar, the

embassy encountered the hostility of the religious authorities and he was
5given only a few hundred rifles and some bells. They soon discovered that

£
Leontief was an adventurer and may have reported that the Russian Government

7had disavowed him and was equivocal in its support of Menelik. Moreover,

1. Lagarde to Colonies, Obock, April 9, 1895, Afrique/138, f. 482.
2. Felter to MAE, Harar, Feb. 15, 1895, Conf. (XCIV), No. 560, p. 303; 
also Nos. 492, pp. 89 and 957, PP* 1325 - 1328.
3. Capucci to MAE, Addis Ababa, April 20, 1895, "Dispacci Segreti", No.
XLVI, p. 547.
4. Ibid.; also, No. XLVIII, April 26, 1895, P« 549; Chronique I, p. 370; 
Gov. par interim to Colonies, Obock, June 9, 1895, FOM, Af. P0I./13I, Obock, 
Cor. Gen. (1895)•
5. Lagarde to Colonies, Djibuti, Nov. 28, 1895, and Fr. Consul Gen. to MAE,
Moscow, Oct. 6 , 1895, in FOM, Af. P0I./13I, Obock, Cor. Gen. (1896);
Silvestreilli to MAE, St. Petersburg, Aug. 12, 1895, Conf. (XCIV), No. 879.
6. Silvestreilli to Blanc, St. Petersburg, Sept. 25, 1895, Conf. (XCIV),
No. 957, pp. 1325 - 1329.
7. Hanotaux, Minute, Afrique/138, ff. 491 - 492; MAE to Colonies, Paris, 
March 13, 1S9 6, FOM, Somalis/17, "Corr. Diplomatique," Colonies to Lagarde, 
Paris, March 24, 1896, FOM, Af. Pol./142. Obock, Cor. Gen. (1896).
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some time in mid-l895i Ilg sent the sound advice not to rely on European
1diplomacy, but to strengthen his own forces.

In fact, already in addition to warning the Italians and appealing to

the Franco-Russian entente, in April 1895}Menelik had approached the

Mahdists, Employing an Ethiopian Muslim, he sent to Omdurman calling for
2better relations. According to Capucci, Menelik wrote to the Khalifa:

When you were at war with Yohannes, I was also at war with him.
Between me and you there has never been war. Now an enemy, much 
worse than all those whom we have had before, comes against us; 
he comes to make slaves of you and me; I am black and you are
black: let us unite, therefore, in order to throw out this common
enemy.

No such letter survives in the archives of the Mahdiya and it appears that
Ifthe messenger carried only verbal proposals for better relations. It is 

likely, however, that these proposals were intended similarly to bury past 

differences and direct attention towards the Italians. Two letters surviving 

in the archives of the Mahdiya of April 25 and of July 17» 1896, prove that

he was intent on good relations with the Mahdists and eager, at least in July
c,1596, to make an alliance with the Khalifa.

The purpose of this overture in April 18951 however, remains unclear 

although the intention of improving the strategic position of Ethiopia against

1. Keller, Ilg, p. 95*

2. Sanderson, ‘'African Sources", p. 84.

5* Capucci to MAE, "Relazione Sommaria", Rome, April 15j 1896, "Dispacci 
Segreti", No. LV, para X, p. 555; see also, Conti-Rossini, Italia, p. 136.

4. Sanderson, "African Sources", p. 84.

5* Ibid.
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Eritrea can hardly be questioned. Perhaps he had no active plan beyond

securing the north-western frontier from the incursions which had harrassed

John during the first Italo-Ethiopian war* John had himself attempted to

free himself in the west by making peace in December 1888* At least by

the end of 1894-, Menelik had begun to pacify the north-west frontier* He

ordered the Governors of Begemedir and Quara, to conciliate the Mahdists

at Metemma in order to arrange for the re-opening of the important market 
2there* Apparently a commercial agreement was made and there were other

3signs of detente. The formal overture to Omdurman was the logical outcome 

of this development and may have pressaged the entente against European 

encroachment which became prominent in his relations with the Mahdists from

1896 3
It was in fact with his own strength, reinforced by the timely import 

of modern weapons, that Menelik cut short the Italian invasion* Moreover, 

it was the victory at Adua which made reliance on diplomacy a serious adjunct 

to military power in the defence of his independence was decisive. The over

whelming defeat of the Italians at Adua by causing a minor diplomatic revo

lution in Europe was decisive in creating the conditions for a policy of using 

the balance of power.

1. Ref* cited. Sanderson, ,fIngerM, note 3» P* 65.

2* Capucci to MAE, Relazione Sommaria, see note 122 above*

3* Ibid., and Conti-Rossini, Italia, p. 135*

4. See Sanderson, "The Foreign Policy of Menelik (1896 - 1898)".
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Less than a fortnight before Adua, Lagarde had begun to urge the

French Government to secure the future of the colony's access to Harar
1by coming to an agreement with Rome. The French Government hastened in

June to reply to an offer of a treaty which they had allowed to hangfire

since July 1893* By early December, their last hesitations were overcome

and after almost thirteen years of indirect pourparlers, Lagarde, the

Governor of Obock, was sent on the first official French mission to engage
3in serious negotiations with Menelik. The Czar proferred his mediation

Aj.to the Italian Government in mid-September 1896 at the behest of Menelik.

Already at the beginning of April 1896 a mission of the Russian Red Cross
3had been sent to Ethiopia. When Leontiev returned to Russia at the end 

of August 1896 with Joseph Negussie as Menelik's envoy, the Czar apparently 

reversed his refusal in 1893 to intervene at Constantinople on behalf 

of the Ethiopian monastery at Jerusalemn. A return mission was

1. Lagarde to Colonies, personal, Djibuti, Feb. 11, 1896, FOM, Af. Pol./l^2, 
Obock, Cor. Gen. (1896).

2. Sanderson, Upper Nile, p. 292«

3. Ibid., p. 293.

k, Visconti Venosta to Ital. Charge St. Petersburg, Sept. 14, 1896, Conf. 
(XCIV) No. 1399; and Joseph to Menelik, Kiev, Sept. 3» 1896, copy in 
Colonies to MAE, No. 228, Sept. 30, FOM Somalis/1^, "Correspondence 
Diplomatique".

3* Montebello to MAE, St. Petersburg, July 22, 1896, FOM, Somalis/171 
"Correspondence Diplomatique"; see also: Conf. (XCIV), No. 1, Nos. 1^28,
1^371 1^ 2 , 1^31 and 1317.
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promised to resuscitate the line with Menelik which had been allowed to

cool during the second half of 1895* By the end of October 18971 the Czar

was preparing to send some thirty thousand rifles and three million cart-

ridges as a gift to Menelik. Returning from Russia in December 1896, the

Ethiopian mission was received by the Sultan who exchanged decorations with 
3Menelik. Apparently through the good offices of Russia they discussed a 

favourable settlement of the controversy between Ethiopian and Coptic monks 

in Jerusalem.^

The British too were shaken from the coziness of relying on Italy to

deal with Ethiopia. Eight years before the battle of Adua, a Secretary of

the Government of India, concerned with French influence over the Somali

trade routes to Harar, had eschewed the obvious course of a mission to the

Shoan governor of that city with the lackadaisical excuse:

We do not know where Menelik is. But when we have ascertained his
whereabouts ... we should I think revive the project, dropped a year 
ago, of sending up an officer to see him....^

1. Ato Joseph to Menelik, Kiev, 3 Sept. 1896, copy in Colonies to MAE, No. 
228, Sept. 3O 1 1896, F.O.M. Somalis/17, "Correspondence Diplomatique"; 
Despatches of Ital. agents at Odessa and St. Petersburg of 1896, Nos. 1999* 
1618, 1632 and 1673; re. the suspension of negotiations for a treaty and 
the disappointing return of the Ethiopian mission from Russia in Sept. 1899, 
see, those also from Zeila, Harar and Jerusalem, Nos. 886, 983, 10^0 and 1837*

2. MAE to Colonies, Oct. 31, and Colonies to Lagarde, Nov. 4, 18971 F.O.M., 
Somalis/17, "Correspondence Diplomatique".

3. Pansa to MAE, Pera, Dec. 31, 1896, Conf. (XCIV), No. 18^3 ; Currie to 
Salisbury, Pera, Jan. 20, 1897, F.O. ^03/299, No. 91.

4. Mina to MAE, Jerusalem, Dec. 11, 1896, Conf. (XCIV), No. 1836.

9* Durand, Memo, on Aden and the Somali Coast, F.O. J>0 ^03/91, No. 41 
inclosure.
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The distress of the Italians in the first days after Adua, however, precipi

tated a military demonstration on the Nile which began the reconquest of 

the Sudan. in order to allay any fears aroused in Addis Ababa and to counter 

French activities, the British Government decided to send a mission to 

Menelik as well. The embassy had no difficulty in seeking him out in April 

1897 and concluded an Anglo-Ethiopian Treaty less than two months after 

Lagarde had left Addis Ababa with a Franco-Ethiopian Treaty. Both the 

British and French conceded frontiers restricting their holdings on the 

coast to a narrow band and acquiesced in part to Menelik's other territorial 

claims.' Furthermore, the Egyptian advance ordered in March 1896 up the 

Nile favoured Menelik in Omduman where the Khalifa began to respond with 

more interest to overtures he had been pressing since 1893.̂

The shedding of equivocation by the Powers in dealing with Menelik as 

an independent sovereign was perhaps the most important consequence of the 

Ethiopian victory at Adua. The establishment of direct relations with the 

Powers was essential to the policy by which Ethiopia survived penetration 

and extended its own frontiers until the death of Menelik in December 1913*

It was a policy which was constructive, yet wary. "With watchful eyes upon 

the future," the first American envoy, Skinner, commented on his return after 

his mission at the end of 19031 "the Emperor seeks to pit one European Power 

against another in order to preserve the political independence of his

1. Sanderson, Upper Nile, pp. 2k0 - 2^3*

2. Ibid., pp. 238 - 239 and references note (11) pp. 238 and 293 - 29^«

3* Ibid., pp. 296 - 297•
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1people.” In the meantime, Skinner explained, Menelik was intent on

developing Ethiopia’s resources with European methods to enable it to with-
2stand any further pressure from without. His negotiations with the French,

British, Russians and Mahdists in 1896 - 1897 show that he was intent on

gaining their co-operation, largely with fair promises, while encouraging
3their interest in Ethiopia as counterpoises. The cordial relations which

were re-established with Italy after 1897 were used by Menelik to balance
I+the influence of England and France, the other two coastal powers, and he

repeatedly asked to renew the charge of the Treaty of Uccialli for Italian
5protection of the Ethiopians in Jerusalem.

1. Skinner to State, No. 12.9, Marseille, Feb. 1, 1904, Despatches from 
U.S. Consuls in Marseille (1790 - 1906), roll 19: vol. 19, Aug. 1901 -
Dec. 1904.

2. Ibid.; also, Skinner to State, No. 130, Marseille Feb. 2, 1904,
’’balancing influence against influence while endeavouring to fortify his 
country, and to put it beyond the power of baleful forces to destroy.”

and 296,
3* See Sanderson, Upper Nile, pp. 239 /also: Maffei to MAE, St. Petersburg,
Oct. 18 and Nov. 5, 1896, Conf. (XCIV) No. 1742 and No. 1737, reporting that 
Ato Joseph, Menelik’s envoy, had held up the prospect of a resumption of 
hostilities in opposition to the British advance up the Nile, and Rodd, Memo 
of conversation with the Austrian Consul, Cairo, Jan. 13, 1897, reports Ato 
Joseph having told the consul that the Ethiopians did not really wish so 
powerful a neightbour on the coast as the Russians, but it was feared the 
French were about to ask for "something pretty big” in return for their 
support. Although conjectural, it is not unlikely that Menelik intended to 
exploit for the purposes of diplomacy, the rivalry which had become obvious 
between Leontieff and Chefneux as well as the colonial rivalry between Russia 
and England which they had explained to him.

4. Ciccodicola to MAE, Addis Ababa, Oct. 10, 1c/o2, Conf. (XCIV), No. 2393,
p. 303.
3* Requests of June 1897, Oct. 1900 and Jan. 1901 printed or cited in Conf. 
(XCIV) Nos. 2249, p. 117; 2374, p. 243; 2310 annesso, p. 114 and 2342
annesso, p. 181.
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A defensive policy relying on the balance of power, however, had not 

been possible previously. In so far as the conditions necessary to it 

resulted from local events, they were the consequence of the use of 

European arms which had made it possible for the Ethiopians to take advantage 

of their superior numbers and of the blunders of the Italian command at 

Adua and of the ability of Menelik to exploit this military victory. The 

equally decisive defeats inflicted on Egyptian armies by John IV in 1875 and 

1876 had not been conclusive beyond the immediate needs of defence. Nor 

did the Battle of Adua by any means assure future relations with the powers. 

The war was in fact not over in March 1896 . Although hostilities were not 

resumed before the rainy season (May to October) a well organized Italian 

relief expedition re-entered Tigre and the Italian Government continued to 

refuse the modest terms which Menelik had proposed since 1895. There is 

ample evidence that his own military resources had been seriously strained 

by the campaign^ and a Dutch vessel bringing a large supply of munitions 

purchased by his Agents in Europe was stopped by an Italian warship before
4it reached Djibuti and its cargo condemned as contraband. The Czar’s offer

1. In so far as the route to Massawa remained blocked and the frontiers 
were still menaced.

2. Viz., the unqualified abrogation of the Treaty of Uccialli; the 
unconditional recognition of his independence; and the withdrawal to the 
Mareb as the de facto frontier. Cf. DD. Ital. No. 26, and Nos. 27, 30 and 33*

3 . Conti-Rossini, Italia, gp. 431 - 453; Vice-Consul Zeila to Consul for 
Somali Coast, July 15, 1896, F.O. 403/239, No. 124 inclosure, reporting 
unwillingness of the soldiers returning to Harar with Makonen on July 8 to 
face European troops again.

4. Rossetti, Storia Diplomatica p. 215 and Riservata, ’Doelwijk".
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to mediate was withdrawn once it was learned that Rome considered it

inopportune. Instead, apparently, Menelik was advised that since Italy

was willing to recognize his independence, he should come to terms. The

reply Lagarde sent accepting Menelik’s proposal of a Franco-Ethiopian

treaty pointedly implied that nothing would be done until a treaty of peace
2had been concluded. Moreover, reservations in the acceptance, because of 

the continued state of war, were interpreted by Menelik as maintaining the 

prohibition on the import of arms which the Power had subscribed to on the 

appeal of Italy in August 1895*^ By the middle of 1896, when peace negoti

ations with Italy were still at a standstill, Menelik seems to have been

concerned that the British advance up the Nile actively threatened Ethiopia
4as well as the Mahdists.

Although Menelik appears to have received assurances from the French

1. See exchange Visconti Venosta-Ital. Emb. St. Petersburg, Sept. 14 and 
26, 1896, Conf. (XCIV) Nos. 1649 and 1685; also, DD Ital., Nos. 179 and 180,
p. 129*

2. Lagarde to Menelik, transmitted in Colonies to Gov. par interim,
June 3, 1896, FOM, Af. Pol./l42, Obock, Cor. Gen. (1896).

3. Visconti Venosta, circular, Aug. 1, 1896, Conf. (XCIV), No. 1539, p. 933; 
also, nos. 848, 893 and 999; Lagarde to Colonies, personal, Djibuti, Feb. 11, 
1896, FOM, Af. Pol./l42, Obock, Cor. Gen. (1896), assuring that he was 
restraining the arms trade; and, Colonies to MAE, Sept. 6 , 1896, Ibid., 
recalling that only a few arms were allowed to pass because of the need to 
maintain formal neutrality.

4. See, Sanderson, "Sources", pp. 85 - 86; in exasperation, Menelik 
had suspended negotiations on April 6, (L.V. "Avvenimenti di Africa", 
XXIII ter, No. 120, p. 56).
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that he might in practice continue to import some arms, he was left very

much to his own devices in dealing with the uncertain period after Adua.

In the event, these proved highly effective. Before the campaign, the

prospect of following Theodore and John into a fatal embroilment had been
2a sobering influence. At the same time, Ilg had warned that merely

defeating a European expeditionary force would only affront the honour
3of arms and encourage further attacks. Perhaps because of these influences

Menelik adopted a non-violent means of pressuring Rome. He attempted to

mend diplomatic fences with the British, whose support of Italy alarmed
Aand annoyed him. At the same time, he stubbornly refused to release the

some two thousand prisoners he had captured on the field at Adua. Appeals

from the women of Rome, a special envoy from the Pope and the intervention of

the Czar failed to induce Menelik to give up what he knew to be the
3surest guarantee of a speedily negotiated peace." Moreover, the prisoners

1. Colonies to Gov. par interim, June 23» 1896, FOM, Af. Pol./lA2, Obock, 
Cor. Gen. (1896); Menelik continued to be apprehensive, however; see, 
Colonies to MAE, "Nouvelles de Choa et Politique a Suivre", Sept. 6 , 1896, 
ibid.

2. Felter to MAE, Harar, Aug. 30, 1893* Conf. (XCIV), No. 939* P* 1279* 
reporting intercession on Aug. 28 by Taurin at Makonen's behest.
3* Ilg* interview to Zurich newspapers, Fr. trans. in Barrere to Berthelot, 
Berne, Feb. 191 1896, Correspondence Politique des Consuls Suisse/618, 
f. 7A - 731 dismissing danger of attack through the Somali desert because 
of the Anglo-French agreement on Harar and at stating that Menelik v/anted 
to wear down the Italians, rather than risk a decisive battle.

A. Menelik to Victoria, Makealle, March 31 (°r April 1) 1896, FO A03/239* 
No. 130; Ferris to Harrington, Aden, Nov. 29, 1896, 1.0. Letters from 
Aden/7, reporting conversation wit?i Ilg.

3. Rossetti, Storia Diplomatica, pp. 188 - 193> and printing Menelik to 
the Pope, Addis Ababa, Oct. 1, 1896, pp. 193 - 196; also, Jarosseau, Diary, 
bobine 1, f. 133*
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were cared for in the best manner possible under Menelik's stern super

vision. In the event, the Italian Government could procrastinate no 

longer under the weight of public opinion and the outcry of the relatives 

of the prisoners. An envoy, Cesare Nerazzini, was sent in September and 

the Treaty of Addis Ababa (October 28, 1896) was signed incorporating 

Menelik's terms for the unconditional recognition of Ethiopian independence,

and a return to the status quo ante until further negotiations could settle
1the disputed frontier of Eritrea.

The victory of Ethiopian arms at Adua was in large measure the result 

of the modern arms which Menelik had succeeded in importing as the result 

of almost thirty years of unrelenting effort to gain access to the sea.

But the use of war between September 1893 and October 21, 1896, as an 

extension of this diplomacy marks a high degree of sophistication. It is 

all the more striking in light of the catastrophe which overtook the 

Emperor Theodore at the beginning of Menelik's reign in Shoa and which 

marked both the tragic end of brilliant progress in improving warfare 

through European technology and the bankruptcy of crude diplomacy. The 

measure of the achievement which is represented by the Treaty of Addis Ababa 

is seen in the ability Menelik developed in exploiting circumstances and in 

his contribution to creating them. Moreover, at this point, his diplomacy 

entered a new stage in which his earlier efforts could be applied as a 

mature policy.. As famous as this mature policy remains, however, it had

1. Text in DD Ital. Nos. 237 and 258, pp. 189 - 190; see also reports of 
Nerazzini, Nos. 170, pp. 12A - 125 and 205, p. 20A.
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only been developed after a long struggle with his own 

compatriots and against the indifference and hostility of the outside 

world. If the evolution of his own thoughts remains very obscure, the 

increasing shrewdness and sophistication with which he adapted his efforts 

to overcome these obstacles is strikingly apparent. Moreover, the evolution 

of policy can be traced from futile and rather fumbling terfctives through 

the highly successful, but narrow terms of the diplomacy of commerce into 

political diplomacy using the balance of power. A born diplomat, Menelik 

had learned to use diplomacy successfully in the context of a world 

dominated by Europeans.
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